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Introduction 

In this paper, I shall propose a perspective on the experiences with post-conflict state building 

in Kosovo where the concept of law and order is at the centre of analysis. I will assess, by 

analysing the experiences in Kosovo, how law and order can be (re-) established after an 

intervention with the help of international institutions and the international community. The 

paper focuses on three core aspects, namely the internal security situation, the legal and 

judicial system and how to deal with the past. Before handling these specific aspects, I will 

turn to an overall assessment of problems in the field of law and order in Southeast Europe in 

general. 

Challenges on Law and Order in Post-Conflict Societies 

The shifting of scale, from nation-states to a conception or'the individual, is a shift that the 

concept of security has shared with its twin Cold War tern1, development. For most of the 

period after the Second World War until the 1990s, 'security' structured thinking about 

relations between east and west, 'development' structured relations between north and south. 
' 

Both terms had nation-states as their object. After the Cold War, this has changed, and there 

has been an individualisation of both terms. This process seems to have taken place in two 

stages: first from state to 'community', then from 'community" to 'human'. Thus, 

development as national strategy was replaced with community development and later human 

development. A similar sliding of scale has taken place with reference to security. Originally, 

security was concerned with the preservation of the sovereign state, and its protection by the 

use of military force. 1 This was challenged by what in security studies has become known as 

the 'wideners', who claim that other reference objects than the national state (such as 

individuals and their communities), as well as other issues than the threat and use of military 

force (such as environmental, economic, societal, and political), should be included in the 

concept of security2 Wye Jones calls these two moves respectively for an extending and a 

broadening of the concept of security3 
' 

The character of peace support operations (PS Os) has changed significantly after the Cold 

War: From a focus where the international community (I C) ·did not intervene in the society at 

1 Buzan, Wrever and de Wildc 1998:2 
2 Albert 1998:42: Buzan 1991: Wlcver et al. 1993; Buz,n, 1997 . . . 
· Wye Jones 1999 
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all, via a focus on the reconstruction of a society's status quo, to a focus on supporting 

democratic transition processes. This development has coincided with a widened 

understanding of security: from military assistance to a focus on cooperation between the 

civilian, the military and the law and order sector. In many ways this mirrors a real change in 

situations of conflict after the Cold War. Most wars of today are intra-state rather than inter

state and this explains the change in the object of security. 4· Moreover, ninety percent of the 

causalities are civilians, predominantly women and children, a fact that explains the focus on 

other agents than the military. 5 In this regard, the concept of security sector reform (SSR) has 

earned a central place within international community assistance to societies going through 

transitions from war to peace6 SSR as a phenomena encompasses crucial goals of a peace 

support operation, namely to create security and a democratic development for the people 

living there. Although we have seen democratisation waves sweeping the Balkans the deeper 

problems have not been taken away, and are often the ones relating to the security sector. 

Generally speaking, the security sector is made up of two co.inponents: the internal, consisting 

of police, justice and penal sector, and the external, constituting the military. However, there 

are often sliding transitions between these, and in some countries there are no differences 

between the role of the military and that of the police. In' other countries, private security 

companies increasingly take over responsibility formerly· reserved to the police and the 

milit1ary. Security sector reform should be seen as an :integral component of conflict 

prevention and post-conflict reconstruction. Development, or at least sustainable 

development, cannot succeed without a stable environment, i.e. security and a commitment by 

the recipient states to improve governance. Following this, there is a need for comprehensive 

SSR approaches to assistance that link security, governance and development (economic, 

political and social). This has been emphasised by the development of a crisis management 

capability in the European Union as well as by the recent report from the Secretary General 

on United Nations Peace Operations. 7 

4 Wallensteen and Sollenberg 1999 
'WH!Iensteen and Sollenherg 1999; Camegie Conunission on Preventing Deadly Conflict 1997:\vii 
6 It should be noted that reform of the security sector may happen withour the ussistance from the 'outside', like 
was tOr instance the case in both South Africa and FYR MaccdoniH where processes ofref(mn happened from 
the '{nsidc'. The concept 'security sector rcl(mn' rc!Crs, however, to H pnX;ess tlwt is initie~tcd by the 
intcmational communitY. ~ 
1 UN Secretary General~ report to the General Assembly/Security Councii, 2000 (the 'Brahimi-reporf). This has 
also been emphasised by the Committee of the Defence (NOU 2000/20 - F or>Vdr5politisk utvalg) and by the 
Conunittee on Vulnerability (NOU 2000/24- Sarbarhetsutvalget) 
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The main tenet of SSR is the desirability of spreading well-understood norms on how the 

security sector should be managed in order to promote the wider objectives of development 

and security" Hence, SSR is closely linked with other normative agendas such as 

democratisation, civilian control of the military, protectioh of human rights, independent 

judiciary, importance of an independent civil society, etc. We have seen discrepancies 

between international demands, standards and norms on the one hand, and local needs and 

interests· on the other. Here, there is a need to understand the contextual character of the 

conflict as well as focusing on local ownership. The initiatives may well be external and 
\ 

based on international demands and standards as long as tile local actors feel that they take 

part in the process and feel some ownership in it. This is crucial for long-term sustainability 

and for the peaceful exit of the international engagement 'in a given country. Both in the 

Kosovo and the Balkans, as well as in most other countries iri the world, the need for security 

sector reform most often arises against the background of civil war, ethnic strife, international 

intervention and the collapse of previous regimes. 

The security situation in the Balkans 

The security situation represents the greatest challenge in the Balkans since the beginning of 

the Yugoslav dissolution. The trauma of the war has left the people in war-torn societies with 

an extreme sense of insecurity9 There is a general consensus among experts within the field 

·Of international crisis management that the primary source o'f insecurity is weak states. 10 The 

assistance to rebuild the state and make this able to fulfil its intended task is perhaps the most 

crucial role of the international community. 11 In the Bal~.ans many states are engaged in 

procbses of st_ate building - either the creation of n·ew states or the fundamental 

trans'formation of regimes. Recent studies have showed th'at one of the greatest perceived 

threats to regional security is external withdrawal or disen'gagement. The international 

community has in many of these countries become some sort of a Leviathan, as conflict will 

most probably break o.ut the moment the international community withdraw. Kosovo, but also 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, serve as examples of this. In 'the long run, membership into 

international organisations, above all, membership in the European Union and NATO, is seen 'i 
as the only way in which disengagement can happen without it posing a threat to the stability 

R Chalmers 200 I 
9 Tanner 200 I 
10 Ball 1998. By 'weak :;tate' I mean both a lack of cupacity and legitimacy. 
11 Olstad and Stokke 2000:99 



of the region. Herein lies also a problem. Many people in the region look at the intermediate 

security sector, which concerns regional cooperation and integration, as a threat to further 

European integration. The logic is that more regional integration will lead to less European 

integration and that this is the rationale behind the interest o~the IC in assisting in this process 

- as if it was a zero-sum game where more regional integratidn and cooperation would impede 

European integration. 12 For this reason some of the partner.-countries have been reluctant to 

cooperate on especially security issues at a regional level. 

Kosovo and Bosnia share some common features both regarding their past, the wars they went 

through, the way the war ended and the role o the · temational community in these societies: 

In the absence of a final end state Kosovo is ccupie by NATO's KFOR and administered by 

the UN through its UNMIK mission. Bosnia on the other hand is also some kind of an 

international protectorate, but in a much lesser degree than what is the case in Kosovo. While ------------... 
in Bosnia, there were recognised government structures to work with, in Kosovo the 

international community had to prepare itself for performing this task. 13 However, in many 

instances they are incomparable. This concerns for instance their 'post-conflict' status. The 

key element of a society being in a post-conflict status· is that a peace agreement has 

determined a final end state for the territory. This is the case for Bosnia, but not Kosovo. 

While in Bosnia a peace-agreement was found in the Daytori accords where the determination 

of a: final end state for the territory was established, this was absent in Kosovo. The Dayton

agre'ement of November 1995 established the Republic ofBosnia and Herzegovina, consisting 

of two autonomous entities. As for Kosovo, the UN Security Council Resolution 1244 says 

that Kosovo is to remain as part of the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia. 14 

Internal Security in Kosovo 

The 3rd of June 1999 EUs representative, the Finish pr~sident Martti Ahrtisaari and the 

Russian special envoy Victor Tjernomyrdin, managed to find a peace-agreement with the 

12 This statement is ha..">ed on talks and discussions with several chief of police representatives from Southeast 
Europe. 
"Earth Eidc, Espen and Tor Tanke Holm 2000:214. 
14 In the case of Bosnia, see article ill and annex 2 of the Genentl FranH!\lmrk Agreement t<lr Peace in Bosnia 
and Hcrzcgovina (the Dayton Pe<tcc Agreement). In the casc of Kosovo sec S!RES/1244( 1999) \\'here article I 0: 
'Authorizes the Sccret<try-Gcncral, with the assistance ofrdevant international organizations, to establish an 
intemation<JI civil presence in Kosovo in order to provide an interim administration for Kosovo under which the 
people ofKosovo can enjoy substantial autonomy wiU1in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia .. 



Yugoslav authoritarian president Slobodan Milosevic. This\ended 78 days of war and led to 

the establishment of the United Nations Security Coun~il Resolution 1244, which is the legal 

mandate under which Kosovo is ruled. When NATO entered with its Kosovo Force (KFOR), 

the UN with its Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), the OSCE and the EU, 

they were met by a situation of vacuum in the security sector. After the withdrawal of Serbian 

security forces there were no local institutions at hand to take care of the public security 

function. 15 

After years of discrimination, the Kosovo-Albanian community started a process of reversed 

ethnic cleansing towards the non-Albanian community. This is not the case any longer, 

although it is not easy to be neither Kosovo-Albanian in Kosovo-Serb dominated 

communities nor the other way around. Today, large-scale ethnic violence has been reduced 

significantly compared to the first half year after the end of the war, but it still represents a 

great challenge. It should be remembered here that ' ... Kosovo was not a particularly well

ordered society before the war either. The totally Serbian-doininated police was in Kosovo for 

. public control rather than public service, and on the other side, strong traditional structures of 

kam.in laws emphasising blood revenge and self-styled 'policing' prevailed.l6 

The la~ of effective judicial and p~cing mechanisms has bken a key factor in perpetuating a 

·---- ', --climate of insecurity in Kosovo. The impact has been severe: in the absence of any effective 

deterrent, the level of crime and violence continues to be high. This applies not only to 

ethnically motivated crime against Serbs and other minorities, including murders, abductions, 

destruction of property, forced evictions, threats, and intimidation, but increasingly also to 

organized criminal activities which affect the security of all inhabitants of Kosovo. In this 

regard, the international community's major preoccupation' is not final status but security. 17 

KFOR's 42,500 troops in Kosovo (and 7,500 in addition in neighbouring countries) as well as 

around 4,000 UN Police officers have not been very effective in providing internal security. 

The inability to prevent A1 an1an revenge attacks against Kosovo-Serbs and other mmontJes, 

which began immediately after the war ended, is the most otivious example of this. 

" CPN Briefing Paper 1999. 
16 Eide & Holm 2000:213. 
17 For a further discussion on this, see ICG · s report (2000) ·Alter Milosevic · and its ch1:.1ptcr 5 on Kosovo. . . 



-·ecutive authority. This was seen as necessary because the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia had withdrawn their security forces and did not 'exercise sovereign authority over 

the province. 18 However, the international community carlnot possess this role forever. In 

order to build up a local police force (the Kosovo Police Service- KPS), the Kosovo Police 

Service School (KPSS) was established. The KPS is under full command of the UNMIK 

Police while the KPSS is run by the OSCE. Measured on several dimensions, the creation of~ 
the KPS and the KPSS is maybe the greatest success-story regarding the role of then 

international community in assisting security sector reform·: The most important element is 

that it has been successful in recruiting students from minority gr~s (unlike the problems of 
...:..___--- ' 

politicisation of the Bosnian police). Furthermore it has an aim of having 30% women in each 

class, which has been achieved. KPS has been involved in a measure undertaken aimed at 

curbing the most violent excesses in September last year, namely the establishment of Special 

Local Security Measures (SLCM). SLCM includes mobile police stations manned by UN 

police, KFOR troops and by mixed ethnic personnel of the Kosovo Police Service. The effort 

has been criticised for institutionalising the Serb enclaves. 

Another important effort concerning cooperation behVeen the different international 
' 

organisations within the context of security sector reform concerns the demilitarisation and 

derrlobilisation of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). TBe demilitarisation was central to 

KFOR's mandate to enforce a safe and secure environment;' but this process was overseen by) 

UNMIK When the Kosovo Protection Corps (KPC) was established by UNMIK Regulation 

No. 1999/8 on 20 September 1999, it happened on the baiis of close consultations between 

18 Eidc & Holm 2000:212. 



UNMIK and KFOR. KPC is supposed to serve as part of a civilian emergency response 

agency. It consists of3000 active members and 2000 reservists. 200 of the active members are 

allowed to carry personal weapons, restricted for guarding facilities and ceremonial purposes. 

Although KFOR provides the day-to-day supervision of the 'corps, UNMIK is responsible for 

its civil administration. KPC was for some time seen as a s·uccess-story. But especially after 

the escalation of conflict in the Presevo-valley in southern Serbia in February 2000 (with the 

UCPMB) and in Makedonia in one year after (with the NLA), many were the ones who 

criticised the international community for not having been able to demilitarise the KPC fully, 

because in both places, many of the former fighters in the KLA participated. 19 However, it 

must be bared in mind that the KLA was never a very structured organisation in the sense that 

it was composed of disparate groups with different agendas at respective local levels. Most 

(
people today seem to look upon the KPC, not as a civil emergency agency, but just as a 

demobilised KLA. Furthermore, if Kosovo is to get independence in the future, the KPC (or 

parts of it) will most probably constitute its army. 

As for the reform of the legal and judicial system in Kosovo, disputes about which legal code 

that was to be used as the applicable law left UNMIK in a legal limbo for the first six months 

of the mission. The agreement reached was that it should be based on the law from I 989 and 

supplemented with law from 1998 as well as new elements. But the problems were not solved 

concerning the wide latitude for arbitrary decisions. When international judges and 

pros~cutors were inserted into the process, however, the situ'ation improved. 

Another measure that improved the situation was the establishment of the Joint Advisory 
~ 

Council on Legislative Matters in August 1999. This waS established to counsel the UN "------ . . 

Interim Administration Mission (UNMIK) on how to purge Kosovo ·s legal codes of 

' discriminatory elements. Besides from this, it also focuses on creating new legislation, in 

cooperation with international experts identified by UNMIK The purpose has been to review 

the existing legal framework and the laws applicable in Ko§ovo with a view to purging it of 

all provisions, which are inconsistent with the standards recognized in Europe and the rest of 

the world. Local and international legal experts were elected to advice the United Nations 

operation in Kosovo on legal reform in the territory. The Council also established working 

19 UCPMB is an Albanian abbreviation and means the Liberation Anny of Presevo, Mcdvedja and Bujanovac, 
while NLA means the National Liberation Army. 



groups that are to consider criminal law, property law·, economic and financial laws, 

administrative law, civil law and other matters. 

Despite these. measures, there is still a need to speed up the process of a functioning and 

impartial judicial system. The international community must continu~-to closely momtor the 

performance of Kosovo judicial personnel and judges to avoid the performance of ethnic bias 

of their duties 2
" 1t must be remembered that the question of whose justice and what law is 

intertwined with that of movement toward final status21 Furthermore, the salary of local 

judges should be increased as an anti-corruption measure. This latter point is somewhat linked 

to what represents the most difficult security problem to deal with in Kosovo, and that is what 

operates beneath the surface in both the Kosovo-Albanian and Kosovo-Serb communities. 

This regards especially the problem of organised crime, cSr rather, transnational organised 

crime. While peaceful co-existence is a difficult issue between several of the countries in 

Southeast Europe, this has not hampered organised crime, which is transnational by its vel)• 

nature22 This implies that it must be dealt with on a regional level. 23 As what regards the 

penal system, there is no institutionalised international capacity for dealing with rehabilitation 

and capacity building. Due to this, the issue has been dealt with in an ad hoc manner. 

Dealing with the Past 

Creating a legal system able to administer justice for war crimes and crimes against humanity 

committed in Kosovo, most notably since March 1998, is also important for future stability. If 

justice is seen to be done in such cases, tensions between Kosovo-Albanians and others, 

particularly Serbs and Roma, may decrease, improving the conditions for dialogue and, 

eventually, peaceful co-existence. The future does not look' too bright concerning this at the 
i 

moment. However, it must be bared in mind that Yugoslavia did not go through any process 

of social catharsis after the Second World War. This is rnuch of the reason why the gap 

between 'SeJr and 'Other' at the moment seems to be 'lmbridgeable. All societies have 

procedures, conscious and unconscious, which define who belongs and who does not belong 

to the group. The growing number of identity claims in the name of ethnicity poses many 

problems for the sovereign state. The state solves the problem of conflicting identity claims 

20 See OSCE report 2000:61. 
21 ICG report 2000:92. 
21 Holm & Osland 200(J: 11. 
23 For more on this, st.-e: http://\\ww.stctbilitypuct.org/WT-3/0rganised%20Crime/SPOC%20Doc.htm. 
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procedures, conscious and unconscious, which define who belongs and who does not belong 
' , 

to the group. The growing number of identity claims ii1 the name of ethnicity poses many 

problems for the sovereign state. The state solves the problem of conflicting identity claims 

20 See OSCE report 2000:61. 
21 ICG report 2000:92. 
12 Holm & Osland 2000: 11. 
D For more on this, st.-e: http://www.stabilitypact.org/WT-3/0rganised%20Crime/SPOC%20Doc.htm. 



Apart from the ICTY, which has jurisdiction over Kosovo, complementary measures have 

been suggested. In Kosovo, for a long time planning went on in order to establish the so

called Kosovo War Crimes Court (KWECC), but due to< different cooperation problems 

among the local parties as well as among central international organisations, this has been 

carried out. 

Policymakers must adopt the more long-term approach of encouraging 'nations· to become 

cosmopolitan and internally heterogeneous, and demonstrating to ethnic entrepreneurs that the 

rewards of partial assimilation outweigh those of separation. ' 27 There is always someone who 

does not want the war to end. Stedman has labelled these 'spoilers' 2 ' Very often, these not 

only play an important role during the war, but also in the aftermath, especially when it comes 

to combating lransnational organised crime. 

Lessons Learned and Future Challenges 

Reform and reconstruction are ambitious goals for international actors. Their inherent 

intrJsiveness on the structures and processes of a state mak~ them highly political processes. 

The extensive and open-ended nature of reform is resource demanding and requires long-term 

commitment of assistance. Most Important, it necessitates a coherent vision of the end-state to 
--;-:-.-~~...,---.t_:chieved. The democratic, efficient rule of law is the articulated goal ol the international 

community. This end-state, however, is not easily translated into clear tasks and measurable 

objectives. 01rategic thinking is thus required at all levels. about the goals of international 

assistance to security sector reform, the specific targets to· be set at distinct stages, and the 

priorities to be established in particular contexts. 

Reform of the security sector is an absolute need, both in itself, but also because it can foster 

economic and other kinds of investment in the future. It is crucial that SSR is seen as an 

integrated part of the development and reconstruction proc.ess, because a long-term sense of 

security is a basic premise for economic reconstruction and reconciliation after war and 

conflict. Solid and lasting peace requires not only the absence of conflict, but also that people 

expect that there will be peace in thefuture and that they make their personal calculations on 

27 LHitin 1995:13 
".St<dman 1997; Eide 1997 
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that assumption. People do not live their lives in short-term intervals but in the long run29 The 

'security first approach' has been developed on the basis of different PSOs in Western 

Africa 
30 

The argument is that a crucial precondition for development in any country is that a 

sufficient level of security is established and kept. However, security sector reform cannot 

tackle for instance the corruption problems without associated rule of law changes. For this 

reason, adoption of international rule of law standards is paramount in relation to future 

membership in the European Union31 

Which are so the lessons learned so far concerning the reconstruction of law and order in 

Kosovo and which are the future challenges? As for the lessons learned they can be 

summarised in the following points: 

• The international community can only assist the countries in need of reforming their 

security sector. 

• The countries must want the international community to assist them in this process. 

• The countries in question must take an active part in the process of restructuring the 

law and order sector- they must feel an ownership in the process. 

• It must be clear from the start that a reform of the law and order sectors is first and 

foremost a political process. 

As for the future challenges, Kosovo must be seen as forn'!ing part of the broader security 

complex in Southeast Europe in the sense that it is difficult to look at one area or country 

separate from the development in the neighbouring countries. A destabilisation of Kosovo for 

instance, will have impact on the countries in the region. Hence, in order to point out the 
' challenges for these countries in specific, a glimpse is necessary to cast on the region as such. 

,, 
The greatest challenges facing the region today is therefore the following: 

• Combat the problem of transnational organised crimein the region. 
i 

• Cooperation with the ICTY for all the countries falli(lg under its jurisdiction. This also 

implies the need of starting the process of social catharsis in all the countries having 

experienced war and conflict in the region. 

29 
NUPI Working Group on Security Sector Refonn 1999. See also Eide k Holm 2000:3. 

Jo Ibid. r 

Jl Holm and Osland 2000:23. For more on this, see ulso CPN Briefing P<lper 1999. 
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• Restructuring the security sector in the countries or'the region. The reforms must be 

seen in relation to each other. 

• Establishing functional cooperation between the countries in the region- for instance 

concerning networking with regard to more effective crime fighting. 

• Ensure the safe return and integration of refugees. 

A strong and independent legal system is one of the cornerstones in building a democratic 

society and secure future for Kosovo based on the rule of law. As a consequence, laying the 

groundwork for an independent and impartial justice system, and a fair and effective system 

of policing, is an essential task for the international community. Furthermore, security sector 

reform must aim at improvements along three different, but partially interdependent lines. 

First, the security sector must obtain internal legitimacy. The basis for legitimacy may vary 

depending on local laws, traditions and values. Secondly, the security sector must be 

effective. If the state cannot provide protection against crime and violence, it loses legitimacy 

quickly. Thirdly, the security sector must enable the stale to be internationally accountable. 

This means that the state must live up to international standards and norms, such as human 

righis and the fight against organised crime. 
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LAW AND ORDER: JUDICIARY DEVELOPMENT IN EAST TIMOR 

Prepared for the conference on Comparing Experiences with Post-Conflict State Building in Asia and 
Europe in Denpasar, Bali-lndoncsia, 15- 17 October 200 I. 

Dionisio Babo-Soarcs 
Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies 
The Australian National University 

Introduction 

On the basis of Security Council Resolution 1272, 25 October 1999, the 

United Nations Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) was granted full 

authority to administer the territory and is empowered with all means to 

exercise the legislative and the executive authority, including the 

administration of justice. Law and order topped the rank of components in the 

UNTAET's mandate, underlining the significance of this element in the work of 
the Transitional Administration. 

This paper however, will concentrate on the development of the legal and the 

judicial .system, outline its achievements and strengths during the transition 

period and foresee the weaknesses and challenges ahead. The paper is 

divided in three parts. The first part details the achievements of the Judiciary 

after the UNTAET's two years involvement in East Timor, the second part 

covers some of the weaknesses and drawbacks and the third part looks at the 

challenges this sector will need to work out in the future To conclude this 

discussion, some final comments will be made to sum up the main points of 

the paper. 

Legal Framework 

When referring to both legal and judicial systems during the Transitional 

Administration period, one ought to look carefully at the regulation No 1/1999. 

This regulation serves as· the basis for all laws currently applied in the 

territory. Section 3 of regulation No 1/1999 states that the laws applied in East 

Dionisio Babo-Soarcs 
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Timor prior to 25 October 1999 shall apply mutatis mutandis in the territory as 

long as they do not conflict with section 3.1 of the regulation. The latter being 

(a) the mandate given to UNTAET under United Nations Security Council 

resolution 1272 (1999); and (b) the regulations and directives issued by the 

Transitional Administrator in executing its task. 1 

In a way, applying Indonesian law -Penal Code and Criminal Procedure 

Code- and honouring legally binding decisions under both Portuguese and 

Indonesian law regimes were implicit in UNTAET's regulation No 1/1999. lt is 

worth mentioning that the Indonesian Civil Code and Civil Procedure Code, 

both of which are Dutch-based laws, have also been used in courts 

throughout East Timor. Bearing this in mind, the Transitional Administration 

maintains only two tasks in terms of promulgation of laws namely, to amend 

the existing laws whenever deemed necessary and to issue new regulations ... 
to carry out its task. 

Regulation No 1/1999 also puts an end to a number of Indonesian laws 

(section 3.2) 2 including the abolishment of capital punishment (section 3.3). 

This was done to comply with section 2 of the same regulation which requires 

strict adherence to international Conventions and full compliance with 

universal human rights standards 3 Until the time this paper was written (13 

October 2001) UNTAET had issued a total of 68 regulations. with 4 

regulations promulgated in 1999, 36 regulations in 2000 and 28 regulations in 

2001. This does not include the number of Directives, Notifications and 

Executive Orders issued by the Transitional Administrator. 

1 See Regulation 1/1999, 27 November J 999 (source: http://wmv.un.org/peacc/etimor/untactRJr-1999. 
htm). 
2 These include Law on Anti-Subversion; Lmv on Social Organisations: Law on National Securit-y; 
Law on National Protection and Defence: Law on Mobilisation and Demobilisation: Law on Defence 
and Security·. 
3 These inclnde the Universal Declaration on Human Rights of 10 December 1948; The International 
Covenant on Civ·il and Political Rights of 16 December 1966 and its Protocols: The International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 16 December 1966; The Convention on the 
Elimination of All Fonns of Racial Discrimination of 21 December 1965; The Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women of 17 December 1979: The Convention 

2 
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In terms of the legal and the judiciary system, a number of regulations have 

also been promulgated. These include: 

o Regulation 1999/3 on the Transitional Judicial Service Commission which 

was amended by regulation 2000/25; 

o Regulation 2000/11 on the Organization of Courts which was amended by 

regulation 2000/14, regulation No 2001/18 and then regulation 2001 /25; 

o Regulation 2000/15 on Panels with Jurisdiction Over Serious Criminal 

Offences; 

o Regulation 2000/16 on Public Prosecution service; 

o Regulation 2000/30 Transitional Rules of Criminal Procedure; 

o Regulation 2001/22 Police Service. 

On the issue of legal representation, regulation No. 2000/11 on the · · · 
- . - - . ·-

Organization of Courts in East Timor, section 27 provides for a basic right to·. · · 

legal representation. The aim was io ensure effective and equal access to 

lawyers and that every East Timorese has access to justice in a court of law. 

The provision of legal aid is an important safeguard to ensure that legal 

advice in relation to complex issues in both criminal and civil cases can be 

accessed by the society at large. 

Institutional Building: Early Development 

In the early period of UNTAET's administration the legal infrastructure was 

appalling. (1) No legal framework was in place. (2) The courts/buildings, 

including everything in them left from the previous administration (Indonesia) 

were completely destroyed. (3) With the exception of a number of Indonesian 

law graduates with little experience in court matters, not one East Timorese 

judge, public prosecutor or lawyer was in place 4 Indonesian judges, public 

prosecutors and public defenders who worked in East Timor as civil servants 

had left the country following the September 1999 mayhem. ( 4) Having 

Against Tmiure and other Cruc1, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment or Punishment of 17 December 
I 984: The Intemational Convention on the Rights of the Child of 20 November 1989. 
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experienced a military occupation for 24 years during which the judiciary 

system was simply untrustworthy, people's confidence in state courts was 

lamentable. The effort to recover people's confidence in the justice system 

has not been an easy task. · 

The point here is how to start establishing the foundation of a legal framework 

that might be sustainable for East Timor even after the Transitional 

Administration has left the territory. 

After a series of considerations, a Transitional Judicial Service5 was 

established to work on the recruitment of judges, public prosecutors and 

public defenders. 6 The selected candidates were provided with a series of 

one-week compulsory "quick-impact" courses both in Dili and in Darwin from 

·- November until December 1999. On ?·January 2000, the Disliict courh]fDili'c -.. c~'-~-~~~c= =~ 

was established. Judges, prosecutors and lawyers were also appointed cin 
that day. Thanks to the availability of a number of law graduates from 

Indonesian universities who made the recruitment possible, the Justice 

Department in East Timor had a much easier task to execute than had been 

the case in other previous newly emerging post-conflict states 7 

Institutionally, the building of the legal and judicial system in the territory 

commenced from scratch. In his paper, Building a New Judiciary for East 

Timor, Mr Hansjoerg Strohmeyer, the then head of the Legal section of 

UNTAET, underlined four key strategies in developing the legal system during 

the initial phase of the administration. These included the need (1) to design 

the necessary legal framework for a functioning and independent judiciary,.,(2) 

4 During the 2-1. years of lntegrasi (integration) with Indonesia only· one East Timoresc was appointed 
as public prosecutor, not one ofthcjndges \Vas East Timor born. · 
5 UNT AET, Regulation No 1999/3 
6 For an understanding of the early deYelopmcnt of the legal system in post-referendum East Timor, see 
Hansjocrg Strohmcycr, Building a New Judician' for East Timor: Challenges for a Fledging Nation. 
Paper presented at the symposium "Enhancing Respect for Human Rights - Challenges for the New 
Juc;Iiciary in East Timor", on International Human Rights Day, 10 December 1999, at the Parliament 
House of the Northern Territorv in Danvin. Australia. 
1 I was told that some formc.r Portuguese colonies did not have law graduates when they gained 
Independence. and countries like Mozambique had only two law graduates at the time it proclaimed its 
Independence (Notes, from Conference on East Timor in Algarve, Portugal, October 1998). 
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to rebuild the collapsed infrastructure of the judiciary and (3) to prepare a 

comprehensive education program for the existing legal community. In 

addition to the above, there was a need to give priority (4) to the efforts to 

mark a fundamental departure from the culture of the judiciary which existed 

under Indonesian rule by committing the new judiciary to international human 

rights standards8 

During the past two years of the Transitional Administration, there has been a 

great sense that some of the four key strategies have been, to some extent, 

implemented successfully. Indeed, while the second and third key strategies 

might be progressing, although slowly, issues such as an independent 

judiciary, providing a comprehensive education program for the local legal 

community and adjusting people to a new culture of tolerance need time and 

patience. As this paper will explain later, even after two years, a number of .•. 
weaknesses remain unresolved, which, if not improved and sustained, might 

jeopardise the efforts made so far. 

Definition of Portfolio 

Throughout the year 2000, local demands for power sharing within the 

administration intensified. In responding to such demands, UNTAET took 

some. major adjustments. 9 These included the reshuffling of the cabinet 

ministers on several occasions along with the creation of East Timor 

Transitional Administration (ETTA)w The Justice department was handed 

over to the East Timorese on 15th September 2001 following the election of 

members of the Constitutional Assembly on 30th August 2000, 23 months 

after UNTAET began its work in the territory. 

Nevertheless. while successfully establishing courts and appointing the 

judges and prosecutors, the administration faced strong pressure to bring the 

8 Hansjoerg Strohmeyer.- 1999 ibid. . 
9 Please refer to Dionisio Babo Scares, Successes. Weaknesses and Challenges: A Critical Overviw of 
the Political Transition in East Timer. 2001, a paper to be presented in this conference. 
10 Dionisio Babo Scares, 2001, ibid. 
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perj3etrators of September 1999 crimes to justice and the need to try those 

suspected of serious crimes under International law. In line with the United 

Nations agreement to give Indonesia a chance to try the perpetrators of the 

post August 1999 referendum violence, UNTAET undertook some 'reforms' in 

the court system in late 2000. A unit specialising in serious crimes was 

established and a number of international lawyers were recruited to deal with 

such cases. In order to explore the definition of crimes, the position of the 

courts, their eligibility and jurisdiction to try cases, this court reform process 

can be discussed under the following headings: 

• District Courts & Jurisdiction 

The District courts are responsible for ordinary cases, both criminal and civil, 

which do not fall within the cate-:gory of Serious Crimes The courts staried 

hearings and trials in mid 2000, and thE)_:>e have bee_n the full responsibility of 

local judges, local prosecutors and local public defenders. The international 

staff are available only to assist. 

The establishment of courts in East Timor has been marked by the 

introduction of an 'investigating judge' in the panel of judges, a position which 

did not exist under the Portuguese and Indonesian court systems 
11 

Under the 

new system, the investigating judge is primarily responsible for issuing 

warrants, ordering arrests and ordering detention prior to trial. The 

investigating judge is also responsible for the hearing of cases before 

determining whether a specific case needs to be brought before the court for 

trial or otherwise. 12 

11 Mr Strohmeycr played a significant role in introducing this <section' within the panel of judges in 
East Timor's court system, a practice found commonly in the German law tradition. 
12 See UNT AET regulation No 2000/11. 
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• Categorisation of Crimes, Eligibility & Jurisdiction 

Although UNTAET regulation 2000/11 provided an exclusive jurisdiction in 

relation to most serious crimes including genocide, war crimes, and crimes 

against humanity in the first half of 2000, such crimes fall within the 

jurisdiction of International law. As such, local judges are not eligible to deal 

with cases of this category since they are not qualified for such cases. The 

Transitional Administration took a step to address the most serious charges, 

those of the tragic events of 1999 by establishing the Serious Crimes Unit. 

This unit is a supplement to the existing 'Ordinary Crime Unit' but is 

responsible exclusively for Serious Crimes. On the basis of Regulation 

2000/15, International judges and prosecutors had to be brought in to deal 

with the Serious Crimes cases. The work of the unit in East Timor'is to tri(oniY 

the cases at hand (mostly suspects who have since remained in East Timor) 

and not those still remaining in Indonesia. 

Previously, on 6 1
h April 2000, the Transitional Administration of UNTAET 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the then Attorney 

General of Indonesia, Marzuki Darusman, in relation to mutual assistance on 

matters of legal, judicial, and human rights interest. This MOU was expected 

to facilitate the transfer of suspected criminals between the two countries, 

especially those involved in the September 1999 violence. However, so far, it 

has proved not to be working. The MOU has been rejected by Indonesia 

because it lacks 'approval' of the country's highest legislative body (MPR) 

since, under Indonesian law, an international agreement of this kind requires 

'ratification' by that body before it takes effect. The new government under 

President Megawati has decided to set up an Ad Hoc court in order to try 

suspects of the East Timor 1999 violence, closing the door on an international 

court or the possibility of having the suspects transferred to East Timor. Last 

week, the prosecutors of the Serious Crimes Unit in East Timor sought the 

extradition of suspected perpetrators of September 1999 violence citing the 
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61
h April 2000 MOU, but there has not been any positive response from 

Jakarta. 13 

Public Response 

In UNTAET regulation no 2000/11, eight courts were to be established in East 

Timor (section 7). However, in regulation 2000/14, which is an amendment to 

regulation 2000/11, only four courts were to be established (section 2) namely 

in Dili, Baucau, Suai and the enclave ofOecussi. The four courts have been 

functioning since May 2000. The fact that the legal sector in general is 

working and the courts have commenced some of their work, confidence is 

growing among the population. Indeed, withiri only two years, a judicial 

system -although with continuous improvisation- is already in place, and four 

District Courts have been set up, 14 judges and public prosecutors have been 

sworn in, and a number of legal defenders have also been appointed. fn 
addition, the fact that a number of criminal and civil cases, both under 

ordinary and serious crimes units are being processed, has sent a positive 

signal to the society at large. This achievement must be attributed to the 

pioneers of the administration who arrived in a country which, to use the 

words of Mr Sergio Vieira de Mello, they found clinically dead. 15 With a 

crumbled' legal framework, collapsed physical infrastructure, lack of human 

resources and frustration over the previous culture of the judiciary, there was 

no choice left but to start from nothing. Currently, three additional law firms 

initiated by the East Timorese Jurist Association, one purely business in 

character arid two operating in the form of NGOs, have been established to 

provide legal assistance to the locals. In general, the legal sector has been 

able to come to terms with providing security and confidence to the society at 

large. 

13 Jolliffc. Jill, 2001 East Timor justice suffers in the big picture in Asia Times, October 5, 2001 
" See Section 7, Regulation No 2000/1 I regarding the Organisation of Courts in East Timor, 6 March 
2000 (UNT AET IREG/2000/1 1). 
15 See also !VeJF York Times, 'Ruined East Timor Awaits a Miracle', 22 April2001, p.l 
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In the days following the September 1999 mayhem, there was a growing a 

sense of a 'thirst for justice' felt by the society in general. I had the chance to 

tour nine districts from January until July 2000 as a member of the local jurist . 

association and a researcher, which gave me the opportunity to hear 

expressions of people's feelings. Nevertheless, the inspiring point is that, with 

four courts in place, some of the early cases have been catered for and the 

grievances resulting from dissatisfaction over the previous judicial system are 

being addressed. 16 In addition, the empowerment of the Civilian Police to 

make arrests and detain suspected perpetrators of crimes, which began as far 

back as October 1999, seemed to work well. 

Recently, new recruits of East Timorese police have been graduated and are 

now working in the territory alongside the International Civilian Police. The 

recruitment started on 27 March 2000 with the first class of fifty (50) Cadets 

(thirty-eight males and twelve females). This class was graduated in late June 

after completing the twelve-(12) week basic training course. Several classes 

followed and have successfully graduated an additional number of local police 

who are now being employed around the territory. 17 The most interesting thing 

is that some of the new recruits were former members of Indonesia military 

and police. A few selected local police were given access to guns (pistol) 

during the August 2001 Constitutional Assembly election for security reasons. 

Issues to be looked at 

• Introspection 

Despite all these achievements, a number of criticisms have been addressed 

to UNTAET highlighting the drawbacks and the lack of attention by the 

16 There are only two courts operating pen11anently in Dili and Baucau. As to the districts of Suai and 
the enclave of Oecussi, although courts have begun to operate, the judges and prosecutors have yet to 
assume permanent residence there. As a result, some cases have to be tried in Dili or the judges and the 
prosecutors haYe to be sent to these districts to work on a periodical basis, making it costly from a 
financial point of view. _ 
17 For further information please visit blliL:I/W\Y\\". 0 0V.C:l:?J:LiJnm_:_,.Q[g[ROlice/c_ollG£C. 
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administration to specific aspects of the legal system. 18 The first drawback 

could be detected as early as January 2000. 

After their appointment in January 2000, the judges and prosecutors were 

unable to carry out their tasks until six months later. From one perspective, 

reasons for such a delay have been attributed to the lack of experience, 

inability and inadequate training on the part of local lawyers. The brief "quick

impact" training that was conducted during November-December 1999 was 

considered inadequate for the appointed lawyers to start the huge task, and a 

number of international mentors were employed to run courses in the 

'vacuum' period. 

From another perspective, such delays were caused by the lack of readiness 

of the International staff. In the early period, there was confusion over whether 

or not to proceed with the recruitment of international lawyers. Most of the 

legal staff of UNTAET came froin the common law system and had difficulties 

in adjusting themselves to local lawyers who were educated and trained in the 

civil law system. 19 The Administration had to replace its non-civil. law 

background staff with mentors from countries with a similar law tradition to 

that of East T!mor. In addition, there were other related administrative matters 

pertaining to the new mission that remained an obstacle to the efforts to 

proceed with court trials. As a result, until today, a number of civil cases, 

which could have been tried, are left on hold, for the administration prioritised 

criminal cases over civil cases 20 Justification for the delay in the trials has 

been attributed to financial problems inside UNTAET, unfamiliarity with local 

and regional customs of East Timor, and recruitment difficulties21 

18 See Vasconselhos, Cmlos, Briefing to the Annual Conference of International Association of 
Prosecutors, held in Sydney 2-7 September 2001. Also, Yayasan HAK, Serious Concems Regarding 
the Independence of the Judiciary Under the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor, 
A briefing Paper 24 July 2001. See also, A Popular Challenge to Untaet's Achievement source: 
http:! /m'". pcug. or g. au/-wildwood/ 0 l seppopular.htm. 
19 Historically. East Timer is located in the civil law svstem It inherited the Dutch-based Indonesian 
legal system and the Portuguese legal system, both being Continental code-based. 
20 Interview \\ith a Dili District Judge (anonymous), August 2001. 
21 See Hansjoerg Strohmcycr, I 999.lhid 
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Critics argue that the overwhelming blame on local lawyers has been a good 

way to conceal the deficiencies of the Justice Department22 In fact, until 

January 1999, this department was not even able to amend the Indonesian 

Penal Code, a law popularly deemed by International staff working for the 

Administration as failing to comply with International human rights standards. 

In addition, a regulation on the organisation of courts in East Timor only came 

out on 6 March 2000, two months after the appointment of the judges and the 

establishment of the Dili District court. Most strikingly, the amendments to the 

Indonesia Penal Code only materialised on 25 September 2000 or seven 

months after the court was established. In fact, in a civil law system, the 

availability of proper 'law' is essential for trials to proceed. Unlike the situation 

in the common law system, where the power vested in a judge is far-reaching, 

the judges and prosecutors under civil law system depend almost entirely on 

'laws' in order to make decisions. . .. 

Dismay and frustration are perhaps the best words to describe the situation in 

the first seven months of UNTAET's existence. While not blaming the 

Transitional Administration for its slow progress given its unfamiliarity with the 

local situation, disappointment over this situation was felt at all levels in the 

East Timorese community. Since no justice system was in place, a number of 

criminal cases went unnoticed. On the one side,. throughout the period of· 

January-September 2000, violations of law were on the rise at the community 

level. Petty crimes ranging from household burglaries to beatings in the street 

for retaliatory purposes were common. While violence is not a common issue 

for the East Timores_e, most of the problems were stirred up by dissatisfaction 

over the 'vacuum' in the justice system. Gangs emerged everywhere and 

former warlords enjoyed vast freedom. By warlords I refer to some former 

guerrilla leaders who, dissatisfied with the lack of 'attention' given to them by 

UNTAET and the Resistance body (CNRT), decided to set up their groups 

and involved actively in some civil disturbances23 Hard-won freedom did not 

necessarily bring about peace and tranquillity. Issues such as retaliation, pay 

22 Pcrs. Comm. La\\vcrs from Australia Law Resource Institute (ALRI) in Dili, 2000. 
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back, destroying properties left by alleged collaborators of the previous 

military regime characterised the daily conversation of the East Timorese. 

In such a disparate situation, people needed security, law enforcement and 

the creation of favourable atmosphere in order to go about their daily 

routine24 

• The Initiation of Trials 

Had it not for the initiative by a number of local lawyers from a local Human 

Rights NGO, Yayasan Hak, who launched a pre-trial appeal to the Dili District 

Court on 9 May 2000 challenging the detention period of a detainee in the Dili 

prison, the trials in courts in .East Timor would have started much later. The 

pre-trial appeal challenged UNTAETs regulation No-2000/11 regarding the 
-- - "'"----'·· . -~- -- - - - --~--' ----..,__-, - __ ._. -~----- - ... --

period of detention of a suspect: Based oriregulation2000/11, the Indonesian 

Penal Code should have applied for the detention period, which is 30 days.· · 

Preoccupied by this appeal, on the 10 of May, the Transitional Administration 

quickly promulgated regulation 2000/14 aimed at broadening the power of the 

investigating judge to extend the period of detention of a suspect for up to 60 

days, with further possible extensions of the detention period. The first ever 

pre-trial hearing in the history of Independent East Timor witnessed the court 

turning down UNTAET's rushed 2000/14 regulation and accepting the pre-trial 

application, at the same time freeing the suspect. Days later, the head of the 

Justice Department intervened and warned the presiding judge to comply with 

UNTAET's rules of the game and not to repeat the same mistake in the future 

(Pers. Comm. Presiding Judge, May 2000). 

" See Independent Studv on Seeuritv Force Options for East Timor, The Center for Defence Studies, 
King's College, London, Paragraph No. 12. 
" In a report published in August 2000 Amnesty International e~")lressed its concern about the delays in 
establishing a functioning criminal justice system. The organisation warned that institutional and legal 
weaknesses were contributing to a law and order vacuum, the result of which was the emergence of 
new patterns of human rights violations, while recognising the scale of the task. The report contained 
comprehensive recommendations to UNT AET on a wide range of issues. 
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Regardless of the challenges, confusion and contradictions, the pre-trial 

served as a kick-start of later trials. The court began taking the initiative to try 

cases outside the schedule set by the Department of Justice, a delay often 

blamed on the local judges and prosecutors for their 'inexperienced status'. 

• Intervention of the Executive in Judicial Matters 

The overwhelming intervention of the Justice Department in court. matters 

continues to haunt the court in its initial stage. Local judges, local prosecutors 

and international prosecutors alike have been complaining about the 

intervention of the Justice Department in their work which, they think, has 

often undertaken decisions which are supposed to fall within the jurisdiction of 

the courts and prosecutors office. 25 
---

In the court proceedings, the local judges and prosecutors faced huge 

challenges. With the 'inexperience' stereotype marked upon their heads, the 

Justice Department did intervene and often warned local judges against 

taking decisions deemed outside ttie 'interest' of the department. For 

example, in a case over several hectares of land located next to Hotel Dili, the 

Dili District court, after studying and assessing the case, endorsed a decision 

settled earlier by an Indonesian court. Some International mentors intervened 

soon after the decision was made and warned the panel of judges that 

Indonesian court decisions were void and should be disregarded, ignoring the 

principle upheld by the courts universally that the same case cannot be tried 

for a second time (nebis in idem). 

• Mentor system 

Since the operation of the courts, the education system of the Justice 

Department has continuously facilitated training or weekly courses prepared 

by international staff (mentors). While the system is good, it is sometimes 

rather inappropriate to 'push' the judges and prosecutors to undertake 
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courses and at the time maintain a full workload. Part of the mentoring system 

does not work due to mis-communication between mentors and trainees. In 

addition, the substance of training often serves as a source of 

misunderstanding. The trainees would prefer a practical approach rather than 

theoretical training since most of them are new graduates and are still 

reasonably 'fresh' on theoretical issues. Some international mentors might 

have the necessary understanding of law in their countries but lack the 

practical approach and fail to respond to the needs of the local judges and 

prosecutors. Some of the latter often fail to attend the training due to their lack 

of time and the lack of relevant courses. 

• Slow progress in Prosecuting Serious Crimes. 

Criticism has also been addressed to UNTAET's recruited International judges 
"'""~----·--·. -- - - - ...... -·-:._··· 

and prosecutors. The UNTAET's investigations into crimes ·against humanity .. :._ 

and other serious crimes committed in September 1999 have been very slow. 

The Serious Crimes Unit - which is responsible for investigating and 

prosecuting these crimes has been affected by a combination of inadequate 

resources, a shortage of experienced staff, poor management and a Jack of 

political support26 Consequently, the current system cannot process those 

suspects already in detention, some of whom nave been held for almost a 

year. Moreover, UNTAET is facing significant difficulties in bringing to justice 

those responsible for the serious violations of human rights that occurred in 

East Timor in 1999. The slow pace and questionable quality of its work has 

resultedin a loss of confidence among the East Timorese in UNTAET's ability 

or willingness to bring perpetrators to justice, with inevitable negative 

consequences for the process of reconciliation in East Timor. 

In these circumstances, it is particularly important for UNTAET to consider all 

available ways of attracting the necessary resources. Decisions on handling 

25 See Vasconselhos. 2001 ibid. 
26 Amnesty International, East Timor Justice Past, Present and Future. Source: http://web.amnesty.org/ 
ai.nsf Index/ ASA5700 1200 I 
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seripus crime investigations should, as far as possible, reflect East Timorese 

expectations. 27 

Challenges 

As the UNTAET is approaching the end of its term(end of 2001 ), challenges 

are beginning to emerge28 

• The absence of Courts in Far-Flung Districts 

While UNTAET has made progress in developing a court administration 

system, prosecution services, public defender's system and prison services, 

the judicial sector remains· seriously under-resourced. The courts in the· 

enclave of Oecussi and the District of Suai only operate on a periodical basis. 

As such, people in the districts, whi~h fall withi~the jurisdiction of either co~·rt 
hardly have any access to the legal service. Rural people, who are mostly 

farmers, find the current courts costly and time consuming since they have to 

walk for hours or spend money for transportation to the towns only to find the 

courts not operating. In addition to that, money is needed for other court

related matters. 

• The Absence of the High Court of Appeal 

At the moment, following regulation No 2000/11, there is one court of appeal 

in East Timor. There is no certainty as to whether current decisions made by 

the appeal court can still be raised with a higher court of appeal in the future. 

Issues such as the "retroactive principle" in the legal system need to be 

addressed in order to avoid conflicting views within the judiciary which might 

set a bad precedence for the future legal system. The Constitutional 

Assembly which has started its work on the constitution is expected to come 

27 Amnesty International, 200 L ibid 
28 Last week, Ramos Horta appealed for the extension of UNT AET' s mandate for another year. 
Nevertheless. no response has been given to this ~equest. http://ww\v.Solidamor.com 
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up with issues pertaining to the judiciary, in particular those left untouched by 

the transitional administration. 

• Sustaining the present system 

Lack of resources is a major problem for the future. As soon as the UNTAET 

leaves, the justice department and the courts will have to find ways to sustain 

the cost of their operations and other related resources. The present judiciary 

is well equipped with a considerable amount of resources and money from the 

International community Are the East Timorese prepared to carry on with the 

task? 

The introduction of a Serious Crimes Unit in East Timor is unprecedented in 

the history of the UN. Introducing a legal regime to prosecute international 

crimes in domestic courts will be a problem for the judiciary itself, should the 

East Timorese be left to carry out this task alone in the future. Short-term 

training of judges cannot equal the kind of training and experience required for 

such positions. lt is essential to consider whether the existing (or incoming) 

system can support such a venture once UNTAET has left Apart from that, 

this costly and time-consuming international justice in domestic courts has 

raised expectations among the East Timorese that the court would not only be 

a place to find justice but that the government in general will have to bring all 

crimes, even those committed before 1975, to justice. With a still fragile and 

volatile society like East Timor, this may have serious· consequences for 

future peace and stability in the territory, should the future East Timor justice 

system fail to meet the expectations of the society. 

• Land and Property 

Land is an issue to be dealt with because conflict over land is a daily issue. 

Under the previous law regimes, rules related to the appropriation of land 

have changed several times and lots of land titles are either not registered or 

administered by customary law. During the Portuguese period only 2,843 
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alva_ra titles were issued, but during the Indonesian administration more than 

20.000 titles were registered. This is not counting titles which fall within 

customary groups. 

At the moment, conflicts over land titles registered under different law regimes 

have begun to emerge Recent East Timorese returnees from Australia and 

Portugal who fled the country in 1975, came only to find their lands and 

houses in the hands of other owners with titles registered under Indonesian 

law. East Timorese refugees, who are now living in Indonesia, also encounter 

the same experience. Some of these 'refugees' still remaining in Indonesia 

have begun issuing 'letters' claiming their rights over land and properties in 

East Timer. 

In light of this, UNTAET has issued regulation No 2000/27 which prevents any 

. non-East Timor resident entering into transactions over ·land and property· irL :· - . 

East Timer that result in a change ofbwiiership (immovable goods) during the 

transition period. This regulation clearly presents UNTAET's disengagement 

with the issue and will leave· the· matter entirely to be resolved by the future-: 

East Timer administration. A huge task ahead is waiting I 

Closing Remarks 

This paper has outlined and discussed briefly the developments in 'law and 

order' in East Timer during the two years of the Transitional Administration 

period. With an emphasis on the judicial system, it pointed to the success of 

UNTAET in laying the foundation of this legal infrastructure, which has 

attracted confidence in the sector by the population. Indeed, the emphasis on 

legal infrastructure has made this sector a prestigious asset for East Timor. 

Nevertheless, it has also raised expectations which, if not sustained, could be 

a problem for this sector in the future, particularly after UNTAET has left. 

There are issues pertaining to the work of the judiciary which need to be 

addressed and improved by the Transitional Administration during its term 

and, if necessary, with support mechanisms thereafter. 
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The challenges facing the future judiciary are enormous. Predictions of a lack 

of resources and an inability to maintain the current 'achievements' are 

looming since there is no mechanism designed yet to sustain the work of the 

institution in the future. In addition, issues such as corruption, bribery and 

mismanagement in the courts are imminent, and it is important to find ways to 

prevent them from happening as well. The weaknesses and challenges 

presented are only some of the problems which remain to be solved. The new 

judiciary system needs more than just the apparent presence of a legal 

physical structure (the legal system). Most imperatively, it needs a strong 

foundation, good management that is well-resourced and sustainable. 
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COLLAPSE AND RECONSTRUCTION OF A jUDICIAL SYSTEM: 

THE UNITED NATIONS MISSIONS IN KOSOVO AND EAST T!MOR 

Within the span of only a few months in 1999, the United Nations was faced -with one of 
the greatest challenges in it~ recent histmy: to se1ve as an interim -government in Kosovo 
and East Timor. 

In Kosovo, in response to ma~sive attacks on the KosovarAJbanian population, including 
orchesu·ated and wide-scale "ethnic cleansing," the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) conducted an eleven-week air campaign against Yugoslav and Serbian security 
forces and paramilitary groups. 1 The campaign resulted in the agreement of the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia to withdraw all Yugoslav and Serbian security forces from the 
tenitoty. On June 10, 1999, one day after the suspension ofNATO's air strikes, the United 
Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1244 ( 1999), establishing the United Nations 
Interim Administration in Kosovo (UNMIK). 

Only three months later, in the aftetmath of the UN~organized "popular consultation" in 
which the ove1whelming ID£!:jmity of East Timorese ·had voted for independence, the 
Security Council created the lnte1national Force for Eac;t Timor (INTERFET),2 to halt the 
\<i.olent campaign of killing, burning, and looting that had been waged by heavily armed 
militia supporting tl1e integration of Eac;t Timor into Indonesia, at times with the support of 
the Indonesian secmity forces. Following INTERFET's successful restoration of peace and 
secwity to the half-L<land, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1272 ( 1999) on October 25, 
1999, establishing the United Nations Transitional Administration in F..astTimor (UNTAET). 

The scope of the challenges and responsibilities detiving from these mandates was 
unprecedented in United Nations peacekeeping oper.ations. Both resolutions vested the 
United Nations with a comprehensive mandate, in effect empowering it to exercise all legis
lative and executive aud10rity in Kosovo and Eac;t Timor and to take responsibility for the 

• Hanr10rg Strohmcycr is a judge in DUsscldmt; German)', and a policy advise!· in the United Nations Otiicc for 
the Coo!·dinationofHumanitarianAHairs. From Oc1ober 1999 toFebruary~WOO, he was the acting principal legal 
adviser to the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timorand then seJVt..'fi a~ deputy pdncipallcgal 
adviser to the mission until.June 2000. From .June to August 1999, he ~1vcd as the legal advise1· to the spcdal 
represemative of the Sccn.::tary~Gencral in Kosovo. The autlwrwi~hc; to tltank Fatemeh Ziai tOr her as.~istance in 
tltc pn::pa1-atiou ofdtis article. The views expressed in _tl1e article an~ entirci)' tltose of tlte autltor in his per:mnal 
capacity and do not neces.~a1ily reflect tlte views oftlte United Nations. 

1 The conflict between Serbian military and police fOrces and Kosovar Albanian fOrces had tlared up in tlte 
course of 199~. leaving over I ,500 KosovarAlbanians dead and approximately 400.000 expelled fi·om tltcir homes. 
The deteriorating situation led tlte NATO Council to autl10rizc activation 01·ders tOr air strikes on October 1:1. 
19\-JS. On March 24, I~J99. NATO actually began "Ope1-at.ion Allied Foro._·." !Oilmving tlte refusal of the Fcde1·al 
Republic of Yugoslavia tosig~t tlte Ramhouillctaccords. The tw<Hotmd negotiation oftlte acconls in Februai)'and 
March 1999 had been facilitated by tlte contact group tOr tl1e Balbns (France. Gennany, Russia. Italy. the United 
Kingdom. and tlte United States) and wa~ aimed at reinstating suhslantive autonomy and selfi;ovcnunent in 
"Ko.sovo. The representatives oftlte Kosovar Albanian community .-;ignL'fi tl1c accords. 

2 SC Res. l~h4 (Sept. 15, 1999). OnAugust:IO, 1999, some 9H% of East Timorese voters had gone 10 t11e polls 
and decided. by a margin of 21.5% to 7H.5%, to n:;ject autonomy fOr Ea.~t TimQr, proposed by the Republic of 
Indonesia, and to begin, instead, a process of Ll-ansition wward independence. Following Indonesia's failure to 
conu·ol tltc security situation in East Timm·, a~ gu:u-amccd in tl1e political agreement~ leading up to the popnla1· 
consultation ofAugust30, 1999, tl1e Security Council established 1:\'TERFET. See nlwAg:reement on tlte Question 
ofEast Timor. May 5, 1999, lndon.-Port., Agreement Regarding Sccmity Arrangement~. May5, 1999, UN-lndon.
Port.. UN Doe. S/l999/513.Anns. I, IIJ, rcspcclivcly. 
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administration ofjustice,3 the third branch of government. The latter alone was an enor
mou.o; task, which essentially required the complete re-creation ofthejudiciary. In addition, 
however, each mission had to rebuild the entire public sector, including the reconstruction 
and operation of public utilities, ports, airport.;;, and a public transport system; establish a 
functioning civil service, requiring the selection and payment of civil servant<;; create a 
network of social services, including employment oflices and health care; rehabilitate and 
maintain road systems; ensure the provision of primary, secondary, and higher education; 
create the necessary conditions for economic development, including the establishment of 
a banking .system, the formulation of lmdgetary and currency policies, the attraction of 
foreign invesunent, and the establishment of a comprehensive mx, ·customs, and levies 
scheme; and develop public-broadcasting and malis.rnedia capabilities. 

Above all, the United Nations needed to create a legal framework within which these activ
ities could be carried out. 1l1e legislative powers granted by the Secutity Council could not 
be exercised until each mission took steps to draft, promulgate, and enforce a range of 
United Nations regulations;' which would have the force of law in the administered ter
ritories. This daunting task wao; furt11er complicated by the fact that, in both Kosovo and East 
Timor, the armed interventions had led to the withdrawal, in their entirety, of the political 
and administrative cadres that had previously governed the territories, including the security 
and law enforcement apparatuli. 

The initial operational strategy of both missions instinctively gave ptiority to traditional 
peace-building effortli, including ensuring peace and security in the territory to be admin
istered and facilitating the retmn of hundred-; of thousands of refugees. The experiences 
of both Kosovo and East Timor have proven, however, that from the outo;et the adminisu·a
tion of justice must be counted among the top primities of such an operation. Indeed, while 
emergency humanitarian assistance, physical rebuilding, and political negotiations are being 
caiTied out in postconflict situations, ctiminal activity does not cease; in fact, it often 
flourio;hes. Moreover, evidence of violations ofintetnational humanitarian and human right-; 
law can be destroyed, while the perpeu·ators of seriouo; crimes remain at large. The failure 
to address pao;t and ongoing violations promptly and effectively, and to create a sense of law 
and order. can impede the broader o~jectives of the operation. At the same time, tl1e United 
Nations civil police forces, which were entrusted in both undertakings with law enforce
ment, cannot do so in a meaningful way in tl1e absence of a functioning judiciary. 

Thus, it is essential that such missions, commonly refen-ed to as "nation-building'' oper
ations, function witl1in a framework of law and order, and tl1at they be enabled, from ·tl1e 

:1 SeeSCRcs. 1244, para. 11 (a), (h), (i) (June 10, 1999), 38 ILM 1451 (1999) ("{p]romoting the establishment 
.. ofsuhstantial amonomy and sdt:.g-ovcrnmcnt in Kmovo"; "[p ]eliOrming basic civilian adminisU"ativc hmcti(ms 

where and a~ long a~ rcquin .. --d"; and "[m]aintaining ch~llaw and order"); SC Res. 1272. pa1a. I (Oct. 25. 1999). 
39 ILM 240 (2000) rcstahlish ... a United NationsT!rtnsitional Adminisuation in Ea.~t Timor (U:"JTAET). which 
will he endmvOO with overall responsibility for the administration ofEast Timor and will he empowered to exercise 
all legislative and executive authority, including the administra Lion otjusticc"); Jee nL(o U:-IMIK Regulation 1999/ I . 
~1.1 (July 2.~. 1999) (~A]) legislative and executive amhoritywitll respect to Kosovo, including the arlminisuation 
of the judiciary, is vesred in U~MIK and is exercised hy the Special Representative of the Scr:rerary-Gener:an; 
U~TAET Regulation 1999/l, ~1.1 (Nov. ':27. 1999) ("All legislative and cxewtive t~uthority with respect to East 
Timor, including the adminisU:ltion of the judiciary, is vested in U:"JTAET and is exercised by the Transitional 
AdministJdtm·"). All the regulations promulgated by U:"JMIK and U~TAET arc available onlinc al <Imp:// 
\\1\VW .un .org/ peace /kosovo/ pages/ rcgulatim1s> and <h up:// \VWW .un .org/pcacc I ctimor/ un tactR/ U mac tR.h uu>. 

4 Titc Unired Nations. which uaditionally promotes intemationallaw. was acl.ually mandated. botlt in Kosom 
and in East Timor. to legislate and r:reare new law in areas tl1a1. normally tall witltin tl1e cmnpctencc of a national 
legislature. B)· promulgating UN regulations tl1al have the sratus of law;o;; and supersede any otJ1er law on the 
regulated matter· at is.~ue, tltc head of the UN mission. in dlCct, becomes the exclusive lcgislarnr of rhe admin
istered ten:itory .• V..eSC Res. 1 ~?:!. sujn'f1 note 3, pa1a. 6 (slating tltat ~tl1e Transitional Adminisuator ... ~~ill . 
have the power to enact new la1vs and r·egulations and to amend, suspend or repeal existing ones"). A~ the 
experience in Cambodia has shown, many of these r·egulations remt~in in tOrcc even aiicr the completion of the 
UN l.lansitional adminisU<~tion. or SCIYC as a blueprint tOr subsequent national legislation. 
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earliest stages, to carry out minimal judicial and prosecutorial functions, including arrest<>, 
detention, investigations, and fair trials. Moreover, the.effective reconstruction ofthejustice 
sector requires a coherent approach tltat places equal emphasis on all it<; element<>: police, 
prosecution, judiciary, and the correctional system. 

Nevertheless, taking on the administration ofjustice in Kosovo and East Timor was no 
simple task, even if based on a comprehensive mandate. How can a justice system be ad
ministel·ed when there is no system left to be administered; when the personnel needed to 
can-y out judicial tasks have departed or are tainted by their perceived afli.liation with the 
previous regime; when the courthouses and related facilities have been destn,yed, looted, 
or even mined; and when the laws to be applied are politically charged and no longer 
acceptable to the population and the new political cla..;;ses? 

I. THE SITUATION LII'ON ARIU\'AL 

To understand fully the daunting tasks awaiting the United Nations upon it.;; arrival in 
PriStina and Dili, respectively, one ha.;; to look more closely at the circumstances that pre
vailed in the early days of each mission. 

Ko.wvo 

The situation encountered by the first UNMIK officials to arrive in Kosovo on June 13, 
1999, was devastating: as a result of the systematic cleansing of the Kosovar Albanian popu
lation by tl1e Yugoslav and Serbian security forces, the majority ofKosovo's population had 
been expelled and was living in refugee camps abroad:~ Soon after the arrival of the United 
Nations, however, the refugees started to remrn from Macedonia and Albania at a his
torically unprecedented scale and speed. Those returning to the abandoned, and in many 
cases bun1ed and looted, towns and villages ofKosovo6 were often highly traumatized-not 
only by the montl1s of violence preceding the deployment of tl1e UN mission, but also by 
.the decades of oppression an~ discrimination they had suffered under Serbian rule. By June 
25, 1999, the number of spontaneous returns had reached ~00,000, witl1 some 59,000 
reft!gees crossing into Kosovo eveq,. day, by car, by tractor, and on foot. Only two weeks later, 
by July 8, more than 650,000 refugees had returned to the terTitory, creating a tense 
humanitarian and security situation. In need of immediate housing and material support, 
an increasing number of retumees resorted to violence and intimidation as a means of 
retrieving some semblance of their previous lives. Looting. arson, forced exproptiation of 
apartment.;; belonging to Serbs and other non-Albanian minorities, and, in some cases, 
killing and abduction ofnon-Albaniai1s became daily phenomena.7 Moreover, organized 
crime, indnding smuggling, drug trafficking, and tratlicking in wom.en, soon flou1ished. It 
was apparent, within the first few days, that the previous law enforcement and judicial 
system in Kosovo had collapsed. M Criminal gangs competing for conuul of the scarce re-

-~At the end of the Kosovo cont1ict, otll of a population estimated at 1.7 million, almost half (HOO.OOO) had 
sought refuge abroad, mainly in ncighhoring Albania. tJ1c tOrmcrYugoslav Republic of Macedonia. am\ Monte
negro. In addition, an c!iitimatcd ~JOO.OOO people were illlcmally di.splacl'd within Ku!iiovo. ,\'ef' Report of tJ1e 
Sec:rctary-Gcncral on tJ1e United Nations IntetimAdministration Mission in Kosovo, UN Doe SI 1999/779. para. 
H (July 12. 1999). <http:/ /\""W.'.lliJ.Org/Docs/sc/reports/1999/sl99977~l.htm> lhcrciJJahcrSc(:rctaly..{;.,;JH'ral's 
Kosovo Rcpon.]. 

fi According to a prcliminatysutvc>·of 141 villages by tl1c United Nations High (:Ommi!ii!iiioncrfor Rcl'ugcc!ii. 04% 
of homes were severely damaged or dc!iitroycrl. and household \\':lSIC and human remains had cout:uninatcd 40% 
of the \\~llcr resources. Sf'e Chmnnlngy UN lnle~im .1.dminisl-mlinn in Kmml() (UNM!K), R July ( IY9~l] <Imp:/ I 
www .l\1\.( )fg/ pc<! Cl' I kmovo I news/ b ~~~Oda r .h Un>. 

; Set~ l-It.' MAN RiGHTS WATCH. FEDERALREI't:BUCOF\\:GO.SLA\'IA: Afit;sF.sAGAJN.H SEIU~S ANIJ ROMA IN THE NEW 
Kosovo (HR\<\' Report. No. 10(0). IY99). 

R See MaLtJ1cw Kaminski. U.lv" SlntggleJ with n Ugal Vnr.uum i11 1\_n:;mm; Ten m lmfnrmises i11 Eifrrrl Ill Build n Ciuil 
Si.ntrlun'. WALLST.J.Aug. 4. g)99. atAI4. 
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sources immediately statted to exploit the emergingvoid.9 1n addition, the Kosovo Libera~ 
tion Army (KLA) 10 returned and rapidly penetrated the entire tenitmy of Kosovo, often 
installing it.;; own administrative snuctures-parallel to those of the United Nations-and 
urging Serbs to leave. 11 

Besides establishing a civilian adminisoation, Secutity Council Resolution 1244 had created 
the Kosovo Force (KFOR), an international force composed of NATO o·oops that was 
chargCd with ensming "public safety and order until the international civil presence -can 
take responsibility for this ta.<>k." 12 In response to the rising security concerns and pursuant 
to it'i mandate, KFOR started to cany out la1;ge-scale arrest<; to restore public peace and 
order to the tenitoty. In just two weeks, this policy led to a backlog of more than two hun
dred detainees, many of them held for such serious criminal otJenses as arson, violent 
assault<;, and murder, but also forgraveviolationsofinternational humanitarian and human 
right<; law.L~ In view of the gravity of these offenses, and the possible effect of their pmse
cution and trial on the peace and reconciliation process in Kosovo, UN personnel con
sidered it particularly important to observe fair-trial standards to the maximum extent 
possible. Using the code of criminal procedure of the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia a.<; it<; 
basis, but applying those laws within the framework of recognized international human 
right.;; standards, 1 ~ UNMIK stmve to accord initial judicial hearings to detainees within 
seventy-two hours of their an·est, and to detennine whether or not to detain them and com
mence investigations. In addition, UNMIK: had to ensure that detainees were provided with 
sufficiently qualified defense counseL The fact that moSt of the detainees would accept 
defense counsel only from their own ethnic group did not make the task any easier. 

This emergency situation made it imperative for UNMIK to turn itc; immediate attention 
to the ree.stablishment of the core functions of the Kosovo judiciary. 15 KFOR itself was 
neither ordered nor prepared to exerci<>e these functions, which, according to Resolution 
1244, wa<> a civilian task falling under the mandate of UNMIK. 

Nevertheless, the conditions for accomplishing tl1is task were not favorable. A., a result of 
the policy of gross, government-sanctioned discrimination, applied with particular vigor 
since 1989,16 virtually no Kosovar Albanians remained in the civil service. Most severely 

~.Y-e Secretary-General'_,; Kosovo·Repon, .~upm note 5. para. 6. 
10 

The KLA (al_,;o known under it~ Albanian acron}m UCK tOr U_,;huia Clilirntarc e Kosow~.'i) was the mai11 
militaJ)' organization fighting fOr the liberation ofKomvo ti·om Serbianmle. It~ odgim go back a.~ tar a_,; 1996. 
Only in November 1997. howevc1·, did UCK members identif)' themsclve_,; for the first lime to rl1e public 

11 By early July, approximately 5S,OOO members of ethnic minm·it.iL'S in Kmovo, mainly Serb_,;, h;ul left rl1e 
territory and registered fOr a.~si_,;tance with rl1c Yugoslav Red (;mss. Se~· tiu"t.her i.A\VYER..<; (;OMMIITEE FOR HCMAN 

RIGHT:-i, KOSOVO: PROTECTION ANU PEACE-BUWJNG: PROTECTION OF REH.:GEES. RETt.:RNEE:-i, INTERNALLY 0JSI'LACE!l 
PERSON!i, ANU MINOR!TIE.'i: 2 (1999). 

12 SC Res. 1244, .mjnn note 3, para. 9(d). ~Operation .Joint Guardian" commenced on.June 12, 1999. 
1 ~ Su G:mlmve'l:l_)' Entjll.~ n.t Ko.HWO judge.t Swmn in, SHAPE NeM~ Morning Update, July I, 1999 <http://www. 

f3.'i.org I man I dod-1 0 I/ ops I doc.~99/ muO I 0799.h UU>. 
1 ~ S~!!Eumpean Convention fOr the Pmtection of Human Righto;and Fundamental Freedom.<;, Nov. 4. 1950,ArL 

5(3), 213 UNTS 221: (~Evei)'One ... shall be brought pmmptly bdOre a judge or oflicer aurlwrizcd by Jaw to 
exercise judicial power ... "). The te1m wpromplly" rcpresento;asoingentstandard.ln Brogan v. United Kingdom. 
145 Eur. CL H.R {ser·. A) at 2S-30, pams. 49-5:1 {I9HS), oblninnbk fmm <htlp:/ /\'IWw.er:hr.r:oc.int/eng/ 
.Judgment~.hun>, the European Court of Human Right~ held that fOur days and six hom~ was too long a pe1iod 
to meet t11is standard. Ser- nlm International Covenant on (:ivil and Political Right<;, Dec. I fi. 1966, An .. 9(3), 999 
UNTS 171. 

15 
UN Sccrctai)'-General Kofi Annan wa.~ quoted as .Sa)ing: ~The .secmity problem in Kosovo is largely a result 

of rl1e absence of law-and-order institutions .... " Su.JohnJ Goldman. Kosovn Teuse BUl Gelling Mm-e S!nble, U.'V' 
RejKn·fs, LA TIME.'i,.July 14, 1999, atAI2. . 

lfi In February 1989, ethnic Albanians held wi.de.<ipread _,;Ui.ke_,; in Kosovo, a province of the Repuhlir: of Serbia. 
to protest proposed constitutional amendment~ to the Scrllian const.itution aimed at .limidng rl1e provinr:c's 
autonomy status. Tite tcderalautlmritiesotYugoslavia imposed wspedal mea.~ures~-a de f3r:to stale of emergency
and sent troops into tliCprovince. On March 23, 19S9, the constitutional changes were approved. dkr:tivclygiving 
Serbia control over Kosovo's police and judiciary. In .July 1990. fOllowing a resolution approved by 114 Kclsov:lr 
Albanian delegates to Kosovo's a.~sembly declaring r.he ten·itory ~an equal and independent entity within rl1c 
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affected was thejudicial sector: politically and ethnically motivated appointment-;, removals, 
and training had led to ajudiciaty in which only 30 out of756judges and prosecutors were 
Kosovar Albanian. 17 The exodus of the non-Albanian population of Kosovo, among them 
many of the Serb and Montenegrin lawyers who had administered Kosovo 's justice system 
for the la~;tdecade, had accelerated the total collapse of the judicial system. The fewjudicial 
officials who decided to stay behind were considered to be representatives of the previous 
regime and soon faced death threat'>. 

East Timor 

A"i difficult as the situation was in Kosovo, the United Nations faced even .greater chal
lenges in EastTimor. 1

K UNTAET staff members will never be able to forget the panorama of 
deva.~;tation that awaited them upon their arrival in East Timor: most public and many 
private buildings 1uined and smoldering in the midst of what had once been towns and 
villages, nm-1.' all but abandoned by their former inhabitants, cut off from transport and 
communication, and lacking a gove1nmental superstructure. Immediately after the popular 
consultation of August 30, 1999, heavily armed groups and forces sympathetic to the inte
gration of East Timor into Indonesia had conducted a "scorched earth" campaign in which 
they had butned and looted entire towns and villages, attacked and killed at random in the 
street~;, and forcibly "evacuated" or kidnapped people to the western half of the island, 
which was still pan of Indonesia. In resporise, thousands of East Timorese had abandoned 
their homes, fleeing into the mountains of central Ea.~;t Timor or across the border into 
\Vest Timor. 1 ~ 1 Many East Timorese towns and villages had tumed into.ghost cities in which 
virtually all houses, apartment buildings, and shops were demolished. 

The preexisting judicial infrasuucture in East Timor was virtually destroyed. Most court 
buildings had been torched and looted,20 and all court equipment, furniture, registers, rec
ords, archives, and-indispensable to legal practice-law books, case files, and other legal 
resources dislocated or burned. In addition, all judges, prosecutors, lawyers, and many 
judicial support staff who were perceived a~; being members de facto of the adminisu·ative 
and intellectual ptivileged cla~;ses, or who had been publicly sympathetic to the Indonesian 
regime, had fled East Timor after the result~; of the popular consultation were announced. 
Fewer than ten lawyers were estimated to have remained, and these were believed to be so 
inexpe1ienced as to be unequal to the ta~;k of serving in a new East Timoresejustice system. 

In this situation, it quickly became apparent to UNTAET officials that a justice system in 
East Timor, including the necessary regulatory framework, first had to be hui/J.-and built 
withii.l the shortest possible time-before it could be admiuisfered, as called for in Seculiry 
Council Resolution 1272.21 

hamcwork of the Yugmlav k'<icration," Serbian authorilit...~ abolished both r.he assembly and the govcnuncnt of 
Kosovo. closed down Lheonly Albanian daily, and took over the state-owned television aud radiostalions. Se~ NOEL 
MALCOU.t. Ko.sovo. A SHOIU Ht.STOKY ~46 (Harper Perennial 1999) ( 199~). 

~~ s~eSccretary-Genetal's Kosovo Repon, .mpm note 5, para. 6!i. 
!R &eJames Trauh, /uvenl-itl{{ Ensl Timrn; FOREIGN AFF.,July/ Aug. :woo. at 74, H2--t-l~. 
~~To date, the exact number of refugees and internally displaced persons in East Timor in October 1999 -has 

not been ddinitcly established. It ha~ been cslimated, however, that more than one-third of Ea.~t Timor's pre
Scptemhcr 1999 populalion of some HOO,OOO was at least tcmpmaiily disloc<~tcd. According to U:"\ITAET sources. 
a total of lfi2,444 refugees had returned to East Timm· from abroad by May ~I, 2000. In addilion. tens of 
thousands of people who had tcmporatily left lhcir homes and escaped to safer Inca lions in the mounrainous 
regions of East Timor had returned to their places of origin. 

~According to the World Bank-;e;ponsored.Joint A~ses.~ment Mi~sion to E<~st Ttmor. uvcr 70% of all admin
isualive (i.e., government) buildings we>e partially or complctclydcsu·oyed, and almost all otiicc equipment and 
consumable matctials totally destroyed. WORW BANK . .JOINT A<>."iES.'iMENT MtS."itON REI'OKT 4, para. 15 (Dec. 17. 
1999). nbininnhle .ftrmt<http://www.whlnOO IS.wol'idhank.org/ cap/ cap.n~f>; srrnlw Report of the Sccretaiy-Gcneral 
on -the Sitnalion in East Timor, UN Doe. S/1999/1024, p<~ras. 11-1~ '(Ocl.. 4. 1999). 

~~ Sre Han~Org Su·ohmercr, Buildingn N~rwjudidn1)'fm·EtHI- Timm~ Chnllengr.~ n.f n Fledgling ·"'·inlinn, 11 (:KIM. L.F. 
2.~9 (:.!000). 
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Most pressing was the need for a mechanism to review the arrest<> and detentions that had 
been carried our by the Au-;tralian-led INTERFET.22 At the same time, the United Nations 
civil police force was faced witl1 a growing number of ordina11' crimes, including ·such 
serious offenses as violent assault, rape,and murder. INTERFET had established a temporary 
an·est and detention system that was run by military personnel but was neither mandated 
nor equipped to try, convict, or sentence criminal offenders.2" Because of the scheduled 
gradual withdrawal ofiNTERFET from EastTimor, beginning in December 1999, and the 
scarcity ofimmediatelydeployable international lawyers, UNTAETneeded to install a civilian 
mechanism that, if nothing else, would provide the minimum judicial functions required 
upon arrest and detention. 

The enormous task of rebuilding a judicial system had to be carried out in the initial 
stages of both missions, when the operation had a very small staff, logistics and a commu
nications infrastmcture were just being set up, mass media to support activities such as the 
search for qualified la\\yers were not yet available, and consnuction mate1iaL<> for the building 
or refurbishment of destroyed judicial facilities and ptisons were an extremely scarce com
rnodity.24 In addition, the lack of sufficient numbers of domestic translators-a problem 
common to most United Nations missions-affected cooperation with the local popularir)n 
in virtually all secrors of civil administration, but most tangibly in law enforcement. 2·~ 

[J. IMMEDIATE MEASURES 

It \vas against this backdrop that the United Nations missions in Kosovo and East Timor 
began their respective effort~; to plan, design, and put in place initial arrangement<> aimed 
ataddressingurgentneed<>andservingas the nucleu~; fora futurejudiciaryin each teiTitory. 
The enormity of the task, and the extent to which it would mirror the obstacles '?eing ex
perienced in the political, economic, and humanitmian sectors of each mission, soon 
became evident. 

AjJpoinlmenl of jwif{e!i a11d Prosewtors 

In any legal system, the appoinrment ofjudges and prosecutors is a complex and multi
layered effort. Despite the United Nations' comprehensive mandate and the u:r:gent need 
to fill judicial positions as swiftly a'> possible, political considerations prevented the head<> of 
the two missions from simply appointing candidates of tl1eir choosing. In view of the politi
cal and symbolic significance of such appointment<> in a postcrisis situation and the United 
Nations' desire to actin sharp contrast to the flagrant politicization o~judicial appointment.~; 
that had charactetized the previous regimes, it was essential to proceed in a transparent and 
professional manner that would give legitimacy to the undertaking. First, capable candidates 

Z2 SeeSC Res. I ~64 . . wf»"(l note 2. The I~ERFET-nm Foro..--d Detention Ccntcr delivered over 25 detainees into 
the custody of the U:\'TAET civilian police and the East TimorcsC judiciary on .January 14, 2000. Many of these 
detainees had been arrested by or handed over to I~TTERFET on charges of serious violations of international 
humanitt~rian and human right~ bw committed during the posthallot violence. 

~~Based on it~ m;mdate to I'L'Storc pcan: and security in East Timor. the Ausu<llian 1:-.JTERFET nmtingent had 
crc:ltcd :l tempot:u-ydetcntion system. Individuals apprehended by 1:\ITERFETwere held in the Fon:cd Detention 
Ccnter and granted an initi:ll hearing by an 1:\ITERFE~ leg<~ I adviser witJ1in 24 hout'S. If not rdca.~ed, they WCI'l' 
transkrred, \\>:ithin 9Ghours.to tJ1c Detention Mt~nagement Unitf(Jrrevicwoftlledetcntion order.TilC Detention 
Manageme!H Unit consisted offOur additionall:\ITERFET legal advisers (one n .. 'Vicwingoflicer. one prosecutorial 
oHicer, one ddCnding oHicer, and one \>:isiting otliccr) who reported to the commander ofi:\ITE.RFET on a dailr 
ha~is. In ad.dition. tltc Imcmational (:Ommiuce of the Red Cross, the UN High Commi~~ioncr fm· Rcfi.Jgccs, and 
family members wen~ granted regular visit~ to ensure adherence to generally accepted prison standards. 

24 In Kosovo, since the Serb withdrawal was ~till ongoing and the public buildings subsequently z·equirL'<i 
extensive de-mining and cleanup eHOrt~, tllC de facto headquarters ofU:\'MIK in tl1e fint two week~ was located 
in tl1c residential building that had served as the li\>:ing quarters of tJ1c initial UN stafhince tlteir anival on .June 
13. 1999. 

~'Sec fitrtllcr i1~{m note 41. 
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had to be identified; next, selections harl to be made in acconlance with ol~jecr.ive and 
verifiable criteria and merit, butal.so in mind of the need for political or ethnic balance; and 
finally, the entire process had to be transparent and based on a sound legislar.ive framework. 

In both Kosovo and East Timor, the establishment ofindependentjudicial cornrni.s.sions 
became tl1e primary mechanism for the selection ofjudges and prosecutors and served as 
an important .safeguard for the .establishment of an independent and impartialjudiciary. 26 

The commissions were designed as autonomous bodies; they were to receive applications 
from persons with a law degree, at a minimum. The commission would then .select candi· 
dates forjudicial or pro.secutorial office on the b:1..;;is of merit and, eventually, make recom· 
mendations on appointment.;; to the head of the UN mission. The East Timore.se com· 
mission was also enuu.sted with di·awing up codes of ethics for judges and prosecutors and 
acting as a disciplinary body to review complaint.;; of misconduct. 

Both commissions were to include local and international legal expert-;. In Kosovo, the 
Joint Advismy Council on judicial Appoin unen t.;;, 27 later succeeded by the Achisoryj udicial 
Commission,211 was set up only two weeks after the arrival of the first UNMIK staff members. 
It initially comprised seven lawyers, including tvvo Kosovar Albanians, one Bosniak (Muslim 
Slav), and one Serb, all of whom had extensive previous experience in the administration 
ofjustice in Kosovo, and three international lawyers from different inten1ar.ional organi· 
zations. In East Timor, the Transitional judicial Service Commission was a five· member body 
that included three Ea.;;tTirnorese and two intemational·expert'\, and was chaired by an East 
Timorese of"high moral standing."2

!
1 The United Nations deemed it essential ro recruit the 

m~jority of the commission members among local expert-; and to empower them to overrule 
the intemational members so a.;; to build a su·ong sense of ownership over the new judi· 
ciaties and to inject as much domestic expertise a.'\ possible into the process. Over time, the 
international membership of the commissions wa..;; expected to be phased out, but a suitable 
mechanism would meanwhile have taken root through which future local government.;; 
could make nonpartisan judicial appointment~. 

Whereas the Ea.;;t Timorese leadership endorsed the composition of the Transitional 
Judicial Se1vice Commission/0 the appointment of the commission members in Kosovo 
prompted a more controversial reaction among UNMIK's local interlocutors, .in particular 
representatives of the KIA. On.e of.-~he Kosovar Albanian expert-;, who had been the last 
president of Kosovo's abolished Supreme Court, was considered to stand for the old 
Yugoslav order and was criticized for his involvement in the trials ofKosovo Albanian leaders 
in the aftermath of the 1989 suikes.:-~ 1 The Serb member was evicted ti·om his apartment 
after only a few days in office. He then joined the general Serb exodus to Serbia proper and 
was threatened with death if he returned. For his part, the Bosniak member was imrnedi· 
ately accused of having collaborated with the previous Serb-dominated regime in Kosovo. 
These reactions were perhaps to ~e expected, given the political turmoil taking place in 

2fi See A.MNESW INTERNATIONAL, At.INE:."iW INTERNATIONAL'.~ lfi RECOMMENllATIONS TO THE P.-\RTIE~ AT 
RAMBOULLET, para. Ili (Al Index No. EUR 70/0R/99, 1999). 

27 SeeU:"'MIK Emergency Decree 1999/1 (.Jtme 2H, 1999) . 
. 2~ SeeU:"'MIK Regulation 1999/7 (Sept. 7, ·1999). Ac:r:ording to section 2.1 of this regulaljotl. the cnmpositiou 

of the commission was changed tocight!O<;al and three itltcn!ational lawyer:-;. ofdiH'crctltCtJillicityand rcflcctit1g 
varied lcgal expertise. 

2
" ,\'r,eU:"/TAET Regulation 1999/::l, ~2 (Dec. 3, 1999). The cutT<::nl chainnan of tJtc connni~sion i~ Bi~hnp Dom 

Da~ilio de NaKimenlo ti·om tJte diocese of Bauc:m . 
. in The membership nf tJ1c Transitiouai.Judicial Scrvk~- Commission wa~ dctcnniucd hy tlw UN u:msitional 

administrator, in concert with the National Comultatiw Council (NO:). Thl' NCC \\';'IS tJu: supt-cnw horly esl<~h
lishcd hy U:"'TAET to provide a consulta1ive mechanism to Cll.~urc dw panir:ipation of tJte East Timor~'SC pcopk 
in tJ1e decision-making process during the tramitional administration in East Timnr. The omncil comisred of 15 
members. 11 oftl1em East Timorcsc, appointed by the u·ansitinn;~l ;1dmiuistrator. In Ocwher ~WOO. theN<;(; was 
expanded into a :13-memhcr body, in clkn serving a.~ the. mu:kus of ;m East Timon~se parliament. Sri' U:"'TAET 
Regulation 1999/2 on tJlc Establishmentofa National C.onsnh;~tivc Council (Dcc :!. 1999). 

_,
1 On tJlc suikcs, sec .utjnn norc 16. 
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Ko.sovo and the clear divisions being created along ethnic lines. At the same time, as de
scribed in greater detail below, the effort<; to achieve ethnic balance in accordance with .the 
mis.o;ion'sstated policy;'2 coupled with tl1e dearth oflawyersfrom which to draw in tl1e setup 
phao;e of the mission, made it difficult to avoid such an outcome. 

While obstacles such ao; these posed serious challenges to the missions' eflo'rt'i to build new 
judicial systems in both tenirories, perhaps the greatest difficulty lay in identifying candi
dates who had the necessary professional experience and were also politically acceptable to 
the general public. 

In Kosovo, from the out'iet the declared goal of the United Nations administration was to 
establish ajudicia1y that reflected tJ1e variou'l ethnic communities.:t'l Clearly, no reconcilia· 
tion effort<;, including the prosecution and trial of individuals suspected of.grave violations 
of international humanitarian and human right" law, could succeed without an ethnically 
and politically independent and impartialjudicial system thate'!joyed the confidence of the 
population. A" a practical matter, however, many Kosovar Albanian lawyers had belonged 
to the persecuted intellectual classes and had thus eitJ1er.gone underground or taken refuge 
abroad in the weeks and months preceding the deployment of UNMIK. Most of those who 
remained were considered to be collaborators with the previou'l regime. Even an immediate 
cross-organizational effort in neighbozing Macedonia and Albania to screen refugee camps 
for lawyers did not yield the hoped-for result'l. Over the next few months, the time· 
COIL'I.uming search for qualified legal personnel was taken up by the regional offices in 
Kosovo of the United Nations and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in 
Europe (OSCE) ,:wwhich operated byword of mouth, district bydistdct, networking through 
the few remaining lawyers and seeking nominations from the KlA and the Democratic 
League ofKosovo, Kosovo's main political forces at the time. Only gradually were a number 
of sufficiently qualified lawyers identified. 

On June 30, 1999, two weeks after the aiTival of the first UNMIK staff in PriStina, the 
search had already yielded it.<~ initial result<~: the head of the United Nations mission was able 
to appoint nine judges and prosecutors, among them three Serb jurist<;, on the basis of 
recommendations of the Joint Advisory Council. They se1ved as mobile unit<~ with jmis
diction throughout the territory ofKosovo. By mid:July, these judges and prosecutors had 
conducted beatings on 249 detainees in all ofKosovo's five disttict'l, relea'ling ll2. The·~ 
initial appointment" were controversial because of a perceived oveiTepresentation of Serb 
lawyers.~5 Nevertheless, by July ·24, 1999, as the mission had gradually identified more 
lawyers, the number ofUNMIK-appointedjudges and prosecutors had Iisen to twenty-eight,·"' 
comp1ising twenty-one Kosovar Albanians, four Serbs, one Roma, one member of the 
Tw·k.ish community in Kosovo, and one Bosniak. 

Although le..<~s complex politically, the ta'lk of identifying candidates for judicial or prose· 
cutorial office in Ea'lt Timor wa'l equally herculean. The exodus of all Indonesian and pro
lndone..'lian lawyers, judges, and prosecutors, as well as many law clerks and secretaries, had 
left East Timorwith a huge void in experienced legal personnel.~7 Under Indonesian rule, 
no Ea.,t Timorese lawyers had been appointed to judicial or prosecutorial office. A., a result, 

'
12 

.Y-tSCRcs. 1244, .fujn'flnote 3, para. 10 ("tocnsure conditions fora peacdi.1l and nonnallifc fOra]] inhabita11L~ 
ofKosovo"); .f« nlfoSccrcrary-Gencral's Kosovo Report, .n.tjnn note 5, paras. 40. f)f:i. 

,,,, .WSccrcta.ry-(icncral's Kosovo Report, .rujnn note 5, para. fif:i ("Tit ere is an urgentnet..'rl to build genuine mic of!aw 
in Kosovo, including through the immediate rc-cstahli~hment of an independent, ilnpartial and multi~thnic judiciat}'· ~). 
~The OSCE mission in Kosovo fOrms one of the fOur integral component~ of U~MIK and is responsible fOr 

matters relating to institution· and democracy--building, and humanrighl<~ in Kosovo. 
,,; The nine judges and prosecutors included five Kosovar AJbanians. three Scr·bs, and one ethni(' Turk. ,\'pp 

Co11tmversy EJUftls OJ Ko.mvo Jud(!.f ,\'wm"TI in, .fujnn note 13. 
~ .\UU:\IMIK Press Rclea'le,.July 24, 1999, UN Doe. UNMIK/PR/IH; .ue almLAY.'YEit'l CoMMilTEE FOR Ht:/'.Ht<: 

RIGHTS, sujJm no re 11, at 5. 

·1~ The Australian Section oflhc Intcmation<~l Commission of.Jurist~ (I<;J) supporrcd thi.'l as.scssmcnL Ser.lq. 
REI'ORT ON VISIT TO EAST TIMOR .FOR EAST TIMOR PRO.IECT (:0MMI1TEE ~1ARCH ::WOO (2000). 
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there were no jurio;t<; left in Ea'it Timor with any relevant experience in the administration 
of justice or the practical application of law. Thu~, immediately upon it., arrival in Dili, 
UNTAET began the process, through word of mouth and witl1 the support ofito; local staff 
and civil-society -groups, of identifying lawyers, law graduates, and law student<;. In the 
absence of a functioning broadcasting network, INTERFETvolun~eered to drop leaflet<; from 
airplanes throughout the tenitory, calling for legally qualified Ea.c;t Timorese to contact any 
UNTAET or INTERFET office or outpost. Only a week later, an initial group of seventeen 

jurist<; had been identified. In their first meetings, the lawyers sat on the ground out'iide the 
former governor's headquarters, since the departing Indonesian security forces and pro
integration militias had left behind no chairs or other furniture in the looted and bmned 
court buildings. 

Within two months, over sixty Eao;;t Timoresejuristo;; had formally applied for judicial or 
prosecutorial office. All the applicanto;; had completed law school-mostly in Indonesian uni
versities-and were enthusiastic about the opportunity to play a historic role in the first crimi
nal and civil nials of a free Ea'it Timor. They al'io took pride in being part of a judicial system 
that would strive to respect the rule of law and encourage, rather than inhibit, the profes
sional participation of Ea'it Timorese. After a rigorou<; interview and selection process, con
ducted by the previously established Transitional Judicial Service Commission, :-1.'! the transitional 
adrninisttator appointed the first-ever Ea<it Timoresejudge.<; and prosecutors on January 7, 2000:,!1 

Further appointment<; have since followed. However, only a few of tl1ese jurist<; had any 
practical legal experience, some in law films and legal aid organizations in Java and other 
part<; of the Indonesian archipelago, and others as paralegals with Timorese human right<; 
organizations and resistance groups; none had ever served a'i. a judge or prosecutor. 

In both missions, the mtionale for the rapid appointmentoflocaljudges and prosecutors 
wa<; ba<;ed on numerou<; similar considerations. The most critical reason, as noted above with 
regard to Ea'itTimor, wa<; the ten·itories' Jack, soon after the establishment ofthe missions, 
of a review mechanism for those who had been arrested and detained by KFOR and 
INTERFET. Neither the United Nations nor the international community at large was able, 
on such shmt notice, to deploy an adequate number ofintetnationallawyers with enough 
knowledge of the legal traditions of the administered tenitmies."10 In addition, the political 
sensitivity to the euphoria and excitement that had followed international intetvention in 
both Kosovo and East Timor required accommodating the general expectation that the 
international community would demonstrate an immediate commitment to domestic in
volvement in democmtic institution building, especially in the legal sector. Hopes for self
determination and self·government meant that the appointment of local judges-an un
precedented move, for example in Ea'it Timor, that was unknown even under Portuguese 
colonial rule-took on enormous symbolic significance. Moreover, both missions considered 
that the immediate involvement of local lawyers would avoid, or at lea<;t minimize, any 
disruptive effect on the judiciary once the limited international funds earmarked for financ· 
ing international lawyers inevitably dwindled and forced tl1eir withdrawal. Finaliy, the 
experience of other United Nations missions ha<; shown tl1at the appoinonent of inter
national lawyers leads to a myriad of practical concerns that would have overburdened the 

~R SeeU::-ITAET Regulation 1999/3 on dtc E.~tabli~hmcntofa Trnmitionai.Judicia!Scrvice (:Onnnis.~ion (Dec. 3, 1999). 

~~ Tl1e appointments on .January 7, ~000, included eight judges and two pmseclHnrl'i. Their swearing-in 
cer·emony, held in the still-deva.~tated shell ofdJC courthouse in Dili. was an emotional experience for both dte 
Ea.~t Timorese and the intemationals involved. BefOre some lOO members of tlte general Easl Timoresc public 
and numerous n~prcsentatiVt.'S of tlte international community, U:\IT AET Transition:il Adminisuator St:Tgio Vicira 
de Mello took tl1e oatl1 from each appoimee and h:indL--d each one a black robe. 

411 
Since tlte legal systems in both Kosovo and East Timorwcre ha.R--d on ch~llaw, potential illlcmationaljudges 

and prosecutors were requin;d to havesutlicicntpractical experience in the adminisU<ttion ot]ustice in a civil-law 
srstem to be immediately operational. Moreover, those lawyers had to be proficient in English-the working 
language of tltc missions-and able to make a longer-term cornmiunenl 
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missions in d1eir setup phases, such a<; the costly requirement~ of translating laws, files, 
transcript'\, and even the daily conversations between local and international lawyers,41 as 
well a.;; the enormous time and expense offamiliatizing international lawyers with the local 
and regional legal systems. 

Legal Assi~ta.ru:e 

The scarcity of experienced legal personnel affected the legal-a.<i..'\istance sector as well. 
Neither Kosovo nor Ea.;;t Timor boa<;ted a developed legal aid system before the United 
Nations atTived in ito,; tenitozy. Faced with the high number of arrests canied out in the first 
weeks of the missions, the United Nations wao;. impelled to live up to the due-process and 
fair-u·ial standards it itlielf had promoted for more than fifty years, and to ensure the -pro
vision of adequate legal counsel to the detainees. This wali particularly important since many 
of those arrested belonged to certain ethnic or political groups or, in some cases, were 
suspected of grave violations of international humanitarian and human righ tli law, which 
made their cases politically sensitive. 

In Kosovo, UNMIKidentified lawyers of different ethnic backgrounds who were qualified 
and willing to sezve as defense counsel in such cases, and it provided each detainee with a 
list of their names. The enonnous number of detainees, however, by far exceeded the number 
of available lavvyers. In East Timor, section 27 of UNTAET Regulation 2000/ ll of March fi, 
2000, expressly recognized the basic right to legal representation and the obligation to 

ensure effective and equal access to lawyers. Consequently, UNTAET set up the nuclem of 
an UNTAET-flnanced public-defender system; but owing to the scarcity of experienced 
lawyers, UNTAET identified only a relatively small pool of defenders. 

Legal Tmiuiug 

The dearth of expeiienced lawyers placed a particular burden on the United Nations to 
ensure that adequate legal and judicial training programs were immediately put in place, 
so that the few available juristli, including the newly appointed judges and prosecutors, 
would be prepared, as soon as possible, to discharge their much-needed functions. 

In Eao;;t Timor, unlike other contexto;; in which the inteznational community ha.o;; supported 
judicial uaining pl·ograms, it soon became clear that professional legal training would need 
to extend beyond technical a<:sistance: legal training wa<: a pivotal element in building and 
empowering local judicial ranks and in creating a stable legal system. Such training had to 
focus not only on conveying legal and practical skill<: but, equally important, on fostering 
appreciation of the crucial role of the judiciary in society and the benefit<~ of a culture nf 
law. In a .society that had never before experienced respect for the rule oflaw, and in which 
the law was widely perceived as yet another insuument for wielding authority and control 
over the individual, the meaning·of independence and impartiality of the judiciaiy had to 
be imparted g1adually. 

To lay rl1e foundation for comprehensive practical and theoretical training upon which 
the new East Timoresejudiciary could be built, UNTAET developed a tluee-tiered approach 
consisting of (l) a series of one-week, compulsmy "quick impact .. tmining courses for 
judges, prosecutors, and public defenders prior to their appointment to office; (2) manda
tory ongoing ttaining forjudges, prosecutors, and public defenders upon their appointment 

41 
Exrcmive invoh•ement ofintcmationallawyers would inevirahlr have led ro dtc need for u·amlation oft.'\Try 

courtses.sion and every court-produced and legal document, the interprelation ofcvctycommunication with other 
lawyers. and, more imporlant, the creation of an extcrL~ivc tram la tion apparatus fm· plaintiffS and dcfcndanKAlso. 
in Ea~t Timor in particular, it ha~ proven to bcvinually impos.~iblc to deploy a sufficient numberofinternational 
jmi.st~wil11 a civil-law background who arc able to make a minimumcommitmentof.six monl11s to one year in Ea.q 
Timor and. ideally. have .some knowledge of tl1e applicable law and traditions of East Timor. 
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to office; and (3) a "mentoring scheme," in which a pool of experienced international legal 
practitioners who were familiar with civil-law systems would setve as "shadow" judges, pros
ecutors, and public defenders without actually exercisingjudicial power. This wa.~; essentially 
an interim approach; the mission recognized that it would ultimately be necessaty to estab
lish a judicial training center that functioned independently of the government and that 
afforded an important role in defining the curriculum to the East Tirnorese tl1emselves.42 

However, it~; extt·emely stretched resources, and difficulties in recruiting asufficient number 
of experienced trainers and mentors with a background in civil law, prevented the United 
Nations, at least at the out<iet, from fulfilling it'i ol~jective of providing the newly appointed 
judges, prosecutors, and public defenders with sufficient legal tr-aining and a'isistance. 

The need forjudicial tr-aining also surfaced similar attention in Kosovo, although it was 
less dramatic because of the availability of a larger number of lawyers with practical ex
perience in the administration of justice. The Secretary-General of the United Nations 
reported on July 12, 1999, that "it will be important to provide immediate 'quick start' o·ain
ing programmes in domestic and international law for tlwse Kosovo . .6Jbanian lawyers who 
were tmined during the time of the 'parallel institutions' or were banned from practising 
their profession. ".cl 

Nevertheless, the issue ofo·aining had to be tackled carefully. Bearing in mind the long 
legal tradition of the former Yugoslavia, many of the lawyers educated in Yugoslav univer
sities considered the emphasis on professional u-aining to be somewhat patronizing. For 
their part, Kosovar Albanian lawyers, particularly those schooled during the decade of 
"parallel institutions, "44 reacted extremely cautiou<ily to the notion of u·aining for fear that 
the inadequacy of their experience and skills might disqualify- them forjudicial office or, yet 
again, provide an advantage to those who had "collaborated'' witl1 the previous regime. 
More readily accepted was the notion oftraining in international legal instrument'i, includ
ing tl1e European Convention on tl1e Protection of Human Right<i and Fundamental Free
doms and the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Right<i, so a'i to ensure that, 
in conformity with UNMIK Regulation 1999/ 1, judicial officials observed internationally 
recognized human right<i standards. 4:; 

UNMIK's plans to start legal training courses and create a judicial training center were 
severely hampered by a v?gorou<i debate on the applicable law in Kosovo. Although Regu
lation 1999/ I provided that the laws previou<ily in effect in Kosovo---d1at is, the cmTentlyappli-

.. ~Supported hy the New Zealand Institute ofJudidal Smdics, U.\'TAET has been developing plans to establish 
a Judicial Studies Board (JSB) sincc.Januaty~WOO. in order to institutionalize judicialtrainingand education. The 

.JSB wa.~ intended to complise seven memhers. fonr of whom wmdd he East Timon.:':'Ocjllrist.~, who would identif}• 
and set prioritiL'S re,garding training needs. coordiuare donor assistarux on legal U'<lining-. and promote judicial 
excellence. including awareness of the social context of law . 

.. ~Secretary-General's Kosovo Report., .~upm uote 5, para. h9 (also .~rating that ~(g]cner:ally. newly appointed 
judges should receive continuous U<lining. particularly in the area of tlte law and application of international 
inslrument~ on human right~~). 

4i Following tltc abolition of Kosovo's autonomy stattls in 19R9 and the mbscquent dosing of etllllic A.Jhanian 
instillltions in the tenitor;·, tltc KosovarA.Jbani:m populatiou established a .~~':'item ofsn-.called pamllcl institutions. 
essentially the creatures of a separate republic. an1ong others i11 tlu:: crl1Kational sector. that were intended lo 

continue Kosovn's sdJ:.govenunent and lo maintain a di.~tinct Albanian nil tun' :md idemity out~ide tlu; oftidal 
Scrh-orYug-oslav-rlominaled imtitutious. With the dmitt.l{ofiJH.'Aib:mi:m 11ingoftl1c bwJ:tr::ultyoftlw University 
ot'PtiStina in 1991, the Kosovar Albanian tcaehing sraJfatJd srwknt~ were IOn:ed to find shcher in private homes 
and buildings so as to continue a distinct Icgal educarJon I Or tlwsc srmkm.~. Despite the lar:k nf govemmcntal 
hmding aud severe practical diHicultics-lOr example. alllitcmt.ure wa.~ kept in the lihr~u·ics of tJ1C Serb tar:ulty 
building, which was batTed to Kosovar A.Jhanians--t.hc Faculty of Law. lik\' all otlwr tacultics oftlte University of 
PriStina, maintained il~ su·ugglc to provide adequate education throughout the period of Serb adminisUdtion ot· 
Kosovo. Sec furtl1er MALCOU.1. .wjJm note lfi. at 34R-49. 

~.'i U.\'MIK Regulation 1999/1, .wJnn note 3. ~~. whkh state.~: 

In excrcisin.~ tltcir hmcrions, all pcn;ons lmdertaking public dutie~ or holding puhlic office in Kosovo shall 
oi">Sc1vc imemationallyrecognized human right~ standards and shall nor disniminatc against. any person on 
anygmnnrl suchas.~cx, race, color, language(,] religion. politir:al orotJH:ropinion. national, ctlmicorsocial 
odgin. association with a national community, property. birth or other statm. 
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cable laws of Serbia and the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia-were to be applied, political 
representatives of the Kosovar Albanians demanded a return to the legal system that had 
existed before the abolition ofKosovo's autonomy status in I989. 4

ti This debate significantly 
delayed the mission's ability to carry out the urgently needed quick-impact training. 

Reconstruction of the Phys£r.al lnjrastrur:ture 

Both Kosovo and East Timor had just emerged from violent and highly destructive con
flicts, which had heavily damaged their physical infrao:;tructure. A10 a result, one ofthe most 
crucial steps in rebuilding their judicial systems was the physical reconstruction of the 
judicial infrastructure, including court buildings and offices. 

In Kosovo, vittually all public builPings, including the court~, had to he cleared of mines 
and booby Udps before they could be reclaimed for public pmposes. In the course of the 
conflict, files had been dislocated, official fotms and stationery had been destroyed, and valu
able office equipment had been appropriated by the withdrawing security apparatus. The 
sitUation ·was so grave that tl1e first UN-appointedjudges and prosecutors had to bring their 
own dated typewiiters to the initial hearings to be able to draft decisions and court record~. 

In East Timor, the situation wa.~ far worse: it was estimated that between 60 and 80 percen r 
of all public and private buildings had been destroyed in the violence of September 1999:r; 
A~ noted above, the destruction encompa~sed most court buildings and their office equip
ment and legal resources. 

Step by step, UNTAET had to start rebuilding courthouses, police station.s, and prison.s. 
Tlle first judges to be swmn in were required to work in smoke-blackened chambers and 
courtrooms that were devoid of furniture-much less computers and other apparatu~-and 
neady bereft of legal text~. None of the buildings had electricity or running water, since 
even the wiring and pipes had been stripped by the withdtdwing Indonesian army and mili
tia forces. Ba~ic statione1y and office equipment had to be provided out of UNTAET's own 
supplies, and official fmms and stamps had to be re-created. More significantly, UNTAET 
struggled, on a daily basis, to identify and collect copies of the laws that, in accordance with 
its Regulation 1999/1, formed the applicable body oflaw. Sometimes UNTAET statJ members 
were able to ret.Iieve copies oflaw books from the ruins of official buildings, but mostly t,~,,_ey 
sought donations from private law firms and law school~ in Indonesia and Australia. The 
support of the Au~tralian legal profession for UNTAET's effort~ in this respect was exem
plruy,""M the donations extending beyond law text~ to include robes for tl1e newjudges and 
prosecutors and folding chairs for the court building in Dili. · 

The Correctional S)'Stem 

The coiTectional facilities met with the same fate as most of tl1e other buildings :and infra
sttucture dwing the violence in Kosovo and Ea~tTimor. The identification of suitable facilities 
in which to hold those apprehended and atTested by the inten1ational fOrces and the United 
Nations civil police thu~ became one of the most dramatic challenges faced by botJ1 missions. 

In Kosovo, the withdrawing Yugoslav security forces had emptied all the prisons and 
"transfened" tl1e inmates, among them many political prisoners ofKosovar Albanian origin. 
to unknown locations in Serbia proper. Moreover, many prisons had been damaged or de
stroyed and tl1e guards had fled witl1 tJH~ withdrawing forces. A~ a result, the hundreds of 
individuals detained in the first few weeks had to he held in makeshift military facilities . 

.., For more detail. sec the section "Legal F1-amcwork" ir~fi"ll p. 5K 
·+"i See .mJn-n note 20 and cm-r~..~ponding texL 
"'R InJanual)' :woo, AusU<tlian Legal Resources lntel·nat.ional appealed to the Ausu-alian legal pmfi::~~ion. on 

behalf ofU~TAET and thmugh the Law Council of Australia, for law texL~. courtroom h1miture, c:omput.crs. and 
judges' robes. llte rc~pon~c was ovc1whclming. 
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which usually consisted of army tent.:; in KFOR camps that were guarded by military officers 
who had no experience in the administration of prisons and inten1ational standards on the 
detention of civilians. 

In East Timor, the situation wa'i even worse. Nor only had all the prison guard.:; left during 
the exodus of the Indonesian security forces, but also all prison facilities had been burned 
and rendered unusable.'w The limited capacities of the makeshift detention center inherited 
by the United Nations ,from INTERFET had been stretched to the maximum, leaving no 
more space for detainees and ordinary criminals. Consequently, the United Nations had to 
limit the number of arrests. At times, UN civil police officers were even forced to release 
suspect~ who had been arrested for serious criminal offenses so that they could detain 
returning militia members implicated in the commission of grave violations of international 
humanitarian and human right~ law in the violence of August and September 1999. The 
failure to anest such individuals would have been unacceptable in the eyes of both the 
general public and it~ political leadership. 

The inadequacy of the interim facilities and the fact that the UN civil police were neither 
trained nor equipped to cany out the functions of prison wardens made it clear that the 
United Nations urgently had to reconstruct suitable facilities, identify experienced inter
national wardens, and develop local capacities. These essential tasks were made difficult, 
however, by the reluctance of donors to fund, whetJ1er directly or indirectly, the recon
stiuction or erection of prison facilities, and of United Nations member states to provide 
contingent~ of prison personnel. 

Legal Fmmewmk 

All of these challenges were surpassed by the need to establish a basic legal framework for 
the judiciary in each tenitory.Judicial appointment~, legal training, and the performance 
o~judicial, prosecutorial, and other legal functions, all depended on the existence of a clear 
body of applicable law. Neither in Kosovo nor in East Timor did the previous legislation 
constitute a sufficient legal basis for the establishment of an independent and effective judi
ciary. Thus, in both tenitories the United Nations first had to draft regulations indicating 
which previously existing laws still applied, or setting forth entirely new laws, before it could 
estal?lish the corresponding judicial and other public institutions.511 

In their Regulation 1999/1, both UNMIK and UNTAET had decided in effect that the laws 
that had applied in each United Nations-administered territory prior to ·the adoption of 
Security Council Resolutions 1244 and 1272, respectively, would apply, mutatis mutandis, 
insofar as they conformed with internationally recognized human right~ standards and did 
not conflict with tl1e Security Council's mandate to each mission or any subsequent regu
lation promulgated by the mission. 51 This decision wa~ made solely for practical reasons: 
first, to avoid a legal vacuum in the initial phase of tJ1e n·ansitional administration and, 
second, to avoid the need for local lawyers, virtually all of whom had obtained their law 
degrees at domestic universities, to be inn·oduced to an entirely foreign legal .system. 

Especially in Ko.sovo, this decision prompted vigorous protest by local politicians and the 
legal community. The Yugoslav criminal laws, in particular, were considered to have been 
one of the most potent tools of a decade-long policy of discrimination against and rep res-

4
, On this subject. sec the findings of Human Right~ Watch. Untini~hed l3usiness:.Just.icc f(lr East Timor, -Press 

Backgroundcr (Aug. 2000). 

-~0 SeeU:-JMlK Regulations 199~/1, .~ujm1 note 3; 1999/2 (Aug. 12); 1999/5 (Sept. 4); 1999/6 (Sept. 7); 1999/7 
(Sept. 7) (rcplacingU:-JMIKEmcrgcncy Deuce 1999/1 ); .ti'X!nlmU:-ITAET Regulations l999/l,mjnnnotc3; 1999/3, 
.fujnn note 29; 2000/11 (Mar.li); 2000/14 (Ma>· 10); 2000/15 (June li); 2000/Hi (Jundi) . 

. ;I .W.elNMIK Regulation 1999/ I and U:-JTAET Re):,'l.llalion El99/ I, sujn·n note 3. S~2, 3. 1l1c wording ofscction 
:lt oflNTAET Regulation 1999/1 (the tactual statemcm ~the laws applied~ is used rather than '"the applicable 
laws~) can~fully avoids the re!Juactivc legitimation of the [Jtdont..'l;ian onupatiOJl in East Tinu1r. 
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sion of the Kosovar Albanian population. 52 The political representatives of the Kosovar 
PJbanian community thus threatened to cease cooperating with the United Nations, and 
newly appointed judges and prosecutors resigned from office, demanding an immediate 
return to the laws applicable in Kosovo before the revocation ofito; autonomy status within 
Serbia. This demand was made plimarily for political reasons, since these laws were by no 
means more democratic than the Yugoslav criminal laws. On December 12, 1999, UNMIK 
finally promulgated a regulation providing that the law in force in Kosovo prior to March 
22, 1989, would serve as the applicable law for the duration of the UN administt·ation, 
effectively superseding the relevant provisions in UNMIK Regulation 1999/ 1.5

·
1 

In practice, moreover, the formula laid out in UNMIK and UNTAET Regulations 1999/ I 
proved to be rather difficult to apply in both Kosovo and East Timor, because it did not ac
tually spell out d1e laws or specifically identifY the element~; that were inconsistent wid1 
in.ternationally recognized human right~; standards. Rather, it required the lawyers, many 
of whom were inexperienced, to engage in the complex ta.'\k of interpreting the penal code 
or the criminal procedure code through the lens ofinte1national human right~; instrument~;, 
applying those provisions that met intetnational standard'\, while disregarding d1ose that did 
not, and substituting for the latter d1e appropriate standard under inteJnationallaw. The 
difficulties d1at can arise are obvious. For example,_whereas determining d1at a provision 
allowing twenty or more days of detention without ajudicial hearing54 violates in temational 
human right~; standard~; is relatively easy, consistently defining the standard that should 
apply instead under such a provision is much more difficult. In both territmies, only a few 
local lawyers were even familiar with the practical application of international human tight<> 
norms, which aggravated the situation. 

Yet another challenge faced by both mi<osions wa~ to obtain, from the.government that had 
just withdrawn, all the legislation constituting the applicable body of law and to translate 
these rules so that international expert<> could assist their local colleagues in the practical 
application of tl1e fotmula contained in section 3 of UNMIK and UNTAET Regulations 
1999/ l, requiring consistency with international standards. 

Thus, in practice, the formula introduced by the United Nations administrations in Ko
sovo and Ea~;t Timor, which wa~; aimed at avoiding a legal vacuum and ensuring that the laws 
applied confotmed with international standards from the out~;et, led to considerable legal 
and political difficulties. In consequence, both United Nations missions ultimately had to 
conduct comprehensive reviews of all the legislation that wa<o pivotal to d1e establishment 
of an independent and impartialjudiciary, and the law-and-order sector more generally, and 
amend or supersede these laws as necessary through subsequent UN regulations. In tl1e 
meantime, however, the United Nations civil police and the judiciaty had to apply the 
existing legislation on a daily basis, trying their best, but ~tl'uggling to do so in accordance 
with the requirement<> ofUNMIK and UNTAET Regulations 1999/1. 

Ill. CONCLUSION 

The est.ablishment of a functioning govetnmental stt·ucture, including the re-creation of 
the judicial branch, from "ground zero" is a daunting task. In recent. years, dte United 
Nations has been entt·usted with providing assistance to the legal and judicial systems of 
seYeral counnies in postconflict situations, including, most recently, Cambodia, Haiti, and 

-'~ .Ve Kaminski, .wpm note R 
''~According to section 1.1 ofll~MIKRegulation 19Y9/~4 (Dec. I~' 1999), ~[!]he law applicable in Kosovoshall 

be: a. The regulations promulgated by the Special R.cprescntative of t.he Secref:uy-Gcneral and subsidiary 
imu·mnenl~ issued thereunder; and b. 1l1c law in fOrce in Kosovo on 22 March I9H9." Act:ording to sect.ion ~. 
k[t]he present regulation shall be deemed lo have entered into force as of 10 June 1999." 

·""' SeeR£!'L:BUC OF INOONESIA, DEI'ARTMENT OF IN FORMA TJON, l..A\\'-BOOKON THE (;ODE OF (;RlMlNAL PlWCEOL'Jt£ 

A11.s. 20. 24 (n.d.) (An No. S/1981). 
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Bosnia and Herzegovina. Nowhere other than Ko.sovo and Ea.o;t Timor, however, did this tao;k 
require the establishment of a coherent judicial and legal system for an entire territory 
virtually from scratch. 

The expeiiences of the United Nations in Ko.sovo and East Tirnor have shown tl1at t11e 

reestablishment, at a minimum, ofbasicjudicial functions-comprising all segment-; of the 
justice sector-must be among a mission's top priorities from the earliest stages of de~ 
ployment. Indeed, the absence ofafunctioningjudicialsystem can adversely affect both the 
short- and the long-term oqjectives of the peace-building effort, including the restoration 
of political stability necessary for tl1e development of democratic institutions, the estab
lishment of an atmosphere of confidence necessaty for the retmn of refugees, the latitude 
to provide humanitatian assistance, the implementation ofdevelopment and reconstruction 
programs, and the creation of an environment friendly to foreign investment and economic 
development. The ~ack of adequate law enforcement and the failure to remove criminal 
offenders can inevitably affect both the authmity ofthe mission and the local population's 
willingness to respect the rule ·of law. In tl1e worst of cao;;es, such an atmosphere can push 
self·proclaimed vigilante forces to take law enforcement into their own hands and resort .to 
illegal detention, which can threaten the safety and security of the local population and the 
inten1ational staff. Finally, a functioningjudicial system can positively affect reconciliation 
and confiderice--buildingefforto;;within often highly traumatized postcrisissocieties, not least 
because it can bring to justice those respon.sible for grave violations of international human· 
itarian and human right.;; law. 

The United Nations' most recent experiences in transitional administration demonstrate 
thatjustice, and law enforcement more broadly, must be seen as effective from the first days 
of an operation. The inability to react swiftly to ctime and public unrest, patticularly in 
postconflictsituationswhen criminal activity tends to increao;;e, and the failure to detain and 
convict suspected ctiminals promptly and fairly, can quickly erode the public's confidence 
in the United Nations. In Kosovo, a total of 14,878 ctiminal offenses were reported from 
January to August 2000 alone; over the same petiorl ~.7~4 people were arrested.;;;; Thus, the 
establishment of effective judicial institutions can be critical to the long·tetm success of a 
mission and the su.;;tainability of it.;; governance and democratic·institution·building effort.;;. 

Given the current pre\iatence ofintrastate conflict.;; and the likelihood that such conflict.;; 
will lead to the emergence of autonomous regions or independent states in tl1e future, the 
United Nations may be asked to establish a transitional administration for other situations, 
which will inevitably include the creation of a judicial system. The enormous difficulties 
encountered in Kosovo and East Timor in this respect have shown that the United Nations 
and the international community at large must enhance their rapirl·response and coor· 
dination capacities so that tl1e necessary attention and resources can be directed to this key 
area of civil administration. VV'hile intetnational civilian policing resides at the core of 
prototypical peacekeeping operations, this element cannot be focused on at the expense, 
or without due consideration, of the other element.;; of a functioning law enforcement and 
judicial system. 

In addition to early and .sensible mission planning, involving representatives oftl1e local 
legal profession, and committing the necessary financial and human resources, implement
ing the following recommendations would further enhance tl1e United Nations' capacity to 
build or reconsttuct postcrisis judicial systems. 

1. Estabb:'ihmeut. ofjudicial ad hoc arra.ugemenfs. A law enforcement vacln.tm in tl1e early days 
of a mission should be avoided by establishing ad hocjudicial arrangement.;; to facilitate the 
detention and subsequent judicial hearings on individuals who are app1d1ended on crim· 

~~ SeeiNTERNATIONALCRt.SL'\GROCI',KoSOVO REI'ORT(AJW :11,44 (ICG Ihlkam Rcpot1 No. 100, ~WOO) (~rating thal 
the criminal ofiCnscs "included 17':!. mmTict"S, lib kidnappin,e;:>. lfiO anemptcd murdct'S. and 2YO gtil:vous a.'\~ault~"). 
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inal charges. The UN expetience in both Kosovo and East Tirnor demonstrates that, where 
there hao; been a complete breakdown of the judicial sector, the quick deployment of unit<; 
of militaty lawyers, as part of either a United Nations peacekeeping force or a regional 
military arrangement such as KFOR and JNTERFET, can fill the vacuum until the United 
Nations is staffed and able to take over what is ultimately a civilian responsibility.''6 

The advantage of such an arrangement would be that military lawyers, who would make 
up an integral part of the peacekeeping force, could be rapidly deployed toget11erwith the 
troops. In contrast, civilian United Nations staff, many ofwhom must-go through a lengthier 
recruitment process, cannot be immediately deployed. In this emergency phase, rnilita1y 
lawyers would have to be in a position to execute legal functions, including arrest, deten
tion, prosecution, and initial acUudication, immediately, without engaging in the time
cOnsuming task of assembling and familiarizing themselves with local laws. Thus, as a prac
tical matter, they would all have to come from the same country and to apply the laws in 
force in that countty.!i7 It would be understood, however, that such rnilitaty anailgement.;; 
would remain in place only for a limited and clearly defined period of time, until responsi
bility could be handed over to an adequately functioning civilian body. Moreover, any .such 
anangement<; would have to accord strictly with internationally recognized human right..;; 
and other relevant legal standards. !iH . 

Intuitively, one would hesitate to involve militaty actors in this sensitive area of ci,·il ad
ministration, but in the absence of sufficient and immediately deployable civilian resources, 
it may be the only appropriate response to avoid the emergence of a law enforcement 
vacuum. The expetiences in both Kosovo and East Timor have proved that the emergence 
of such a vacuum can ultimately be more detrimental to the ol~jective of developing an 
independentjudicialsystem and effectively protecting a population's human rights than d1e 
establishment of a temporaty rnilitary-runjudidary. 

The establishment of ad hoc militaryanangemen t.;; for a transitional petiod would prmide 
the United Nations with the time and space to devise the appropriate legal system for d1e 
duration of the transitional administration and to take tl1e necessary steps toward building 
the foundation for a tiuly independent judicial branch. Such a system V•muld help the 
mission avoid the sense of urgency tl1at cou-ld drive it to fill judicial positions with it~~ividuals 
who might turn out not to enjoy the general acceptance of the local populatioi-1 and its 
leadership, as happened in Kosovo, or to grapple early on with the practical problems po,<;ed 
by d1e lack of experienced lawyers, a.;;_ happened in East Timor. Moreover, this approach 
would permit the United Nations to carry out a proper assessment of the available human 
and physical resources, possibly including the screening of applicant.;; for serious violations 
ofintetnationallaw, to give due consideration to existing political and cultural sensitivities. 
and to provide initial legal training a<; necessaty. 

2. Formation of a. !ita.ndJJy network of international lawyers. Regardless of the institution of ad 
hoc military atTangement<;, the United Nations must enhance it<; own capacity to establish 
a functioningjudiciary a<; rapidly as possible, by ensuring that the fundamental task ot~judi
ciary building is part of it.;; emergency first-pha<;e response. It is thus imperative for d1e 

_;a Compared to the improvised policy in Kosovo, the exislcnCl~ in Easl Timor of Lhl' I~TERfET-sponsorcd 
Detention Management Unit uutJfmtnote~1. until early.January~OO() allowed ll~TAET at.le<~sUocngage in mnrl' 
in-depth planning of the future judicial S}'Stem and 10 Glll}' out the difiiculc. search f(lr East Timon·se.jurisL~. 

-"' ldeally, they would apply the set of interim mlcs on oiminal procedure and suhstantivc r:rimin<~liaw rdCrrcd 
to in the fOurth recommendation at p. 6~ injin. · 

_'>/!The United Nations' Model Agreement with memhcr stales that. cm•trihutl' personnel and equipment to 
peacekeeping operations includes the fOllowing standard provisinn: ~[The United Nations peacekeeping 
operatinn] shall ohsetve and t·espectthe pl'inciplcs and spil'it.ofthc gene1-:1l inr.ematinnal conventions applicahk 
10 the conduct ofmilitarypersonnd." Ser.Daphna Shrah>a & Ralph Zoc:klin. TheAf1Jlir.nbilily nflulr.mnlimlnlllTwwlli· 
larinn Law In Unil.edNnlimu Penr.e-Kr.eping (JjH!'I·nlima: Cm1r.eptunl, LegnlnudP.mr.lir.nl/.uues, illlNT[RNATIONALCO~t
MITTEE 01-"THE RED CROS."i, SYMI'OSit:M ON HU.IANITAIUAN ACTION AND PEACE-KEEPING Ot•ERA TIONS 1~l. 44 ( Umc~h 
Palwankar ed .. 1994). 
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United Nations to develop a standby network (as opposed to a costly standing capacity) of 
experienced and qualified international jurist.;; that can be activated at any given time. In 
view of the significant practical differences between the common-law and civil-law systems, 
expertc; in both system.s should be recruited in sufficient numbers to ensure that they can 
adequately respond to the specific needs of the te1Titory to be administered. Since quick 
deployment is crucial to the effectiveness and credibility of an operation in it<; early stages, 
the United Nations should create a network based on standby agreement.:; with member 
states, agencies, and academic institutions to facilitate the mobilization of these jurist~; on 
short notice, within a few days, if required. If provided with ongoing training in interna~ 
tionallegal and human tight~; standards, and updated information on inten1ational instru~ 
ment~; and judicial development~;, the members of this network would eventually constitute 
a sufficient number of qualified international lawyers, who could work as trainers, mentors, 
judges, and prosecutors. 

3. Immedinie rer.rm.'itmct.ion of the awrect£onal.'i')l-~fem. In view of the enormotL~; difficulties ex~ 
perienced in both Kosovo and East Timor in tl1is sector, urgent priority mmt be given to the 
immediate establishment of an adequate prison infrastructure. A functioning correctional 
system is not only complementaty, but also inextiicably linked, to tl1e creation of a func~ 
tioning law enforcement mechanism. Despite the reluctance of many donors to finance cor~ 
rectional facilities, such a mechanism cannot be established without sufficient and quickly 
disbursable funding for immediate reconsttuction effort~;. Thus, the United Nations must 
make a concerted effort to convince donor countries that funding for this crucial ta~;k must 
be incmporated, from tl1e out~;et, in tl1e consolidated budget for the activities of a transi
tional administration, and ba~;ed on assessed rather than voluntaty contributions. In this 
connection, the United Nations should ~ot fail to iriclude a sufficient number of professional 
intetnational pti~;on guard~; and wardens in it~; mk~;ion planning and budgeting. · 

4. Cren.tion of an immediately applicaUe.legal framework. The availability of an immediately 
applicable legal framework is an important prerequisite for the building ofjudicial insti~ 
tutions. l..apacitieswithin and out~;idethe United Nations must thus be identified for quickly 
dt~fting new legislation in accordance with internationally recognized standards and with 
due consideration to the legal traditions (i.e., civil law or common law) of the tetTitory at 
issue. To facilitate this effon, the United Nations must develop standbyarrangement~; with 
partner agencies such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and tl1e Coun
cil of Europe, ac; well a~; witl1 universities and nongovernmental organizations. Particularly 
in tl1e setup phac;e of a mission, and at it~; request, these agencies could prepare initial draftc; 
that would subsequendy be finalized by the United Nations in concert with local lawyers. 
Significantly, such arrangement~; would promote early cooperation, without requiring 
lengthy assessment and approval procedures in advance. 

In this regard, a body oflaw~enforcemen t~related legislation should be developed as part 
of a "quick~st:art package" for United Nations-administered territories. Readily applicable 
criminal procedure and criminal codes, as well as a code regulating the activities of the 
police, have proved to be essential to· the unimpeded functioning of the UN civil police 
component of peace-building missions. First of all, the UN civil police need to act with legal 
certainty and in accordance wid1 clearly spelled~out legal provisions so as to cany out their 
daily law enforcement activities effectively and wid1out fear of breaching the law. Second, 
the civil police need a clear legal framework in which to ·train the future local police force 
in demouatic policing. Third, newly appointed judges, .prosecutors, and lawyers must be 
clear as to what the applicable law is in order to execute their functions. Thus, a~; an in
dispensable initial step, the United Nations must draft a set of interim rules of ctiminal 
procedure and substantive criminal law in core areas of police activity, including atTest/ 
detention and searches/seizures. In the long tetm, the United Nations could promote the 
development of a model criminal procedure code that would be used by all UN missions 
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that are mandated to rebuild a legal system, including the temporary ad hoc milita1y 
arrangement.;; referred to above. In areas other than criminal lmv, UN regulations from 
pre\iou.s missions could setve as model regulations where applicable. 

5. P1imitization nf legal training. The international community rnmt play an active role in 
providing adequate professional training to newly appointed lawyers, judges, and prose~ 
cutors so that thejudiciatywill be equipped with the highest level oftechnical competence, 
\vill be su·ongly committed to the principles ofjudicial independence, and as an institution 
will respect human right.;; and understand how to protect these right.;; in it" day-to..d_aywork. 

Professional legal training in complex po.stcrisis situations such as those in Kosovo and 
East Timor extend" beyond technical assistance. It is a pivotal element of capacity building 
and empowetntent for tJ1e creation of a stable legal system. For example, given the lack of 
East Timore.se experience in tJ1e administration o~justice, the United Nations .should ideally 
have been in a position immediately on deployment to provide quick-impact training and 
mentoring programs on core i.s.sue.s.such a.'\ pretrial.standard.s, the conduct of hearings, and 
the drafting of detention orders. For, in addition to enhancing appreciation of the judi
ciary's role in society, such training would also advance the concept of an independent and 
impartial judiciary a.s protecting right'\ and freedom.s, rather than a." setving as an instru
ment of repression, power, or controL However, the nece.s.sa1y training and mentoring pro
grams for local lawyers cannot be implemented unless .sufficient financial and human re
sources are obtained. The initial establishment of a comprehensive database, including 
reference to potential providers ofjudicial training and tJ1eir programs, would help to en
sure a quicker response in this regard. 

None of the above recommendations is intended to provide the final answ·er on how hest. 
to build a judiciary from scratch, since every postcrisis situation is unique and requires an 
adapted response. The international community will have to accept that such a process re
quire!\ it" commitment and that oftJ1e United Nations system from the very .start and, even 
tJ1en, is bound to expetience .serious .setbacks. Yet careful consideration of how an inde
pendent and operational judicial system can enhance the long-term ol~jective.s for the 
tenirory to be administered maximizes tJ1e chances that tJ1e United Nations will succeed in 
creating a secure environment and guiding a postconflict society toward political .stability, 
economic recovety, and reconciliation. 

·---. ' . . . 
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This paper does not aim to present a detailed narrative of domestic political 
~ L transformation processes in various Balkans countries during the ten years since 

the dissolution of the former Yugoslavia. Others are better able to describe, analyse 

and evaluate individual instances of constitutions, electoral process, legislature, 

parties, civil society, !Jledia, civic education, civil-military relations, local 

government etc. in the Balkans. 

Instead, it is useful to highlight the specific nature and framework of the 

issue of political transformation in the Balkans environment at this particular phase 

of European history. This should not only help to answer the question how much 

common ground for comparisons with similar developments outside Europe really 

exists. 

Above all, this approach should provide a concrete yardstick for measuring 

the progress, or success and failure, of political transformation as described in 

existing and future case studies. Should such case studies come to the conclusion 

that is to be expected, i.e. that political transformation processes have been 

inconclusive and seriously flawed in many respects, this approach can add the 

~-----------------
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necessary grain of salt: Perhaps the details of political transformation don't matter 

all that much. 

The internal need for transformation 

The project that has given rise to this paper looks aCt~fter the 

end of armed conflicts, and thus singles out Bosnia-Herze~le Dayton 

Agreement and Kosovo under KFOR and UNMIK. When it comes to political (and 

economic) transformation in the Balkans, however, it is striking that 'deficits in 

political transformation have been perceived and treated largely the same way in 

countries and territories that suffered war and those that did not. The set of 

countries and territories under consideration here would therefore have to be 

defined?e~hat wider. 

E~edo~ clearly aware of its vulnerability ~~hin already since 1992, 

has now J~e countries that experienced war~ after its complete state 

collapse and decay into anarchy, had to be bailed out economically and secured 
~ . 

militarily in the European-led Operation Alba in 1997, and has since then been a 

prime example for the attempt at political transition towards stable democratic 

"'"""""'· Aho, Moot~""""' po<-Milo=io "'"'-""" to ~= """""'"'j 
Tud'man Croatia, face many similar problems when it comes t political 

--:a:sformation. t makes sense to look at thisSas a who e. 

ust be kept in mind. There is the issue of 
~--------~p=~--~-

><fih>.h;'] e autonomous, will not gain 

sovereignty unless Belgrade concurs. 

ind.wtmd nee, hasn't made that step for some good reasons.QJosnia-Her~'s 
overeignty . still a theoretical construct, as the supreme po~ins 

international (the High Representative) and identities remain divided. Macedonia, 

Albania and Serbia/Yugoslavia, in varying degrees and for different reasons, are 

factually not in full control of all parts of their territory. None of the cases is easy, 

but ~~t, with immediate consequences for constitution-building and 

political transformation. Sigriificant differences also ex1st WJth regard to the relative 

composition of ethnic and religious population groups in these various states and 

territories. 
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However, substantive similarities are obvious that establish the need for 

political transformation and affect its pursuit. This subregion comes with the ballast 

of a politically disenfranchised existence throughout most of its history, bad 

governance and corruption, peripheral economies that have been further weakened 

by state socialism and subsequent asset stripping, infrastructural deficits, conflictual 

minorities issues, xenophobia, lack of civil society, powerful and conflicting 

national myths that are in part based on officially cultivated distortions of history, 

lack of inward private investment, disputed property rights, limited access to credit 

and a lack of capable, democratically minded leaders, aggravated by a strong 

inclination to emigra~ ualified oung people. ,r' ~ 

confluence of ne ative fuctor create~ 
/ 

mindset of dependency and a fixation on short-term gains, ttitudes that would 

render the establishment of viable democratic and economic structures virtually 

impossible. It has thus been obvious for some time that the economic and social 

calamity requires decisive political, legal and administrative changes if the hope 

that it willpleL.be_QY.er_come is to be kept alive. It has however largely been 

throug external involvement especially through the normative role model 

provided by the EU an · s members, that his indigenous desire for transformation 

has been given shape. Domestic forces have so far not been th{primary driver of 

political transformation in the Balkans, 1!-ithough they naturally hold the biggest 

stake in it and, in the last analysis, give it the shape they prefer. 

The external goals of political transformation 

Historically, fhe issue of transformations in the Balkansjrupted at the end of 

the old system ofEast-West antagonism in Europe, although warning signs had of G course been up before. In many ways the motivations, strategies and errors both of 

\[ actors in the Balkans and the outside world in this period were shaped by the 

of this old framework of reference and the attempt to replace it economically, 

politic~d ideologically. Expectations of democratic political transf~ation 
------......,--

were formulated in this specific regional context and derive a major portion of their 

validity from it. 

While triggered locally, ll the crises and war in the Balkans since 1990 

were rooted · this regional process of chan e. t the same time, their effects were 
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immediately felt throughout the region and be 
r 

not be found locally but only by involving a wider international grouping. ~ 

...-::::: 
In EU countries, especially those geographically exposed to the Balkans, a// ::;..--

fJ
. wide security paradigm of a strategic nature was developed and pursued with a { / _ fl~' 

sense of urgency vis-a-vis the Balkans. The ongoing European policy of deep ~ 
engagement and leadership for change in the Balkans was above all generated by -~ 
tangible negative effects on public security at home and the international (')?>~ • 

environment of peaceful multinationalism abroad. This included the politically and , .·~~ 
economically co_stly influx of displaced persons, ethnic linkages between Balkans ~ 

conflicts and population groups within the EU, as well as an upsurge of organised,.. Ji_}-
crime activities in Europe linked in part to Balkan wars. . ~ 

In may different wayshhe weakness ofpolitical institutions in Balkans} r V 
countries has time and again had wider security implications, potentially even 

posing risks to the viability of the international system. For example, in Albania 

more than half a million weapons were looted from government stocks in 1997. 

Bosnia, to this day, has no visa regime and lends itself, for this and other reasons, 

as an operations base for international illegal activities. It was understood that only 

by offering to extend the European benefits of peace, stability, prosperity and 

freedom to the Balkans- backed by the EU and NATO but requiring deep political 

transformations in the Balkan countries - can such risks be better controlled. 

Above all, the violent evocation of nationalism in its most atavistic forms by 

certain leaders in the disintegrating Yugoslavia in the early 1990s undermined the 

very foundations of the still-evolving order of a "Europe whole and free", 

expressed to a large part in the CSCE's Charter of Paris of 1990. In response, a 
r--

strict standard has now been established in Europe against such unacceptable acts 

as changing of international borders by force, dividing and expelling population 

groups, and genocide. The Euro-Atlantic consensus on these fundamentals proved 

its strength by propelling EU countries towards a more effective international role 

and the use of military power in combat, first in Bosnia and then in the Kosovo 

War. The active involvement of Russia, e.g. in the Contact Group, serves as a clear 

indication that a new regional security system has been proven and strengthened in 

these efforts. 
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The limits of s te engineering 

While there can be no doubt that local elites in the Balkans have their own 

conceptions about desired political transformations, the high systemic significance 

assigned to the Balkans crises within Europe and the euro-atlantic institutions have 

led to a situation where the goals o.f_the transformation process are defined by the 
•' 

! I
. international community rather than by local forces. Their ambitions are regular~!( j 

superseded - at least on paper and for some time - by the more forceful, / 

systemically motivated agenda of "exporting stability" as defined in Western 

capitals. One recent example is thQenesJs of the Ohrid peace accord in :J 
E3'here all sides were effectively told by the EU and NATO what their 

positions would reasonably have to be, take it what it may. 

The expectations of political transformation in Bosnia-Herzegovina and in /A 
Kosovo had been defined in a similar way. While formally implemented, e.g. 

through agreeing on new election laws and holding free, fair and supervised 

:!,eetions, the largely undisputed fact is that~ of this changed much~ !I 
("power distribution or the way political affuirs are both in Bosnia-Herzegovina 

and its constituent entities and in Kosovo. 

- e paying lip 

service to the larger agenda, keep openly pursuing t ~ own games of power, gain, 

and nepotism- more or less undisturbed by laws, the media and a (non-existent) 

pluralistic, open political process. There is not much to be done about this, though 

it may be noted that a ~jor portion of t~e High Representative's decisions in \ l. / 

Bosnia-Herzegovina is aooUt removing specific individuals from public office, I 
based on the authority invested in him at Dayton. 

There is basically enly the long-term hope th g~· 
produce a new leadership better in tune with democrarttJicc;iv{iailiume~. -'ft!el'e-nnfv 

the hope, if the economic environment permits, that some of those who are now 

successfully involved in illegal business will at one point see even more advantage 

for themselves in becoming law-abiding, tax-paying citizens and pillars of 

democratic society. 

Political transformation hus presupposes continuous efforts to strengthenj/' 

the judiciary, police and independent media, improve education, stimulate the { 
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preparation of the required legal and financial ground for profitable investment in 

new jobs, and foster civil society and institutionalised political pluralism through 

sustained personal interaction. These conditions are yet not in place, and it seems 

therefore still too early to pass a judgement on the political transformation 

achievements, or lack thereof 

The perspective of eventual integration of the Balkans in the U that was 

formally established for the long term at the Zagreb summit meeting in 2000 is 

designed to change the calculus oflocal actors and encourage them to take 

decisive steps of political transformation on their own, not least to shine in the 

"beauty contest" between potential EU applicant countries. If the international 

community manages to maintain a peaceful environment in the Balkans and keep 

the region's European integration perspective credible, this recipe may well work 

out. 

St · two agendas - e ambitious one of international headlines and the 
..--:~-... 

e likely to coexist in different spheres .. 

are-agendas for political transformation, though different in style and ambrtl 

important to realise that even if the international agenda may at one point be 

considered a failure, the other one would still exist, and might in some convoluted 

outcome is that the wo agendas will gradually converge as each of the eo ·es /. 

way at least theoretically still lead to the desired result over time. The more likely r J I 
rilakes - ece~sarily slow - progress in consolidating its democratic structures ~ 

1 

_l . 
own way, taking advantage of a framework of gradual European integration. ~ 

Conclusion 

Political transformation in the Balkans forms only part of a wider effort, 

orchestrated in the EU, to cooperatively pacifY, secure and stabilise the states and 

territories in that subregion of Europe in the wider systemic interest of the 

continent as a whole. This limits the available common ground for comparisons 

with similar developments outside Europe. Political transformations after non

European armed conflicts such as in Cambodia and East Timor have been much 

less determined by larger political imperatives resulting from the regional 

international system. Both the amount of high-level attention and the willingness to 
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provide sustained engagement to underpin the long-term stability of change have 

been lower in such cases. 

Nevertheless it is far from certain that even with the high degree of 

international attention and support achieved for the parts of the Balkans under 

consideration here, their efforts toward political transformation can be considered a { ( 

success. Given the definition of go (prevent spillover effects hat could --undermine Europe's international system), in fact anything would have to be 

considered a (at least temporary) success that does exactly that. 

Paradoxically, while on the surface the ins and outs of "Europe-worthy" 

democratic rule appear to be so clearly and narrowly defined, in real life tolerance 

for imperfection on the ground is actually very high, though not complete, as long 

as four fundamentals are not touched: violent change of borders, large-scale forced 

migration, genocide, and - since the attacks of 11 September - facilitating 

terrorism This ambiguity of a long-term commitment to ambitious ideas of good 

governance, on the one hand, and an almost fatalistic acceptance of human and 

bureaucratic inertia and fallibility has often been deplored vehemently by 

disillusioned diplomats, activists, and politicians. However, it is exactly this 

ambiguity of approach that is able to energise the long-term engine for eventual 

self-sustained change in Balkans societies. 

The benchmark fo'r assessing progress, success or failure of political 

transfo~t.ions in the Balkans environmen~eforeEfrirnarily be defin-ed) 

for example, as achieving a certain percentage of capable, non-corrupt politicians 

and officials at a given time, or any other given indicator of democracy, pluralism, 

civil society and rule oflaw, on the understanding that if that benchmark isn't met, 

e experiment will be terminated as its international backing is being cancelled. 

The strategic patience hat is equally employed by the international 

community and the majority of citizens in Balkans countries boils down to a much' 

[ 

simpler benchmark: no war, no expulsions, no genocide, no terrorism- politically, 

all the rest will then sort itself out well sooner or later along the lines of other 
7 

European democracies. This works of course only in a region like Europe where \JJ./ 
the nation state cannot anymore claim to be politically self-sufficient and where the \ r 
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desire to eventually fit the European mould is shared by most as it promises ~~ 
most attractive return for the largest number. 

The trust thus currently invested by the peoples of the Balkans in the long

term validity of this shared European political system would be put in~dy 

each time when t our fundamentals are not defended in the Balk · with due 

determination wherever neceSSafY. y uropean neighbours and institutions. 

Arguably, failure to provide basic level of economic viabilit uld also erode it. 

This trust for Europe (with its American link) often looks like the only factor 

that can induce conflicting actors in the Balkans to escalate their disputes in 

organised violence. The name of the game that has been pursued for the better half 

of a decade is therefore either live with a Balkans full of imperfect political 

transitions, or abandon the Balkans because the micro management of change is \ ( 

frustrating and face the resulting co Uapse of political and social order as well as 

potential gangster regimes and failed states in Europe. 

·' '. 
I . . . ;t \ 
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Introduction 

lt was the results of the 30 August 1999 Referendum in East Timor that sparked the 

subsequent militia rampage throughout the territory and led the Security Council to 

pass resolution 1272/1999, the legal foundation of the current United Nations (UN) 

Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET). This Transitional Government 

began its task in October 1999 and, just two months away from its second 

anniversary, held an election to elect members of the Constitutional Assembly on 30 

August 2001. Has the political transition gone as planned? What are the factors 

(weaknesses and strengths) shaping this transition, and can the same political 

transition serve the foundation for a sustainable government? 

This paper looks into the recent political transition in East Timor. identifies challenges 

and factors contributing to the work of UNTAET in the last two years, and foresees a 

possible scenario after UNTAET. First, it identifies the players involving in the political 

transition. explains their role and looks at the political character of the transition. 

Second, it identifies some of the factors contributing to the work of UNTAET, and 

third, it addresses the dynamics within the relation between UNTAET and the East 

Timorese. This section highlights how UNTAET leaders, compelled by the changing 

political circumstances. successfully oriented and adjusted themselves to comply 

with the greater demand for power-sharing by the East Timorese, thereby ignoring 

the elaborate and rigid rules drawn up in New York. Lastly, this paper looks into the 

challenges after UNTAET? 

Players in the Political Transition 

The political transition in East Timor is unique. Unique in the sense that on the one 

side, there is an international administration led by the United Nations Administration 

in East Timor (UNTAET), whose work is to prepare the foundation of a state. On the 

other side. in doing its work, UNTAET has to put up with local political dynamics in 
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which ·different political communities (including political-parties and civil society), the 

Catholic Church and a population of 800,000 are involved. In general, there are 

several players whose roles are imperative in shaping East Timor's political 

transition. 

The first player (i) is UNTAET and its subjects; International staff and a 
Peacekeeping Force (Police and Military).' UNTAET is responsible to New York 
and not to the East Timorese, making it a separate institution despite its physical 
presence in East Timor 
The second player (ii) is the East Timorese political community. These include 
political parties and civil society (women, youth organisation, NGOs, and so on). 
This group is actively involved in the political process, and acts in opposition to, 
but is complementary to and depends on, UNTAET for its role. 
The third player (iii) is the ordinary people, the population. 
The fourth (iv) player is the Catholic Church and other religions. Although ·Often 
regarded as part of civil society, they are not politically active, maintain a high 
moral stance and play a decisive role in relation to their followers. 

The first player (i) has a mandate from the Security Council to prepare a state. lt 

operates like a government, is independent and does not have administrative links 

with the East Timorese. This group is well endowed with power, money and 

expertise. The second player (ii), since the beginning, has assumed that UNTAET 

would establish both administrative and political ties with the East Timorese, yet it did 

not. This group started operating mostly through 'interest groups', but became 

involved in politics after agreeing that the first player (i) did not have any plan to 
. . 

·· involve the East Timorese in the Transitional Administration. Their task was to insist 

upon this 'participation' as well as to prepare for future government. The third player 

(iii) is powerless and has no role to play in politics. Instead, this group relies on the 

second group (ii) to fight for its interests. Lately, it has begun pushing for greater 

participation (consultation) on issues regarding its members' rights (rights to control 

natural resources, to protect identity, etc). The fourth player {iv) is apolitical. 

Nevertheless, because of its moral standing, the Catholic Church, often acts to 

provide moral guidance and sometimes acts as a 'bridge' between the first (i) and the 

second (ii) groups. The church also have the moral power to act as 'power broker' 

between groups within the second group .(ii). 

The political transition in East Timor has been characterised by intense interaction 

between the first (i) and the second player (ii), at least during the last two years. 

1 The authorised maximum strength ofUN-PKF in East Timor are Military 9,150; Civilian Police and 
1.640. Current strength, as of 31 August 2001: 9,614 total uniformed personnel, including 7,998 
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'Relying on a classic political analysis, this paper tries to depict the interplay between 

these two players in shaping the political transition in East Timor. While both (i) and 

(ii) maintain that they are fighting for the same objective (to set up a county) and for 

the sake of the same constituency (iii}, their different hierarchical structures often 

prevent them from working together. The UNTAET is based in New York and the 

East Timor political and civil society, with no central political leadership, is based in 

East Timor. Their political interaction is not necessarily antagonistic, but 

complementary in character, which in turn provides room for adjustment and 

improvement of their work in a mutually beneficial way. Put this way, the local 

political players (ii) can exercise their rights only if UNTAET (i) allows them to do so 

and, on the contrary, UNTAET can only operate if it actively ccoperates with local 

political players. In conclusion, the political transition in East Timor is shaped by the 

interplay between UNTAET and the East Timorese civil and political communities. 

As to the role of the National Council of Timorese Resistance (CNRT}, as I will 

explain later, since the arrival of UNTAET, this body has been marginalised and has, 

for the most part, survived with the help of its charismatic figure, Jose Alexandre 

Xanana Gusmao. The local political community (ii) -political groups, interest groups 

and the civil society- which formerly constituted CNRT, began distancing themselves 

after the 30 August referendrim and decided to go their own ways. However, this 

'break down' should not be interpreted as a division leading to confrontation among 

East Timorese political groups. First, this division was necessary for each political 

party's internal interest. A number of political parties started restructuring themselves 

and some even broke up. Second, there was a sentiment that UNTAET was 

excluding the East Timorese, and that CNRT had failed to fight for the greater 

participation of the East Timorese in the government. it was therefore necessary to 

wage this fight in a different way. Third, finding their goals were similar to those in 

civil society, political parties started pushing for Timorization in the Transitional 

Administration. As a result, the real 'interaction' between player (i) and player (ii) 

began. 

The Transitional Character of UNTAET 

The UN mission in East Timor is unparalleled in the history of the world body. Unlike 

in Namibia, Somalia, Cambodia, Kosovo and other parts of the world where it had 

military, 1,489 civilian police and 127 military observers supported by some 972 international civilian 
personnel and L859local civilian staff. Source: http://www.un.org/peace/etimor!UntaetF.htm 
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previously been involved,2 UNTAET was given full governing authority under 

resolution 1272 of 25 October 1999. Its task included the mandate to provide law and 

order, establish an effective administration, assist in the development of civil and 

social services, ensure coordination and delivery of humanitarian assistance, 

rehabilitation and development assistance, support the capacity to build self 

government, and assist in the establishment of condi\ions for sustainable 

development. 3 

With this power, UNTAET operates almost like a government. lt fulfils all the 

attributes of a state and has functions equivalent to a government. lt has: 

A constitution (the authorising Security Council Resolution), an ideology {the 
formal objectives in UNTAET's mandate: democratisation, preparation for 
independence, sustainable economic development, efficient administration), a 
police force (ea 1600 UN- halted international CivPol), a military force (some 
8500 UN peace keepers), a flag (tilue), a civilian administration (staffed 
almost exclusively by 1200 internationals) and a viceroy (the Special 
Representative of the Secretary General).4 

While controlling a population of around 1200 internationals, UNTAET is also 

preparing a state for another 800,000 people (East Timorese ). lt is accountable to a 

legislative body located thousands of miles away in New York, the Security Council 

(SC). Not surprisingly, conflict over jurisdiction and services between the government 

and the 800,000 constituents has been common. 

In executing its mandate, the body is required to report to New York every three, or 

sometimes six, months about the progress being made. lt has an executive body and 

a military component consisting of troops from various nations to maintain security 

(UN-PKF and CivPol). As such, although UNTAET's work seems to progress slowly, 

it faced no serious challenges in implementing its task. This has been facilitated 

further by the involvement of almost 200 International NGOs in the humanitarian 

relief side since September 1999, and by the contribution of donors for the economic 

2 For an in depth grasp of UN mission in East Timor, Kosovo and Cambodia see Reason and 
Reconstruction: The multiple Logics of UNTAET, a paper prepared by Asn·i Suhrke of Chr. Nichelsen 
Institute for the NFR Conference, Oslo 18-19 January 2001 (Draft version, quoted without the 
permission of the author). 
"Security Council Resolution 1272, 25 October 1999 
'Opcit. Suhrke, 2001. 
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recovery through the World Bank which has been involved consistently since the 

early ·days-" 

Thus, central in the tasks of UNTAET are 'peace-building', 'governance & public 

administration', and 'humanitarian relief & rehabilitation'. In this, peace-building, and 

governance & administration are directed by UNTAET, whereas the humanitarian 

relief and (economic) reconstruction were provided by International Donors through 

the World Bank and Non-Government Organisations (NGOs). 

Factors Contributing to UNTAET's work 

When the previous UN mission in Cambodia completed its work, it left much to be 

done. As a result, limitations on a complete recovery of the country remain enormous 

even after several years. The 'Cambodia Syndrome' is a clear warning of what can 

happen. In Kosovo, the UN continues to witness fighting between two ethnic groups, 

Serbs and Albanians, and an effort to bring peace to this territory still has a long road 

ahead. 

East Timor has a rather different character: 

First, the territory has been internationally considered as a non self-governing 

territory since the vacuum left by the Portuguese in 1974. The 24 years of Indonesian 

involvement in the territory was not recognised by the UN. Its terra nul/is status has 

made it an international question and there is no international territorial dispute 

regarding East Timor. The Indonesian Parliament has recognised the results of the 

1999 Referendum in East Timor in Which pro-Independence won a landslide majority. 

The activity of the former militia has been kept at bay and is limited only to the border 

with West Timer where the presence of the International Peacekeeping Force is 

obvious. 

Second, unlike in Cambodia where rival groups fought each other for power, and 

Kosovo where ethnic antagonism remains, the East Timorese political community 

accepted, from the early stage, the involvement of UNTAET. Political discontent 

against UNTAET was often expressed in democratic ways through dialogue, 

~For this puJVOSe, the World Bank set up the World Bank Trust Fund (WBTF) to manage contributions 
from donors through various venues such Consmiium Groups (CG) and others, and the East Timer 
Trust Fund (ETIF) to administer voluntary contributions from donor countries. 
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peaceful demonstrations and in the media. There is no open factional confrontation 

being waged within the territory. 

Third, at the time UNTAET came into being, no local political structure was ready 

either politically or financially to carry out the reconstruction task. UNTAET's 

presence was received wholeheartedly and no one single local political group 

contested the presence of this body. There is one group tailed Conselho Popular 

pela Defesa, Republica Democratica de Timor Leste (CPD-RDTL} which initially 

rejected the presence of the UN and called for the UN's recognition of the 

proclamation of Independence in 1975 but the limited capacity of this group made its 

challenges largely irrelevant in East Timor politics. 

Fourth, although CNRT, the resistance body is not as solid as it is supposed to -be 

since its main stakeholders began distancing themselves soon after the referendum 

in 1999, the body has relied most on the figure of its leader, Jose Alexandre Xanana 

Gusmao. Indeed, his role has been vital throughout the transitional process. Often 

referred to as the Independence leader, Xanana Gusmao possesses the charisma to 

unite all factions and is seen as a symbol of reconciliation. 

Five, the people seem to have tired of the confiict and terror during the last 25 years. 

In all public speeches, political leaders regularly remind themselves and the public to 

exercise restraint and reject violent means of resolving differences. All public 

speeches have highlighted the importance of UNTAET, although frustration 

continues to be directed at the body. 

This unique situation has indeed contributed to the presence of UNTAET in East 

Timor. This was emphasised further by the supportive response of the other 'pillars' 

in East Timor society namely, the Church, the former guerrilla wing and the civil 

society in general. 

However, East Timor is not able to stand alone yet, either from a political or an 

economic perspective. Metaphorically, it is being helped to sit in a 'wheelchair' 

provided by the UN. Perhaps, for the next five years, this country will still have to rely 

on international donors for most of its expenditure. Border seciJrity with West Timor 

remains a problem, the economic infrastructure was destroyed in 1999, inflation is 

high, the mobilisation of revenue is low, the modern economic structure has yet to be 

developed, the social infrastructure is shattered, and the main institutions are weak 
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(Haughton, 2001:289-294). Any future government will .face a huge task in rebuilding 

the country. 

Early Discrepancies: Failure to Understand Local Expectations 

The focus on its 'imported' administration (apparatus and expertise) and the 

'disinterest' of the 800,000 residents proved unhelpful to the Transitional 

Administration. Having a state (UNTAET) not responsible to its constituents (the East 

Timorese) is not what the East Timorese wanted. Since the early days, East 

Timorese assumed that UNTAET would work to prepare a state together with the 

locals in the reconstruction process. Since no East Timorese political structure was in 

place, at least from September 1999 until January 2000,6 locals' misconception of 

UNTAET's work was bearable in the first four months. However, after this time, 

dissatisfaction grew. 

For one thing, the East Timorese were only recognised symbolically as 'partner' 

through the National Council of the Timorese Resistance (CNRT). 7 Headed by its 

Independence leader, Jose Alexandre Xanana Gusmao, CNRT was credited by 

UNTAET for its capacity to embrace all factions fighting for Independence of East 

Timor_a What escaped UNTAET's attention was that CNRT lacked the capacity to 

organise itself in the aftermath of the referendum. There were two reasons for this. 

First, the existing political parties that helped found the resistance body - mainly 

Fretilin and UDT, the two traditional political parties-, began to distance themselves 

from CNRT and concentrate on preparing for the election. They did not think CNRT 

was eligible to claim any authority in the territory, for its mission ceased when 

separation from Indonesia had been achieved. Second, frustrated by the negligence 

of UNTAET, these political parties even -campaigned, in a ·disguised manner, to oust 

UNTAET from the territory as quickly as possible. However, differences within the 

resistance body were evident until CNRT was dissolved in late June 2001. 

1
' This was due to the fact that the September 1999 mayhem that saw the destmction of major 
infrastrucntre and the massive exodus of people into ·west Timer and the mountains paralysed local 
political direction. Not even the now dissolved National Council of the Timorese Resistance (CNRT), 
was able to maintain the tenitory's security and establish a proper govemment structure. 
7 This political body was dissolved in June 1999. Xanana Gusmao claimed that CNRT had completed 
its main task which was to bring the country to Independence. 
x ln fllct. while Xanana Gusmao is seen as a nationalist figure and a pol~tical leader in the resistance, 
CNRT is not at all a solid body. Previously, the body was known as the Council ofMaubere Resistance 
and was a subject of di.spute among carious factions within the resistance. Formed only in 1998, after 
long years of intemal dispute, to respond the crisis in Indonesia at the time and for the sake of national 
political interest, it is a 'fragile' rather than the 'solid' organisation mosLol:lt_§iders have often referred 
to. 
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Frustrated by UNTAET's slow process and the exclusion of the locals from the 

supposedly 'local transitional' government, new East Timorese local political parties 

and groups began organising themselves-" Being so different from, and <lisregarded 

by the transitional administration, also shifted local perception about the Transitional 

Administration from a 'Angel Saviour' to a stand-alone, if not a new colonialist, 

political enterprise in the territory. In the first year of its arrival, UNTAET deliberately 

copied the previous Portuguese and Indonesian governments structure. lt slowly 

established the administration by posting the UN representative (Sergio de Mello) in 

the capital, Districts Administrators in each District and Sub-Districts Administrators 

in Sub-Districts. Interestingly, most of the District Administrators remained mostly in 

the capital of the districts (or the country's capital), leaving an administrative vacuum 

for almost of the time. From the sub-district levels downward, locals were left to 

organise themselves. The East Timorese who are living in the sub-districts would, 

even until now, hardly know what the administration is doing. The lack of information 

on the political development in the rural areas has exacerbated the situation. 

!::.()tfugt'i~~-eJ'.i~~'L~.!f&ti&iii lrnilon~sia!'Ati!I;Jiiilis"tratim ll!NIT"'il:~(A'<ltnir.nstf,atioti 

Provincia Propinsi UNTAET 

Distrito Kabupaten District 

Posto Kecamatan Sub-District 

!v'illage:t:evel 
; ... · '""·~~ ... ~·-··· b4ill<f9eime!Let Milll:igE!llev.e1 

Liurai Kepala Desa Nurep/ Liurai* 

Data Kepala Rukun Tetangga Selcom/ Dato* 

Makair-Fukun Kepala Rukun Keluarga Makair-Fukun* 

• F1lled by CNRT and local rulers (hura1) . 

Tabel 1: Administrative structure during three different administrations in East Timor. 

Facing uncertainty, the CNRT held its first and open National Congress from 20 to 30 

August 2000, after operating both clandestinely inside the territory and abroad for 24 

years. The Congress, which brought together 500 participants from throughout the 

territory, witnessed the expression of frustration .over UNTAET. Participants also 

complained about the inability of CNRT to convince the UNTAET to be more 

accommodative towards the East Timorese. In its resolution, the Congress 

recommended UNTAET to speed up the Timorization process and adopt a more 

'! Detection of growing dissatisfaction of UNTAET's slow progress and some 'negligence' became 
oh\·ious as early as December 1999. 
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inclusive strategy by staffing the Transitional Administration with East Timorese and 

reducing the number of International staff in the mission.10 

Various demonstrations against UNTAET demanding greater consultation with the 

locals and a greater share of state power were common. In an act of defiance, many 

East Timorese graduates opted to work for both local and international NGOs rather 

than joining UNTAET. 11 This was further fuelled by the fact that some local political 

leaders regarded East Timorese graduates from Indonesia, who constitute 98 

percent of Timorese university graduates, as lacking the standard quality to work as 

professionals. Discussions were held between local NGOs and the youth covering 

issues such as the transitional process, the need to consult with the population about 

their rights, and the inclusion of East Timorese in the transitional government. Some 

activist groups which have become political parties -for example, the Socialist and 

the Labour parties- were actively involved in organising rallies against the 

administration. Slowly but surely, such grievances began attracting the attention of 

high UNTAET officials. 12 As I will argue later, the 'shift in the strategy' of UNTAET to 

accept local demands was purely a push from inside East Timor rather than a 

blessing from the top. 

In the meantime, the exclusivity of UNTAET with its 'imported' staff members from 

various nationalities, began experiencing its own internal problems, notably from 

December 1999 onwards: 

• While previous UN military missions were small in size and military in character, 

the mission in East Timor is a combination of government and military. 

Surprisingly, the civilian mission turned out to be as costly as the military. The 

budget of the first 7 months (until 30 June 1999), not including humanitarian 

assistance financed under separate inter-agency consolidated appeal -process 

(CAP), amounted to US $ 386 million and is also similar to the proportion of the 

next financial year (A/54/769, 1999).13 This has raised concerns as to how the 

cost could be minimised and work could be done as effectively as possible; 

111 CNRT, Outcomes of the CNRT National Congress- 21 51
- 301

h August 2000. 
11 Interview with an international staff member working for UNTAET, September 2000. 
12 Pers. Conm1. with Andrew Whitley, then head of Civil and Public Service Department, now head of 
l'olitical Affairs of the Mission, September 2000. 
" For example, 35% of the US$ 592 million of the budget for 2000-2001 was used for civilian 
personnel and 39% for the military (A/55/43,2000). 
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• The headquarters in New York was preoccupied most with the grand agenda 

such as security in the border with West Timor, relations with Indonesia, 

preparations to set up state infrastructure, and humanitarian relief; it gave very 

little attention to local social problems. Rising unemployment, slow disbursement, 

slow recuperation of education and health and the failure to set up a mechanism 

to consult with the East Timorese and the inability of UNTAET to solve social 

problems (ex, land conflicts) frustrated both ordinary East Timorese and local 

politicians. Interestingly, after securing a deal with the then Indonesian President, 

Abdulrahman Wahid, to recognise East Timor, UNTAET rushed to claim a great 

success in the transitional phase. Some even claimed East Timor could be a 

model for "nation-building missions" in the future (SC/6799/3, February 2000); 

• On the issue of planning for reconstruction, bringing together hundreds of 

different nationals to work together as a team for a period of three to six months 

proved far from easy. Different concepts of thinking often caused a 'task' to be 

postponed for days, whereas strong demand for involvement in the administration 

continued to mount from the East Timorese. Some UNTAET staff members did 

not even speak English when joining the mission and this sent a wrong signal to 

the East Timorese that the UN was teaching foreigners English in East Timor. As 

one U NT AET staff member told me; 

The heavy centralised bureaucracy in the hands of a small elite within 
the Transitional Administration, and the elaborate and rigid rules of the 
mission often constrained the small units to take decisions deemed 
adjustable to the demands of the local people; 14 

• In January 1999 the Transitional Administrations successfully established a 

district court in Dili, the capital, swore in a number of ·local judges and 

prosecutors and appointed some public defenders. However, the newly recruited 

and inexperienced judges find it difficult to carry out their tasks. Apart from 

mismanagement and mishandling court cases, the overwhelming 'intervention' of 

the Justice Department in the court proceedings and decisions made the court's 

work difficult.15 When trying to protest, the local judges risked losing their jobs. 

Some prosecutors resigned afterwards and a local investigating judge was 

recently sacked for protesting against the bureaucratic procedure in the court. 

14 Interview with an international staff from the Land and Property Unit ofUNTAET, March 2000). 
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Facing these political dynamics, UNTAET was 'compelled' to orient itself to adjust to 

the changing environment and the increasing demand for a rapid 'Timorisation' in the 

administration. If understood .correctly, UNTAET was asked to surrender some of its 

powers to the East Timorese. 

The First Phase of Timorisation in the Administration 

In around May-June 2000, at a Development Conference held by the CNRT, Sergio 

de Mello (the Head of UNTAET) and Peter Galbraight (Head of Political Affairs) 

agreed to involve the East Timorese in the cabinet. This self-oriented interest was of 

course a challenge to UNTAET's original mandate, which did not include any parallel 

structure of the kind alongside the one designed from New York. 

While this. 'strategy-shift' might have been seen as a natural change in the 

transitional administration, for which UNTAET leaders have to be given credit, in fact 

it was a response to the exigencies (the needs and demands) of the East Timorese 

rather than a pure management approach from the top. The Special Representation 

had no option but to conform to 'field exigencies'. 

A Transitional Authority known as ETIA (East Timor Transitional Administration) was 

created with Sergio de Mello remaining as the executive administrator. At this stage, 

UNTAET's structure had not been dissolved and the existing cabinet ministers were 

maintained (Political Affairs and Sea, Civil Policy and Emergency Services, Justice 

and Finance) but four ministerial portfolios were added and given to the East 

Timorese (Social Affairs, Economic, Internal Administration, and Infrastructure). The 

Head of General Inspectors Office was also an East Timorese. Sergio de Mello later 

appointed Jose Ramos Horta as the minister of Foreign Affairs of the Transitional 

Government, both UNTAET and ETIA. 

Along with this cabinet, a 'symbolic' parliament known as National Council was set 

up. With his absolute right under SC Resolution 1272/1999, Sergio de Mello 

15 See Cnrlos Vasconselhos, Briefing to the A llnual C01~(erence of the !ntemational Association of Prosecutors, 
Svdncy, 2-7 September 2001. Mr Vasconselhos was a senior prosecutor for the 'Serious Crimes Unit' of UNTAET 
from June to September 2000. 
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appointed 33 political figures along with some additional members to the body, 

claiming it represented all sections in East Timorese society. This Council although 

not elected, discussed and gave consent to the {draft) regulations proposed by the 

Transitional Administration. While, the Special Representative retained his 

prerogative to veto any decision deemed contradictory to the Transitional 

Administration's mandate, with the figure of Xanana Gusmao placed as the head of 

this Council, the East Timorese received it with enthusiasm. Their symbolic approval 

of the body can be seen in various discussions in the media during that period, 

although the middle-class East Timorese only cautiously welcomed this political 

gesture. 

The Second Phase of Timorization in the administration 

On 30 August 2001, an election was held to elect 75 national and 13 district 

candidates to write the Constitution for the nation. Prior to the election, some political 

party candidates who held ministerial portfolios (Economy, Civil Service and 

Infrastructure) were asked to resign from their posts in order to run in the elections. In 

effect, during this period, the first ETTA cabinet was dissolved. Of the 16 contesting 

political parties, the veteran political party Fretilin won 57%, or 56 seats out of 88. 16 

At the time of this writing (Saturday, 15 September 2001) the members of the 

Assembly have been sworn in, and negotiations to appoint the second ETTA 

ministers comprising 12 ministerial portfolios are in process. 

f'olitical::f?carrt1~ I ifofal,>'llotE]~ R.erce!lta{f~ s.eat~ 
NATIONAL-SEATS 

P. Demotratico Cristao 7181 19.82 2 
Uniao Democn3tico Timorence 8581 23.62 2 
Partido Democratico 31680 87.27 7 
Apodeti Pro-Referenda 2181 0.6 0 
Fretilin 208,531 57.37 43 
Kota 7735 21.3 2 2 
Parentil 1970 0.54 0 
p Nacionalista Timorence 8035 22.12 2 
p Trabalhista Timorence 2026 0.56 0 
P. Democratico Maubere 1788 0.49 0 
p Sosial Democratico 29726 81.86 6 
Uniao Democratico Cristao /PDC 2413 06.61 1 
P. do Povu de Timor 6483 17.82 2 
P. Sosialista Timorence TBC 20.11 1 
ASDT 28495 78.46 6 
Partido Liberal 4013 11.01 1 

1
(> Fretilin received 43 seats at the national level, 12 seats at the district level plus that of one 

Independent candidate who later declared his affiliation with the party. 
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Distri,~t1,:0andidate's/Affiliation: 
DISTRICT-SEATS 

Aileu/ Alfredo Frente FRETILIN 5118 57.47 1 
Ainaro/ Mario Ferreira FRETILIN 6050 34.63 1 
Baucau/ Elias Freitas FRETILIN 38525 85.97 1 
Bobonaro/ Jose Andrade FRETILIN 18743 60.34 1 
Covalima/ Gervasio Silva/ 13961 65.74 1 
FRETILIN 
Dili/ Cipriana da Costa Pereira/ 47855 72.49 1 
FRETILIN 
Ermera/ Jose Soares/ FRETILIN 14724 39.79 1 
Lautem/ Armindo da C. Silva/ 12766 54.93 1 
FRETILIN 
Liquica/ Joaquim Barros Scares/ 16249 78.43 1 
FRETILIN 
Manatuto/ Flavio Maria Guterres da 8501 55.04 1 
Silva/ FRETILIN 
Manufahi/ Area Amaral/ FRETILIN 10235 75.12 1 
Oecussi/ Antonio da Costa Lelan/ 8207 36.06 1 
Independent 
Viqueque/ Januario Scares/ 22721 81.62 1 
FRETILIN 

Table 11: Results of August 2001 Vote. Total Votes Cast: 384,248- Total Valid Votes: 
363,501 -Invalid Votes: 20,747. 

This Constitutional Assembly, while preparing to write a constitution, has the power 

to transform itself into the first parliament of the new nation. Consequently, it can 

automatically form the first government, should the French Semi-presidential system 

of government be adopted. The president will be elected, following the tradition in this 

system, through a separate presidential election. A recruitment of East Timorese to 

fill high positions in the Transitional Administration began as early as January 2001. 

Prospects for the Future 

The political transition in East Timor seems to have proceeded with various changes 

along the last two years. Some international observers agree that UNTAET has 

performed an good job. However, to most East Timorese, much remain to be seen. 

There are still many unresolved social and political problems that UNTAET is either 

unable to deal with or simply does not want to be involved in. These remain 

worrisome. Some of these problems are: 

13 Dionisio Babo-Soares 
RSPAS -The Australian National University 



Ideology & Symbolic Identity 

One of the most critical issues is ideological in character, the issue of the flag, 

national anthem and the date of independence. On 28 November 1975, Fretilin 

declared the Independence of East Timer, which prompted the invasion and 24 years 

of annexation by Indonesia. In 1986, when the orientation of the resistance shifted 

from a factional to nationalist approach, 17 a new generation of nationalists came into 

being who has become involved actively in the nationalist struggle. While some of 

this generation continues to adhere to Fretilin, others are simply non-political. Being 

· more familiar with the attributes and symbols of the National Unity Pact this latter 

group see the date of the referendum in 1999 as the day of the nations' liberation, the 

CNRT's flag as the national flag and the latter's anthem as the national anthem. Can 

this generation accept Fretilin's idea to 'reinstate' (known locally as restauragao) the 

28 November 1975 declaration of independence and adopt its attributes and 

emblems as the nations' symbols? 

Justice 

Many perpetrators of the post-referendum mayhem have returned or are now 

returning to East Timer. Under the presence of the United Nations, safety for these 

people is guaranteed. However, there are two issues that need to be resolved in this 

connection. First, many victims of the post-referendum anarchy are dismayed by the 

fact that political leaders are not preaching 'justice' when advocating reconciliation. 

To this group, as long as justice is not upheld, reconciliation is only a vague term. 

Second, legally, if the perpetrators go unpunished, that will set bad precedent for the 

new East Timer legal system, and a lack of proper definition of crimes (war crimes, 

crimes against humanity, ordinary crimes) will make it difficult for justice to be upheld. 

Language 

Fretilin and some political parties have decided to adopt Portuguese as the official 

language and Tetum as the national language. This means that, while Tetum is the 

official language, Portuguese will be the medium of instruction in education, 

government affairs and diplomacy. However, most generations since the 1970s do 

not speak Portuguese. Their refusal to accept this language as the 'official' version of 

the state will give the new government extra work. 

17 Xanann Gusmfl.o, Timor Leste: Um Povu Uma Patria, Edi~Oes Colibri, Lisboa 1994 
14 Dionisio Babo-Soares 
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Unemployment & Unskilled Civil Servant 

Unemployment is one of the main problems. UNTAET has been recruiting a very tiny 

portion of the potentially 195,707 educated East Timorese into the work force. 18 

· This number has yet to include former guerrillas, members of the clandestine 

movement and the yet uncounted population aged between 15 and 55. it is estimated 

that 90% of the workforce are unemployed or ·lack the skills to become self

employed. 

Despite the Timorese political leaders claim to have experienced civil servants from 

the Indonesian administration, shifting from a provincial bureaucratic atmosphere into 

a Independent state administration requires not only experience but also certain 

degree of education and skills. 

Land Conflict 

Three administrations in three consecutive periods have led to 'chaos' in land 

entitlement. Most of the land in East Timor is not registered. Entitlements to land on 

the basis of customary practices are still held widely among East Timorese rural 

communities. During the Portuguese administration, only around 2,843 land titles 

(alvara)19 were issued, but during the 24 years of Indonesian occupation more than 

20,000 entitlements (Hak Milik) were issued. Nevertheless, thousands more land 

titles remain under customary practices. In the towns and cities, especially in Dili, 

locals now occupy almost 90 percent of the houses left by either East Timorese 

refugees or Indonesians in September 1999. The rest, especially government 

buildings, have been taken over by the Transitional Administration. lt is not an easy 

task for the new East Timor government to confiscate the illegally occupied houses. 

The 'euphoria' of Independence and the 'entertaining' presence of internationals in 

East Timor will soon fade when the UNTAET leaves. Given all sorts of problems, can 

a 'Timor Syndrome' be prevented? 

Closing Remarks 

1
g see Perencanaan Kesempatan Ke1ja Daerah, Repelita V/l, Propinsi daerah Tilrgkat I Timor Timur, 

Kerjasama Kanwil Depnaker Timor Timur Dengan Universitas Timor Timur, Dili 1991) 
1
'
1 d.a Cruz. P. (1999), Study Tentang Pengum:aan dan Pengunaan Tanah Bekt~s Hak Portugis yang 

Ditunda Konrersinya Deugan PP No 34 Tahun 199/ di Kabupaten Dili Propinsi Timor Timur, 
Honours thesis. Yogyakarta: Sekolah Tinggi Pertanahan Nasional Yogyakatia 
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This paper has .critically outlined the strengths, weaknesses and challenges of the 

political transition in East Timor and related issues. The United Nations Transitional 

Administration in East Timor is about to complete its task, the setting up of an East 

Timor State. With the backing of all necessary resources (Money, Professional Staff, 

Peacekeeping Force), it has been able to address governance and security issues 

unchallenged. Indeed, East Timor is freer and ·safer than in the last twenty-four years. 

In addition, the humanitarian relief has been able to help the East Timorese to 

recover slowly from their 'deadly' economic illness. 

However, the people of East Timor should be allowed to stand on their own feet and 

not rely on the 'wheelchair' provided by UNTAET. Most East Timorese understand 

their situation and have been 'patient' enough to accommodate to the shortcomings 

of UNTAET. Apparently, the internal political upheavals and differences of interest 

have 'helped' the Transitional Administration to adjust itself to local demands and 

improve its work. Nevertheless, it still cannot help the East Timorese to avoid the 

unresolved internal issues. The 'Cambodia Syndrome' is still reaping the fruits of past 

mistakes. Can East Timor get away with all the unresolved problems? The first 

government of East Timor will come to terms with these issues in the future. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The United Nations Interim Administration Mi.ssion in Kosovo (UNMIK) has been given 

a comprehensive mandate to provide transitional administration while establishing and 

overseeing the development of provisional institutions of democratic self-government in 

Kosovo. When UNMIK entered the province in June 1999, it was confronted with illegal, 

hastily established administrative structures lacking both democratic legitimization and 

professionalism. Due to a slow mission build-up, UNMIK faced difficulties in 

establishing its authority throughout the province. At the central level, a system of eo

sharing of power (JIAS) was introduced in order to dissolve any parallel administrative 

structures and to ensure participation of Kosovars in the administrative decision making 

process. After the November 200 I central elections, a gradual hand-over of power to the 

Kosovo authorities is foreseen but UNMlK is already being challenged for withholding 

substantial competencies form the Kosovars. At the local level, UNMIK appointed 

interim local administrations before permanent democratically elected institutions of 

1 Knut Kirste has been working as Civil Administration Support Officer for the OSCE Pillar ofUNMIK 
during 200 I. The author would like to e'press his gratitude lo numerous individuals from UN. OSCE and 
other organizations and agencies involved in UNMIK for valuable suggestions and comments. This article 
reflects his personal view. 
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local self-government were established in October 2000. In the municipalities, UNMIK 

has never fully succeeded to establish its authority and to fully implement its own 

regulations. A complex web of organizations and agencies is engaged in capacity 

building programmes for local administrators, often lacking the necessary co-ordination 

and co-operation. Much remains to be done before a democratic and efficient new civil 

service will be established to replace UNMIK's international staff. Efforts to ensure co

ordination between different international agencies and between UNMIK and local actors 

have produced mixed results. UNMIK has achieved a remarkable progress in 

transforming Kosovo's civil administration from a state of chaos to a situation where 

basic public services are provided and civil administration and self-government are 

beginning to take shape. The mission, however, has suffered from a number of structural, 

managerial and operational problems, which future missions should address by following 

some basic rules. 

1. Introduction and Background 

This paper provides an assessment of the policies of UNMIK aimed at re-building 

administrative structures and institutions in Kosovo since the establishment of the 

Mission in June 19992 The paper will first briefly describe the relevant background and 

problems facing institution-building efforts by the international community in Kosovo. It 

will then look in more detail at the different phases and the overall strategy for 

establishing administrative structures in the Province from the outset of the Mission in 

I 999 until the Summer of 200 I. A third part of the paper will deal with the human 

resource component of re-building Kosovo's new civil administration and describe and 

assess specific capacity-building programs by the international community, in particular 

by the Organization for Security and Co-Operation in Europe (OSCE), aimed at 

improving administrative and management skills of Kosovo's new civil service. The 

fourth part of the paper looks at how various international institutions/actors, in particular 

the four pillars of UNMIK, have been working together with their local counterparts and 

to what extend they have achieved a meaningful and effective distribution of work among 

themselves. Part five of this study summarizes the main problems encountered by the 
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international community while setting up an effective administration in Kosovo and 

assesses how it has dealt with those challenges. Finally, the paper briefly assesses 

administrative capacity building in Kosovo and offers some conclusions and 

recommendations for the future. 

Background 

After the NATO led military intervention in June 1999, many aspects of Kosov's civil 

administration were in a state of chaos. All FRY institutions had collapsed as a 

consequence of the effective withdrawal of Belgrade's authority over the province The 

displacement of many Kosovars as refugees or IDPs3
, let to the breakdown of Kosovo' s 

official civil service, which had been dominated by Serbs. Likewise, the Albanian system 

of "parallel administration", which had developed over the last ten years during Serbian 

oppression, had also largely collapsed4
, leading to more chaos and anarchy. 

The immediate post-war administrative power vacuum did not last for long, however. 

Before the international community set up its Mission in Kosovo and even du~ing the 

final stages of the armed conflict, leaders of the Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK), 

representing Kosovo's Liberation Army (KLA/UCK), had swiftly assumed political and 

administrative power and appointed their representatives in key positions of local 

government. The municipalities and the remaining administrative structures had been 

virtually high-jacked before UNMIK entered Kosovo 5 The same was done at the village 

level, where village councils traditionally take a strong position in the administration of 

communal matters. By summer 1999, Hashim Thaqi, the political leader of the PDK, had 

2 Forthe stablishment ofUNMIK see UNSCR 1244. 10 June 1999, United Nations, S!RES/!244 (1999). 
3 Internally Displaced Persons 
4 The Milosevic government in 1989 decided to revoke the status of Kosovo as an autonomous provit-ice of 
the Republic of Serbia within the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). Belgrade's subsequent 

·dissolution of Kosovo's own institutions resulted in a boycott by most Kosovo Albanians of Belgrade's 
rule. Together with several years of harsh oppression and civil war in the province this had let to the 
establishment of a parallel (illegal) system of administrative structures, which was nm and self-managed by 
Kosovo's Albanian population for almost 10 years. This parallel system of government. once called the 
most effective NGO in the world, comprised Albanian language schooling. a system of tax collection, the 
organization of referendums and elections for an Assembly and State President. See: As Seen As Told, Part 
I, The OSCEfKVM Human Rights Operation, The Historical and Political Background. OSCE/ODIHR 
I 999, pp. 3ff. 
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effectively installed his self-proclaimed interim government for Kosovo in 27 out of the 

30 municipalities 6 Thus, UNMIK was confronted with illegal, hastily established 

administrative structures lacking democratic legitimization and professionalism. This is 

the background against which UNMIK had to operate and, together with the initial 

structural and operational weakness of the international Mission in Kosovo, has been a 

considerable impediment for rebuilding civil administration in the Province. 

2. The Re-Building of Administrative Structures 

2. L The Mandate for Civil Administration 

UNSCR 1244 has been designed as the "formal blueprint for what proved to be one of the 

most complex international community missions of modern times." 
7 

In article I 0, 

UNMIK was given the mandate to "provide transitional administration while establishing 

and overseeing the development of provisional democratic self-governing institutions ... " 

In the area of civil administration the main responsibilities of the international civil 

presence were defined as follows: 

(a) Promoting the establishment, pending a final settlement, of substantial autonomy and 
self-government in Kosovo ... 

(b) Performing basic civilian administrative functions where and as long as required; 

(c) Organizing and overseeing the development of provisional institutions for democratic 
and autonomous self-government pending a political settlement, including the holding of 
elections; 

(d) Transferring, as these institutions are established, its administrative responsibilities 
while overseeing and supporting the consolidation ofKosovo's local provisional 
institutions and other peace-building activities; 

(e) . 

s Interview with Sarit Jafa, Head of Division for Monitoring and Service Development, Department for 
Local Administration, UNMIK, Pristina. 24 July 200 I. 
6 See Waiting for UNMIK: Local Administration in Kosovo, Report by the International Crisis Group 
(ICG), Bmssels, October 1999, p. 4. · 
-See "UNMIK at Two. The Wav Ahead: Partnership. Responsibility and Tmst", UNMJK Pristina. June 
200 I, p, 2. 
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(f) In a final stage, overseeing the transfer of authority from Kosovo's provisional 
institutions to institutions established under a political settlement;" 

Some analysts have described this mandate as ambiguous, in particular at the local level, 

as the method is not described, only the outcome, giving UNMIK no absolute 

responsibility "to impose powerful communal administrations."9 The weak and 

methodologically unclear mandate would have implications for the effectiveness of 

UNMIK's work, as will be described later. 

2.2 The Formal Establishment of Institutions 

Achieving the overall objectives of UNMIK was envisaged in several integrated phases: 

During phase I, the Mission set up administrative structures, deployed international 

civilian police, provided . emergency assistance for returning refugees and displaced 

persons, restored public services and trained local police and judiciary. It also developed 

a phased economic recovery plan to establish a self-sustaining economy. The focus of 

phase 11 has been on administration of social services and utilities, and consolidation of 

the rule of law. Local elections have been conducted to legitimize municipal institutions 

of self-government. At the central level, a system of eo-sharing of administrative power, 

HAS, has been created. 

During phase Ill (currently), UNMIK is finalizing preparations for the conduct of 

elections (on 17 November 200 I) for provisional institutions of self-government at the 

central level. 

In phase IV, UNMIK will help Kosovo's elected representatives organize and set up 

those provisional institutions. After their establishment, UNMIK will transfer its 

remaining administrative responsibilities while supporting the consolidation of Kosovo' s 

provisional institutions. 

Finally, the concluding phase V will depend on a final settlement of the status of 

Kosovo. UNMIK will oversee the transfer of authority from Kosovo's provisional 

institutions to institutions established under a political settlement. 

'UNSCR 1244. 10 June 1999. Art. 11. 
' Cf. Waiting for UNMIK: Local Administration in Kosovo, ICG Paper, 18 October 1999, p.3. 



2.2.1 JIAS - The Central Level 

Pursuant to UNSCR 1244, which calls for substantial autonomy and meaningful self

administration in Kosovo while fully acknowledging the sovereignty and territorial 

integrity of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, there are no "state-level" institutions in 

Kosovo for the time being. At the central level, permanent democratic institutions of self

government will only be created after the elections for a Kosovo-wide "Assembly" 10 

scheduled to take place on 17 November 2001. 

At the central level, UNMJK early on established UN run central departments to 

administer public services .. delivery throughout the Province (education, health, labour, 

local administration, roads and transportation, post and telecommunications etc.). 

However, there was strong pressure by Kosovar leaders to set-up a framework allowing 

for power-sharing between the UN and major political forces in Kosovo. After weeks of 

negotiation, on 15 December 1999, UNMIK and Kosovo's main political leaders agreed 

on the Joint Interim Administrative Structure (JJAS), comprising three major 

components 11
, as a means for sharing administrative and executive responsibility between 

UNMIK and local political actors. Existing Kosovo legislative, executive or judicial 

institutions were to be transformed and, to the extend possible, integrated into the new 

JJAS and by February 2000, JIAS had officially replaced all previous parallel security 

and administrative structures. Three main elements constitute the JIAS structure at the 

central level: 

The Interim Administrative Council (lAC), headed by the SRSG12 has the role of a 

preliminary cabinet. It includes the leaders of Kosovo's four main political forces (three 

Kosovo Albanians and one Kosovo Serb) as well as the heads of the three functional 

10 See UNlv1lK Resolution 2001/9, on the Constitutional Framework for Provisional Self-Government in 
Kosovo, 15 May 2()()]_ For a background report see: ·'Ein Verfassungsrahmen fuer das Kosovo··, FAZ, 16 
May 2001. 
11 For a description of these components see UNMJK Re!,'ll1ation 2000/28 of 14 January 20110, Sections 2-7. 
12 Special Representative of the Secretary General. presently Mr. Hans Haekkemp of Denmark. 
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UNMIK Pillars13 and one observer representing Kosovo's civil society. The lAC defines 

policy and recommends new regulations or amendments to current legislation by 

consensus or majority vote. In case of deadlock, the final decision lies with the SRSG. 

Thus, lAC serves as an advisory cabinet for the SRSG and as an executive board for the 

HAS proposing policy guidelines for the Administrative Departments. 

HAS foresaw 14 (later 20) Administrative Departments, providing the public 

administration to implement the policy guidelines as formulated by lAC. The 

Administrative Departments are jointly led by a Kosovo and an UNMIK Co-head and 

supervised exclusively by the DSRSGs14 for Civil Administration (UN Pillar), 

Democratisation and Institution Building (OSCE Pillar) or Economic Reconstruction (EU 

Pillar). Under a formula designed to reflect the diversity in Kosovo, the local Co-Head 

positions are shared among the three main Albanian political parties, three national 

communities (Serb, Bosniac and Turk) and an independent Despite the eo-sharing of 

power, the Administrative Departments are largely UN controlled. One of the 

Departments, the Department of Local Administration (DLA), established in March 

2000, is in charge of developing and implementing policy in the area of local self

government 15 

Finally, the Kosovo Transitional Council (KTC), the highest-level consultative body of 

HAS, provides Kosovo-wide oversight and can be described as embryonic parliament. It 

has been established· as early as July 1999 in order to bring representatives of Kosovo's 

civil society into the administration as soon as possible. Its 36 members are a microcosm 

of Kosovo's political, religious, ethnic and civic communities. The KTC's weekly 

discussions about day-to-day concerns of Kosovars serve as a testing ground for 

13 The former Pillar L UNHCR, now replaced by Police and Justice (UN mn). has observer status in the 
lAC. 
14 Deputy Special RepresentatiYe of the Secretary GeneraL which function also as the Heads of the 
organizations and agencies forming.lJNTvliK · s Pillars. 
,; UNMIK Regulation 2000/9 of 3 March 2000 on the Establishment of the Administrative Department of 
Local Administration, Section I. According to the Department for Public Information in Pristina (DPI). 
UNMIK Pillar JI employs 1458 internationals and 4062 nationals as of24 July 20lll. about 500 of which 
are working for Civil Administration issues throughout Kosovo. 
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democratic procedures and tolerance-building. 16 In reality, it is mainly a forum in which 

representatives of the Kosovo society are debriefed about action planned or taken by 

UNrv!IK. 

Assessment 

JIAS was an attempt to dissolve any parallel structures. By neutralizing them, it has 

worked remarkably well in that regard. While lAC and KTC have in practice ensured a 

substantial consultation and at times even provided for a joint decision making process, 

the arrangement for eo-sharing executive power within the 20 Administrative 

Departments has worked less satisfYing. For one thing, the Serbian representatives have 

on several occasions preferred to boycott the joint structure in an attempt to underline 

their discontent with the general development in Kosovo17 On the other hand, some of 

the Kosovo Co-Heads, often chosen for their political affiliation, were no equal players to 

the international Co-Heads in terms of qualification. Depending on the individuals in the 

respective departments and the personal relationship between the international and the 

local Co-heads, the central level structure for administrative power sharing has, therefore, 

worked well only to varying degrees. 1 
R 

Checks and Balances 

An Ombudsperson Institution was established by November 2000 to promote and protect 

the rights and freedoms of individuals and to provide "means for the review and redress 

of any act, omission or decision constituting an abuse of authority or a violation of human 

rights by the interim civil administration (UNMIK) or by any other emerging central or 

local institution." 19 Kosovo citizens were thereby given an instrument to file complaints 

against administrative acts carried out by UNMIK, KFOR and other municipal 

authorities. 344 cases were registered in the first year. 

16 For background information on JIAS c. f. Agreement on Joint Administration. OSCE Spot Report, 24 
December 1999, pp. 1-2; UNMIK Regulation No. 2000/28 of 14 January 2000 on the Kosovo Joint Interim 
Administrative Stmcturc. 
17 It must be said that JIAS in general has not been able to ensure proper minority participation. 
lt: IntcrYicw with Tom Koenigs. Deputy Spcciai.Rcprcscntativc of the Secretary General for Civil 
Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, 17 August 20tll. 
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The Final Transfer (!f Power: A Long Term Perspective 

After the central elections on 17 November 2001 and the certification of election results, 

the 120 member Assembly will be convened within 30 days and elect a President, who in 

turn will nominate a Prime Minister. All 20 eo-administered JIAS departments will 

transform into more or less I 0 Government Ministries, led by a Kosovar Minister and 

only supported by an international advisor. This will introduce phase IV in the transition 

of central administrative and executive power. All UNMIK administration at the regional 

level will be either transferred back to the municipalities or to the central level 

departments. UNMIK. will then begin to withdraw from day-to-day administration and 

focus. more on a supervisory role. Since the SRSG and UNMIK will continue to be 

responsible to the UN for any failure or mismanagement, UNMIK will monitor the 

performance and assess progress made by the new government. Depending on those 

assessments, additional functions and responsibilities will be transferred. The SRSG will 

continue to sign all legislation passed by the Assembly for the time being. 

Already now, a power struggle has emerged between UNMIK Civil Administration and 

the political parties of Kosovo over the appointment of senior administrative staff for this 

new structure. While UNMIK intends to start hiring senior staff positions through open 

recruitment procedures based on qualification, political parties are trying to ensure that 

senior staff are political appointees representing voting results and selected according to 

party affiliation. 

Assessments of the significance of the November elections for civil administration vary. 

According to Daan Everts, Head of the OSCE Mission in Kosovo and DSRSG for 

Democratic Governance and Civil Society, "those elections should hand over to Kosovars 

about 70% of self-government." 20 The DSRSG for Civil Administration, Mr. Tom 

Koenigs, describes the November elections as a "step towards self-government", which, 

if it functions well, can facilitate a UN decision about the future status of Kosovo, and 

describes the actual powers of Kosovars under this new arrangement as comparable to 

19 Sec Ombudsperson Institution in KosoYo, First Annual report 2000-2001, Pristina, 18 July 2001, p.l. 
20 See RILINDJA, 17 July 20tll, p.4. 



those exercised by a German "Bundesland". He underlines, however, the "ultimate 

authority of the Special Representative of the Secretary General", who probably 

commands more power than any Head of State or Government 21 Some analysts have 

described the expected transfer in authority as less dramatic, though. According to the 

F AZ, the new government will dispose of only 8% of the budget administered by 

UNMIK, out of which it will be expected to finance the departments of health and social 

services as well as education. At the same time, the judiciary, police, law and order 

issues, as well as military, security and foreign relations will remain under the full control 

of UNMIK According to the paper, the November elections will therefore achieve as 

little a power transfer as was achieved by the municipal elections in October 2000: "De 

facto, all power in Kosovo is still under UNMIK control, while the rights of elected 

representatives on the municipal as well as on the central level administration are rather 

symbolic. "22 

The Framework, accordingly, has been criticised by some Kosovo Albanian leaders for 

not giving the future government of Kosovo sufficient and meaningful competencies23 

While UNMIK, through UNSCR 1244, implicitly acknowledges the right of self

determination for the people of Kosovo, it requires them to accept the international 

administration's authority in the most important aspects of executive, legislative and 

juridical ·power. This contradiction at the central level appears for the time being 

· unavoidable, though, as long as UNMIK is trying to prevent any motion for 

independence by Kosovo representatives. 

Everything beyond eo-administration will depend on a political settlement of Kosovo's 

future status and is therefore a medium term if not a long term perspective. UNMIK Pillar 

11 (Civil Administration) and other international agencies will undergo a major 

restructuring after the central elections in November 200 I with considerable staff cuts. lt 

is questionable if under these circumstances, UNMIK can continue to withhold 

" Interview with Tom Kocnigs, Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General for Civil 
Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, 17 August 200 L 
" "Ein Vcrfassungsrahmcn fucr das Kosovo". F AZ, 16 May 200 I. 
03 Ibid .. p. 2 
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substantial administrative power from the Kosovo ·authorities, gtven their mcreasmg 

pressure for real competencies. 

In summary, three steps are being applied to establish institutions of provisional self

government at the central level: I) From chaos to exclusively UN-run central 

administrative departments (June 1999 -January 2000). 2} The eo-headed JIAS structure 

(January 2000 - November 2001. 3) From JIAS to democratically elected Kosovo-wide 

institutions, including a President, an Assembly, a Prime Minister and I 0 Ministries, 

supported by UN experts (starting after the central elections on 17 November 2001). 

2.2.2 Municipalities- The Local Level 

The self-appointed (illegal) structures 

As has. been described above, municipal administrations had been illegally appointed by 

the dominant political forces (PDK) during and immediately after NATO's intervention. 

These local self-appointed administrative structures consisted of municipal presidents 

(mayors), municipal assemblies as a local legislative branch and directors for municipal 

departments overseeing the delivery of services to the people of Kosovo. The self

appointed structures and the assertion of its political wing, the PDK, were initially 

welcomed by the majority of the population which felt an urgent need to satisfY the most 

basic municipal services. There was also much gratitude to the KLA for taking up the 

fight against Serbian rule. After a few months, however, it became obvious that the self

appointed administration had little administrative expertise to offer and showed little 

results in problem solving. Some of its members were involved in a number of illegal 

activities including illegal tax collection, or were affiliated with organized crime. Finally, 

the self-appointed government was not recognized by other important political forces, 

including Rugova's LDK, who later won the majority in the first local elections. 

As a natural reaction, UNMIK attempted to dissolve the parallel structures after entering 

the province. In trying to do so, it was facing a twofold dilemma: The parallel, self

appointed and illegal administrative structures at the local and central level were for the 
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time being the only counterparts to work with for creating order and for providing basic 

services to the people in the approximately 1500 villages of Kosovo. Lacking inside 

knowledge about the complex functioning of local issues in a Kosovo Albanian context, 

UNN!IK needed the expertise and the communication channels of the self-appointed 

structures to get a grip on the municipalities. The local structures never fully co-operated 

with UNMIK, though: "The locals were always two steps ahead, telling us two things and 

11 . h h' ,24 not te mg us ten ot er t mgs. 

Another problem for UNMIK has been the lack of staff and financial resources in the 

initial. stage of the Mission. Since July 1999, UNMIK had regional administrators in all 

five of Kosovo's administrative regions but little resources and staff to truly administer 

them. By September 1999, UN Municipal Administrators (UNMAs) were appointed to 

govern all 30 municipalities in Kosovo. Initially, many were not holding permanent 

offices in their respective cities but traveling back and forth between Pristina and their 

assignment Permanent UN Administrators moved into each town-hall by October, with 

an average of two to three international officers for each municipalit/5
, too few to 

assume full administrative responsibility and therefore unable to dismiss the self

appointed local administrations without risking a collapse of services and possibly violent 

opposition. UNMIK did not have an operational budget for the municipalities until 

November 1999. This meant in effect that the UN for the first six month had no money to 

inject into the municipalities while the illegal self-appointed structures collected (illegal) 

feels and taxes and therefore disposed of money they could spend in towns and villages. 

This did not necessarily foster UNMIK's standing in the eyes of the local population. 

After November 1999, having financial resources at hand, the power struggle between 

UNMIK and the local political forces somewhat tilted in favor of UNMIK. 

Given the collapse of democratic administrative structures and the firmly established self

installed interim government, the UN interim administration had a choice between 

24 Interview with Sarit Jafa, Head of Division for Monitoring and Service Development. Department for 
Local Administration. UNMIK, Pristina. 24 Julv 200 L 
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imposing a full international administration· according to its own standards or establish 

working relations with the existing, self-appointed structures already in place. To pursue 

the first option UNMIK did not have the necessary resources and power. Instead, 

UNMIK decided to co-operate with the structure in place26 

The UN-Appointed interim administrations 

By December 1999, it became obvious that UNMIK was not in a position to exclusively 

run the municipalities. At the central level, a system of eo-sharing administrative power 

was being designed after considerable pressure by Kosovo's political leaders to 

participate in administering the Province (see chapter 2.2.1). At the municipal level, JIAS 

foresaw the replacement of the formerly self-appointed local administrations by ON

appointed ones, incorporating, "to the extend possible .. members of the current Kosovo 

municipal structures"27 By this, UNMIK hoped to get rid of the old structures and assert 

its power by appointing new people of its own liking. UN Municipal Administrators, 

however, lacked a detailed reference document, which could be applied as a guideline in 

this. appointment process. Being weak and understaffed at the local and regional level, 

UN Municipal Administrators often had no choice but to co-operate with the existing 

self-appointed structures in order to avoid chaos, especially in those cases where the 

existing structures used or threatened to use a boycott at the municipal level. UNMIK has 

therefore been reluctant to come into direct conflict with local political leaders. As a 

result, many UN appointments for Municipal Presidents, Municipal Councils and 

Administrative Boards have fallen pray to the political aspirations of political parties in 

their struggle to control local government. In the already strongly politicised climate of 

Kosovo's society, the appointment of a-political expert representatives and civil servants 

would have furthermore been contrary to the traditional expectations of the population. In 

many municipalities, consequently, the overwhelming majority of the new, UN appointed 

25 Unlike OSCE staff, only the UN Municipal Administrator is required to take up residency in his/her duty 
station municipality which in effect means that in many towns UN personnel is present only during 
working hours. 
26 As one senior UNMIK staff phrased it: ·'If we cannot win the power stmggle. we might as well join 
them". 
27 See UNMIK Regulation 2000/28, Section 8.2. 
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·. 
Heads of Departments were members of the former self-appointed structures or appointed 

solely as a result of their political afiiliation, often lacking professional qualification. 

Parallel structures continued for some time in form of corruption, illegal re-allocation of 

housing, illegal collection of so called taxes and fees, illegal policing, and, especially at 

the village level (bashkia lokale), the distribution of humanitarian aid in a politically or 

ethnically discriminatory manner. The dissolution of these parallel structures met with a 

surprisingly low level of opposition throughout the province and resistance was treated 

by UNMIK, UN Police and KFOR mainly as political problems, not necessarily as a 

criminal act2
" The self-appointed structures, by then, had lost must of their initial 

support from the local population. 

Assessme1zt 

In the interim period after UNMIK took ofiice in the Summer of 1999 and the first 

democratic municipal elections in late October 2000, UNMIK, by endorsing and de facto 

legitimising former self-appointed authorities, has been unable to fully impose an 

impartial and accountable local government. Insufiicient resources within Pillar I! (UN 

Civil Administration) given the enormity of the task at hand, the lack of more precise 

guidelines and directives from the top management and the unexpectedly bold approach 

of local political forces are to blame for this failure. Consequently, local administration 

had become a playing field for the short-term oriented political power struggle of 

Kosovo's parties and due to politicisation .little progress was achieved in the delivery of 

administrative services to citizens who mainly wanted to get on with their lives. Also, due 

to the interim nature of this arrangement, valuable time was lost in which no long term 

local capacity building or a training of a permanent civil service, able to support the UN

Administration in running the province, could take place. 

2.2.3 Municipal Elections in October 2000 

Institutions of local self-government were the first ones to be permanently installed and 

democratically legitimized through the municipal elections of October 2000. It took 

28 UNMIK Memorandum to SRSG on the Dissolution of Parallel Stmctures. 16 Januarv 2tltltl. 
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considerable time to orgamze those elections, which signalled the start of local self

government. For one thing, it was hoped that with time, more IDPs and refugees, in 

particular the Kosovo Serbs, would return to the Province, making election results more 

balanced and representational of the pre-war population. Time was also needed to 

technically prepare impeccable elections according to modern electoral standards (in 

particular with regards to the civil and voter registries). Democratic elections for 

Kosovo's 30 municipalities finally took place on 28 October 2000. Those elections, 

somewhat unexpectedly, provided for a transfer of power from the self-appointed PDK 

representatives to a democratically elected LDK majority in most of Kosovo's 

·municipalities. To ensure participation of minorities in the political process, UNMIK also 

appointed representatives to the municipal assemblies of those ethnic groups and 

minorities who had not participated in the elections or had not won a mandate. 

Unfortunately, many of those representatives, namely the Kosaova Serbs, have refused to 

actively participate in the process of local self government. In order to complete the 

democratic transfer of administrative power the newly elected Municipal Assemblies 

were subsequently requested to hire senior administrative staff29 in complian~e with 

UNMIK Regulation 2000/4530 The Regulation gives local authorities the right to 

regulate and manage a defined share of public affairs. UN Municipal Administrators 

subsequently took a step back from their previous role but nevertheless retained reserve 

powers of intervention, namely in all budgetary issues31 

Problems <if the new local administrations 

The selection process for senior staff of the newly elected local administrations, despite 

being guided by UNMIK Regulations, did not always result in the selection of best

qualified and ethnically balanced candidates. Again, UN Municipal Administrators had 

only limited influence over the political networks in their municipalities. The Democratic 

League of Kosovo (LDK), the party of moderate Kosovo leader Ibrahim Rugova, having 

29 This executive. legitimized by the democratica1ly elected Municipal Assemblies, consisted in particular 
of a Chief Executive Officer and Directors of individual municipal departments, responsible for the day-to
day mnning of local administration and serYiccs. 
30 C. f. UNMIK Regulation 2000/45 On Self-Government of Municipalities in Koso,·o, issued to reinforce 
local self-government, defining the municipalities, its composition, organs. powers, functions and 
responsibilities. 
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won the local elections by a comfortable majority, now displayed much of a 'winner 

takes all' attitude and once again municipal staff was primarily selected based on party 

affiiiation and old style networks. Administrative and managerial competence did not 

matter to the same extend. This example demonstrates that even where clear UN 

guidelines for a democratic and transparent process do exist and were by and large 

implemented, there is little or no guarantee for democratically spirited institutions or 

administrations if local counterparts do not embrace the basic concepts of democracy, the 

rule of law or accountability. In other words, democratic procedures can be forced upon a 

society only to a certain extend. 

By early 200 I, elected Municipal Assemblies with Presidents, Deputies, Chief Executive 

Officers and mandatory municipal committees on Policy and Finance, Communities 

(dealing with minority issues), and Mediation were formally in place in most 

municipalities. The first layer of democratically legitimized government was thereby 

completed. The UN Municipal Administrator was still formally in c\Jarge and could 

overrule any decision made by the locals. The proper functioning of those new 

institutions of local self-government has been widely monitored by international agencies 

and institutions." Initially, there was much confusion of the new assembly members and 

administrators about the implementation of numerous UN regulations, ranging from 

statutes on the conduct of meetings and decision making procedures to concrete 

guidelines for any administrative act by the local government. These rules were essential 

to good governance but on many occasions rather alien to the relevant Balkan traditions 

and thus at times ignored or circumvented. 

The new municipal administrations were also faced with a lack of clarity between the 

competencies foreseen for the central and the local level. UNMIK regulations in this 

regard have been deliberately unclear in order to preserve the political nature of the 

central governing institutions, still being "infant" at that time. This has resulted in a 

31 See UNMJK at Two, Pristina, June 2001, p. 16. 
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considerable struggle between the local and central level over power and competencies32 

The central level has, furthermore, appointed administrative staff in the municipalities to 

handle competencies allocated to the local level and has thereby further antagonized the 

municipalities. Likewise, the Central Fiscal Authority has not always granted the 

municipalities sufficient budgetary funds needed to execute their duties33 It is interesting 

to note that these shortcomings of UNMIK policy have, in some way, facilitated and 

expedited the establishment of additional elements of democratic self-government at the 

local level: In order to better defend the interests of the municipal against the central 

level, the Association of Kosovo's Municipalities (AKM) has held its inauguration 

session in Prizren on 30 June 200 I 34 

If compared to the creation of provisional administrative structures at the central level, 

only two steps were employed by UNMIK for the municipal level: (I) from the self

appointed illegal municipal structures immediately after the war to the UN-appointed 

Municipal Councils, Mayors and Administrative Boards; and (2) from those ON

appointed municipal structures to the municipal elections of October 2000 with the 

subsequent formation of democratically elected Municipal Assemblies, Presidents and 

Boards of Directors, supervised by UNMIK. 

The hand-over of authority and responsibility in civil administration from UNMIK to the 

Kosovar level, while not yet completed, is much faster at the local than at the central 

level, not least because UNMIK never got the upper hand in the power struggle at the 

municipal level. 

32 Note the examples of agriculture, including the economica11y important authority over logging and 
forestry, and the attempt to install departments for civil defense. which should have given TMK (a basin for 
former UCK fighters) a strong local profile. 
33 For this assessment c.f. OSCE Mission in Kosovo. Background Report on the lrnplementation of JIAS at 
the Local Level: Effects on and Implications for Loc<:ll Political Developments and Municipal Elections, 
Ma)· 201111, 12 pp. 
34 See OSCE Mission in Kosovo, Weekly Democratisation Report, No. 27/2001,4 Julv 2001. 
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3. Measures Concerning the Organisation and Training of 

Kosovo's New Civil Service 
. . 

Countries in post-conflict rehabilitation, even more so than countries in transition, must 

undertake a serious effort to rebuild (remaining) public service institutions and structures. 

This 'hard-ware' component has been described in chapter 2. Such countries are also 

facing the challenge of adapting their public service to a new environment, which has 

emerged as the result of armed conflict and any subsequent changes in the political and 

economic system, new expectations and demands of citizens, and requirements to comply 

with international and/or UN standards35 This chapter examines how well the cou~try 

was endowed with the human resource component needed for a modern public 

administration. It also describes and evaluates how the international community has tried 

to introduce to Kosovo's new civil service fundamental standards such as the rule of law, 

reliability, predictability, accountability, transparency, efficiency, the technical and 

managerial competence, organizational capacity and structures providing for citizens and 

minority participation. 

3.1. Existing Human Resources 

In the case of Kosovo, many components of good governance which are shared principles 

of public administration among democratic states have been largely unknown to the 

remains of the Kosovo civil service when UNMIK entered the province. Since the early 

1980's, Belgrade had effectively removed Kosovar Albanians from influential positions 

within Kosovo's administration and replaced them systematically with Kosovar Serbs or 

Serbian administrators from Serbia proper. Due to the massive exodus of the Serbian 

population during and after the NATO bombardment and the de facto removal of 

Belgrade's authority from the province with UNSCR 1244, UNMIK found in Kosovo a 

civil service which was virtually non-existent. Not only were the previous Serbian 

administrators gone, former Kosovar Albanian public employees (and judges, policemen, 

teachers etc.) serving in previous administrations had been without much practice or any 

formal training for at least a decade. In addition, those suitable for public managerial 
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positions and old enough to still having served under the prevtous Yugoslav 

administration, (age group 40-60) had acquired much of the typical habits and mentalities 

of communist administration. "Either, you found young people with no experience or 

older people with the wrong experience."36 Inertia, politicisation of office, clientelism, 

inability to assume responsibility, old-style decision-making, lack of human resources 

and general management skills and last but not least, a general lack of basic education 

would characterize the local human resources UNMIK was confronted with37 

As a result, UNMIK found it difficult to identifY suitable and well-qualified public 

administration employees. Add to that an obvious tendency of the private sector to attract 

the most highly skilled labour force3x, there has been a negative selection process as 

regards public servants in the province. 

This general lack of qualified local civil servants hit UNMIK's reconstruction efforts 

twice: First, in the summer of 1999, when UNMIK had to appoint interim local mayors, 

their staff and municipal council members among those political forces who had taken 

control of the municipalities. Second, after the municipal elections, when those elected 

were more often than not chosen for their political affiliation and not for their skills as 

public managers or municipal legislators. It also turned out that despite a UN regulated 

recruiting system for municipal employees, the senior staff hired did by no means 

represent the best qualified individuals at hand and Kosovo's municipalities are still 

· suffering from having the wrong people in many administrative key positions39 This lack 

of human resources can only partially be offset by international capacity-building and 

training programmes, no matter how effective they may be. 

35 For a similar assessment cf. Country Profiles of Civil Service Training Systems, OECD, SJGMA Papers, 
No. 12. OECD/GD(97)122, Paris 1997, p. 3 
36 Interview with David Mitchels, Regional UN Administrator for Western Kosovo (Peja/Pec Region), 
Peja/Pec 17 July 20lll. 
37 Many remarkable exceptions of qualified and enthusiastic Kosovo civil servants must be noted, however. 
JR In th.e case of Kosovo and many other UN protectorates, the lack of ;my significatii private sector 
activities was partially compensated by the attractive wages paid to locals by international organizations 
and institutions. The effect was much the same: whoever was qualified would much rather work for 
UN1v1IK than for the public sector. As an example, an OSCE language assistant would earn more than 
twice the salary of a municipal mayor. 
39 Note, however, quite a few exceptions to the mle with well qualified and motivated mayors and 
municipal CEOs throughout Kosovo, often in the smaller communities. 
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Another human resource related problem for UNMIK has been the prevailing Balkan 

mentality, were decision-making is exclusive and top-down and an authoritarian 

leadership style is widely respected and followed. This often resulted in clashes with an 

international mission whose management style was deliberately consensual, trying to 

convince and to co-operate rather than using authoritarian mechanisms to establish order 

and to ensure obedience. 

3.2. OSCE's Capacity Building for Kosovo's new civil service 

All together, the need for a comprehensive capacity-building and training initiative was 

obvious right from the start and had indeed already been acknowledged by a July 1999 

Report of the Secretary General on the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in 

Kosovo 40 The report tasked the OSCE to function as the main institution-building 

component of UNMIK "assisting the people of Kosovo in strengthening the capacity of 

local and central institutions .. '' OSCE was also !asked "to identifY the needs of local 

civil administrators and provide them with the required training as quickly as possible .. 

and to "develop an integrated approach to the strengthening of governance structures 

through the training of government otlicials and executive and administrative 

officers. ,41 In the following section, OSC:E's training strategy for Kosovo's civil 

service will be described in more detail. 

Founded in late 1999 in response to the mandate mentioned above, the OSCE's Institute 

for Civil Administration (!CA) is the international community's primary mechanism to 

provide training and education to members of Kosovo's civil service42 The Institute 

operates under the policy and administrative oversight of OSCE's Mission in Kosovo 

Democratisation Department. 43 

40 Report of the Secretary General on the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo, 
S/19991779, 12 July 1999, in particular Section B on institution-building. 
" Ibid .. paras 811-8 I . 
40 For the following cf. Institute for Civil Administration, Fact Sheet on !CA: Spring 200 I, OMIK, Pristinu. 
43 The ICA employs approximately 15 international staff at head-quarter level :md another 25 in its field 
stmcture, \Vorking directly with the municipalities throughat~t Kosovo. 
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The strategic objective of the Institute is to expand the human resource capacity of 

Kosovo's public sector. Once the ICA's sustainability has been ensured, its management 

will be transferred to Kosovar counterparts. The programmes of the Institute are 

delivered by the following principal mechanisms. 

I) 1-2 day training seminars for municipal staff across Kosovo on sector-specific, 
technical issues (e.g. Budget Process or Waste and Water Management). 

2) A 20 day senior management crash course on Law, Economics, Public Finance, 
Human Resource Management, Public Management, Urban Planning/Rural Development 
and Conflict Resolution. 

3) Possibly a one year pre-service study course in public management m co-operation 
with the University ofPristina (under consideration). 

4) Study and exchange programmes for senior civil servants with civil service academies 
and municipalities throughout Europe and North Arnerica44 

3.3 Assessment of civil service capacity-buildin~ programmes 

In total, about 3.500 civil servants will have participated in the various OSCE's public 

management trainings by Fall 200 I. Some of the early trained senior managers have lost 

their positions in the municipal elections in October 2000. Others have transferred from 

the civil service into better paid private sector or UNMIK jobs. It is rather difficult to 

measure the impact of training on the day-to-day job performance or attitude changes of 

former trainees 45 While in some areas of capacity building for public administration 

there has been a remarkable training impact (i.e. public finance, human resource 

management and consumer orientation) other areas have not yielded much measurable 

success. In one training segment for senior civil servants, the OSCE introduced basic 

knowledge of human resource management, including interviewing and hiring 

techniques. An internal assessment on the impact of the training showed clearly that those 

techniques, such as CV screening, interviewing procedures and a selection process based 

·
14 A more detailed description of the OSCE·s civil administration capacity building programme can be 
found in the Annex. 
45 Cf. for this and the following reference Knut Kirste. !CA Medium Term Training Impact Assessment 
Project, Final Report, OSCE Mission in Kosovo, Democratisation oc·partment, Pristina. 8 June 200 I 
(internal document). 
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on qualification standards have been widely used throughout Kosovo in the hiring of new 

municipal staff after the municipal elections in October 2000. 

Although training may be properly delivered by implementing agenctes and actively 

received by trainees, there may be little impact in terms of visible behavioral change. For 

example, the concept of distribution of power has been mostly unknown to Kosovo 

leaders. The crucial distinction between local politicians or elected representatives of the 

population (the legislative) and appointed civil servants (the executive) has not been 

practiced in Kosovo before: the party was the dominant institution and the concept of 

leadership was an unrestricted one. After the municipal elections, all newly elected 

municipal assembly members were invited to go through an intensive cnish course on 

basic democracy issues, including the distribution of power. Until today, in many Kosovo 

municipalities, the fundamental difference in the role of the local legislative and 

executive is not properly understood and is not practiced in a strict sense. This shows that 

deep-rooted factors related to political culture and traditions must be addressed by long 

term capacity building programmes aimed at changing values and attitudes, not only 

'technical' behavior. The international community, with its budgetary and political 

constraints, however, is seeking short-term results as 'deliverables' and often is unable 

for long term commitment and sustainability. 

International capacity building agencies often have different political mandates and their 

outreach may focus on different segments of the local society, at times excluding the 

main target group in need of training. Take as an example the crucial area of training in 

the field of waste and water management for Kosovo' s municipalities. After a few hours 

in the province, an urgent need for training in these areas becomes overwhelmingly 

apparent. Through its Institute for Civil Administration, the OSCE has, upon request of 

many UN Municipal Administrators, delivered a province wide training on waste and 

water management. It is, however, in its mandate restricted to delivering training to 

members of the municipal service, i.e., directors of municipal departments and their 

senior staff. This excludes the directors of the local utilities companies who deal with 
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waste and water management issues, who received training from another agency46 This 

'distribution' of training among different providers may lead to different levels of 

knowledge and skills of civil servants and other staff working on the same issue, not to 

mention managerial issues such as dual cost for logistics and trainers. 

Many newly elected or appointed local civil service officials, furthermore, have shown 

little interest in training. For one thing, some Kosovar leaders have a tendency to reject 

international advice. Having gone through years of parallel administration, Serbian 

repression and civil war, there is a mentality of "we've seen it all and we know it all". 

There is also widespread de-motivation throughout the civil service (low wages, no 

career opportunities, etc.) and no culture of learning has taken root in Kosovo as of yet. 

For example, of the 40 individuals selected by OSCE for the latest Western Kosovo (Peja 

Region) senior management medium term training in May and June 200 I, only 21 

graduated, about 50%. The rest either dropped out during the course or did not participate 

at all. Many participants complained about the lack of logistical support, promised by the 

international community, such as transportation to the training site and the lack of free 

meals. These are insignificant cost items but have been a long term and constant source 

of dispute between the different international organizations and agencies involved. Other 

trainees missed significant parts of the course due to the fact that they have not been 

given permission to attend by their supervisors due to the workload. Training is still 

widely considered by local managers as a luxurious and non-essential matter. 

Most international capacity building programmes are long term oriented with little or no 

benchmarks for measurable results and it is probably too early to assess their full 

potential. The administrative institutions at the municipal level increasingly show signs of 

improvement, demonstrating more and more both technical as well as managerial skills in 

the delivery of services and in tackling urgent problems. This is at least partially the 

result of a massive international effort for administrative capacity-building. It must, 

however, also be attributed to the fact that at least at the municipal level, Kosovars have 

learned from working with their respective UN Municipal Administrators and their teams 

46 US AID is funding an extensive training programme for the directors of public utilitv providers. 
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over the past two years. They are furthermore gradually entrusted with more and more 

administrative responsibilities and real power, forcing them to take charge and deliver, 

which constitutes a big incentive47 

4. How successful do international institutions co-operate 

with each other and work together with the local ones? 

4.1 Co-ordination among the international community 

With UNSCR 1244, the international community has been given a comprehensive 

mandate to promote the establishment, pending a final settlement, of substantial 

autonomy and self-government in Kosovo. This includes providing transitional 

administration in all areas while establishing and overseeing the development of 

provisional democratic self-governing institutions to ensure conditions for a peaceful and 

normal life for all citizens in Kosovo. It has been said that the UN has effectively oyer

stretched its potential with such comprehensive a mandate4~ UNMIK consists of a 

complex structure of four pillars, representing the main areas of responsibility for the 

mission: Pillar I, Police and Justice, administered by UN (previously UNHCR for 

humanitarian affairs); Pillar !I, Civil Administration, also led by UN; Institution Building, 

run by OSCE; and Economic Reconstruction, under the authority of the EU. To this must 

be added the military component (KFOR) and a myriad of NGOs and state agencies 

operating in the province. 

The human resources component of this international effort has truly been remarkable 

with roughly 5000 international and many more local staff members 49 Much could be 

said with regards to co-operation and co-ordination among four independent minded 

Pillars of UNMIK's Mission in Kosovo and the difficulties of achieving a unified mission 

47 As one UN Municipal Administrator from the former GDR put it: ·'Thev learn best bv being thrown into 
cold water and learning from their own mistakes, just as East German municipalities did after unification." 
4

:-: C.f. interview with Sarit Jafa. Head of Division for Monitoring and Ser•ice Development, Department 
for Local Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, 24 July 200 I. 
49 Add to this roughly 39.000 KFOR troops many of which with various ciYilian support f1mctions. 
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approach. This section limits itself to commenting on co-operation with regards to 

capacity-building and training activities in the area of civil administration. 

Although OSCE has been tasked to function as the main capacity-building organization, 

there has been a proliferation of capacity-building and training providers throughout 

Kosovo with many of the major UN agencies, international organizations and NGOs 

running their own capacity-building programmes. Some examples have been provided 

under section 3.3. No lead agency is de facto responsible for an integrated training and 

capacity-building strategy making it at times difficult to avoid duplication and overlap 

and almost impossible to ensure a co-ordinated approach. All agencies undertake their 

own training needs assessment and depending of the outcome, design their own training 

and capacity building programmes, often copying what others have already been doing 

for quite a while. Some agencies have offered the municipalities with sophisticated tailor

made training strategies but without the means to implement them 5° 

At times Kosovars felt overwhelmed by the number of capacity-building experts and 

consultants from different organizations and countries51 trying to make Kosovo's new 

civil administration more efficient. Sometimes, less but better and more carefully planned 

training would have been more. For example, top Kosovar civil servants have 

experienced a virtual training overkill in the first half of 200 I, with Municipal Presidents 

and CEOs constantly being invited to multiple study tours to many Western countries. 

The training in general has often been donor- and supply-driven and was organized in a 

top-down approach while the real needs of the emerging civil service call for a demand

driven, bottom-up approach where capacity-building is delivered according to a carefully 

undertaken training needs assessment in the filed. At times, municipalities were asking 

for very basic training in simple skills but donors were more interested in delivering 

50 Note the example of the EU Hun1an Resources Management Officers, funded by the European Agency 
for Reconstruction, who were deployed to municipalities in the Spring of 200 I, undertaking comprehensive 
municipality training needs assessment studies after other agencies had already been mnning capacity
building programmes for two years. The training plans delivered to the mayors did not include trainers or 
funds. and implementation was sought through other agencies, who were understandably quite reluctant to 
implement training for the EU. 
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sophisticated and often pre-fabricated training packages. Still, it must be said that many 

initiatives are beginning to deliver improvement as civil administration in Kosovo takes 

shape. 

Assessment 

The assessments of the complex mission structure and its effects on the implementation 

of UNMIK's mandate differ widely within the mission. While some have described it as 

a "hopeless failure" 52
, others find the structure has worked "quite well" given the 

complexity of this construct. Even those, however, are rather skeptical that UNMIK can 

serve as a structural model for future state-building exercises, in particular with regard to 

ensuring the protection of minority rights, where a much more authoritarian or leadership 

oriented structure is required 5 3 

4.2 Co-operation with the local actors 

The difficulties to find a constructive working modus between UNMIK and political 

actors at the local level has been described in detail above. At the central level, the 

system of eo-heading administrative departments has been criticised as window-dressing, 

giving the locals the wrongful illusion of real power sharing. The consultative central 

institutions (lAC, KTC) are another point in case. Driven by demands for independence, 

UNMIK has at times created false hopes and expectations in order to open the lid on the 

quest for self-determination and real power sharing. As most of those hopes proved 

elusive, local actors became more and more impatient and the aftermath of the 17 

November elections will put future co-operation between UNMIK and the Kosovars to 

the test. 

UNMIK has also been slow m designing and implementing a strategy of 

"Kosovarization", turning international posts over to local staff. On a bigger scale, this is 

51 Besides being represented through various international organizations and their programmes, many 
countries also mn their own activities and try to influence developments on the ground in a particular way. 
adding much to the confusion. 
52 Interview with a senior UNMIK official. 
'
3 Interview with Tom Koenigs, Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General for Civil 

Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, 17 August 20tll. 
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starring only at a time when international personnel is significantly scaled down, leaving 

less opponunity for supervision and "joint" learning of international and local 

professionals. 

5. Which were the main problems in setting up effective 

administration and how have the intervening institutions dealt 

with the problems? 

Lack of resources and slow Mission deployment 

The build-up of the Mission -- with the exception of the OSCE Pillar54 
-- was, as is so 

often the case with post-conflict rehabilitation efforts, rather slow and a few months 

elapsed before UNMIK had fully set-up shop in all municipalities deploying civil 

administrators to all Kosovo cities and villages. UNMIK seems to have been aware that a 

slow deployment would have negative consequences for achieving early results in 

rebuilding a democratic civil administration. Being quick, however, required having the 

necessary resources and staff at hand. The lack of UNMIK staff in the summer of 1999 

was addressed by a hasty recruitment of Mission members. It appears paradoxical that the 

very measure by which UNMIK addressed a slow Mission build-up proved 

counterproductive in the end: emergency recruitment meant that not all of the new 

UNMIK employees, often from outside the UN system and with little practical 

experience, had the qualifications needed to do the job properly. Also, UNMIK, in 

particular UNMIK Police, found it sometimes difficult to reconcile different working and 

management styles among the many nationalities and agenctes which formed the 

Mission 5 5 

54 The OSCE's Kosovo Verification Mission had deployed roughly 1200 people throughout Kosovo in late 
1998 to monitor the international agreement between the FRY and the UCK brokered by Richard 
Holbrook. This Mission was temporarily withdrawn prior to the NATO bombardment but was basically 
kept on stand-by in neighboring Macedonia. The OSCE, therefore, was quick in re-deploying its UNMIK 
component to the province. 
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Self-appointed structures 

Ul'-fMIK had considerable problems in asserting its rule in the Province. The second 

strategy of UNMIK to counter its initial operational weaknesses has been to embrace 

existing administrative structures to the extend possible. As has been described above, the 

self-appointed and illegal administrative structures at the municipal level have been 

largely accepted by UNMIK After UNMIK realized that it was not in a position to run 

the province by itself, it invented HAS, the model for sharing administrative power at the 

central leveL In sum, UNMIK was not fully in control of the power structures in the 

province, and has, instead, often been sidelined. and marginalized by the Kosovars 56 

The inability of the Mission to fully neutralize self-appointed administrative structures in 

the first phase of the Mission has let to many subsequent problems and failures. After the 

NATO intervention, UNMIK was at first mainly preoccupied with creating a secure 

environment, coping with a massive influx of returning refugees, distributing 

humanitarian aid and reconstructing basic infrastructure before it began with its state

building exercise. Thus valuable time was lost, in which the self-installed governmental 

structures had time to consolidate and foster. 

Lack of authority 

UNMIK has also never fully succeeded in establishing its authority to the extend 

necessary for implementing its own mandate and defending its role as a guarantor of law 

and order at the local leveL The police and military support structure to back-up 

UNM!Ks civil administration component was not always at the disposal of local UN 

Administrators due to a division of civilian and military/police structures of UNMIK In 

cases of disagreement between the UN Administrators and the local political forces, or in 

case of outright opposition, KFOR and UN Police were sometimes reluctant to assist the 

UN Civil Administrator in operations which could have endangered their own personnel 

55 Interview with Karin Rudebeck, International Co-Head, UNMIK Department of Local Administration, 
Pristina. 23 July 2001. 
56 Interview wiih a senior UNMIK OfficiaL Pristina, July 20()]. 
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or might have spoiled their relations with the local power structures
57 

This general lack 

of preparedness (or the inability) to intervene and or to effectively police on the ground is 

a c;inmon problem of all international peacekee~-g-a-n--,d'-st-a-te--~bliitding--misSIOi18"" Also, 

it H'I11Stb"e said that many UN Administrators did not have the stamina to stand up against 

local leaders. This partial lack of authority vis a vis the local counterparts is still 

somehow characteristic for the Mission 5 9 

The proliferation of international actors and programmes at the local level further 

undertillilecl-U1e1lu"thority of the UN Administrators. In many ways, the international 

community has been neutralizing itself at the local level, allowing the locals "to play UN 

today, KFOR tomorrow and another agency the next day."60 

Mission management and command structure 

The enormity of the tasks in Kosovo and the comprehensive mandate let to the creation 

of a Mission incorporating several international organizations and agencies under one 

roof The idea, new and appealing as it appears, was to gather all available expertise in 

various specialized organizations and agencies required for doing the job. The problem 

was, however, that such a complex structure bringing together many different 

organizational cultures and bureaucratic interests requires strong leadership and good co

ordination. The problems involved with co-ordination between the different Pillars of 

UNMIK has been exemplified above in the area of capacity building. Observers and 

senior UNMIK staff have described the structure as a "hopeless failure", being 

responsible for most of the remaining problems of civil administration in the Province. 

Be mvare of cultural differences 

51 Interview \vith Sarit Jafa, Head of Division for Monitoring and Service Development, Department for 
Local Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, 24 July 20!)]. 
st-~ Note in this connection also the extreme case of the UN Mission in Somalia. 
59 Asked whether UNMIK has applied too soft a strategy for establishing its rule, the Regional UN 
Administrator for Western Kosovo (Peja/Pec Region), David Mitchels. stated: ··Being tough was 
impossible in the beginning but a few more tricks from the colonial system would have helped." Interview, 
17 July 20!)], Pcja/Pec. 
60 Interview with Sarit Jafa, Head of Division for Monitoring and Service Development Department for 
Local Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, 24 July 200 I. 
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UNMIK has also been suffering from cultural differences within this complex and 

multifaceted mission, which had to reconcile vastly different management styles and 

ways to address conflict. The impact of cultural differences between UNMIK and the 

Kosovo counterparts on the success of the mission should not be underestimated either. 

Kosovar leaders at all levels, having mastered years of Serbian oppression, civil war and 

ethnic cleansing displayed an amazing degree of self-confidence and self-awareness. 

Many of UNMIK's staff have been simply overwhelmed by their boldness and simply 

been outwitted in their daily contacts. There has been also the habit of new Kosovar civil 

servants to politicize any, even insignificant, administrative decisions. A lack of 

transparency of the local civil servants vis a vis their international counterparts has 

already been mentioned. Recently, administrators of the leading party (LDK) have also 

been increasingly less willing to co-operate with UNMIK and are trying to dis-associate 

themselves from UNMIK This is an attempt to put the blame for expected failures of 

civil administration, both at the central as well as on the local level, on the UN. 

Human resources deficits 

UNMIK personnel, in particular in the beginning stages of the Mission, has not always 

been top-quality and many of its staff had to learn the specific requirement of their 

position on the job. In re-building ci'vil administration capacities, UNMIK had to rely on 

the local human resources available, often lacking experience, basic skills and being 

highly politicized. No capacity-building programme can address such profound deficits in 

the short term or can produce an effective and modern civil service from scratch. UNMIK 

has also been facing a problem with getting the key qualifications needed in civil 

administration for the low salaries foreseen by the Kosovo Unified Budget for local civil 

servants. A typical municipal employee would earn between DEM 180 (handyman, 

cleaner) and 540 (director of municipal department), too little to attract and retain quality 

personnel. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Draft clear and realistic mandate 

Any mandate for an international state-building ~ission must be drafted carefully and 

limit itse 

of virtually everything and over-stretched itse . To get er wi Its KFOR component, this 

Mission was de facto a combination of traditional peace-keeping combined witle 

building at all levels. An assessment of the military component of the international 

community's engagement in Kosovo will be done elsewhere but it can safely be assumed 

that e military part of the exercise was the easier one, similar to previous_st.ate-btl+ 

u~ as Bosnia. While KFOR's man ate was rather clear, 

define<Lmissign goa but not the individual steps leading towards them. 
~ 

genera uepnnt i somewhat surprising, given that fact that this was by no means the 

first state- ·uilding mission of the international community6 I Despite the fact that all such 

future endeavours will have their peculiarities and require a tailor made approach, there 

are surely some fundamental ground-rules worthwhile to be generally followed, in 

particular in matters of structure and logistical planning but to a lesser extent also in • ) 

matters of policy.~ senior UNMIK member has...s.ugge~ "co-ordinated contingency~~ t/ 
plan for civil society disasters" ready for application in the future. 62 

· 

tfi.l'lfltim:.I.flJ'ld...[fl e:ga!ed!e''.::'·\if:·h~ip:Cfit:!_or complex mission structures 

No single one international organization· lone can master the complex challenges typical 

are to participate in the exercise a smooth co-ordination betwee the actors involved and 

a clear distribution of work between a agencies mvo ve must be ensured, however, to 

address the often dramatic situation on the ground. Given the UNMIK experience, it 

appears questionable that such co-ordination and the necessary leadership can be 

achieved by a structure as complex and independent as UNMIK' s four Pillars at the 

61 It has been suggested by some UNMIK representatives tha a general blueprint for state-buildin could 
not address the different realities and conditions in individual coun ne 
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centre and the great number of additional agencies, NGOs and nation states operating in 

its orbit, running their own programmes and activities. One suggestion has been to unify 

a.ll agencies under one command structure and to eliminate additional nation state 

programmes. · Given the highly individual cultures of organizations and the. often 

diverging intere~ti.oo-S 

command and strong leadership on the groun it appears at the same time advisable to 

provide for a reasonable operational freedom of the mission. UNMIK, i.e. its UN Pillar in 

particular, suffered from being strangled by thigh management control exercised by UN 

headquarters in New York, in particular in budgetary matters. This has led to unnecessary 11 
delays of policy if it depended on the mobilisation of(often modest) financial resources. 64 

Ensure early deployment and allocate resources necesswy to carry out the mandate 

r[ 
The potential dangers of delayed mission deployment and its long term effects on the / { 

success of UNMIK have been described in chapter I. It appears absolutely essential for 

any mission to deploy on the ground as soon as possible after the end of an armed 

conflict in order to avoid a power vacuum be filled by unwanted political forces which 

later on can be removed at high cost only. It is also important to show a massive presence I\ 
in the~ear.J.y-days-af any mission. T recruiting process for international peace- or s 

,~ 

' building missions needs to be reforme . It has been suggested to decentralize the 

camp tca e an time consummg s a· mg procedure, away from HQs into the hands of 

the Missions proper. 65 Another suggestion has been to establish a core group o 

xperienced mternational Mission members ready for quick deployment in any po 

" Interview with Karin Rudebeck. International Co-Head. UNMIK Department of Local Administration, 
Pristina. 23 Julv 2001. 
63 This could b~ done by requesting individual states and other donors to finance a ·common fund for 
particular activities, such as capacity building or economic development, under the authority of one 
executing organization, i.e. the UN, the EU, the OSCE or one particular NGO, who would then administer 
and co-ordinate all related programmes. 
64 lntetTiew with Tom Koenigs, Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary general for Civil 
Administration, UNMIK, Pristina, I 7 August 200 I. 
65 During the first year on the ground, when UNM!K had relied on New York administered recruitment 
procedures, only 50% of its staffing table had been filled. After starting to hire staff through UNMIK 
directlv. the staffing problem had been redressed within a few months. Interview with Tom Koenigs, 
Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary· general for Civil Administration, UNMIK, Pristina. 17 
August 200 I. 
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Mission66 The question o sufficient resources in the initial stage, matching political 

declarations to intervene (in terms of state-building) with the resources necessary to do 

the job properly is as old as international missions and seems unlikely to be resolved any 

time soon. 

Be credible and consequenlJ_ ·aL--------... 

ere is no room for a half-hearted approach f international state-building missions are 

to ss L An international mission with the mandate to temporarily assume 

executive (and other) power must do so. Leaving entire areas of lawlessness unattended 

will undermine the credibility of those who are supposed to ensure law and order and 

create conditions in which the rule of law can become a basic principle. Violations of 

minority rights in Kosovo are a telling case. On quite a few occasions, including civil 

administration procedures, UNMIK has been too relaxed about preaches of its own\) 

(/( regulations by local counterparts which has had lasting effects on the credibility of the } 

\\ Mission and its mandate. 

'nization 

Kosovo has shown tha any UN Mission, regardless of its size is unlikely to fully control 

. ___ •.. ·· 

a post conflict country or tc;ritory for various reasons, .g. lack of resources and lack of 

determma ton to intervene decisively. If that is the case, it appears advisable to aim for a@ 

early legitimization of local institutions to share administrative and ex · ower one ,a--: 
·. /~ 

the UN has fully established its rule. This is not an argument fo hasty elections B t c:f? 

be a valuable tool for dismantling existing illegitimate or obstructive structures and fi 

ensuring involvement and ownership of legitimate local elements in running a 

protectorate. 

Set time line and benchmarks for withdrmval 

66 An-intefesti.Qg initiative in this regard has beet OSCE's REACT Pro'eet Ra id Expert Assistance Co
A\be'ration Team ). Since 20lll. a database. shared between tIe OSCE Secretariat in Vienna and the 1r 
~li · o orcign Affairs of all 55 Pactictpating States comprises at any gtven time a core group of 

experts in different key areas ready for deployment on short notice to build-up a viable nucleus mission · 
stmcture in any post-conflict situatioll. 
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eeping their post tons and departmeQts and agencies, in their bureaucratic power 

s~le, at times figh_!Jl:lr-aTieXtens· n of their programmes and funds beyond what is J/ kf~ 
really necessary. Th "Kosovarization", i e. the increasing localization of international ~ 
posts may also serve as a va ua e tool in that regard. UNMlK has only recently started 

it a hand-over process of the power positions in the Misst n. By the end of 2002, M JJ 
SCE for its part, ts p allfifng to have hanaec over to IK's local staff one in five ~c-G 

professional jobs67 These two aspects of international missions help create missions of J.M-" w~ 
long duration which in turn fostera-ependerrcies on tfie local side as Bosnia has most (1>. ~ 

prominently shown. ~ 
Wl.X"W 

l>- \.!J>N:' 

~ 
Is the glass half full or half empty? 

UNMlK has taken on a complex and difficult mandate covering all areas of state-building 

in Kosovo. Much has been achieved since June 1999 and this paper does not intend to 
,...?'..J .. l 

downplay the many bigger and smaller success stories of the international interim \·-:-, -v~ o\ 
a.ilt~ 

administration mission which are often times difficult to see from the outside. lt is easier <:D-.'\>-

to point at shortcomings thaQ~to-outline-rlle numerottS-S all successes achieved by many ~ 
dedicated UNMIK staff The overall_asse ent of the missio in general as well as in ~ 

the field of civil administratio is a mixed pictu e, in the end, ranging from "remarkable~ ' 

~· 

67 As a preparation, the OSCE has run a National Professional Officer trainee programme, where selected 
local staff is trained on the job for roughly one year before they can qualify for professional posts. 
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progress achieved"6
" to "a co siderable..failure,_given the amount of engagement"

69 
The 

achievements are mainly in rebuilding effective administrative structures. "The people of 

Kosovo recogmze t a , today, most public things now wor 

hospitals and health clinics, tax collection system, railways, roads, radio and television, 

the postal system, the cadastre and offices issuing public documents have long been up 

and running."7 The challenges are to ensure proper involvement of Kosovars ·n this new 

administration and to provide for a responsible handover of administrative powers in the 

medium term. The biggest test for UNMIK is yet to come. Not long after the November 

200 I elections, both Kosovo Albanians and Kosovo Serbs will confront the international 

community with their frustrations, namely that Kosovo will neither be an independent [ [ 

st~te in the near future nor that it will ever again come under full Serbian rule. 

" JnterYiew with Karin Rudebeck. International Co-Head, UNMIK Department of Local Administration, 

Pristina. 23 JulY 20!11. 
69 Interview with a senior UNMIK staff, Pristina. 
70 Hans Haekkemp, in: UNMIK at Two, Pristina, June 2001, p.L 
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Annex 

OSCE's Institute for Civil Administration (ICA) 

Capacity Building Programmes for Kosovo's New Civil Service 

Seminar Programme 

In operation since December 1999, ICA's Seminar Programme offers flexible, praxls-

. oriented 1-2 day training seminars to municipal staff across Kosovo. These seminars 

provide training in sector-specific, often technical issues and emerging topics in 

Kosovo's public management. Seminars are usually delivered regionally with attendees 

from several neighboring municipalities invited to a common location and trained in 

groups of 25-3 5 people. 

To date, ICA's Seminar Programme has covered a variety of public management 

subjects, including Personnel Management and Human Rights Awareness in the Civil 

Service, Budget Planning and Citizen's Participation in Local Government, Project 

Planning, Effective Meetings Management, Water and Waste Management, Urban 

Planning, etc. and new topics are added to the programme reflecting the administrative 

dynamics in the Province. A total of 2120 mostly senior civil servants have attended 

these seminars as oflate June 200 I. 

After the municipal elections in October 2000 all newly elected members of Kosovo's 

new Municipal Assemblies were invited to an intensive two-day "Po_st Election 

Municipal Assembly (PEMA) training" on the new UN Regulation on Self-Government 

of Municipalities. Out of a total of 895 newly elected Municipal Assembly members, 597 

have been trained in the PEMA seminar. A similar exercise will be undertaken with the 

120 members ofKosovo's new Assembly, to be elected on 17 November 2001. 

By March 2001 every new municipal Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 111 all 30 

municipalities received a comprehensive one-week management-training course 111 

Norway to prepare them for their crucial role as leaders of the municipal excecutive. 
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For newly elected Municipal Assembly Presidents (mayors) the Institute is conducting a 

special series of seminars once every quarter during 2001. The first was in January on 

conflict resolution in "Kosovo after the Municipal Elections". 25 municipalities were 

represented in this two-day seminar lead by the Norwegian peace researcher Johan 

Galtung. Other seminars included the "Role of the opposition in a parliamentary system", 

"Economic development" and "Citizens participation and Human Rights in local 

administration". 

lCA's Seminar Programme also provides training m basic computer skills, including 

word processing and database management, for municipal employees. Until the .end of 

June 200 I, 861 staff people have received basic computer training. 

In all ICA's short-term seminars from December 1999 until end of June this year a total 

of2.120 people have received training. 

Medium Term Programme 

This is an in-service training program for semor and mid-level civil servants in .. 
municipalities and central administration. The Medium Term Programme provides a 

comprehensive introduction to the core competencies required of modern public 

managers. The Programme's 20-day curriculum - distributed over six weeks - includes 

Law, Economics, Public Finance, Human Resource Management, Public Management, 

Urban planning/Rural development and Conflict Resolution. 

The curriculum - which is designed after recommendations by a joint OSCE/Council of 

Europe training needs assessment mission and is in accordance with Western European 

training of civil servants - covers the basic areas of knowledge and skills needed for a 

multifunctional, generalis! public servant. The ·participants have to attend the entire 

course and after each component they have an examination. At the conclusion of the 

course they are awarded certificates of completion noting their relative mastery of the 

subject. 
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Courses are taught by OSCE seconded staff with university teaching experience in their 

respective fields. Professional local staff joins them as counterparts, in order to achieve a 

good exchange, and transfer, of knowledge and lecturing skills. Lately, the Institute has 

hired four local Programme Managers for a "train the trainers" programme in order to 

gradually nationalize the teaching faculty. 

Every fourth week one new course starts. A total of 179 senior civil servants from all 

municipalities of Kosovo have received the training until the end ofF ebruary of 200 I. 

Long Term Programme 

The Institute for Civil Administration's Long Term Programme is still under discussion 

with the University of Pristina, which is a possible counterpart. The intention was to 

design a pre-service education for students who wish to enter Kosovo' s civil service. The 

plan was to create a one-year course of formal education in modern public administration 

theory and management knowledge. This plan has recently been dropped, due to the lack 

of interest of young qualified people for joining the public service. Unless Kosovo's civil 

service manages to become more attractive for the younger generation, this puts the long 

term prospects for the creation of a modern civil service in the province in serious 

jeopardy. 

International Programmes 

Training programmes have also been arranged with the School of Public Administration 

of Slovenia in Ljubljana, the Galillee College in Israel, with the Swiss "Institut de Hautes 

Etudes en Administration Publique" (IDHEAP) for a "training of trainers" programme 

and with the "Deutsch-Franzoesiche Jugendwerk". - ". ,. ' .~, 

, .. 
.• , ? ( 

: :' c' I 1t 
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EASTTIMOR: 
ASSESSING UNTAET'S ROLE IN BUILDING LOCAL CAPACITIES 

FOR THE FUTURE 

Introduction 

James J. Fox 
Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies 

The Australian National University 

United Nations operations generally begin with optnmsm and often end in soul
searching. The obstacles and uncertainties that confronted the United Nations 
Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) at the outset of its mission did not dampen 
initial enthusiasms for the possibilities for the creation of the new nation of Timor 
Lorosa'e. At this stage, however, it is too early to assess with clarity the extent to which 
these possibilities have been achieved. 

The creation of Timor Lorosa'e is still in process. There is, as yet, no constitution for the 
nation and no fitm date set for independence. The foundations of the state and its course 
for the future have yet to be clearly set forth. This process, which will take time, will 
provide the crucial evidence on how well the United Nations has done in building the 
essential capacities for nationhood. 

At the begitming of its mission, the United Nations had three tasks: (!) to conduct 
peacekeeping operations; (2) to sustain and reconstruct a devastated area with a 
significantly displaced population; and (3) to establish the political; economic and social 
underpinnings for a new nation. The transition to nationhood was at the heart of all of 
these tasks. 

The first of these tasks was carried out with a high degree of professionalism that was a 
credit to all of the pat1icipating nations. The second task involved a complex (and at 
times uneasy) partnership between the UN, the multilateral banks, particularly the World 
Bank. and a host of international NGOs. Coordination was critical and the United 
Nations· role was central but much of the task was driven by the exigencies of the 
immediate situation and dependent on the pat1icular policies of individual donor nations. 
The task of reconstruction is far from complete and a portion of the East Timorese 
population has not yet returned. 

The third task- establishing the basis of a new nation- is certainly the most important of 
these undet1akings and the one for which the United Nations as an institution has had 
primary responsibility. It is an elusive task with an array of components that appear to be 
at odds with one another. Thus in transforming a small province of Indonesia into a 
separate nation, the United Nations laid different foundations from what had been before. 

Under Indonesian rule, for example, East Timor had had an inflated goverrnnent 
bureaucracy of approximately 33,000 public servants. By contrast, the UNTAET set an 



affordable limit to East Timor's civil service (including teachers and health personnel) of 
I 0.500 to 11 ,000. 

Similarly, under Indonesian rule, the economy and pal1icularly the agricultural/food 
sector of East Timor was centrally directed and broadly subsidized. In its place, 
U NT AET has set about establishing the basis of a market economy for Timor Lorosa' e, 
eliminating all previous suppmi systems for fanners and iritroducing the US dollar to 
rep lace the rupiah as the means of local exchange as well as international trade. 

On the other hand, UNT AET adopted Indonesian law as the legal framework for East 
Timor and used this law for its judicial system but then almost immediately began to 
issue regulations and directives, some of which made an uneasy fit within this official 
framework. Despite the functioning of the comis, issues relating to land and propel1y 
rights have been left unresolved and, without clear resolution, the possibilities of 
investment in a market economy are limited. 

Similarly, while acknowledging East Timorese leaders' desire to establish Pol1uguese as 
the official language of the new nation, UNTAET has relied on English as its working 
language and has suppol1ed the use of Indonesian in the coul1 system and in schools. As 
" result, though directions have been tentatively indicated, many impmiant issues 
conceming Jaw, land and language have, in fact, been left for future resolution by an 
independent Timor Lorosa'e. 

The purpose of UNT AET was precisely to effect a transitiOn from a dependent 
administrative structure to an independent self-supporting administration. To appreciate 
this process, it is essential to have some idea of East Timor's previous institutional 
structures. 

East Timor Prior to Indonesian Occupation 

Prior to the Indonesian occupation, East Timor was a colony with limited development of 
local capacities. Education was confined to a small minority of the population, most of 
whom were subsistence fanners whose livelihood was largely based on local exchange. 

In 1959, the Portuguese began a policy to increase elementary education. From 1959 to 
I <J69. the number of students enrolled in elementary school rose from 4,898 to 27,299; at 
the secondary (Lycee) level, there was an increase in enrolments from 175 to 376. In the 
mid-sixties, seminary schools, which provided an elite education, enrolled approximately 
65 students. The technical school enrolled another 333 students annually. The Salesian 
training/agricultural colleges at Fatu Maka and Fui Loro provided additional education to 
a relatively small number. The Chinese ofDili maintained their own schooling system in 
Chinese with graduates going on to universities in Taiwan (Timor:Pequena Monografia, 
I'J70:S9-101). 

As the distinguished Gem1an geographer, Joachim Metzner, noted in his monograph, 
Man and Environment in East Timor, the only study of its kind on East Timor during the 
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Portuguese period: "Reliable statistics are ... hard to come by ... The only available sources 
are the reports of the annual tax assessment. .. These comprised the only statistical source 
in Portuguese Timor, so there were no statistics whatsoever on the size of the sucos, or on 
migration, agricultural production, cultivated areas, interregional commerce, or on the 
degree of monetization and tumover at weekly markets" (1977:xxviii). Given the lack of 
reliable statistics, it is difficult to construct a baseline for assessing East Timor's local 
capacities prior to 1975. (For a brief history of East Timor, see Fox 2000; for background 
on the territory's physical and social environment, see Fox 200la.) 

East Timor as a Provincial Administrative Unit 

The period following the Indonesian invasion in 1975 was a fearsome and destructive 
time. By the early 1980s, the apparatus for a provincial administration had been put in 
place with a fom1al structure no different than that of any other province in Indonesia. 
This fonnal structure comprised sixteen government departments. A Provincial Statistical 
Office (Kantor Statistik, Propinsi Timor Timur) had also been established and had begun 
to produce annual reports in a standard fom1at: Timor Timur Dalam Angka. These 
reports document the establishment of local capacities and the steady buildup of a large 
administrative bureaucracy. 

In 1982, for example, there were already 4745 civil ·servants in the provincial 
administration with 2912 of these administrators working at the district level (Tingkat II). 
There were, however, a further 805 individuals considered as candidates for the civil 
service - an indication that the local administration was undergoing rapid expansion. 
These numbers do not include 2610 school teachers, most of whom (2226) were 
elementary school teachers (Timor Timur Dalam Angka, 1982). 

Indonesia's largest investment in local capacities was in education. By 1985, there was an 
elementary school in every village in the province. Gavin Jones in a recent paper, "East 
Timor: Education and Human Resource Development" has documented the expansion of 
education in East Timor under Indonesian rule. This expansion went from 47 elementary 
schools with 499 teachers and 13,489 pupils in 1976-77 to 652 schools with 6656 
leachers and 127,792 pupils by 1994. By this same time, there were 21,779 students at 
the junior high school level, 18,303 at senior high school level and 2,658 students at 
tertiary level (Jones 2000:46-47). 

This expansion of education produced a remarkable difference among the population at 
different age levels. Based on 1995 SUP AS figures, illiteracy was extremely high (80% 
or more) for the population over the age of 40 but dropped dramatically to around 20% 
for boys and 30% for girls in the 15-19 age group. By 1995,35% of the age group 24-29 
had completed at least lower secondary school compared with just 1% in the 40-59 age 
group. Although many thousands of East Timorese were sent for study in Java and 
elsewhere in Indonesia, there was a high drop-out rate among these students and many of 
those who did complete tetiiary education, chose not to return to the province. 
Nonetheless, by 1995, there was a core of about 500 East Timorese with university level 
education living in the province (see .Tones 2000:46-51) and this number continued to 
increase during the second half of the decade. 
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In 1996, in preparation for the 7'11 National Five-Year Plan, the Provincial Department of 
Labour (Depnaker) cmTied out a detailed profile study of the work force and projections 
for the future based on expected education levels. This study projected a work force by 
the year 2000 of over 107,000 individuals with training at senior high school level and 
potential of over 34,000 with more advanced training including many with university 
education ("Perencanaan", Depnaker 1996). 

Despite this considerable investment in education and a substantial investment in the 
expansion of irTigation capacities for rice, the economy ofEast Timor was dominated by 
its relatively undeveloped agriculture. (Indeed the major problem for Indonesia- and the 
continuing problem for East Timor in the future - was and will be the lack of 
employment opportunities for the high school educated who no longer regard fam1ing as 
a suitable occupation.)- In the 1995 Intercensal Population Sutvey, 73% of employed 
workers identified agriculture as their primary source of income although only 30% of 
the province's GDP derived from agriculture ("Antar-Sensus", 1995). This imbalance 
between a high level of employment in agriculture and agriculture's lo\\; contribution to 
GDP reflects an extremely low labour productivity in agriculture. 

The economist Atme Booth has admirably described this situation. After more than two 
decades of Indonesian rule: "East Timor remained poor and underdeveloped. The great 
majority of the population were dependent on agriculture for most of their income, and a 
combination of small average la11dholding sizes, low productivity per hectare and a 
dearth of off-fam1 employment opportunities meant that fam1 household incomes were 
very low. The minmity of the labour force employed in the urban services sector (mainly 
in the public sector) was much better off, ;vith the result that there were quite sharp 
disparities in the personal and spatial distribution of consumption expenditures and 
incomes" (Booth 2001:248). 

In effect, there was a serious bifurcation in the provincial economy of East Timor. A 
majority of the population ·lived in rural areas where they were employed in near 
subsistence level agriculture whereas, by contrast, a minority were located in towns, with 
Dili as the largest of these urba11 centres. In these urban centres, those who were 
employed worked mainly in a much enlarged public service. 

While the older rural population remained largely illiterate, the educational system was 
rapidly drawing youth from the countryside and training them for non-existent positions 
in urban areas. Although many of the better educated East Timorese sought snitable 
employment outside of the province, a major problem that East Timor faced was a 
growing number of unemployed younger school graduates. This problem was fmiher 
exacerbated by the employment of a large number of non-East Timorese in govemment 
service. The agricultural sector offered limited opportunities to the urban youth who had 
no desire to retum to a life of bare subsistence fanning. 
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This bifurcation in the economy with its corresponding sharp differentiation in the age, 
education and potential capacities of the East Timorese population constitutes the 
principal problem· facing East Timor in its development. The problem itself has been 
rurther heightened by the retum of a large number of young East Timorese graduates 
fi·om advanced training schools and universities in Java and elsewhere. 

The United Nations Transitional Administration has done little to address this problem 
and, if anything, has exaggerated it even further by moving to reestablish the educational 
system while giving little attention and less investment to East Timor's agricultural 
sector. 

The UN Rhetoric of Local East Timorese Incapacity 

Given the nature of the UN's primary role, that of providing for East Timor's transition to 
independent nation status, perhaps UNTAET's most striking policy inconsistency was the 
decision, taken in the first months of its mission, to establish a large administrative 
bureaucracy filled entirely by intemational personnel. This was an immensely costly 
decision resulting in several hundred million dollars in expenditure on intemational 
advisors and administrators and on the logistics needed to bring them to Timor. It 
severely limited. employment opportunities for local personnel and hampered the 
possibilities for administrative experience and training for the East Timorese who would 
eventually take over from the UN. 

To justify this decision, the UN committed itself to an initial rhetoric that pervaded the 
mission, claiming fundamental incapacities coupled with a significant lack of knowledge 
and experience among local East Timorese. Ironically, the fact that the upper echelons of 
the Indonesian bureaucracy, which had inhibited local promotion, had )eft East Timor 
was cited as a reason for an overwhelming and exclusive intemational administrative 
apparatus. Too few of these intemational personnel had the language skills, pmiicularly 
Indonesian, to communicate with local East Timorese. This meant that they did not have . 
the means of judging local capacities. Even more galling to East Timorese with deep 
local knowledge of their territory, only East Timorese who had retumed after years in the 
diaspora and who could communicate with the UN's intemational staff were judged 
capable of administration. They were the ones who were relied upon for an understm1ding 
of local conditions. 

A further aspect of this rhetoric was the assertion that UNT AET' s role was to foster 
genuine paiiicipation and 'national ownership' in new fom1s ·of govemance, where51s in 
fact the fonns of administration that were put into effect closely replicated the Indonesian 
system. with which local East Timorese were well-versed but neve1iheless initially 
excluded. 

For the whole of its first year, UNTAET's policy was more exclusive and less 
participatory than that of the previous Indonesian govemment. Excluded from significant 
participation were the majority of educated local East Timorese, including most fom1er 
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local administrative personnel. These officials could, at best, hope to become drivers for 
the flood of intemational personnel who took over the processes of administration · 

Such rhetoric was still rife, for example, in the publication, East Timor: Building Blocks 
for a Nation, produced by a UN country team in November 2000, even as UNTAET 
policy was beginning to change. In the sections on 'Good Govemance', 'Institution 
Building' and 'Capacity Building' are the following statements: 

"In the inuuediate aftetmath of the events of September 1999, East Timor faced what was 
essentially an institutional vacuum ... The challenge for East Timor is nothing less than 
building a new nation from almost zero ... It is imperative to foster national ownership 
over the nature, direction, and management of the transition process. Without this, there 
can be no sustainability. Bearing this in mind, the stmcture of UNTAET has been 
changed to ensure the direct participation of East Timorese, particularly at the senior 
levels, and to actively involve East Timorese in the executive management of the 
transition ... After long periods of systematic underdevelopment of human resources, it is 
not surprising that East Timor faces a lack of skilled and experienced people to build the 
new nation ... Although a number of well-qualified and experienced East Timorese from 
the diaspora have retumed to help rebuild the country, they alone cannot fill even a small 
percentage of the 9,000 or so posts in the public service" (Building Blocks 2000:94-97). 

Shifts in the Policy of 'Timorisation' 

At the time when East Timor: Building Blocks for a Nation was written- at the end of 
the first year of the UNTAET mission- the East Timor Development Agency (ETDA) 
had begun to build up a register of local human resources, which as of July 2000, listed 
only 7025 East Timorese, mainly from rural areas. The register for Dili where most skills 
were likely to be found had not yet been completed. 

Through the second half of its first year, UNTAET was subjected to a rising chorus of 
criticism, including that from fonner UNTAET officials, over the slowness of its 
operations and its "failed Timorisation" (see Chopra 2000). At the Lisbon Donors 
meeting in June 2000, the UN's Special Representative, Sergio de Mello, expressed his 
own frustration at the Mission's inability to achieve its intended goals: 

'There are several problems intrinsic to a UN mission operating as a civilian 
administration, including: the staff profile of a UN mission of this kind, 'their 
understanding of the local culture and their ability to perform sectoral govenuuental 
fiJilctions; our recruitment processes, and UN procurement rules and regulations ... At 
UNT AET we are very much aware of the frustration of the East Timorese people and 
others at the slow progress in reconstruction and development" (de Mello, Statement 
2000, 5-6). 

In response, de Mello appointed a number of Timorese leaders to a cabinet and 
established a National Council of East Timorese in June 2000. Recruitment of East 
Timorese to the administration, however, proceeded at a slow pace and so, by the time of 
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the December Donors' meeting in Brussels, when the targets for recruitment and training 
set in Brussels had not been met, the chorus of criticism directed at UNTAET only 
increased. 

Following the Brussels Donors' Meeting, earlier policies were adjusted, extra resources 
were allocated to the recruitment of East Timorese, and fmiher pressures were placed on 
internationally-staffed ETTA departments to train as well as to recruit more local staff 
The rhetoric about East Timorese incapacities was toned down. 

By the end of May 2001, prior to the Donors' Meeting in Canberra in June, UNTAET 
was able to report that 86% (8600+) of a planned civil service of approximately 10;500 
had been recruited and that this number included 51% of senior civil servants 
("Background Paper fm· Donors' Meeting", Canberra 2001: 13-16). 

By the end of June, all 13. districts were headed by an East Timorese District 
Administrator. A Civil Service Academy had been established and was already involved 
in training; and a Public Service Commission had been established to develop policies 
and guidelines for the civil service (de Mello, "Presentation" 2001:17). 

The problem that has bedevilled UNTAET operations from the beginning, coloured its 
perceptions, affected its recruitment efforts, and will continue to frustrate the 
development of administrative capacities is the problem of language. The language of the 
UN's transitional administration is English. From the outset of the Mission, too few 
UNT AET staff members had the language background, particularly in Indonesian, for 
intelligible and productive communication. Without this capacity, UNTAET staff were 
hardly in a position to assess the capabilities of local Timorese or to work effectively 
with them. 

In the UNTAET/World Bank "Background Paper" for the Donors Meeting in Canberra, 
this problem was clearly highlighted in relation to UNTAET's administrative handover: 
"almost all the documentation produced by the transitional administration - major 
reports, policy papers, Cabinet submissions and decisions, directives, procedures, 
manuals and forms - is available only in English. In the short term, this means that the 
core material of government is unintelligible to the East Timorese who should be able to 
understand and act on it, seriously impeding the transfer of authority to them. In the 
medium tenn, the archival legacy left for an independent East Timorese administration 
wi 11 be meaningless to most civil servants. The barrier is no less with oral 
communication as most intemational staff do not speak a -language of East Timor. This 
limits the pmiicipation by East Timorese in day-to-day activities such as meetings, 
p Janning discussions m1d general supervision, hampering the capacity development 
effmis" ("Background Paper" 2001:15-16). This reliance on English has in no way 
facilitated East Timorese leaders who have repeatedly reaffim1ed their commitment to the 
use of Pmiuguese as the official language of the new nation ofTimor Lorosa'e. 

During its first year, the operations of the UN in East Timor were filled with frustration. 
The UN agreements of the 5'h of May 1999 regarding the vote on autonomy called for a 
continuing UN presence whatever the outcome of the vote. No serious contingency 
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planning, however, appears to have been undertaken during the intervening four months . 
.In any case, the extraordinary destructive events in East Timor during September 1999 
required a scale of planning by the UN that would probably have been outside the scope 
of any contingency planning had it occuned. 

This resulted in an internal tug-of-war within the UN on responsibilities for the Mission 
and a large-scale, hastily organized UN-World Bank Joint Assessment Mission that tried 
to set some of the initial parameters for reconstruction and development. The UN Special 
Representative was indeed given unprecedented authority but the structures for UN 
operations and the mechanisms for resource mobilization for the Mission seem to have 
followed established bureaucratic procedures. The mobilization of efforts was slow, often 
reactive and frequently ineffective because of the struggle over procedures between the 
Mission in the field and the UN officials in the Headquarters in New York. In particular, 
the selection of personnel for the Mission adhered to routine requirements. 

Astri Suhrke has argued convincingly that much of the initial lack of progress in the 
Timorisation of the UNTAET's Mission was the result of the framework set by the 
United Nations' constitutive rules and the logic of consensus politics in the UN itself 
("Reason and Reconstruction", 2001 ). From this perspective, the Special Representative's 
ability to move efforts forward in spite of these rules, politics and procedures could 
perhaps be seen as heroic. 

In retrospective, one can conceive of alternative ways of proceeding. A Mission with 
fewer, but better selected, international civil personnel - one that relied upon and, as 
quickly as possible, engaged local East Timorese- would have been far less costly. Such 
a Mission would not have gone through the disruptive process of rapid mobilization and 
equally rapid demobilization, which now seems to be the- pattern of most UN missions. 
Over a longer period, such a Mission could have become involved in addressing major 
capacity building problems within the country. 

Major Capacity Problems: Challenges for the Future 

For the United Nations, building capacities in East Timor should have involved more 
than just creating an administrative system and staffing it with capable personnel. It 
shou Id have involved the fommlation and initiation of effective local policies that might 
allow East Timor the possibility of a sustainable future. Certainly the United Nations, 
through the international banks and the intemational community, has laid the foundations 
for an open free market economy based on a respect for the rule of law, good governance 
and fiscal responsibility. More specifically, however, there remains the need for 
development policies that will address some of the chief problems that will face the new 
nation. These are problems that are grounded in the nature .of the tenitmy itself and its 
history and will affect its future.economic prospects. 

The nexus of these problems centres on the present imbalance bet\veen a rural sector that 
employs 60-70% of the less educated population on the basis of low production, near-
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subsistence agriculture and an urban sector whose better-educated younger population 
remains largely unemployed. While this constitutes the nexus of the problem, its 
ramifications are far more extensive. Some of the related aspects of this problem in full 
context may simply be listed as follbws: 

• Prospects of increasing budgetary expenditures 
• Limited govemment revenue generating capacities 
• No immediate likelihood of substantial income from the Timor Gap resource 
• Ovenvhelming dependence on intemational assistance 
• Virtually no viable local industries 
• Significantly diminished trade 
• Limited intemational investment and investment opportunities 
• A lack of legal security in property rights and uncertainty over land law 
• An education system still turning ont more new graduates 
• A continuing flow of youth with rising expectations to urban centres 
• A small civil service that can employ only a fraction of these graduates 

The East Timor Consolidated Budget for 2000-01 was a constrained budget that set 
recurrent spending at$ US 43.63 million and capital spending at$ US 15.60 million. The 
.largest proportion of this budget - approximately 37% -- was allocated to health, 
education and social affairs with an additional 17% allocated to activities and training 
related to law and order (Fox 2000b: 44-46). Despite the assertion in the budget that East 
Timor's economy is "predominantly agricultural with around 90 per cent of the 
population living in rural areas and dependent on agriculture for their livelihood and 
employment" (East Timor Consolidated Budget 2000-01: 25), only about 1% of the 
budget was allocated to agriculture. 

East Timor's Projected Budget expenditures for 2001-02 were set at 65 million with 
forward projections to increase to 80.2 million in 2002-03, 99.8 million in 2003-04 and 
I ln.3 million in 2004-05. In the 2001-02 budget, expenditure on health, education and 
social affairs was maintained, accounting for 38% of the budget. Justice, police and 
emergency services plus new expenditures on defence accounted for another 17% of the 
budget. Agriculture, on the other hand, was included as part of "Economic Affairs". This 
portfolio was allocated roughly 2.5% of the total budget, equal to the allocation to the 
Central Fiscal Authority responsible for drawing up the budget (see Annex 1, 
'·Background Paper", 2001 ). 

Certainly during its Mission, UNTAET did little to address any of the major problems of 
agriculture in East Timor. Since these problems are at the core of future development for 
the new nation, it is difficult to support the view that the UN has satisfactorily developed 
the necessary capacities for a sustainable future. In its approach, the UN has explicitly 
adopted the currently fashionable emphasis on "encouraging private initiatives" that has 
been strongly promoted by the World Bank. Hence in its first budget, UNTAET 
explained that "for the longer tem1, it is envisaged that the Department [of Agriculture] 
wi 11 generally take a non-interventionist approach to agricultural development" (East 
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Timor Consolidated Budget 2000-0J :25.) This means, for example, in practical tenns that 
no agricultural extension service has been planned for East Timor despite lack of 
education among fan11ers; no provision has been made for the import of agricultural 
inputs, particularly feriilizer, despite the low nutrient levels of Timor's soils; and no 
plans, as yet, have been fonnulated for local seed production facilities in the territory. 

For the past three years, Timor has experienced some of the highest rainfall for over a 
century. Three consecutive "La Nifia" years have greatly benefited farmers after nearly a 
decade of prolonged drought. Basking in its non-intervention policies, UNTAET has 
taken full credit for these conditions by claiming that even without the rehabilitation of 
many of East Timor's most important inigation systems, rice production has reached 
80% of its pre-ballot level and that despite the large number of displaced farmers (in 
West Timor in particular) maize production has reached lOO% of this 1998 level 
("Background Paper", p. 20, 2001 ). Since UNTAET maintains no agricultural monitoring 
capacity and has made no provision for the establishment for an agricultural survey 
bureau for assessing production, it can be confident that its claims can not be seriously 
challenged by evidence to the contrary. 

Tt is disheartening to realize the UNTAET's Mission will come to an end just as the El 
Nii'ro-Southem Oscillation cycle shifts back toward drought conditions. The 
opportunities of the last two years will have been squandered and East Timor may soon 
have to face an El Nifio drought without policies or provisions for reliable food security. 

Certainly agriculture is likely to be a sector where considerable reformulation will occur 
when the East Timorese have a greater say in planning their own development ( da Costa 
2001 :141). Already the newly appointed transitional cabinet includes a Minister for 
Agriculture, Estanistau da Silva, who served on the agricultural team of the Joint 
Assessment Mission and whose views do not necessarily coincide with those of the UN 
and World Bank. 
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'One Man's Disaster is Another Man's Marketing Opportunity' 
(Italian construction company, 1980 earthquake) 

1. Introduction: from politics to political economy 

We might recall the words of Lawrence of Arabia (T.E. Lawrence). He once commented that: 

'War upon rebellion is messy and slow, like eating soup with a knife'. The same can be said of 

peacebuilding. lt has grown increasingly complex and is now conceived as social engineering 

effect, East Timer, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo (NATO's 

Republic are micromanaged protectorates. 

The complexity of peacebuilding has been deconstructed in various ways: content and 

outcomes versus process; contributions to negative peace and positive peace; international 

competence balanced against local needs. Attempts at synthesis include the concept of 
' 'peacebuilding as politics', as formulated by an International Peace Academy project' In this 

respect, peacebuilding is politics because it demands appropriate goal-settiing, a choice of 

priorities and criteria for exits. All these dimensions require decision-making that is political in a 

broad sense. Peacebuilders need to map intergroup relations, negotiate with local hegemonies 

and establish 'stable' political processes. 

However, the view that peacebuilding is about politics and political choice does not advance·the 

argument very far. lt is a truism. We should ask: what kind of politics?; what drives the politics?; 

and what function does 'authoritarian stability' perform? One refinement of the peacebuilding = 

politics thesis would be to give greater weight to the political economy of modern wars in the 

belief that conflicts are not necessarily about ethnicity or divergent ideological positions. Self

determination was clearly a prime factor in East Timor. Researchers have also stressed ethnic 

grievances to explain other cases. But this ignores the fact that several ethnic groups have 

intermarried and have lived in mutual respect for many years. lt ignores the irrelevance of 

1 Elizabeth Cousens and Chetan Kumar (eds), Peacebuilding as Poilllcs, Boulder R1enner/New York: 
International Peace Academy, 2001. 



ethnicity to mafia organisations, which co-operate even in wartime with scant regard for ethnic 

battle lines. But, what do we mean by the 'political economy' of war and transitions? A definition 

of peacebuilding that includes this essential dimension is: 

'a contribution to human security that combines, security sector transformation, rights

based and accountable governance, physical reconstruction, and integrated economic 

and social development'2 

This paper stresses the importance of understanding the landscape of each political economy 

in transition from war to relative peace. it draws on the experience of peacebuilding in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina (BiH) where, in September 2001, the economic situation was officially 

described as 'dire',' and there is no sense that a genuine multi-ethnic state is being created' 

The paper is consciously provocative. All perspectives and agendas should be contested, 

including the nee-liberal 'Washington consensus' for promoting devlopment through market 

forces and contraction of the role of the state and public ownership. Indeed, this is an 

ideological construction that has aroused widespread opposition in the context of development 

as well as transition to relative peace-' We begin by considering what drives politics in 

transitional societies: greed or grievance? We then consider the presumptions of nee-liberalism 

and offer a critique of two aspects (economic policy, empowerment and accountability). 

2. Greed and grievance 

At the risk of doing an injustice to a current debate on whether modern conflicts are about 

'greed' (economics) or 'grievance' (protest), we can say that both sides of the debate exhibit 

flaws' Paul Collier's emphasis on predatory and criminal economic activity de-legitimises 

2 Based partly on a concept developed from a social policy perspective by Ulla Engberg and Paul Stubbs 
for the UNDP in Travnik, BiH: Social Capllal and Integrated Development: a civil society grants 
programme in Travnik, Bosnia-Herzegovina. Plymouth International Paper, No.11. University of Plymouth, 
1999. 
3 OHR Press Release: High Representative and PlC [Peace Implementation Council] Steering Board call 
on Alliance Government, 13 Sept. 2001. 

'Jonathan Steele, 'Self-serving leaders keep Bosnia divided', The Guardian (London), 16 April 2001, 
p.13; OHR, High Representative addresses UN Security Council, Press release, 24 Sept. 2001. 
5 Susan George, 'Democracy at the Barricades', Le Monde diplomatique, August 2001. 
6 See, Fran<;ois Jean and Jean-Christophe Rufin (eds), Economie des Guerres Civiles, Paris: Hachette, 
Collection Pluriel, 1996; Mark Duffield, 'Post-Modern Conflict: Warlords, Post-Adjustment States and 
Private Protection', Journal of Civil Wars, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1998, pp. 65-1 02; Paul Collier, Economic Causes 
of Civil Conflict and Their Implications for Policy', World Bank, 15 June 2000; Mats Berdal and David 
Malone, Greed and Grievance: Economic Agendas in Civil Wars, Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2000; 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Forum: war money and survival, Geneva: ICRC, 2000; 
Neil Cooper, 'Conflict Goods: the challenges for peacekeeping and conflict prevention', International 
Peacekeeping, vol. 8, no. 3, 2001, pp.21-38. 



protest against ethnic discrimination, abuse of rights, denial of education and so on, and it 

ignores the structures and activities of governments that bring about collapse by suppressing 

protest and often by cutting social welfare to meet World Bank criteria 7 David Keen's original 

emphasis on 'greed' has now shifted towards 'protest', arguing that greed is largely the product 

of grievances and suggesting that we should look at how grievances are manipulated by greedy 

actors, such as the RUF in Sierra Leone-' This, however, fails to give adequate weight to 

economic factors that lie behind 'protest': not just 'greed', but economic survival. Indeed, 

without a definition of 'greed' the debate is somewhat artificial. We can say that the two 

dimensions, economics and politics are intertwined. Protest is frequently linked to economic 

structuring and performance. Schierup reminds us that in Yugoslavia 'structurally embedded 

economic warfare started years before the manifestly ethnically based politicai warfare' of the 

1990s.9 lt began in the 1970s because the 'official' economy driven by local communist and 

nationalist elites of Yugoslavia fostered 'profoundly authoritarian' coalitions of bureaucrats, 

workers and patriarchs by failing to satisfy consumer demands and allowing a private, grey and 

informal economy to grow up. In effect, they chose fragmented integration into the capitalist 

system and encouraged regional corporatism and populist quests for nationalist autonomy as 

the answer to dysfunctionalism in the 'official' economy-" In Kosovo and the Bosniac sectors of 

BiH, this reinforced traditional patrimonialism, in which a small number of patriarchs dominated 

mayoralities-" In reaction to efforts in Belgrade to re-centralise the Yugoslav Federation's 

economic power in the 1980s, local nationalist elites intensified their carving out of economic 

empires. 12 Schierup's analysis restores the structural parameters of political economy to a 

central position and opens the way for considering the fusion of politics and economy that was 

to occur in wartime and the relative peace that followed. 

7 Paul Collier, 'Doing. Well Out of War: an economic perspective', in Berdal and Malone (n.6 above), 
pp.91-111. Collier is a consulant at the World Bank. 
8 David Keen, 'A response to Paul Collier's "Doing Well Out of War"and other thoughts', paper presented 
to CODEP Conference, 18-20 June 2001, London. School of Oriental and African Studies. 
9 Cari-Uirik Schierup, 'Prelude to the Inferno. Economic Disintegration and Political Fragmentation of 
Socialist Yugoslavia', Migration, no. 5, 1993, p.8. 
1° Cari-Uirik Schierup's points are in: Migration, Socialism and the International Division of Labour, 
Aldershot: Avebury, 1990, pp.232, 244-56; 'The Spectre of Balkanism', in Schierup, Scramble for the 
Balkans: Nationalism, Globalism and the Political Economy of Reconstruction. Basingstoke, Macmillan. 
1999. pp.36-39; 'Prelude to the Inferno (n.9 above), pp.5-40. See also, Wayne S. Vucinich, 'Nationalism 
and Communism', in Vucinich (ed.), Contemporary Yugoslavia: Twenty Years of Socialist Experiment, 
Berkley and Los Angeles: University of Californian Press, 1969, pp.236-84. 
11 M.K. Skuli6, Uzroci sadasnje ekonomske krize un SFRJ. Belgrade, 1982, cited in Schierup, 'Prelude to 
the Inferno' (n.9 above), p.244. See also, Jens Stilhoff S0rensen, 'The Threatening Precedent: Kosovo 
and the remaking of crisis', MERGE paper on Transcuttural Studies 2/99, Umea/Norrkoping, 1999. 
12 Schierup, 'Prelude to the Inferno· (n.9 above), p.8. 



The political economy of transitions might be caricatured as 'warfare by other means' in which 

entrepreneurs claim the spoils of peace. This affects the control and distribution of resources, 

exportable goods, social assets, employment, welfare provision, financial flows, and scarce 

consumer items. Of course the political economy of transitions is not just a zero sum balance · 

sheet of winners and losers. For most people it is about economic survival, for which informal 

structures- bartering, patrimonialism and the black economy- are essential life-rafts. [vufoil: 

street seller) What external actors often refer to as 'criminality', an abnormality requiring a nee

liberal cure, is more appropriately constructed as a normal consequence of the structuring of 

the global economy, albeit with culturally-specific filtering, such as the mox of clientism and 

·social ownership in socio-economic relations in BiH. 

Furthermore, peacebuilding, and its injection of resources, can provide fertile ground for parallel 

economies, corruption and 'criminality', and agency interventions become structural 

components of social systems in transition. Indeed, significant problems arise from economic 

structuring by external agencies. Intervention ideologies incorporate moral virtue and 

paternalism-" Recipients have been objectified and assumed to be 'helpless victims' and 

incapable of decision-making or assessing the value of aid. But the host society is not, 

somehow. outside of the process of peacebuilding and should be consulted and involved from 

the start. UN Security Council Resolutions 1242 (Kosovo) and 1272 (East Timor), mandated 

this. But in East Timor the process of 'Timorisation' has been slow and halting, in large part 

because the 'lead agency' was the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations whose military 

approach to problems gave a low priority to empowering local communities." 

3. The hubris of nee-liberalism: observations from BiH 

Solutions introduced from the outside have tended to rely on policies that often suit the donor's 

interests. USAID argues that: 'Americans benefit as the economies of transitional and 

developing nations become more open and market oriented and expand'." it is an approach 

that seems to contribute (in the case of BiH at least), more to the causes and effects of social 

instability than to their disappearance." 

13 B.E. Harreii-Bond, Imposing Aid.· Emergency Assistance to Refugees, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1986, pp. 16-17. 
14 Astri Suhrke, 'Peace-keepers as Nation-builders: Dilemmas of the UN in East Timor', International 
Peacekeeping, Vol.8, No.4, winter 2001 (forthcoming) 
15 USAID, Strategy for Economic Growth, presentation to Congress on 1998 USA ID Budget 
16 This observation is adapted from Jean Copans, 'The Sahelian drought: social sciences and the political 
economy of underdevelopment', inK. Hewitt (ed.), Interpretations of Calamity from the Viewpoint of 
Human Ecology, London: Alien & Unwin, 1983, pp. 83-97; Paul Susman, Phil O'Keefe and Ben Wisner. 



The broad economic picture in BiH makes for dismal viewing. Aid dependency and poverty is 

widespread. Of course one should not underestimate the damage to the BiH economy wrought 

by the break up of Yugoslav federal trade and transfers, and the legacy of pre-war economic 

arthritis. The war itself reduced per capita GDP to about 20% of its pre-war level, and from this 

low base growth was in double figures in the four years after the Dayton Agreement. But in 

2000 growth was a mere 6% on an economic base still approximately 50% of pre-war levels." 

Moreover, growth in the 1990s did not reflect a growth in production, which remains low, but 

was mainly fuelled by transfers from abroad such as donor programmes. The state depends on 

foreign aid for 13% of its budget, without which the situation would have been much worse.The 

revenue deficit in 2000 was US$360.36 million, with Republika Srpska having a 73% shortfall 

on expected revenue and the Federation 31.5%.18 Tax evasion and corruption costs the BiH 

government in the region of US$500 annually in lost revenue (equivalent to the budget deficit). 

The Dayton agreement crippled the central state's economic prospects by giving revenue 

raising powers to the two entities, and therefore the central government cannot count on the 

cantons and municipalities to contribute to state finances. 19 Foreign investment has hardly 

grown, deterred by cumbersome bureaucracy, multiple levels of decision-making, the legal and 

illegal costs of authorisations and lack of local purchasing power. The foreign trade deficit 

remains at over 60% of GDP. 

Unemployment has steadfastly remained high, at over 40%, and workers remain unpaid for 

long periods at a time. Undeclared work is a prominent feature of BiH because regulated 

in Hewitt, pp. 280-81; Susan Willett, 'Insecurity, Conflict and the New Global Disorder', Institute of 
Development Studies Bulletin, vol. 32, no. 2, April 2001, 35-45. 
17 GDP was US$8.2 billion for 1991; US$4.4 billion for 1999. But in 1999 US$3.2 billion was needed to 
service external debt (World Bank Country Study, March 1996; USAID Country profile, August 2000, 
economic issues; and Central Bank of BiH Report September 2000). 

"International Crisis Group, 'Bosnia's Precarious Economy: Still Not Open for Business', ICG Report 
no.115, SarajevoiBrussels 7 August 2001 (accessed 10 August 2001 at www.crisisweb erg/projects). 
19 Peter van Walsum, OHR Economics Division, in 'UN Envoy says Officials Involved in Corruption', UN 
Wire, 17 August 2000, http://www.unfoundation.org. Examples abound. The RS Customs SeNice 
uncovered a smuggling operation when it investigated the GMD-Hercegovina company of Trebinje for 
tax avoidance. Open Broadcast Network (henceforth OBN), 8 January 2000, OHR E-mail se Nice. As a 
percentage of GDP the estimated black economies in western Europe range from 3-7% for Denmark and 
Sweden to 29-35% for Greece. European Commission Report cited by Martin Walker, 'EU 'victim of 
growing black economy', The Guardian, 6 April1998, p.13. Other estimates are for France and Germany 
4-14%, Belgium 12-21%, the UK 7-13%, Italy 20-26%. Indeed, in his investigation into a missing 
$1billion of public funds in BiH in December 1999, US Ambassador Frowick used this argument to play 
down allegations of corruption. See Xavier Bougarel, 'Ten-Year Chapter of Errors: Mixed Motives in the 
Balkans', Le Monde diplomatique, September 1990; 'Kako I gdje je skrsena milijarda', Oani(Sarajevo), 
20 August 1999, pp.18-19; 'Otkriti i napasti temelje kriminala I korupcije', Oslobodaenje, (Sarajevo), 18 
September 1999; R. Jeffrey Smith, 'In Bosnia, Free Enterprise Has Gotten way Out of Hand', 
International Herald Tribune, 27 December 1999, p.5. 



employment is taxed and legitimate earnings and welfare provision are inadequate. In 2000 

there were 340 strikes and demonstrations, mostly against low pay or non-payment of wages 

and pensions. 20 Pensions, though paid more regularly since reforms in late 2000, barely cover 

the essential minimum for existence. The cost of living measured as a ratio of earnings against 

prices of basic consumables has steadily worsened as price inflation has burgeoned, especially 

in Republika Srpska (over 12%). The ICG's estimate that .most Bosnians are getting poorer 

makes one wonder how people survive at all. 21 A significant part of the answer is that they are 

dependent on retail activity and direct employment as a consequence of the international 

presence (notably in Sarajevo), on foreign aid (accounting for perhaps as much as 20% of 

GDP) and and the black economy. To dismiss the black economy as 'criminal' and distorting, is 

part of the discourse that presumes normality and legality are represented by 'honest' market 

capitalism. 

The conventional explanation for recovery failure is that the external actors have not been 

consistent and forceful enough in pushing the economy towards privatisation, the free market 

and access to foreign investors. At the UN Security Council in September 2001, the High 

Representative, Wolfgang Petrisch, blamed poor economic performance on the lack of urgency 

and concerted political will in restructuring state conglomerates, privatising utilities, and 

promoting the Single Economic Space." On the contrary, I want to suggest that this agenda 

may be flawed, by exploring two aspects in the external nee-liberal agenda: economic strategy 

and democratic governance. The role of the external institutions has been a substantial 

determining factor- thr0ugh the investment of over US$5 billion in five years, the conditionality 

for receiving assistance that limited Republika Srpska's aid receipts, and in dictating macro

economic policy." 

•Inappropriate economic strategies? 

AII-G ors agreed that priority should be give to moving BiH from a wartime to a peacetime 

20 ICG, 'Bosnia's Precanous Economy' (n.18 above). 
21 Ibid. 
22 OHR, High Representative addresses UN Security Council, Press release, 24 Sept. 2001. 
23 Margaret Cobble, 'External Economic Institutions and Peacebuildtng in BiH', PhD in progress, 
University of Plymouth. Republika Srpska lagged behind the Federation because donors made funding 
conditional on implementing obligations under Day1on. The main agents in determining economic policy 
have been the World Bank, IMF, the EBRD, European Commission and USAID. The World Bank's 
charter prohibited it from adopting political conditionality, but it's economic conditionality is not in doubt: 
dismantling of state, collective and social ownership to foster private sector growth. 



the infrastructure. Si.g_nificant gains were made in restoring schools, communications and power 

supplies for example.24 However, these were always subject to segregation on ethnic lines and 

the imperative of obliterating socialism. The twin priority (now enshrined in the Balkan Stability 

Pact), was accorded to macro-economic modernisation, integration into global markets and 

undifferentiated consumerism- as if this were some kind of 'manifest destiny'.25 This is not to 

say that the external agenda was pursued coherently. Until 1998/9 when the Office of the High 

R~ resentative (OHR) acquired the com11etence to effectively coordinate civilian peacebuilding, 

the external institutions frequently acted in competitive ways. 6 Nevertheless, the IF Is and major 

aid donors broadly operated within a neoliberal ideological framework, which they attempted to 

coordinate at donors conferences. 

A largely successful effort was directed at establishing central financial institutions to stabilise 

the currency, set up a central bank, reform the commercial banking sector and establish ~ 

revenue raising powers. These measures were necessary so that BiH would conform to~ 
requirements and purportedly attract investors. Beyond this, policies of marketisation a~ 
privatisation have been non-negotiable conditionalities in south-east Europe. Any resistance to 

this agenda is punished, for example USAID withdraws funding from authorities that do not 

privatise. 

However, this macro-economic strategy deriving from the nee-liberal 'Washington consensus' 

can be contested on two grounas. First, the external agencies, especially the IFis, claim to be -1_} 
promoting economic liberalisation, and regard the old clientist systems of war entrepreneurs as 

inefficient and corrupt. But in practice they reinforce clientist parallel economies." In place of 

the pre-war statist order in BiH, local leaders manoeuvre with the international agencies to 

24 Elizabeth M. Cousens and Charles K. Cater, Towards Peace in Bosnia: Implementing ·the Dayton 
Accords, Boulder: Rienner/New York: International Peace Academy, 2001, pp.89-90. 
25 See Gearoid O'Tuathail, Andrew Herod and Susan Roberts, 'Negotiating UnrulyProblematics', in 
Herod, O'Tuathail and Roberts (eds), Unruly World? Globalization, Governance and Geography, London: 
Routledge, 1998, pp.1-24; Roland Paris, 'Peacebuilding and the Limits of Liberal Internationalism', 
International Security, vol. 22, no. 2, 1997, pp.54-89. Orthodox economic theories construct a spatial 
correlation between society, territory and economy- with a state or state-like authority acting as an 
intermediary between the global markets and the goals of citizens: Angus.Cameron and Ronen Palan, 
'The Imagined Economy: Mapping Transformations in the Contemporary State', Millennium, vol. 28, no. 
2, 1999, pp.267-88. (p.275); Beatrice Hibou, The Political Economy of the World Bank's Discourse from 
economic catechism to missionary deeds (and misdeeds), Les etudes du CERI, no.39 Paris, Centre 
d'etudes et de recherches internationales, March 1998. 
26 Cobble (n.23 above). 
27 Michael Pugh, 'Protectorates and Spoils of Peace: lntermestic manipulations of Political Economy in 
South-East Europe', in Dietrich Jung (ed.) The Political Economy of Intra-state Wars: Confronting a 
Paradox, COPRI (in preparation). 
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negotiate areas of collaboration and to assert control." The external agencies have en 

patrimonies and nationalists to strip assets and plunder socially-owned capital, inevitably 

replicating the impact in rich countries of widening the gap between rich and poor. The Bosniac 

Party of Democratic Action (SDA) controls utilities such as the PTT, Elektroprivreda, and 

Energoinvest. The privatisation of banks in BiH permitted war entrepreneurs to steal saving~\ 
and engage in money laundering to finance nationalist projects. The Croatian Bank of Mostar is 

dominated by the leader of the Democratic Croat Union's (HDZ) right wing; the Hercegovacka 

Banka of Mostar was closely linked to the Croat Defence Council (HDO) and a faction of 

'Generals' led by Ante Jelavic (who was sacked from the three-man state Presidency in March 

2001 by Wolfgang Petrisch). lt included directors of the Mostar Aluminium Company, Pension 

Fund and Monitor Construction Company." 

1.) Second, in their efforts to extend marketisation and privatisation, the external actors are 

trapped in the contradictions between state building and state demolition. The external actors 

have to build-; successo~tate with new administfaiion.lMQ_e case;[ BiH, the external actors 

even invented new state symbols, including~ the same time the external 

actors regard old statist economies ~ng completely dysfunc_:ynal. So they insist e 
Ftraction on the basis of the nee-liberal economic ideology that legitimises reductions in 

welfare-s ending, the stripping of socially-owned assets and the privatisation of essential 

services. Some public services were restored to a basic level in the first four years of 

J /

. reconstruction, but facilities such as street lighting and pavements continue to make ordinary 

life hazardous. [vufoil: Sarajevo station] 

The two pressures are not only contradictory, the economic benefits of transitions are very 

uneven [vufoil: Mostar]. Consequently differentiation develops between (a) those able to 

~ 
11 

participate in the 'manifest destiny' of global capitalism and (b) the excluded poor, unemployed 

and uncompetitive.30 The dominant strategy of external agencies does little to assist the most 

)1 

\ 

vulnerable sections of society DI-tooed ce the potential for resentment and economic 
/ 

discrimination. The result is tho11ow state which the priority is given to what Susan Strange 

called 'casino capitalism' rather than social cohesion, social justice O[.social ownership. (vufoil: 

quite literally in Sarajevo]. This, rnlurn suslaTns mafia welfare and increases dependence on 

the black economy. 

26 M arcus Cox, 'Strategic Approaches to International Intervention in Bosnia and Herzegovina, paper at 
Third International Security Forum, Zurich, 19-21 October 1998. 
29 Oani (Sarajevo], 6 August 1999, pp.16-19; European Stability lnitiative,''Reshaping International 
Priorities in Bosnia and Hercegovina', part 1, Bosnian Power Structures', Berlin, 14 October 1999. 
3°Cameron and Palan (see n.25 above), pp.269-71. 



Commentators from the field of economics, including the Nobel prize w~,_6ma.Jiya..Sen, and 

the colossus of global capitalism, George Sores, have argued that,..---;;:ket fundamentalism 

without freedom is inappropriate 1 Sen contends that global capitalism is inevitable and can be 

made to work for the poor if priority is given to health and education spending. Sores has 

argued tha nee-liberal fundamentalis is the greatest danger since Communism because of 

the social damage it causes. 32 On this issue it is critical to distinguish between technological 

globalisation that facilitates communication, transport and exchange, and the construction of 

economic policies as global destinies that actually aggravate social crisis. The former reflect 

inventiveness and ingenuity, the latter are the interests oJ_econ.omic and eleva~o13e slat s 

of theolog ~~nd insistence on the introduction of nee-liberal economic value nd processes 

may not beappropriate to integrated social development in trans11ions. In ny con , 

[investment in social ownership and the reintroduction of the state into welfar~might be 

reasonable alternatives to dependency on NGO aid, employment with UN agencies or mafia 

welfare. 

Besides, the more inappropriate the imposed values, the more likely that external agencies will 

get involved in micro-management. In BiH, each external initiative seems to set in train 

unlocked-for consequences that require further intrusion.33 11 was originally envisaged that the · 

international agencies would be in the BiH for a year. This was extended to five years and the 

international presence is now regarded as an indefinite commitment. 

• Accountability and empowerment? 

Since Boutros-Ghali's An Agenda for Peace (1992) democracy and elections have been 

introduced in war-torn societies as the route to 'democratic peace'. Elections are intended to 

generate political alternatives to violence: political legitimacy would mitigate conflict. But we 

have seen in the Balkans that democratic elections by themselves do not necessarily produce a 

change in the culture of governance." Moreover, as we know from experience in 'western' 

31 See Amartya Sen, Development as Freedom, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1999 
32 Faisallslam, 'Soros: May Day Protesters Do Have a Point', The Observer (London), 6 May 2001. 
33 The Arizona market south of Brcko was encouraged to bring ethnic groups together. lt allowed crime to 
flourish, required more policing, monitoring of police, dimissal of police. 
34 See David Chandler, Bosnia: Faking Democracy after Dayton, London, Pluto, 1999: Michael Pugh and 
Margaret Cobble,'Non-Nationalist Voting in Bosnian Municipal Elections: lmpli~tions for Democracy and 
Peacebuilding', Journal of Peace Research, vol. 38, no.1, January 2001, pp.27-46: UN Foundation, UN 
Wire, 'Bosnia: UN Official Regrets Nationalists' Success in Elections', 15 November 2000. 



societies, elections can be a cosmetic element of political legitimacy. s me critics argue that in 

Europe, as well as tn Nort menca, governance is determined by corporate interests rather 

than voters.35 

In BiH, elections have legitimised the war nationalists. And when the OSCE and OHR blocked 

nationalists from carrying out their policies, the patriarchs and war entrepreneurs simply ruled 

locally through parallel structures. To some extent, the same may be true of Kosovo -though 

the expulsion of Serbs by the U<;:K and the delay in holding elections until September 2000 may 

have improved voting for lbrahim Rugova's moderates. 

In the political economy of peacebuilding in BiH the balance of accountability still lies externally. 

Providers try to drive the recovery process towards the free market and are usually accountable j' 
to their own funders and foreign governments. lt seems to be a nonsense for external actors to //' 

If. insist on electoJ.il democratic processes if the peacebuilding process itself is not democratically 

organised and accountable. lt is especially problematic for the legitimacy of peacebuilding w en 

unelected Tsars (OHRs) dismiss elected representatives in the name of democracy and peace 

implementation." Similarly, the insistence on adherence to legal and human rights standards is 

undermined if external actors are themselves in a condition of deniaL" Perhaps there should be 

a serious appraisal of the democratic accountability of external actors in transition processes. 

Alternative strategies 

Peacebuilding requires carefully calibrated assessments of the needs of a society. lt has to 

\ tread a fine line between reforming the system which contributed to instability and vulnerability 

' in the first place and conserving traditional values and structures that maintain social cohesion 

and stability. In theory, peacebuilding should integrate local knowledge and not undermine local 

mechanisms which appear to work effectively (such as bartering for scarce goods). Local 

35 George Monbiot, 'Stealing Europe', The Guardian, 20 June 2001, p.15; Monbiot, The Captive State.· 
the corporate takeover of Britain, London: Pan, 2001. 
36 So many elected representatives have been dismissed by OHRs in BiH that during the April2001 cnsis 
over the Herzegovacka Banka a Croat police chief declared that it was an honour to be fired by Wolfgang 
Petritsch. 'Bosnia: Firing by Petritsch "An Honor", Police Chief Says', UN Wire 26 April 2001 
(www. unfoundation.org) 
37 The Bush administration has refused to ratify rights conventions, has attacked the universal principles 
of the International Criminal Court and has nominated as US ambassador to the UN a man widely 
alleged to have ·covered up human rights abuses while ambassador to Honduras in the 1980s. In May 
2001 the United States was voted off the UN Human Rights Commission; the House of Representatives 
promptly voted to withhold overdue payments to the UN in retaliation. UN Wire, ·us Continued 
Questions over "Teflon Ambassador" Nominee', 7 May 2001; 'US: Flouting Bush House Votes to 
Withhold UN Dues', 11 May 2001 (www.unfoundation.org) 
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communities must be an integral part of the decision-making to create stakeholders in peace, 

and to give recovery a 'bottom-up legitimacy' that might also safeguard against the exclusion of 

underprivileged groups and the externalisation of decisions in New York and elsewhere 38 

As commentators from the field of development have argued, there is a need to consider 'social 

capital' in terms of 'norms' and 'trust' and 'networks of solidarity' and ask what this really means 

in specific settings'' Local leaders may have political goals which are designed to undermine 

peacebuilding processes. Equally, however, they may work with it in order to manipulate it for 

their own advantage. In this respect a nuanced view of local politics is important: some may 

have technical priorities that can be harnessed. 

In the economic policy, the World Bank's country assistance strategy for BiH of May 2000 

began to shift its ground. 11 approved a US$14.6 million credit repayable over 35 years for 

educational development and welfare net policies for the most vulnerable. Nevertheless 

economic growth and employment will continue to be led by the private sector, and association 

with the EU may continue to emphasise export-led policies and marketisation 40 

Greater emphasis on self-reliance and relocalisation has been suggested by NGOs in the more 

general context of the 1995 Copenhagen World Summit for Social Development a_l.UHts.f.ollow

on conferences. As 2Jl~ieties targeted for development assistance,~o-liberali4 
a ""'One-size-fits-all' for global integ~ through opening up markets and expori":red-gfclwf11:11le 

IF Is have substituted 'poverty reduction strategies' for 'structural-adjustmen rammes' in 

dea)ing__with develop mentalism, but they have not changed thei acro-econo . 

{cnditionalities or provided additional and adequate means to sustain public social services, 

employment and local productive capacity." The poverty reduction strategies have been 

38 See generally, Andrew Maskrey, Disaster Mitigation: A Community-Based Approach. Oxford: OXFAM 
Publications. 1989. 
39 Philip Peirce and Paul Stubbs. "Peacebuilding, hegemony and integrtaed social development'. in Pugh 
(ed. ), Regeneration of War-torn Societies, Basingstoke, Macmillan/Palgrave. 2000, pp.157 -76. 
40 UN Foundation, UN wire, 'Bosnia-Herzegovina: World Bank Announces assistance Strategy', 25 May 
2000. 
41 ln what appeared to be a 'pre-emptive· move to capture the social development agenda emerging from 
the Copenhagen World Social Summit of 1995, the UN, OECD, IMF and World Bank issued a joint 
doument. 'A Better World for All' (June 2000) that outraged NGOs. lt represented an 'unholy alliance· 
between the UN and northern-dominated Bretton Woods institutions, marginalised voices from the south, 
represented the poor as victims in need of northern medicine, failed to recognise the role of the IF Is in 
generating poverty and disregarded the need for welfare, wealth distribution and workers' rights .. NGO 
Caucuses, 'NGOs Call on the UN to Withdraw Endorsement of "'A Better World for All"", 28 June 2000: 
www.earthsummit2002.org/wssd/wssd5/wssd5NG0s.htm. 
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described as 'blind to the crucial role of basic socialsevices': only 10% of OECD overseas 

development assistance goes to basic social services (5% if water and sanitation is excluded)'' 

Alternative political economic frameworks fostered in relation to debates over development 

programmes tend to coalesce around: halving numbers living in extreme poverty, universal 

primary education, reduction in child mortality rates and so on. Suggested mechanisms to 

achieve these goals include: donor states meeting the UN target of 0.7% of GDP for 

development assistance, debt cancellation, currency speculation taxes, military expenditure 

limits and land reform. But there is a less formulaic approach to developing alternative 

economic approaches to the Washington consensus, though protectionism is not ruled out. 

Strategies should reflect the traditions and needs of particular societies. BiH has some 

similarities to poor countries targeted for developmental assistance, and its ethnic divisions and 

.clientist structures are not the only imperatives operating on the political economy. As a former 

managed economy which placed some emphasis on social ownership one could envisage 

greater priority accorded to state-led infrastructural reform, state-run health and education 

services, improved and regular pay for public sector workers and non-profit-making co

operative ventures." 

5. Conclusions 

Two general conclusions can be dawn from this survey. 

First, as suggested with regard to welfare, new forms of relationships between state and civil 

society are necessary- rather than an insistence on treating societies as economic units and 

treating individuals as homo economicus. Remedies proposed by 'think tanks' such as the 

International Crisis Group (ICG) and European Stability Initiative seem to require 'more of the 

sal1)e' ''They recommend even greater external management to secure the manife~esiiny of 

the market. They seek to break the clientist structures that exercise a stranglehold on the 

economy and condemn the 'failure of the international community's efforts to ensure the rapid 

42 German NGO Forum World Summit on Social Development, 'Putting basic services in the centre of 
PRSP', working group 20/20, [www.earthsummit20002.org/wssd5/wssd5r8g.htm. 
43 To counter, for example, the situation where .doctors take disinfectant from the Sarajevo hospital for 

·use in their private clinics. 
44 ICG, 'Is Dayton Failing? Bosnia Four Years After the Peace Agreement', Sarajevo, 29 October 1999; 
European Stability Initiative, 'Taking on the commanding heights. Integration of network industries as a 
tool of peace building: a proposal for the Peace Implementation Council', Discussion paper 
Berlin/Brussels/Sarajevo, 3 May 2000. 
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and effective privatisation of the commanding heights of the Bosnian economy' 45 This is 

presented as 'rationalisation'. lt is quite true that bureaucratic barriers are hindering legal 

economic activity. But what is this 'rationalisation'? lt is actually widely-discredited structural 

adjustment with a vengeance. Privatisation and marketisation is likely to increase 

unemployment and poverty even further. Those parts of the economy that have been privatist~ 
have been captured by the same political patrimonies that competed for the spoils of \ 

Yugoslavia's collapse. Moreover, elements of privatisation are incompatible with accountability. 

Denial of public information on grounds of 'commercial confidentiality' has become the new 

screen behind which government regulators can hide. lt further underestimates the extent to 

which marketisation might foster divisions in society and, through deregulation, facilitate mafia 

activities. 

Second, assuming that the international agents of nee-liberalism are willing to commit 

themselves to 'trusteeship' for an indefinite period, such policies ignore an inherent 

contradiction in the promotion of de-regulation and democracy through an unaccountable, 

dirigiste and authoritarian governance. Perhaps the participants need to ask: who ultimately 

owns peacebuilding? The 'west' is not ultimately responsible for transformations. I! does do not 

have an inalienable right to determine the definitions of universality and global norms. The 

'west's' ciarin_-c-to~b-e_n_u:::rs~i~n-g_p_e_r:--i p7h-e-ra""'l_s_o_c~ie~t"'"ie-s-i'""n7to---:-i n-e-v-::it:--a-:-b-:-1 e-g-;-lo--:b'-a-:-1 -e-a p~ m derives from 

economic and military power not from discovering a 'golden rule of economics' or from an 

ethical or civilisational superiority46 Local communities have to own their future- a key criterion 

being the right to make and unmake their own laws. We need not argue that only capitalism is a 

source of 'greed' and 'grievance', but outsiders do need to re-think the impact of the nee-liberal 

mission civi/iatrice."lt is a contradictory kind of transformation that aims both to build states on 

the one hand, and to privilege the market over society on the other. 

. ' ... i ·' ,: 
i':. 

, .. 
45 1CG (n.17 above) 2000. . ' . ' 
46 See Thomas Frank, One Market Under God: Extreme Capita/is;,.,:· M~~ketPopulism and ihe End of 
Economic Democracy, New York: Seeker & Warburg, 2001. 
47 Roland Paris, 'Echoes of the Mission Civilisatrice: Peacebuilding Operation in the Post-Cold War Era', 
Review of International Studies (forthcoming). 
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BUILDING EAST TIMOR'S ECONOMY 

Held er da Costa 

Hadi Soesastro 

Peace and reconstruction on the eve of the new millennium are dramatically altering the 

physical and economic landscape of East Timor and have the potential to bring many 

tangible benefits to its people. Building a viable economy is an essential part of state 

building in independent East Timor. 

Like other nations emerging from a trauma, such as Bosnia and Herzegovina (World 

Bank, 1996), East Timor has experienced its first stage of peace and the beginnings of 

political, economic, and social recovery. However, the reconstruction program needs to 

be accelerated and extended throughout the country if it is to meet the aspiration of its 

citizens. Institutional and policy foundations must be firmly and swiftly laid .to prepare 

East Timor for sustainable recovery and growth, so as to enable the country to rely 

increasingly on its own to design and implement the policies required, and institutions for 

long-term development. An essential ingredient to provide that firm foundation is 

effective macroeconomic management to encourage trade and investment and foster the 

private sector. 

As East Timor begins to move towards a self-functioning economy, attention has been 

focused on the issue of how to properly manage the flow of aid, encourage growth in 

production, promoting exports, and ultimately boost consumption and social welfare The 

new country's development efforts will have to start from scratch with scant domestic 

resources (Da Costa, 1999). It provides the potential for the future government to commit 

to market-based economic growth, that is to a development strategy that allows full 

exploitation of the country's comparative advantage in agriculture, fishing, oil and 

natural gas, and tourism activities (Saldanha and da Costa, 1999). 



Recognizing the daunting task of rebuilding the East Timor economy in the post-conflict 

era, due to the decline in economic activities in recent times, reliance on foreign aid, aid 

management, appropriate trade and investment policies pose formidable challenge for 

East Timor's policy makers in the future. One of the most important tasks is to transform 

appropriate institutional arrangements and bureaucratic structures. The core strategies 

proposed by Larcombe (I 999) include developing an overall economic program for 

government, establishing a new currency and capital works, redirecting resources to give 

greater emphasis to meeting basic social needs. To that end, it is imperative to establish 

an integrated institutional and policy framework for managing monetary policy, 

collecting taxes and controlling expenditures, regulating trade and investment, and 

coordinating aid. 

Economic Development in the Past 

The civil war in the 1970s had severely damaged East Timor's already fragile economy. 

Agricultural output fell sharply in the mid-1970s. East Timor' s incorporation into 

Indonesia following the civil war was followed by large transfers of resources, but these 

transfers did not bring about greater economic viability to that new province. East Timor 

became highly dependent on Jakarta. There were questions whether this was Jakarta's 

strategy to keep the province under its fold. However, this was not only East Timor's 

fate. Under the highly centralized structure, other provinces were equally made 

increasingly dependent on the center. 

F allowing a period of rehabilitation, consolidation and stabilization under Jakarta's rule, 

the economy of East Timor began to grow at respectable rates since the-early 1980s. 

From 1983 to 1990, real GDP grew by an average of7.8 percent per annum (Saldanha, 

1994). In the 1990s, up to 1996, East Timor's economy experienced growth of about 10 

percent per annum. East Timor was not spared from the effects of the Asian crisis. Real 

GDP slowed down to 4 percent in 1997 and experienced negative growth of minus 2 

percent in 1998. 

Under Indonesia's rule, the economy underwent a major structural change. The 

contribution of agriculture to regional GDP steadily declining from about 60 percent in 

1981 to 42 percent in 1986,37 percent in 1990, and 25.5 percent in 1998. However, 

about 75 percent of the population continued to live in the rural sector and drew their 

livelihood from agricultural activities. A similar trend could be observed in the rest of 

Indonesia. 



Economic activity rapidly increased in three sectors: .(a) construction; (b) trade, hotel and 

restaurants; and (c) transportation and communication. The construction sector ·reached a 

peak in 1984 with a contribution of about 22 to regional GDP. Manufacturing and mining 

activities remained small. The government was very important for the economy, 

accounting for more than 20 percent of regional GDP throughout the period under 

Indonesian rule for more than two decades. However, the growth of the economy that 

was driven by the above economic activities did not benefit the local, "indigenous" 

population as they did benefit the non-Timorese, the migrants (pendatang) that 

dominated trade and other services, the civil servants from outside the region that 

occupied the higher echelons in government, and building contractors from outside the 

provmce. 

For security reasons, that province was officially declared close until about the late 

1980s. However, this did not prevent the inflows of migrants and other workers that were 

either related to or were paying bribes to local civilian and military officials. When the 

province was declared open, the influx of migrants, mostly from the eastern parts of 

Indonesia, increased rapidly. Unemployment among East Timorese increased, especially 

among the educated youth (Soesastro, 1994 ). Unemployment statistics in East Timor and 

the rest of Indonesia are suspect, but estimates suggest that in 1998, open unemployment 

was about 6 percent and underemployment about 11 percent. 

The development of East Timor' s economic viability was recognized in the late 1980s. 

The transfer of resources from Jakarta of about $100 million annually W<:LS unsustainable. 

Through these large transfers Jakarta also failed to win the hearts of the people. They 

desire a just treatment and participation in the affairs of the region, including in the 

development of the economy. Economic viability was to be achieved through economic 

integration of the province into the national economy ( oflndonesia), and the 

promulgation of strategic development plans to overcome major bottlenecks and enhance 

the region's comparative advantage (Soesastro, 1991). Such a focus could be built on the 

development potential areas as cash crops, livestock, and tourism. This would have to be 

complemented by improving inter-island shipping networks, by extending the physical 

infrastructure, and by continuing large investments in carefully devised programs of 

education and health .. 

As the security situation remained dangerous there was no way that the province could 

developed its tourism. Private investors were also discouraged. The opening up of the 

economy in the late 1980s was argued on the basis of making the region attractive to 

private investment, including foreign direct investments (Soesastro, 1988). No foreign 



investors ever entered the province, and until mid-1999 only I 0 domestic investment 

projects were registered with the Board of Investment (BKPM). The 1991 Santa Cruz 

massacre was a turning point in the province's development. Indonesia's incorporation of 

East Timor rapidly lost support from within the region itself. The security situation 

became more unbearable. There were increasing calls for granting .autonomy status 

(Saldanha, 1994) or for providing some "special treatment" (Soesastro, 1995) to East 

Timor. While these issues were being debated upon, East Timor' s economy became even 

more dependent on transfers from Jakarta and on the public sector, led by the local 

government that by the late 1990s had become very corrupt. 

By 1996, per capita GDP in East Timor was $ 431, less than half oflndonesia' s average 

($I,I53). An estimated 30 percent of households, about twice that for Indonesia, were 

below the poverty line. Life expectancy averaged 52 years, compared with the Indonesian 

national average of 61.5 years. Infant mortality was as high as 149 per I ,000, a-rate that 

was amongst the worst in the world. However, the socio-economic conditions of East 

Timor were not significantly worse than those in the province of East Nu sa Tenggara, 

which includes West Timor. were East Timor may turn out to be luckier than East Nusa 

Tenggara because of its off-shore resources. However, building a viable economy cannot 

rests simply on the exploitation of those resources. 

The Destruction of 1999 

The outbreak of violence led by the militia began on the night of30 August 1999 after 

the closing of polling stations. The destruction that followed the announcement of the 

results of the ballot was almost total. It cut across all sectors of the economy and 

throughout the territory, and it affected both physical infrastructure and "soft 

infrastructure". About 75 percent of administrative buildings and 80 percent of social 

infrastructure (schools and clinics) were completely or partially destroyed. Perhaps more 

than half of the population were relocated, in large part by force. Some 3-00,000 persons 

were estimated to be internally displaced and more than 200,000 went to West Timor. 

The markets collapsed, and shortage of transportation aggravated the situation. 

Agricultural production was disrupted and a large proportion of livestock was lost. The 

coffee sector remained intact. All power generators, except in Dili and Bacau, were 

damaged or destroyed. Before the disturbance total generating capacity was about 40 

megawatts. Most of the 12,000 telephone lines were damaged. The modern sector of the 

economy, almost exclusively run by non-Timorese, also collapsed. Real GDP was 



estimated to have declined in 1999 by 38 percent (lMF, 2000) or even more, by 40 to 45 

percent (Joint Assessment Mission, 1999). Prices of goods increased by 200 percent and 

those of manufactures increased by more than 500 percent from August to October 1999 .. 

Most critical, however, was the disappearance of the administrative structures of the 

government, as most high echelon officials have fled the territory. Government archives 

were lost, and the institutional memory was gone. Budgetary transfers from Jakarta 

ceased in early September 1999. No new structure can be created without the ability to 

make payments, including wages and salaries. Nothing was left of the central bank 

regional office, and banks have been looted and destroyed. All transactions shifted to a 

cash basis of payments. The total size of the civil service in East Timor as a province of 

Indonesia was around 28,000. Of this, about 10,000 were accountable to the central 

government, and about 25 percent of the total were non-Timorese, that filled top echelons 

in both vertical and provincial administration. The departure of judges, prosecutors, and 

court clerks created a serious void in the legal system. Likewise, the departure of police 

personnel left behind only one senior police officer. 

The health system completely broke down due to the departure of all senior health staff, 

including 130ofthe 160 doctors, and the complete loss of all equipment and drugs. During 

the Indonesian administration the total health sector work force was about 5,000, 

distributed among 67 sub-district centers and 3 09 fixed satellite sub-centers. The situation 

in the education sector was equally distressed. Approximately 95 percent of schools and 

other educational institutions were destroyed. The provincial administration lost 70 to 80 

percent of senior administrative staff and secondary teachers. About 90 percent of 

teachers at the secondary level were non-Timorese, whereas 75 percent of teachers at the 

primary level were Timorese. 

On 20 September 1999 the first multinational force (INTERFET) arrived in East Timor to 

restore peace and security. On 29 September donors, UN agencies and representatives 

from East Timor met in Washington, DC to support World Bank's role in donor 

coordination and endorsed a proposed Joint Assessment Mission (JAM) to East Timor. 

JAM, accompanied by an lMF mission, visited East Timor in October/November 1999. It 

identified priority reconstruction objectives and provided estimates ofexternal financing 

needs. It also adopted a comprehensive development framework approach, covering 8 

sectors. The donors meeting in Washington agreed about the need for an early 

deployment of the mission based on lessons drawn from other post-conflict countries, 

where lack of coordination between relief and development planning had delayed the 

transition from emergency relief to more sustainable support. 



East Timorese or-ganizations and -communities also did mobilize quickly to reconstruct 

their territory CNRT, the Catholic Church and local NGOs were active in distributing 

humanitarian aid and were ·organizing local reconstruction ·Committees. 

On 9 December, the World Bank Board ofEx·ecutive Directors established a Trust Fund 

for East Timor (TFET) to assist East Timor during the transition to independence. On 17 

December an International Donors' Conference was held in Tokyo. They pledged a total 

of about $523 million for 3 years to rebuild East Timor, in addition to $700 million a year 

reserved for UNT AET from the UN assessed contribution budget. The donors supported 

the coordinated approach to the rebuilding of East Timor, and endorsed the establishment 

ofTFET under the trusteeship of the World Bank, to complement the UNT AET trust 

fund, the Consolidated Fund for East Timor (CFET) for recurrent expenditure, equipping 

the civil service and capacity building. lt was also agreed that TFET priorities be 

determined every six months by key East Timor counterparts. This was initially 

undertaken by CNRT technical groups and the National Consultative Council (NCC). 

Later, this function was .taken over by ETT A, the East Timor Transitional 

Administration, established by UNT AET and CNRT in June 2000. 

In a Memorandum to the Executive Directors of 3 November 2000, World Bank's 

President, J ames Wolfensohn, made the following assessment: "The state of affairs in 

East Timor is similar to that in some other post-conflict situations in which the World 

Bank has conducted rapid assistance programs, such as West Bank/Gaza, 

Bosnia!Herzegovina, Kosovo an Rwanda. Some lessons learnt from these operations are 

applicable to East Timor, but there are also substantive differences. In a positive sense, 

East Timor does not face internal conflict and the political leadership is relatively unified 

on crucial economic and reconstruction issues. The degree of destruction of basic 

infrastructure was however much greater, the institutions of the state suffered total 

collapse, and a strong cadre of East Timorese public sector managers are not yet in place. 

Security remains a long-term concern. UNT AET has a key role to play in building East 

Timorese institutions and effecting a transition of authority to the East Timorese." (World 

Bank, 2000). 

Economic Rehabilitation under UNTAET 

UNT AET is currently entrusted with the task of rebuilding the structure of governance 

including a public administration capable of providing basic services. Despite immense 

difficulties in the first half of 2000, much has been accomplished through UNT AET' s 



emerging governance and administration structures from the start up phase With the 

stabilization of the humanitarian and security situation in East Timor, a more urgent task 

in this newly emerging country is to establish a small, competent and transparent 

government from the beginning. UNT AET is slowly establishing the foundations for the 

major reconstruction and development program. 

East Timor' s endeavor to rehabilitate and reconstruct the economy has been supported by 

generous external financial assistance from the broad international community. This 

assistance has taken the form of grants and donations to avoid the creation of external 

liabilities for the future independent country. The country is experiencing an on-going 

revival of economic activity, led by growth in construction, commerce and trade, and 

basic services. This observed recovery is led by agriculture, commerce, basic services 

and reconstruction of public and residential buildings. 

The first Joint Agricultural Donors' Agriculture Mission in November 1999 reviewed the 

priorities for the transitional period and recommended a community empowerment and 

governance program and identified several priority areas for reconstruction of agriculture. 

These include support to :(i)vulnerable groups, including the victims of violence and 

those who had lost their productive assets; (ii) restoration of basic agricultural 

infrastructure, including irrigation systems and access roads; (iii) restoration oflivestock; 

and (iv) provision of agricultural services (World Bank, 1999b) . The first Agricultural 

Rehabilitation Project (ARP) was designed to respond to these priorities These include 

restoration of priority assets (livestock and farm tools) and emergency vaccination, 

rehabilitation of small irrigation schemes and access roads, establishment of Pilot 

Agricultural Service Centers (PASCs) and community radio stations. 

The second Agricultural Donors meeting in March/ April 200 I reviewed the overall 

impact of agricultural sector assistance during the post-emergency phase. While most 

projects were at their early stages, emergency food relief, seed multiplication and rapid 

impact programs appeared to have been well received by rural households. The focus on 

the past assistance on irrigated areas left upland farmers, who are amongst the most 

vulnerable groups, largely unassisted. Rural markets were not yet working well and 

farmers cited problems with unavailability of inputs, lack of transportation, equipment, 

high prices of fuel and lack of distribution networks (Joint Agriculture Donor's Mission, 

200 I). 

Against this situation, the Division of Agriculture Affairs (DAA) of ETT A formulated a 

number of priorities for the agricultural sector. These include: (i) ensuring food security 



through improvements in production of staple crops; (ii) promotion -of internal markets; 

{iii) improvements to farming systems in upland ar.eas; (iv) reducing deforestation 

through watershed management; (v) creating a sustainab·le income generating fisheries 

sector and (vi) promoting greater agricultural productivity, with special emphasis on 

coffee (Division of Agriculture, 200 I)_ 

Agriculture is projected to grow strongly_ Coffee output is expected to be about 8,000 

tons in 2000 and 200 I, having recovered from less than 5,000 tons in 1997 and 1998_ 

Rice and maize production could reach as much as 75 percent of the 1996/7 bumper 

levels (UNT AET and World Bank, 2000b )- The r-econstruction effort is particularly 

intense during FY 2000-1 and FY 2001-2 and total investment is projected to average 

about 50 percent of GDP during these years_ Coffee exports accounted for half vf 

agricultural revenues prior to the conflict Production, primarily of a high quality 

Arabica hybrid variety organically grown in the upland areas of central East Timor, 

increased substantially and became a major income earner for small holders_ Coffee is 

one of the few cash crops and foreign exchange earners in East Timor From the small 

producer to intermediaries and final crop processing and storage, the coffee sector has 

survived nearly intact The 1999 violence came after the harvest and therefore did not 

affect the basic production regimen employed by East Timor' s .smallholders_ The 

USAID-supported NCBA has worked closely with approximately 17,000 coffee farm 

families (roughly I 0% of the population) through a cooperative network, Cooperative 

Coffee Timor (CCT), producing specially coffees for export_ The program includes 

production, training, and extension services as well as the development of processing, 

transport and warehousing facilities_ It is the single most iiT~portant means oLproviding 

immediate assistance to large portion of East Timor's farm families (USAID, 2001)_ 

Private reconstruction activity and hence investment is expected to be more intense in the 

first year due to housing reconstruction_ This high transitional level of investment is 

expected to be supported by grant assistance from abroad_ East Timorese domestic 

savings will be negative for the next years before gradually recovering to their traditional 

level of about 20 percent of GDP that prevailed in 1995-1997_ Given the severe domestic 

supply constraints many goods and materials used in the reconstruction process must be 

sourced abroad_ The external accounts are therefore likely to register large deficits in 

fiscal year 2000-1 and fiscal year 2001-2 as imports are projected to rise sharply, 

reflecting the high import content of capital projects (UNT AET and World Bank, 2000a)_ 

Once again, this deficit would be financed by capital grants from abroad and foreign 

investment 



The UN and international agencies ar.e working to create a police force, a court system, a 

new military force, an education system and a health-care system. Much of this is paid 

for from a $170million trust fund administered by the World Bank. East Timor is heavily 

dependent on foreign aid, with just $25million of its annual budget of$305million 

coming from taxes and fees (UNT AET, 200 I). One test for East Timor will come when 

the UN presence begins to scale down in the next few months. UN estimates suggesting 

projected annual revenues from all sources of$65million a year will fall far short of the 

$100 million required to remain viable. 

Thus far, UNTAET has increased the size of the civil service from 9,070 to 11,154. The 

bulk of the increase is made up of 1000 extra teachers, 400 extra police and 600 soldiers. 

Employment generation activities for more than 30,000 people have also been 

implemented in all districts through bilateral and multilateral activities, the so-called 

Quick Impact Projects (UNTAET and World Bank, 2000b). Substantial progress has 

been made in establishing the rule of law and building a legal system. A judiciary has 

been established as well as institutions for economic governance, such as Central 

Payment Office, Central Fiscal Authority, and Revenue Services. As East Timor is 

moving fast along the path towards full independence in late 200 I or early 2002, major 

efforts should be aimed at integrating political, administrative and socio-economic plans 

so as to achieve a smooth transition to independence. 

In its first donors' coordinating meeting in Tokyo, the donor countries pledged around 

US$ 523 million in grant funding for a three-year reconstruction effort (2000-02). The 

fund comprises US$ 15 7 million in support of humanitarian programs, and US$ 3 66 

million in support of governance and administration, capacity building and reconstruction 

in East Timor to ensure its smooth transition to future independence (World Bank, 

1999a). This is by far the largest contribution of aid inflows to East Timor. Despite 

numerous obstacles, donors have managed to achieve modest disbursement levels and 

have successfully established aid institutions for channeling assistance to enhance the 

speed and responsiveness of operations. To date, the largest pledges have mainly come 

from five countries: Japan (US$129 million), the US ($98 million), Portugal ($91 

million), European Union ($68 million), and Australia ($44 million). A complete 

breakdown of donor assistance by pledges is presented in Table I. Not surprisingly, the 

greatest lag between commitments and disbursements was in the infrastructure category, 

while disbursements for capacity building and technical assistance have been more in line 

with commitments. 

A more recent set of targets for the delivery of donor assi:;tance was presented in the 



Canberra donor conference in June 2001. The Consolidated Fund for east Timor (CFET) 

projected at US$65 million has since been approved by the donors. The so-called modest, 

fiscally responsible and sustainable medium term consolidated budget is expected to 

cover the needs for the recurrent and capital costs in East Timor (UNT AET, 2001 ). 

The budget for East Timor (Table 2) will largely depend on foreign aid, although it is 

expected that the introduction of a simple-to-administer tax and fee regime could yield 

total revenues of about US$ 17 million in 2000, rising to US$30 million in the year 2001 

(UNTAET and World Bank, 2000a) A summary of estimates by sector (eight sectors) is 

presented in Table 3. A key feature of the development of the budget is the establishment 

of a framework in which resource allocation decisions are made against clear o~tputs 
targets and policy objectives. 

Despite substantial pledges, low disbursement to the UNT AET Trust Fund has caused 

serious problems that are constraining expenditure. Key among these has been the 

government procurement capacity as well as regulations, as distinct from classic UN 

peacekeeping operations. Furthermore, with no substantive national development 

planning apparatus, or indeed no agreed consolidated budget in these early stages of 

reconstruction and development, it would have been unwise to forge ahead with rapid 

disbursement while clear priorities for Trust Fund expenditure were not in place. The 

slow disbursement is largely explained by two main factors. The first is the "pipeline 

effect" of the phase-in of programs. This reflects the planning phase of agencies, with 

recent intensive pcogram implementation. The ,second factor is that while urgent expenses 

were being met from other international agencies, additional delays were due to 

unforeseen difficulties in the first half of 2000 in the procurement of certain goods and 

services. Nevertheless, problems of funds flow mechanisms are being overcome. 

Overall, the budget for 200 l-02 is helping to jump-start the economy through investment 

in key productive sectors and support for the resumption of trade, macroeconomic 

stabilization, rehabilitation of economic and financial institutions, and restoration of 

appropriate legal, and regulatory framework. 

Indeed, East Timor is receiving generous support from donor countries to finance its 

reconstruction program and a large part of recurrent expenditure during the transition. 

This support will not continue indefinitely, and future government services will need to 

be financed from domestic resources. It is therefore imperative for UNT AET that 

investment funds are used wisely during the transitional period, and do not create 

burdensome recurrent obligations for the future independent state. However, it is unlikely 



that the donor community will show the same willingness to provide long-term financial 

support. Aid fatigue (Raffer and Singer, 1996) may eventually come into play. It is likely 

that the need for such support will also be lower as East Timor further consolidates its 

revenue collection effort. It is clear that to generate sustained future increases in income, 

the tax base must be strengthened and broadened, and investment must rise. 

Critical Economic and Social Issues 

The fragility of East Timor's economy manifests itself in its colonial legacy, an imposed 

trade dependence on its neighboring countries, limited domestic market, lack of educated 

and trained entrepreneurs; and high energy and transport costs. 

On balance, the state of East Timor' s economy is now characterized by an artificial 

economy that is not sustainable. The capital, Dili , appears to be bustling, but most 

restaurants, hotels, vehicles and apartment rentals are part of a bubble economy fed by 

the huge foreign presence. The official currency, the US dollar, has displaced its major 

rivals, the Indonesian rupiah and Australian dollar, but not without controversy and no 

small profiteering at the changeover, when many traders simply rewrote prices from $A 

to $US, effectively doubling them at a stroke. However, the real problem is outside the 

capital, where most people are living on less than $US I a day. Unemployment is 

rampant, about 80 percent, hospitals and clinics nearly non-existent and illiteracy 

common. 

The on-going transition period needs to maintain priority activities in order to meet basic 

needs (food, shelter, water, health, education) as well as in order to maintain the 

conditions of political stability, personal security, reconciliation and economic recovery. 

The problem is one of fostering economic development with underdeveloped essential 

ingredients: capital, skilled lab or, technical know-how, institutional infrastmcture and 

policy direction. The limited size of the domestic market precludes economies ofscale. 

Crucial choices have, therefore, to be made on the scale, timing and phasing of 

investments in support of economic development. Enhancing the country's capacity to 

absorb investment and aid flows for efficient use in promising ventures would be a 

crucial issue. 

One big issue facing the new government will be over how much agreement there is 

about "quarantining" the gas revenue rather than spending it all on current expenditure. 

East Timor's real economic future lies in the wealth of gas in the Timor Sea, which under 

the 90-l 0 per cent split wrestled out of Australia will provide $?billion over 20 years. 



However, this has hit a hitch with the decision by US-owned Phillips Petroleum and its 

partners to defer exploitation of the biggest field because of Timor's decision to raise an 

extra $1 billion in royalties. There is a common view that the .country should save at least 

50 per cent of the money in a trust fund. lt is expected that East Timor's economic growth 

will be incremental rather than rapid. This means the oil money, and the question of how 

to spend it, will be central to the country's future for years (Da Costa, 200 l ). 

An endowment fund could act as a stabilizing force, safeguarding income from resource 

sales that rightly belong not only to East Timorese citizens of today but to those of the 

generation to come. Saving too much would mean wasting development opportunities 

and increase the risk of corruption, while saving too little would be risky given the 

uncertain nature of oil and gas revenues (Francino, 200 I) 

While it is unclear whether there will be a centralized planning body as currently exists, it 

is highly likely that the future administration will require continued international staff as 

part of capacity building. As the United Nations scales down its mission, calls have been 

made by the East Timorese political parties to have an exit strategy, for example, the 

'' Timorisation" process, enabling more East Timorese into important decision-making 

roles. 

Apart from gas revenue, East Timor will have to rely on coffee production, tourism and 

agriculture to be less dependent on aid. The GDP grew by IS per cent in 2000-0l and is 

expanding, but this is from a base of almost zero and fueled mainly by reconstruction, 

development and humanitarian aid, supplemented by the local coffee industry and its 

prospects in a recovering world market. While many doubt the country's economic 

viability, East Timor is arguably well endowed on a per capita basis, with natural 

resources both onshore and offshore. The projected oil and gas returns for the medium 

term from the Timor Sea are promising, and this export income will be supplemented by 

earnings from marble, coffee, and other agricultural produce as well as tourism. 

Given that three-quarters of the population is engaged in agriculture, a future independent 

East Timor will strengthen traditional agriculture by increasing crop yields and providing 

access to rural banking and microcredit facilities, which will increase output and improve 

the ability to market surpluses. Appropriate policies will provide a sound basis for 

sustained economic growth and poverty alleviation via export-oriented primary activities. 

East Timor should actively engage in trade with its neighboring countries if it wishes to 

develop its economy rapidly. A future independent East Timor will welcome sound 

investment by firms that wish to operate in an environment free of artificial barriers to 



trade. But a secure investment climate will need appropriate laws protecting property 

rights and contracts, establishing a fair commercial code, codifying lab or relations, and 

minimizing the cost ofdoing business. 

The way forward 

The daunting task of rebuilding East Timor places many formidable challenges for the 

people of East Timor. With the overall reconstruction efforts in East Timor, despite 

sluggish beginnings, it can be said that the world's newest new nation is gradually 

moving in good shape, giving rise to a new confidence among all parties involved. The 

support of the international community and full participation of dedicated and motivated 

East Timorese and their willingness to take charge of their own affairs has the potential to 

bring many tangible benefits. 

Looking beyond donor assistance, the real issue perhaps is how to support investment 

projects to ensure sustained growth and poverty alleviation without relying solely on 

public finance beyond UN transitional administration. The challenge will be to assist and 

encourage the private sector to undertake projects, with donors offering complementary 

finance by offering political risks guarantees or insurance. Likewise, more efforts should 

be given to capacity building within East Timor, thus ensuring a capable system of 

governance that fosters and complements private sector-driven growth. 

Ultimately, the degreE: of success of this effort will be determined by activities in the 

private sector, which generate output, savings, investment and trade. Hence the role of 

public policy is to create a policy environment within which the private sector can expand 

and flourish. 

To facilitate these efforts, three important roles of government can be proposed: first, 

establishing and maintaining simple, transparent and stable rules for private sector 

activities; second, maintaining efficiency, particularly in addressing market failures in the 

areas of health, education, public infrastructure, law and order, and protecting the poor; 

and third, enhancing efficiency and equity with a view to limiting distortions and 

shielding the poor. More importantly, creating a sound macroeconomic environment for 

growth will be a major challenge for the future government in East Timor. In addition, 

the government should be fully committed to providing fiscal, monetary, trade and 

investment policies that are capable of stimulating economic development by allowing 

resources to be allocated efficiently, maintaining macroeconomic stability, and promoting 

competitive private sector development. lnthis regard, the policy environment should be 



directed toward achieving the following chaHenges: 

• Institutional and Regulatmy Framework The need for an -overhaul of the legal 

and institutional settings so. as to remove harmful restrictions, modernize laws and 

enabling stability environment for private sector activities. 

• Macroeeconomic. The need to adopt new policies regarding fiscal and monetary 

measures so as to bolster the efficiency of markets, as well as encouraging savings and 

investment. 

• Optima/use of natural resources. Policies designed with the aim of expanding 

supply of resources and rationalizing their use. 

• Economic Integration. Achieving many of the above mentioned challenges 

depends to a large extent on setting up East Timor economic relations towards greater 

integration with regional and global markets. 

Key elements of an economic policy framework for East Timor have been identified in 

Hill and Saldanha (200 I). They will be summarized below. 

(a) Monetwy and Exchange Rate Policy. As a small economy East Timor need not 

attempt to run an independent monetary policy. It should link its currency to that of a 

larger, well-managed economy. 

(b) Fiscal Policy. To have a lean and cost-effective government, East Timor could limit 

the size of the government sector to around 20 percent ofGDP. This implies a budget at 

the outset of independence of some $60 miHion, excluding air flows. To achieve some 

degree of fiscal self-reliance, the community needs to be quickly educated that 

government services are not costless. 

(c) Maximizing the Benefits from Aid. The flows of aid to East Timor may-continue to be 

relatively large, up to I 0 percent of GDP, for some years to come. There needs to be a 

guarantee of some minimum level of aid flows over the medium. term so as to provide the 

basis for planning major investment projects, whose priorities must be set by the 

Timorese community itself 

(d) Managing a Natural Resource Boom .. There is yet uncertainty about the ·size of the 

revenues derived from the Timor Gap. This uncertainty should not be a basis for 

developing a budgetary strategy. Explicit measures need to be enacted to ensure that the 

revenues from oil and gas will be invested wisely. 



(e) Trade Policy. East Timor has very little choice but to maintain an open trade regime. 

There are benefits for East Timor to joining ASEAN. 

(f) Commercial Environment. East Timor should ·create an environment that would make 

it attractive'to the private seCtor and foreign investment. This means redressing the highly 

insecure ·ownership arrangements, the high cost structures, the shortage of skilled and 

semi-skilled lab or, and the poor infrastructure. 

(g) Relations with Indonesia. East Timor needs to forge a practical development 

partnership with Indonesia. For this to happen, a number of complex issues need to be 

resolved. The management of open borders with West Timor is critical. 

(h) Agriculture and Rural Development. Agriculture will be the key to East Timor 

development and social progress. 

(i) financial Development. East Timor needs to move cautiously in developing the 

·financial sector. It should leave the formal sector initially to foreign banks. The 

government should not use a heavy-handed regulatory approach in developing the rural, 

informal credit markets. 

(j) Infrastructure. Rehabilitation and development are vital. In terms of road networks, 

. the main task is that of preserving and maintaining the network, not expanding it. 

Electricity will probably always be expensive, but electricity subsidies will have to be 

ended. 

(k) Social Policies. There is an array of social problems and challenges. However, 

prioritizing will be critically important. Priority should be given to mass public health 

programs and investment in mass primary and vocational education. 

(!)Land Ownership. There are no easy solutions to this highly complex and policy 

sensitive issues. However, workable compromises can be devised. In the mean time the 

government should register as much land as possible that is not subject to competing 

claims. 

The challenge is to ensure that a viable and vibrant nation can rely on its resources and 

that short and medium term initiatives are compatible with sustainable development in 

the longer term. 

(Tables I to 3) 
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A POPULAR CHALLENGE TO UNT AET'S ACHIEVEMENTS 

Written by an as yet unnamed group of East Timorese linked to RENETIL which includes Dr 
Lucas da Costa and Jose Antonio Neves. 

UNT AET has recently published in the September issue of its broadsheet Timor Tais 20 of the 
UN's major achievements in East Timor. Many of these achievements are either misleading or 
things that UNT AET has been forced to do under pressure from Timorese people, civil society 
and leaders and international critics. 

We wish to clarify UNTAET' s claims. 

It is time for UNTAET to be held accountable, once and for all, for not fully achieving its 
mandate, and for now preparing to withdraw and redefining its mandate according to the few 
things it has done rather than what it was supposed to do. 

The Transitional Administrator himself must be held accountable as the one exercising absolute 
power in East Timor. He should be removed for the final phase of the UN mission and true 
accounting of the successes and failures of UNTAET needs to be conducted by the international 
community. · · 

It is time for a popular dialogue on the ineffectiveness of the governing authority and what must 
be done for East Timor's future. 

I. The Establishment of Peace and Security : First Interfet and then the PKF have helped secure 
the border with West Timor. External security has been a main focus of UNTAET. However, 
internal security is not a UN achievement. Ifthere is peace inside East Timor, it is because the 
Timorese have behaved with discipline and cooperated fully with the UN on the understanding 
that the UN would deliver on the functions of government. 

The aim of the transitional administration was not only peace and security -a peacekeeping force 
alone could have been deployed for that. The aim of UNT AET was to do much more. 

2. Addressing Humanitarian Needs : The humanitarian enterprise was orchestrated by the office 
of the Cdordination of Humanitarian Assistance before the creation of UNT AET. But UNT AET 
failed to adequately integrate the humanitarian pillar into its new structure. More seriously, 
UNT AET failed to make an adequate transition from the emergency phase to the phase 
of development. The emergency phase was certainly over by June 2000, but UNT AET continued 
to approach the political environment as if it was still in an emergency phase, so international 
agencies were not supported in the transition to development. 

·3. Creation ofETTA Cabinet: The appointment ofTimorese cabinet ministers follows the refusal 
of UNT AET to share power with the Timorese or to include them in the transitional 
administration. Timorese cabinet appointments only followed bitter and damning criticism of 
UNTAET and the Transitional Administrator and his inner circle. The appointment of such a 
cabinet clearly did not include sharing of any executive power. The claim the creation of the 
ETT A Cabinet, or the creation of ETI A altogether, as a visionary step is contrary to the 
UNT AET story. Precisely because it was a response to criticism and not a methodical plan, it has 
amounted more to tokenism than to sharing of power. 



4 . Creation of National Council : The National Council followed the dissolution of the National 
Consultative Council. During the creation of the NCC, there were supposed to be representatives 
of all aspects of Timorese society, in addition to the existing political entities. However, 
the Transitional Administrator personally excluded these other representatives of women, youth 
groups, traditional leaders and others. In reaction, Timorese opposed such an unrepresentative 
body. Already it was an appointed body without any popular will behind it. It was a compromise 
to create the National Council, but it was also something that UNTAET was forced into 
establishing. Furthermore, there was no mechanism established through which NC members 
could consult with the grassroots and return with their opinions. It was taken for granted that NC 
members represented the grassroots, but this was not necessarily the case. 

5. Constitutional Public Hearings : Consultation is one thing, dialogue is another. Consultation 
based on a short -term approach did not give Timorese time to formulate their views and to air 
them. Everything was being done at the same time, including civic education, political 
campaigning, civic registration, voter registration, and constitutional consultation. This 
represents a big rush, not an opportunity for the freedom of expression of Timorese regarding the 
future constitution. 

'6. Civic Education :Because of the non-involvement of East Timorese civil society, the 
Initial plans for civic education were rejected. This led to civic education beginning too late, and 
being too little too late. Had UNT AET had a culture of Timorese ·inclusion in the first place, 
civic education would have had the time to complement the political process undertaken by 
Timorese people themselves. 

7. Civil Registration : The process of civil registration made many mistakes that have been 
widely noted by international observers of this year's elections and by the Independent Electoral 
Commission. These mistakes made it difficult to establish a reliable voter list, but the 
hard work of the IEC helped correct this. Had it not been for the IEC, UNT AET would have left 
a deeply flawed list of the country's population. Although, drawing up civil and voters' lists 
reflected again the big rush approach ofUNTAET. 

8. Creation of a Defence and Police Forces : The vision for the defence forces was developed by 
an expert group of consultants from King's College, London, and funded bilaterally. Why was 
this expertise not part of the highly paid staff of the transitional administration? The new 
Timorese police force is doing well and should be strengthened in the last phase. It has the 
difficult task of having to police outside a context of a functioning rule of law and order. 

9. Establishment of a Civil Service : Because there was no possibility of including Timorese in 
the transitional administration as defined by the UN's staffing table, a separate civil service had 
to be established. However, this began very late in 2000. There is still no skills audit that has 
been conducted of the country on which to base the recruitment of civil servants. There. has not 
been adequate translation services to train Timorese to assume the role of international members 
ofETTA, with the result many positions will disappear. Capacity has not been built for a 
functioning bureaucracy. 

I 0. Establishment of a Functioning Judicial and Legal System : In few areas is the gap between 
claim and reality greater than in terms of a functioning judiciary. This is key to the rule of law 
and the peaceful settlement of disputes. Short-term training of judges cannot equal the kind of 
training and experience required for such positions. Cases are slow to be dealt with and 
detentions without trial are considered international violations of civil and political rights. The 
ineffectiveness of the judicial system gives East Timor the reputation of violating such rights. 

-------------------



The Serious Crimes Unit of UNTAET has been severely criticized by the press and the fact that 
the charges against it have not been addressed by the Transitional Administrator diminishes the 
importance of the tragic events of 1999. 

11. Physical Reconstruction : The country is still littered with the destruction from 1999. It is the 
most dramatic feature of the Timorese landscape, still. Slowly this is being addressed by 
Timorese themselves, in small ways in different places. Other buildings have been rebuilt 
through bilateral donations. UNTAET has done little on this front and claims that it is not part of 
its mandate. But the mandate refers to "rehabilitation" which includes reconstruction. The 
blueprint of the World Bank flows from the mandate of UNTAET and its work is based on 
reconstruction of the country. It is to claim the reconstruction is not part ofUNTAET's mandate. 

12. Timor Sea Arrangement : The negotiations regarding the Timor Gap have not included 
transparent Timorese participation. Considering that the results of this agreement could dictate 
the economic future of this country, there has been no real and representative Timorese 
participation in the talks. 

13. Creation of Radio UNTAET : In an society, the radio is an important from of 
communication. Radio UNT AET has been a useful instrument of information that has helped 
disseminate information. But only recently has it managed to reach the most remote places in 
East Timor. The radio should have been established much earlier. 

14. Basic Public Services : The experience of East Timorese in terms of basic services does not 
match UNTAET's description. Most people are dependent on well-water. The water of East 
Timor, due to lack of major industries, has jot been polluted. However, if the water is potable 
why do so many in UNTAET rely on bottled water? Power failures are the order of the day. An 
independent assessment is really needed for all aspects of infrastructure and health and 
education. To obscure the real problems in order to claim UN success will do a grave disservice 
to the Timorese people. 

15. Road Rehabilitation: There is road construction in a number of areas. Yet, those responsible 
leave behind markers along the way. Some are from governments, some from NGOs and some 
from individual military contingents. Why is there not a national road programme? The result is 
that UNT AET mostly mends potholes. 

16. Formation of a Central Fiscal Authority : It is not clear to Timorese what financial state the 
country will be in when UNT AET leaves. The budget of the government is US$65 million. Some 
15% is collected from local revenues. UNT AET is currently avoiding spending anything outside 
this figure on the basis of "sustainability". But UNT AET should be spending more than this 
figure on East Timor so that pressure is not put on the new Timorese government. It does not 
make sense for the transitional administration to do only what the future government will be able 
to afford. It needs to create a structure that is affordable to the future government, which is why 
UNT AET should be doing all the things that the future government will not be able toafford to 
do. 

17. Collection of Taxes : How can the transitional administration legitimately collect taxes when 
it is not delivering basic services to the population? With such low wages set by UNTAET, on 
what grounds can the UN then tax the population? This kills private initiative. Furthermore, the 
executive is not elected. This means there is taxation without representation. 



18. Establishment of a Central Payments Office: There is still not a functioning bank in East 
Timor. What little banking exists is done by outside banks, from Portugal or Australia. The 
Central Payments Office serves more to fulfil the dollarization campaign than much else. 

19. Establishment of a Small Enterprises Project : How can this succeed given the tax system? 
What little of this project that exists has been done by the community empowerment and local 
governance project of the World Bank, which UNT AET fought hard to prevent from coming into 
existence. 

20. Rehabilitation of Arable Land: There is no evidence of this. Some was done by CNRT. 

Asia Pacific Support Collective Timor Lorosa'e(APSC-TL) 
PO Box 115 Dili Timor Lorosa'e 
Office tel/fax +670-390-321 030, 

mobile phones: 
0409-193242 (Jude Conway), 
0417-886792 (Beba Sequeira) 
website: www.apscTimor.org 

[This message was distributed via the east-tiinor news list.] 
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Comparing European Experiences with State Building: 
The Cases of East Timor, Bosnia and Kosovo 

INTRODUCTION 

"Humanitarian Intervention" seems to have become quite a popular term, though the matter 
itself dates only back to Security Council Resolution 688 ( 1991 )1 That resolution dealt with 
the humanitarian atrocities, which Sad dam Hussein had committed against his own Kurdish 
compatriots in Northern Iraq, and the humanitarian assistance granted to the victims. 
Since that first international intervention on mainly humanitarian grounds, other similar 
engagements of parts of the international community followed: 
Somalia and the former Yugoslavia marked areas of bitter experience and of numerous 
lessons to be learned. 
If there is one feature common to all examples of"humanitarian interventions", it is the 
overwhelming importance of the role, which the military played in their implementation. 
At the end of World War 11 such an emphasis on the military seemed quite normal to the 
authors of the United Nations Charter as most signatories to the Charter still maintained 
sizeable armed forces in the field. 
Following tradition and experience, the Charter deals essentially with international conflicts, 
i.e. disputes between independent states. As that has historically been the domain of the 
military, it is not surprising that the Charter addresses it repeatedly. If that core document of 
International Law would be redrafted today, it is doubtful, if such an emphasis upon the 
military as in Articles 42 to 452 would survive. The fact, that the "Military Staff Committee"3 

fell victim to the confrontations of the Cold War era indicates that the committee was indeed a 
still-born baby. In discussions of a future reform of the Charter that committee may fall by the 
way-side as another expression of the privileges of the "Permanent Five" Members of the 
Security Council. 

Among the lessons learned by the United Nations- if such international organisations are 
capable at all of developing a learning curve- is the realisation, that the threat of force, if it is 
to be effective, may also require the will to use such force. Regularly such force has been 
defined as military power. The strategic principle itself has a long tradition among military 
planners, who were held responsible for their nations' security against external threats. 
More recently however most armed conflicts and crises have not occurred between sovereign 
nations, but within states. That development found the international community ill prepared 
for this kind of conflicts. In the absence of an instrument suited to deal with such problems, 
nations turned to their military, to tackle the issues at hand. Apparently Dag Hammarskjold's 

1 Security Council Resolution 688 {1991); 5 April 1991 
2 UN Chartc:r, Chaptt.:r Vll, Articles 42- 45 
~ Ibid. :\rtidc~ 46 nnd 47 



words are still valid to this day: "[This] is not a job suited to soldiers, but a job onlY soldiers 

can do." 

The Role of the Military in the Former Yugoslavia 

Lessons Learned by the United Nations 

Originally UN soldiers were deployed into the conflicts on the territory of the former 
Yugoslavia under a mandate governed by Chapter VI ("Pacific Settlement of Disputes'')

4 
The 

basic assumption for the deployment under those conditions was a rather benign environment 
in the area of the mission. If that assumption proved wrong, those Blue Helmets found 
themselves ill prepared as for the training and equipment necessary to deal with hostilities 
from one or more of the parties to the conflict. 
It would be unfair not to give Denmark full credit for her most valuable initiative in this field. 
Against the explicit will of the UN Denmark deployed one company of Leopard I- main 
battle tanks to Tuzla in Northern Bosnia, to. reinforce their own contingent of Blue Helmets. 
These Danish tanks were immediately attacked by the Bosnian Serbs, but returned fire very 
successfully and thereafter were never challenged again. Under the protection of those Danish 
tanks humanitarian convoys would reach their destinations unhindered. It is certainly 
legitimate to identity the Dayton Conference as a direct lesson from this Danish experience. 
Before one could finally meet at Dayton there was a truly remarkable military contribution to 
the humanitarian side of the international intervention under UN auspices, NATO's Operation 
"Provide Promise". 
That operation was not only the longest air- lift operation ever conducted- it lasted from 
February 1993 to January I 996- it also delivered a humanitarian assistance of I 76.000 tons of 
food, medicine and supplies in more than I4.500 sorties and demonstrated one of the 
impressive capabilities ofNATO's air forces. 
By comparison, the contribution ofNATO's air forces through "Close Air Support" missions 
to the process of convincing the leaders of Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia- Herzegovina to come 
to the conference table in Dayton was of lesser importance than the manifestation of the 
international political will on the ground. Particularly with the deployment of the tri -national 
Rapid Reaction Force (RRF)5 it was possible to demonstrate, that a credible threat of the use 
of force can achieve positive results. 
So when the Security Council finally provided their own troops with a mandate more suited to 
cope with belligerents, the Blue Helmets rather successfully turned belligerence of the former 
combatants into compliance. 

Dayton Peace Accord Implementation 

The Day1on Peace Accords continued with its military "Implementation Force"- !FOR, what 
UNPROFOR had already commenced under the authority of the Security CounciL namely to 
provide an environment for hope and for stable peace based on a very convincing 
demonstration of military capabilities. 

4 Ibid. Articles 33 - 38 
5 The RRF "\Vas compo~ed of units from France, the Nctherbnch ;md the Uni1ed Kingdom ;md in the summer of 

1995 deployed into Bosnia- Herzegovina. 



Within quite a heterogeneous array of international agencies and even more NGOs, who all 
tried to help establish lasting structures for democratic government it has actually been the 
military, who played first fiddle. 

3 

One ought not to forget, that !FOR's mission was NATO's first ever '·out- of- area" 
operation, i.e. outside its own former area of responsibility of the Cold War. But it was also 
NATO's first ever joint operation with former adversaries turned members of the "Partnership 
for Peace'' (PfP)- programme together with the Russian Federation and non- NATO
partners. So it was a real challengd 

Unfortunately however the USA had decided to ban the UN from the Dayton Conference. 
Though the UN, and especially their Secretariat under Secretary General Boutros Boutros
Ghali, had been charged by the Security Council under US - leadership, strongly and 
critically supported by France and the UK, to deploy insufficient forces into the former 
Yugoslavia, and though there were some 50.000 Blue Helmets under UNPROFOR's mandate 
still in the field, mostly in Bosnia- Herzegovina, no other nation demanded, that their own 
organisation for peace and international security, the UN, be present at the peace talks. 
The more recent discussions on the authoritv of the Securitv CounciL who after all holds 
primary responsibility to maintain intematio~al peace and s~curity7 were caused by this 
political mistake of the Clinton administration. 
Other questionable decisions concerning the same area of conflict were to follow. 
The Dayton Peace Accord was mainly focussing on the military implementation of its 
agreements. As most participants to the peace talks thought ofNATO's existing institutions, 
when implementation was being discussed, no single authority was designated to responsibly 
organise in a comprehensive way the political and administrative, military and judiciaL 
economic, humanitarian and other civilian aspects of the mission. 
Resulting deficiencies in the field required numerous ad hoc arrangements to ease co
operation. Among the authorities tasked with the implementation of the Dayton Peace Accord 
the "Office of the High Representative" gained prominent importance. Dependent on the 
personality of the High Representative one can state, that he has been the actual ruler of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Through the newly founded "Joint Civil Commission" he attempted to 
run the most complicated country. 
But since there was a very complex network of authorities with politically driven command 
arrangements, he always has to consult with key parties to develop a common understanding 
of the situation at hand and the objectives to strive for As a fall-out ofDayton UN Secretary 
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali had been tasked to establish a 2.027 strong United Nations 
Civil Police force from scratch. He tasked his department of peacekeeping Operations, 
DPKO, to organise the "International Police Task Force, IPTF"' and sent a senior UN 
diplomat to Sarajevo as his Special Representative, SRSG, to head the UN Mission in Bosnia
Herzegovina, UNMIBH With the presence of those three authorities. the !FOR commander, 
the High Representative and the SRSG, trying to achieve progress towards a political 
objective which was not clearly defined, the international intervention was facing interesting 
times. 

6 N:1tionnl Defeme University: "Les5om from Bo~nia", The 1 f-OR Experience; \Ventz, Larry (eel.); Washington, 1997 
7 UN Charter, Article 24.1 
s UN Security Council Resolution 1035 (l995) h~1d origimdly nut hori~ed :m I PTF o ( I. 721 CivPol Officer.<:, \vhich 
w:~:: bter·incre!-l.~ed to 2.027. 
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The Dayton agreement set the scene for the creation ofBosnia-Herzegovina as "One country 
of two entities and three nations." This political objective defined the military tasks. 
For NATO the mission of the "Implementation Force", !FOR and of its successor 
"Stabilisation Force", SFOR meant breaking new ground in quite a number of areas. 

.j 

As for the deployment as one of the most difficult phases of any operation, !FOR had an easy 
start, as many of its initial contingents had already been present as Blue Helmets with 
UNPROFOR. So they only switched their head-gear to become !FOR formations. 
But with UNPROFOR's memories of hostile behaviour of the former warring fractions in 
mind, !FOR focussed very much on force protection. As one of their commanders put it: "Mv 
three main priorities are: I. Force protection; 2. Force protection; 3. Force protection."

9 
This 

has certainly been a result of the American Somalia trauma with its philosophy of"Zero 
Risk". 

Separation of the Fot·me,. Wal"ring Fractions 

Officially !FOR's first priority was the separation of the former warring fractions. 
As !FOR made explicitly clear, that they were ready to enforce compliance with the Dm1on 
Peace Accord and hence use overwhelming force whenever necessary, the rather formidable 
opposing forces were fairly quickly separated. To all of them !FOR's tremendous firepower 
was a convincing d·eterrent. 
To assess !FOR's success in this task one has to count the numbers of former fighters that had 
to be dealt with: By the end of 1995, when the Dayton Peace Accord was signed, the strength 
of the Muslim "Army ofBosnia- Herzegovina"(AbiH) was 216.826 soldiers, while the allied 
forces of the "Croatian Defense Council" (HVO) comprised 47.747 men. Their former 
adversary, the "Army of the Republika Srpska" (VRS) counted 154.525 fighters. The Day1on 
Agreement called for a significant reduction of these forces, and a balancing of the two 
entities. 
With !FOR's capabilities well understood, road blocks were shut down, checkpoints, which 
had not explicitly been authorised were bulldozed, and the units of the former warring 
fractions were placed in cantonment areas and barracks under tight !FOR control. 
Understandably !FOR's resolve was often challenged, but the former adversaries generally 
complied. 

More important still than !FOR's superiority in firepower was its dominance in the area of 
information. !FOR demonstrated to the former belligerents that they could monitor their units 
any time of the day or night even under difficult weather conditions. "We don't have 
arguments. We hand them our pictures and they move their tanks. "

10 
As a result, all heavy 

weapons were put into storage under !FOR supervision: 84 main battle tanks, MBTs, from the 
AbiH, 42 of the HVO and 312 of the VRS; 1.840 artillery pieces from the AbiH, 788 from the 
HVO and 1.012 from the VRS; in addition some 200 infantry fighting vehicles and 39 air 
craft and helicopters. 
Specific difficulties arose from the media presence throughout the country. Media reports of 
incidents often reached the home country and higher headquarters before the responsible 
commander on the ground was aware of the situation and able to react. E-mails by individuals 

9 Gener~l (ret.) Dr. Kbus Reinhardt, Tutzing, B July 200'1 
10 M~1jor Genl:ral William N~1sh, (USArmy),Comtmmding General Multin:1tion:ll Division (North) 
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in the field and interne! homepages distributed information at a speed never before 
experienced. 
At the same time the Republika Srpska continued with an active dis-information campaign 
against !FOR and NATO as a whole. But as NATO's Rules of Engagement do not allow for 
dis-information and deception the activities of the Bosnian Serbs could not be undermined. 
Electronic media are the preferred source of public information in Bosnia, but !FOR had to 
rely more on printed materiellike the publications 'The Herald of Peace" and "Mircko" and 
in addition on posters and hand bills. !FOR radio transmitted on AM, but the people in 
Bosnia listen to FM. So there were many lessons to be learned. 

Transformation of the Anned Forces 

The Dayton Peace Accord divided Bosnia- Herzegovina into two political entities: the 
Bosnian Federation with an ethnic majority ofBosniaks and Croats, holding 51% of the 
territory, and the Republika Srpska holding the remaining 49%. 
As !FOR's entry into the territory of the fundamentally divided Bosnia- Herzegovina was to 
bring a halt to hostilities, the transformation of the three armies, that existed into only two, 
who were even to accept each other as partners in the provision of security for Bosnia
Herzegovina was the greatest challenge. 

5 

Militarily the Bosniak or Muslim "Army of Bosnia- Herzegovina" (AbiH) and the "Croatian 
Defence Council" (HVO) were to be integrated into the" Army of the Federation ofBosnia
Herzegovina" (Vojska Federacije, VF) 
The USA instituted a programme called "Equip and Train" (E&T) and sent a consultancy firm 
"Military Professional Resources Inc." (MPRI) to introduce NATO doctrine and standards. 
It may be assumed, that this programme contained a hidden agenda, since it not only visibly 
raised the level of military professionalism in the newly established "Vojska Federacije", VF, 
but also helped introduce military equipment from Western production under the objective of 
increased commonality while simultaneously replacing equipment from former Soviet and 
indigenous Yugoslav productions. 

The results in this re-equipping process were good, but in the improvement in training they 
. were spectacular. The significant force reductions of 15 percent each in 1999 and 2000 

allowed for a concentration on specialisation and familiarisation. Due to the absence of 
functioning military education facilities much of that training had to be conducted in the form 
of refresher courses in-country or abroad and was focussing on a "Train the Trainers" 
programme. Much of this education took place in Turkey and the USA, but also in other 
countries as Malaysia and Germany. 
As most of these training measures were done as joint endeavours, they helped to successfully 
integrate the former warring fractions of Croats and Bosniaks into the Federation Army. With 
the prospect of further downsizing of the armed forces, there will be little need to recruit new 
soldiers for another three to five years. Instead the focus has to remain on the transformation 
of the armed forces into an increasingly professional and basically non-political instrument. 
Since the new government in Sarajevo has cut the defence budget for 2001 to the equivalent 
of a mere 130 million US $, it will remain a real challenge to have former members of the 
Croatian forces accept the considerably lower salary level in the Federation Army. Political 
reliability as a pillar of public security is the main objective of this transformation process. 



"Army of the Republika Srpska" 

More of a challenge is of course the case of the "Army of the Republika Srpska" (Vojska 
Republike Sprpske, VRS). The Bosnian Serbs' idea of independent statehood shaped the 
political and military considerations of the Dayton Peace Accord, which allowed the self
proclaimed- with the strong support of, if not under the orders of Slobodan Milosevic
Republika Srpska to remain as a separate entity within Bosnia-Herzegovina. The nationalist 
Bosnian Serbs were allowed to believe that they were only technically a part of Bosnia
Herzegovina, while their real country was the "Republika Srpska", who would enjoy closer 
ties with Belgrade than with Sarajevo. The existence of a separate army was therefore 
considered as crucially important if not vital for its non-Bosnian statehood. 

(, 

It has been said, that the Serbs would prefer an independent "Army" of one general and a 
ceremonial platoon to a functioning military under joint or integrated command at the level of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Under such conditions the future of the country is closely linked to that 
of the armed forces. 
The geographical shape of the Republika Srpska, almost completely divided in two halves, 
determined the basic organisation of the army. But the still existing structure of four corps is 
endangered by the reduction of their strength. The length of the "Inter-Entity-Boundary Line" 
requires increased manoeuvrability and thus a departure from the pre-war Yugoslav principle 
of mostly territory-based formations. 
Though the I 996 sub-regional arms control agreement was accepted by the Republika Srpska, 
the VRS blocked its proper implementation, by declaring that quite a number of weapons 
which were to be destroyed were maintained under the provision of"decommissioning". But 
in a successful joint effort the High Representative, the OSCE regional office and numerous 
other international organisations put pressure on the government and finally achieved positive 
results. Especially SFOR's scrutiny of the VRS brought secret transfers of weapons and 
equipment from Belgrade to a complete stop and thus promoted unwilling but visible 
compliance with the political demands of Dayton. 
As a result the VRS is presently slightly below the authorised number of 11.414 regular 
soldiers plus a few thousand men, doing their compulsory military service. The equipment 
quantitatively within the permitted limits is nearing obsolescence, but the economic situation 
does not allow for modernisation. 

The Future of the Armed Forces 

Both armies within Bosnia-Herzegovina are aware that they have to face further reductions. 
The objective of these planned reductions is a level of one third below present strength to be 
reached by 2005. A realistic number for both forces together would be lower than 20.000. At 
the same time the defence expenditure would ha ye to be brought down to about 2 % of the 
GDP, as opposed to presently 4.3 %of the GDP for the VRS and 6% for the VF. 
Despite the unsatisfactory level of integration of the armed forces they can not be considered 
a threat to internal security and stability within the country and even less so for any 
neighbouring state. This was reflected in NATO's decision not only to further reduce SFOR's 
active strength, but simultaneously to delegate the command authority from the Supreme 
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Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, SHAPE to Allied Forces Southern Europe. AFSOUTH. 
The successful creation of an independent political district of Brcko, separating the two halves 
of the Republica Srpska in the direction West-East and at the same time allowing almost free 
right of way for the Bosniaks in the direction North-South are indicative of the political 
progress in the country. 
The symbolic value of that step even exceeds its real importance. 
The "Joint Committee on Military Affairs, originally imposed upon the former adversaries, 
is finally beginning to function. Thus the three sides agreed to the Bosnia-Herzegovina Joint 
Defence Policy on 11 May 2001 and even to the deployment of a joint VF-VRS Military 
Observer Team, to serve under the flag of the UN in the peacekeeping operation between 
Eritrea and Ethiopia, UNMEE. 
Engineers from both the VF and the VRS are co-operating in the construction of two roads 
across the Inter-Entity Boarder Line. 
General Atif Dudakovic, Commander of the VF Joint Command, though admitting that there 
are still three ethnic armies in his country, has even suggested to restructure them armed 
forces into one. 11 

The recent political development in Croatia and Serbia may also help to improve conditions 
for enhanced integration of the former spearheads of nationalist confrontation. 
The signs of successful integration within Bosnia-Herzegovina are indeed victories for the 
basic concept of Dayton. 

Military Support for Civilian Matters 

Based on the provisions of the Dayton Peace Accord, in the first phase of its deployment 
!FOR focussed almost entirely on the militarv as eels of its mission, neglecting the civilian 
· imension. s ctvt -mt ttary airs in support of a peacekeeping operatiOn were new r 
NATO, a common understanding had to be developed among the military leadership at all 
levels of!FOR of their roles, missions and capabilities vis-a-vis the civilians. 
This does not only refer to the civilian authorities of the entities in Bosnia - Herzegovina but 
also to the international agencies as the High Commissioner for Refugees(UNHCR), the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(HCR) and the hundreds of humanitarian relief organisations. 
Communicating and sharing information with their representatives was another new 
experience for NATO. Mutual understanding would develop rather slowly; unnecessary 
competition and duplication of efforts out of mistrust had to be identified and consequently 
avoided. But both IFOR and their civilian partners realised, that unity of effort 11·as required if 
they wanted to succeed. 
Most importantly however, !FOR provided for a secure environment and thus created 
conditions under which the stabilisation process could begin. 
This was not apparent when !FOR first arrived in the area. Also their willingness to co
operate with the International Police Task Force, IPTF was Ie'SSiiian satisTactory The IPTF 
imposed upon the UN wt!liout warning demanded a completely-sew-approach to the matter of 
internal security. Without any executive authority and therefore unarmed, the lPTF suffered 
from slow and lagging support from the international community, particularly the willin!,'Iless 
oflheiJN general Assembly to provide the necessary funds and the Member States of the UN 
with its reluctance to make available sufficient numbers of Civil Police ofticers at the required 

11 Colonel GenerHl Atif Dudnkovic: Interview in: Jane's Defence Weekly, lR July 200·1, p.12 
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leYels of professional competence. 

rf As IFORISFOR had been created in de endent of the UN, there were no revisions for mutu;j] I 
support. ven though the "political masters" of!FORISFOR had established the 
international Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, ICTY in The Hague they did not 
task their military forces to apprehend the war criminals accused by the ICTY. That had an 
immediate bearing upon the willingness of ordinary citizens in Bosnia-Herzegovina to accept 
the rulings of the international community in other fields. 
When the Bosnian Serbs "ordered" the Serb inhabitants of Sarajevo to leave for their "own"\\ 
Republika Srpska and to leave behind a "torched earth" scenario, the still fledgling IPTF 12 got! } 
no help from !FOR's heavily armed forces to maintain law and order. Such deficiencies in the 
basic understanding of each other's tasks had to be remedied, and the willingness to take joint 
actions, whenever necessary, improved only slowly through trial and error. 
But when both sides, !FOR and IPTF had learned their lessons, co-operation went more 
smoothly and successfully. The call for the military to lend armed convtchon to the 
determmed advtce whtch IPTF would give the indigenous police, resulted in quick response. 
Such rapid reaction with military means enabled the international community to declare 
separatist actions illegal, to stop ethnic segregation and "cleansing", to promote integration 
and to rebuild an atmosphere of basic confidence in basic democratic institutions. 
Onlv through such joint actions was it possible for the High Representative together with the 
Special Representative of the Secretary General and the IPTF Commissioner as well as the 
IFORISFOR Commander to have the discrimination by vehicle licence plates ended through 
the distribution of new ones, Whtch dtd no longer gtve thetr holders ethmc identity away. 
In a similar vein, new passports were issued, again to promote integration against any 
secessionist attempts. e/ 
\Yitho_ut reliance on military support the return of refugees would have been impossible. The 
same holds true for qmte a number of other tasks. It was the military, that took the first 
initiative in mine reconnaissance and mine clearing. Military engineers and signal specialists 
spearheaded tile reconstruction of communications, roads, bridges and air fields. Military 
hospitals, though only tailored for their own patients created a feeling of confidence within 
the civilian communities. Even the discovery and opening of mass graves was initiated by the 
military. 
Finally, the organisation of elections was strongly supported and also controlled by the 
militarv. As some civilian observers concluded, tlie international military presence proved a 
real m~lti-purpose instrument to implement peace and stability for Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
Nevertheless it must be stated, that he strategic deterrence which SFOR constitutes to this Y 
dav will be required for quite some time to come. ithout t e c ear demonstration of the 
pohtical will or the mtematwniil community to stay convincingly present in the war-tom 
country the promising development could easily collapse. . 
The slowly growing atmosphere of stability is the crucial prerequisite for the economic I I 

\I development ofBosnia-Herzegovina. The continuing rol mtlttary under such 
ciftumstances may perhaps best be described as that of catalyst the presence of which is /1 
indispensable for the process of which it is not really a paN _ _, 

::Only between 1.30 :md 350 CivPol officer~ h;1d arrived in Bosnia-Herzegovina :md were just trying to orgmllse. UN 
Secretary Gt:neral Boutros-Gh:1ti stated: "lt is not feasible to assign to this unnrmed force the task of enforcing la'\v 
;me\ ord.er in n country :1\Vash with we:1pons, all the mon; so when it h:1s no legal m1thority to do so." Security 

Co~mcil, S/'1996/210, 29 !Vbrch 19%, par.42 



KOSOVO 

As the international intervention in the Kosovo happened only several months after the 
similar operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina one would have assumed that most of the shortfalls 
of the former would be avoided and that the mission would have been organised 
convincingly. 
Unfortunately that was. not the case. Despite the geographical proximity of the two crisis 
areas, the character of the conflicts were profoundly different. Equally different was the kind 
of the international response, given the differences in the situation under international law. 
If there has. been one visible improvement between the operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina and 
in the Kosovo, it lies in the fact, that the role of the international community is more clearly 
defined. 

') 

The Security Council lived up to its responsibility for world peace and international security 
and provided the legal base for the deployment of an international presence on the ground in 
the Kosovo-province of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia/Montenegro ). Admittedly 
this had not been an easy task, given the questionable NATO air force intervention against the 
Yugoslav regime of Slobodan Milosevic. It had required the draft of a Security Council 
resolution at the G 7(+ I) summit in Cologne to achieve consensus with the Russian 
Federation and China, but resulted in a mandate for the civilian part of the intervention 13

, 

which accounts for quite a number of good ideas. 

"International Security P•·esence" 

The role of the military however remains rather vague, since Resolution 1244 as explicit as it 
may lie in otlier helds refers to the military only as the "international security presence", 
completely avoiding its definition as "military". 
The numerous tasks however given to that "security presence" reveal, that only military 
means were meant to tackle them. 
Apparently the apprehensions on the part of some non-NATO countries that the UN might 
once again appear as.an agent ofNATO may have caused the over-cautious formulations in 
Resolution 1244. 

Nevertheless.in the absa· f any realistic alternative the military part of the pe.ace operation 
in the Kosovo fell upo ~AT . Only NATO's integrated command structure is capable of 
rapidly reacting to the ds of such a mission;-while-national'elemerrtsofotner countries 
can----ontyt5e adoecnothrnnc-ttoning-headquarters of NATO formations. Reluctantly even 
Moscow had to accept that realistic approach. As a result, NATO formed Kosovo Force, 
KFOR as a new integrated command to shoulder the complex tasks of the '·international 
security presence". 
Without the convincing military presence of NATO forces on the ground, the "Military
Technical Agreement" signed on 9 June 1999 by Yugoslav generals with General Sir Michael 
Jackson at Kumanovo airfield 14 would not have resulted in the quick and complete 

13 UN Security Council Re:-;olution 1244 (1999), "10 _)tmc 1999 

14 Ibid. Annex li 



withdrawal of all Yugoslav military, para-military and police presence from the Kosovo as a 
prerequisite for any peaceful development in the area .. 
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Concluded in New York KFOR's agenda starts with the task of '·deterrence of any 
resumption of hostilities", which had already begun on the ground; it went on with the 
"demilitarisation of the Kosovo Liberation Army, UCK an(! of other armed Kosovo-Albanian 
groups" and demanded to create "a secure environment to allow for the safe return of refugees 
and internally displaced persons, in which the international civilian presence can function, 
establish a transitional administration, and provide humanitarian support'' 15 

The meaning of such a task becomes only clear, when one realises, that more than 450.000 · 
Albanians had been forced to leave their homes and were either abroad in neighbouring 
countries or elsewhere in Europe or internally displaced_ Of those almost all have returned to 
their home areas, though many were confronted with heavily damaged houses_ KFOR units 
quickly engaged in support for the reconstruction. 
After the return of the Albanians another migration of up to 150.000 Serbs, who left for 
Serbia proper started. It remains doubtful, if many of those will return to the Kosovo_ 

The next task on the list was rather unusual as hardly any armed forces in the world are 
prepared for it. Resolution 1244 determined, that the "international security presence" 
"guarantee public security §llld:orller until-the-intemational_c.fij!imuJr_esence_c_anl-lilhl:.!ll!l._ 
responsibi!ny for that-! _''Consequently soldiers from many nations found themselves 1 

the role of civilian police, ot o o s w o a , ut 
also esta lishing an running local prisons, controlling traffic and trying to help collect tm<es 
and fees, while searching for former lawyers and advocates and administrators to re-establish 
the first traces of law and order in a province, which had actually been under Serb siege over a 
suppressed Albanian population for more than ten years_ -
The search for missing people and the identification of bodies recovered from mass graves I ( 
was another contribution to the establishment of basic confidence in new and stable social 
conditions_ 

Meanwhile KFORhad to initiate the clearing of mines and to provide continuous physical 
protection to minorities aoainst attem ted reveuge from the local or regional ma· ority_ Though 
ill- d for it, any milit formation till fin t emse ves Involved in riot contr 
operation ' trying to keep hostile ethnic groupsSfifrrcoiirrmiShirrrg,1\lT' crrerrtty:-----------' 

itary started to re-open schools and established hospitals, it provided support for the 
arrival of international agencies and was keen to accelerate their establishment in the area to 
get rid of their burden as quickly as possible_ 
KFOR has clearly been established as a military command organisation, built around existing 
elements of NATO, which are prepared to rotate regularly. Despite differences in doctrine and 
structure and some difficulties in the area of inter-operability, the co-operation with military 
elements from non-NATO countries works well. Today the units from 37 nations have formed 
KFOR into a convincing instrument of international political will. / 
S.adl)Cho vever there are no provisions for an equally smooth co-operation \vith the civilian \l <> 

side of the intemation, presence_ · et er t e two part e internatiOnal humanitarian 
intervention functiOn properly, depends mostly on the- chemistry e ween the civilian hea 

J~, Ibid. P:1ra. 9 :1),b),c). 



of the UN Mission in Kosovo, UNMIK, the Special Representative of the Secretarv General, 
SRSG, and NATO's Commanding General ofKFOR, COM KFOR. 
As UN Secretarv General Kofi Annan said in a speech at Georgetown University: 

11 

" ... peacekeeping is not, and must not become, an arena of rivalry between the United Nations 
and NATO. There is plenty of work for both of us to do. We work best when we respect each 
other's competence and avoid getting in each other's way .... More than ever, the distinction 
between political and military aspects of our work are becoming blurred."16 

International Civilian Presence 

While NATO had impressively demonstrated its competence through the comparably smooth 
deployment ofNATO's ground forces after the end of the "Allied Force" air campaign, and 
the exemplary implementation of the multitude of tasks, despite criticism from some media 
and visiting politicians, the performance of the "International Civilian Presence" left much to 
be desired. 
Though the political leadership in all member states of NATO had had sufficient time to 
consider the political development in and around the Kosovo, long before the decision to 
embark on operation "Allied Force" had been taken, no preparations for a civilian 
participation in the conflict containment and peace building efforts necessary to stabilise the 
situation in the Balkan had been undertaken. 
While no provisions at all have become known of any timely identification of administrative 
or judicial experts to be sent to the Kosovo for the reconstruction of a wholly destroyed 
country bare of all functioning institutions, the arrival of others was extremely late and thus 
severely endangered the peace building process. 
The dep~ent of civil olice officers to establish a secure environment for the return of la;,\ 
and order was even slower than It a een or YIF m Bosma-Herzegovma three years _) 
before. SRGSG Bernard Kouchner for instance complained that his own country, France did 
notsend him anv Civil Police officers 
In the absence of any executive arm in the Kosovo, the importance of the international 
riiilitary presence gained a weigh1incummensuraore with its capabilities. Under such 
circumstances KFOKs relative success m the disarmament of the fonper UCK is quite 
remarkable. · 
The_main task of the international Civil Police in the Kosovo an no e the continued \ 
m~temal securitYlhroug out the country, ut ass1s ance m e recrUitment, j 
training and finally monitoring of a completely new indigenous police force, allowing for a 
multi-ethnic composition proportional with the percentage of ethnic groups in the whole .J 
Kosovo society. The late arrival and rather limited strength of international Civil Police 11 

caused a delaved demmlarisation of the Kosovo Liberation Army, UCK and provided for their 
increased political role, which also results in their strong presence within the newly formed 
Kosovo police, possibly endangering the objective of its education towards democratic values 
and human rights principles. As a goal the newly formed "Kosovo Police Service" will have 
to provide the necessary confidence of all citizens of that province in the rule of law. But for 
the time being, extreme shortages continue in the numbers of new Kosovo Police Officers and 
of the international Ci vi I Police. 

16 Kofi Amum "The Future of United N!.!.tion~ Peacek<:eping". G<:org<:to\Vll Uniwr~ity, :n Fr.:hn1ary l~.JlJlJ: UN Pres~ 

RelcH~c SG /SJ\,! / (i')Ol. 
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herefore KFOR troo s are still oft called u on as the only security presence in many parts 
cl the KosoyP! As a lesson truly learned from unsatis ying experiences m osnia
Herzegovina Resolution 1244 provides for the legal conditions for the "international security 
presence" i.e. the military of KFOR, to co-operate in an unlimited manner with the 
"International Criminal Court of Justice for the Former Yugoslavia" ICTY. 17That provision 
avoids lengthy discussions on the opportunity of arresting suspected war criminals. 
Unfortunately however, an impartial judiciary together with an efficient court and prison 
system, both a fundamental prerequisite for a democratic police, have not yet reached the 
desired level of performance. 
It must not go unnoticed, that in addition to the aforementioned tasks, KFOR has enabled the 
international community also to prepare the first democratic elections in the Kosovo, and to 
have it organised and monitored and finally completed in a way that may promote public 
confidence in the ongoing process of political stabilisation. 

External Security 

~political development around the Kosovo has lead to a certain s · ing of emphasis · 
~~At fi,~st obser.:ation and interdiction efforts were required to cu . oss

borCier movement by fighters of the .. UCPMB" trymg to umte a handful of Albanian 
villages in the 5 km-wide demilitarised ''Ground Security Zone" along the border with Serbia 
But then the tensions within Macedonia resulted in the provision _gf_border control 2Eerations 
to avoid a spread of hostilities across that line of demar~rogance on the part of the 
Slav Macedonian majority vis-a-vis their fast growing minority of Albanian compatriots has 
triggered a feeling of dissatisfaction on the side of the latter, triggered probably by 
observations of increasing human rights. standards for their Albanian relatives in the Kosovo. 
KFOR was immediately up to the new challenge and could successfully block the transfer of 
weapons and members of the newly founded Macedonian "UCK". KFOR's rapid reaction 
helped stabilise the situations in both cases by a demonstration of political will and 
determination, based on the principle of justice and impartiality 

The Security Council, realising the importance of the "international security presence", 
KFOR has apparently overcome its own reservations vis-a-vis the fundamental role ofNATO 
and therefore openly refers to it in a recent Resolution concerning KFOR's role for the 
stability of the Balkan beyond the boundaries of the Kosovo. 1

' Though KFOR has not been 
an agency of the UN, the Security Council even asks it to be kept informed of its activities. 

Certainly not intended as a part of KFOR's mission, its role in the area of economic build up 
in the region ought not to be overlooked either. During the first two years of its mission, 
KFOR built up a sizeable infrastructure oflogistic bases and communicatio~s. For that 
purpose a considera e a our force was most y loca y ire , promo i "' d standard of living 
in a time of need and transition. 

17 UN.Sccuri!y Council Re~olution 1244 (199\)), Pam 14 
1~ UN Sccuri-tj Council-Re~olution 1345 (2001), 21 March 2001 
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As Macedonia has served as the logistic rear area for many contingents, the spending of 
NATO formations for that country alone amount to between 500.000 and 1.000.000 US$ per 
day The .contribution by the military to the economies of a number of other Balkan nations as 
Albania, Bulgaria and Greece is remarkable. This may be exemplified bv the maintenance of 
a ground support route from Greece through Macedonia into the Kosovo and the 

, reconstruction of the rail-link between Prishtina and Skopje. 
l§.9me 4.000 NATO ldiers are stationed in Macedonia, another 1.200 in Albania and a 

permanent communications headquarters, " East" in Bu garia. In response these 
iiatwns have granted KFOR a nght of passage in the air, by rail and road and rivers, wherever 
possible and the use of their ports and airfields for support of their contingents in KFOR 

What does the Future hold for Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Kosovo? 

Whereas the political future of Bosnia-Herzegovina as fores.e<lR-by-tlrei:la'tlen-1! ccord 
.-may·be·(j · onable as for the chances of its realisation, the tutu re of the Kosovo is very 
much in doubt ile the militarily convincing presence of WI l have to be contmued 
for an ex e e period of time, to ensure a peaceful development in Bosnia-Herzegovma, to 
avora a renewed outbreak of hostilities among the ethnic and religious entities, there seems to 
be a chance for consolation under conditions, where economic progress may cause closer co
operation. The ethnic entities may remember, that they lived in relative prosperitv side by side 
for quite some time and may realise, that mutual understanding and ethnic and religious 
tolerance are necessary to live on together. If all of those ideas come true, Dayton may finally 
succeed. 
Despite the determination with which NATO intervened with military might in the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia/Montenegro) by air forces and consequentlv and "ith consent 
of the Security Council on the ground, there is no clarity about the political objective of that 
intervention. 
As long as the authoritarian regime ofMilosevic ruled in Belgrade, the idea of a return of the 
Kosovo to the status quo ante was widely rejected, while after the political changes in 
Belgrade, the opinion of the political leadership in the West seems to have shifted away from 
sym athy with the Albanian mmonty m Serbta towards the Serb mmority in the Kosovo. 
No longer oes political correctness rely on the principle of self-determination for the 
Albanians but instead insists on the validity of existing borders and the territorial integritv of 
the Federal Republic o{Yugoslavia. 
!i:s such an approach to future political development will hardly be accepted by the Kosovo 
Albanians, rmed conflict is still a menacing possibility in that part of Europe. I 
Therefore;-sta 1 ty,t vounte term of present day political qiscussiori,~:,re,qui>.e~ ontinued 

~litary presence in the are to keep the lid on what has long b9'<l} .. defin~d as the po\v er ·eo . 
ii1th B.al · . ln the end human rights for the Albanians in the.Kosovo- and for that matte~./ 
in· -;;;;edonia well-win have to be coined in a sort ofrefer~ndum, probablv leading tofarj 
reachmg au ono my If not m dependence. i _ _ -' · · ·· __ , --. · · ·. · _ 
Finally it has become clear, that the role of the military in both iptema.tional interventions 
discussed above is far from the classical expectations of organised \varriors, but rather that, of 
instruments ofintemational politics. Not even the "ultima ratio regis]',. bu(_aii;Jost the · , -

international political community's first choice. l. . ... ,. 
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Introduction 

SECURING EAST TIMOR: 

Preliminary Draft 
Do Not Quote! 

THE MILITARY AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

Rizal SUKMA 
CSIS, Jakarta 

P1·epared for the CAEC's Project on 
State-Building in East Timor, Bosnia and Kosovo 

For newly-independent state, the task of guaranteeing military and external 
security constitutes one. of crucial challenges in the state-building process. As East 
Timor is now in the transition towards independence as a sovereign state, the country 
also faces such crucial challenge. Given the violent historical and political context of 
East Timor's struggle for independence, the paramount importance of the task is 
indeed self-evident. The history of East Timor, from Portuguese colonialism to two 
decades of Indonesia's rule from 1976-1998, has been a history deeply marked by 
constant anguish, oppression, and violence. As that history was primarily defined and 
imposed on the East Timorese by external forces, either by 400 years of Portuguese 
primitive colonialism or 23 years oflndonesian brutal rule, the need to guarantee the 
country's security as an independent state becomes imperative. 

No one would deny that the imperative for assuring East Timor's external 
security cannot be separated from the question of internal politics and security. 
However, this paper specifically addresses the challenges facing the East Timorese 
future government in ensuring its external security. The internal dimension of this 
issue will only be addressed in the broader context of national security challenges. In 
that context, the consolidation of internal security through the removal of the 
potential for violence, the establishment of a regular defence force, and the challenge 
of managing democratic civil-military relations, would constitute three important 
intemal tasks. Externally, East Timor's relations with Indonesia and Australia, and 
its place in the wider Southeast Asia region, would have important bearing on the 
country's national security. 

The discussion is divided into four main sections. The first section analyses 
the problem of consolidating internal security. It discusses the problem of 
dismantling remnants of violence, the establishment of East Timor Defence Force 
(ETDF), and the question of civil-military relations. The second section specifically 
examines security challenges facing the country, both perceived and actual. The third 
section explores the problems facing East Timor's external security and the strategy 
through which the country would ensure its external security, especially within the 
wider context of its relations with Indonesia and Australia in particular and with the 



region in general. Finally, the fourth section draws some lessons to be learned from 
the process of guaranteeing external military security as part of state-building process 
in East Timor. 

The Internal Dimension: 
Secm·ity Consolidation and the Military 

The withdrawal of the militia and the TNI from East Timor after the historic 
vote in favour of independence, and the violence and carnage that proceeded it, has 
left the country with a challenge of consolidating its internal security. 1 That 
challenge, however, cannot be separated from an obvious task of guaranteeing its 
external security. And, the linkage between the need to maintain internal security on 
the one hand, and the imperative for ensuring external security on the other, lies in 
the question of dealing with former members of the Armed Forces for the National 
Liberation of East Timor (Falintil). Internally, the question of re-organising the 
Falintil is related to problem of dismantling remnants of violence, which includes the 
question of disarn1ament and the reintegration of former combatants. More 
importantly, as a consequence of the decision to establishment of the ETDF in 
September 2000, East Timor is also faced with the question of ensuring democratic 
civil-military relations as a means to guarantee the absence of tension in the future. 
Externally, the establishment of the ETDF is also meant to provide the country with a 
minimum capability to ensure external security. 

Removing Potentials for Violence: 
Managing the Falintil 

Soon after it took control over the territory, one of important problems faced 
by the United Nations Transitional Authority in East Timor (UNT AE1') was the issue 
ofFalintil's status. The UN Security Council Resolution No. 1272, that mandates the 
UNTAET with overall responsibility for the administration of East Timor, including 
the responsibility to restore peace and maintain law and order, did not mention 
specifically the future status of Falintil. Except assigning military observers to 
monitor the Falintil in the cantonment area, UNT AET initially did not devise a 
comprehensive plan on how to deal wiili this issue. The difficulty and sensitivity of 
the issue was evident when the attempt by the International Forces in East Timor 
(lnterfet), which acted on the mandate given by the UN Security Council Resolution 
No. 1264 to disarn1 "armed groups" including Falintil, was simply unable to do so in 
the face ofFalintil's refusal to disarm.2 Moreover, UNTAET's reluctance to address 
the challenge posed by the need to demobilise the Falintil troops was also caused by 
its hesitation to create a rift with East Timorese leaders3 

1 The specific problem of internal security is dealt with separately by James Fox and Dionisio Babo 
Soai·es. 
1 hulependent Study on Security Force Options for East Timor, The Centre for Defence Studies, 
King's College, London, paragraph no. 12. 
3 Patrick Candio and Roland Bleiker, "Peacebuilding in East Timer," The Paq/ic Review, vol. 14 no. 
I (2001), p. 70, 
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Falintil's attitnde was indeed understandable. As a group that formed the core 
of anned struggle against 23 years of brutal Indonesian rule, it is not surprising that 
the Falintil expects its role in the struggle for independence to be recognised and its 
status as a de facto anny respected. For that reason, the Falintil clearly felt that it 
should continue to have a role in the future. However, immediately after the Popular 
Consultation, the Falintil soon felt that its presence was being marginalised, its status 
demeaned, and its needs in the cantonment area neglected 4 As acknowledged by UN 
Secretary-General Koffi Anan in his report to the Security Council in July 2000, 
"difficult living condition, lack of supplies and lack of clarity about their current and 
future role have recently led to concerns over discipline and motale."5 

Such condition clearly brought about some implications for security. 
Uncetiainty in their status and poor living condition in the cantonment area forced 
many Falintil members to move outside the cantonment area. For example, it was 
estimated that around 700 Falintil members were "on leave", either to rejoin their 
family or work outside the cantonment area. However, some of their activities, such 
as taking pati in politically sensitive issues as land and property, screening refugees, 
and offering protection in the markets of Bacau, Laga, and Dili, raised concerns 
among UNTAET officials.6 By June 2000, Concerns over the breakdown of 
discipline among the ranks of Falintil were increasingly voiced by UNT AET 
officials. Indeed, the characterisation of the Falintil on 23 June 2000 as "almost in a 
state of revolt" by CNRT president and Falintil supreme commander Xanana 
Gusmao showed the magnitude of the problem. 

Such developments clearly brought about a number of security implications. 
First, several incidents of violence involving members of Falintil had become source 
of security concerns. After an incident involving two Falintil members in Dili, for 
example, around 60 members of Falintil left the cantonment to seek revenge. 7 

Second, dissatisfaction with UNTAET's in its dealings with Falintil, distrust over the 
capacity of the Peace Keeping Force (PKF) to undertake its duty, and internal 
divisions within its leadership, began to grow.8 There was worry at that time that if 
this development continued, the relationship between members of the group and the 
UNT AET in general, and the PKF in patiicular, would be seriously affected. Third, 
there were incidents also where the small number of militia returning to East Timor 
have been subject to intimidation. Even more worrying were reports that some 
Falintil members also intimidated local communities. This would certainly increase 
the possibility of violence in the society9 

4 Prior to the Popular Consultation, under the 5 May 1999 Agreement, Falintil accepted the 
cantonment of its troops. After the arrival of Interfet, it agreed to move to a single cantonment area in 
the Aileu district. 
5 Report of the Secreta1y-General on the United Nation~ Transitional Administration in East Timer 
(for the period 27 January to 26 July 2000), 26 July 2000, p. 8. 
h Independent Study on Security Force, paragraph 24. 
7 East Timor Defence Force: The Price of Security; Indonesia-Policy Archives: CDPM-East Tin1or, 
taken from http:/www.indopubs/tarchives/0258.html. 
:.: Ibid .. pJragraph 40. 
'' Ectmund Tee, "It's a Difficult Birth of A New Nation," Straits Times. 13 Febmary 2000. 
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The situation posed a dilemma for UNTAET. On the one hand, due to the 
limitation of its mandate, the UNTAET was constrained by legal restriction to 
quickly address this issue. The Security Council Resolution 1272 does not explicitly 
authorise the UN to form a defence force in East Timor. In tl1at context, the 
UNT AET was cautious not to be seen as conferring legal status on Falintil. The poor 
living condition within the cantonment area, for example, was believed to have been 
partly caused by the inability of UNTAET and other international organisations "to 
find a mechanism for the delivery of essential supplies that are consistent with 
mandates barring them from assisting anned groups." 10 On the other hand, the 
situation continued to worsen and began to cause alarm. For example, there was an 
increase in the number of incidents involving Falintil's members. The potential for 
violence associated with the presence of Falintil members outside the cantomnent 
area became greater. 

As the problem grew and began to pose security challenge, UNT AET had no 
choice but to address this issue in a more constructive way. In March 2000, it was 
agreed that a "Falintil Study Group" was formed to discuss the future of Falintil. In 
July, UNTAET agreed to allocate US$ 100,000 from the Consolidated Budget of 
East Timor to provide food for two months to the Falintil perso1111el and their 
dependants. 11 A more significant measure to address the problem of Falintil was 
taken in June 2000 when a group of researchers from London-based King's College 
was asked to conduct a study to consider security and defense needs of East Timor. 
ln September 2000, based on the result of the study by King's College, ilie East 
Timor Transitional Cabinet decided that, in order to meet its security and defense 
interests after the depmiure of both UNT AET and the PKF from East Timor, the 
country would'establish the East Timor Defence Force (ETDF). 

·. The Establishment of ETDF: 
Rationale, Process, and Progress 

The decision to establish the ETDF in fact constituted a significant change in 
East Timor's attitude towards defense. Initially, there was no pla11 to establish such a 
national defence force for East Timor. Both Xanana Gusmao and his deputy, Jose 
Ramos Horta, had on more than one occasion talked about not establishing a 
military. The CNRT had previously stated that it was committed to a gendarmerie 
based on the "Costa Rica" model instead of a regular national defence force. 12 It was 
likely also that such position was influenced by Indonesia's bitter experience of 
military interference in civic affairs. 13 However, that position changed with the 
destruction of East Timor by pro-Indonesia militias in September 1999. In early 
November, Vice-Commander of Falintil Taur Matan Ruak made it clear that some 
Falintil members wanted to be "trained for integration into a security force." 14 

111 Independent Study on Security Force, paragraph. 19. 
11 Report of the Secretaiy-General, 26 July 2000, p. 8. 
12 Independent Study on Security Force, paragraph. 37. 
"'Ant bony Smith, "East Timor: Status Quo AnteBellum," Panorama, No. 2 (2000), p. 21. 
1
"' 11/(fependent Swdy on Security Force, paragraph 38. 
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While accepting the temporary role of the UNTAET and the PKF in assuring 
East Timor security, Falintil leaders were legitimately concerned about the future 
security of the country after the departure UNTAET and PKF. Ruak, for example, 
stated that "one day they [PKF] will leave, and we must be prepared to keep the 
peace." 15 The need to create the ETDF was strengthened by the occurrence of several 
incidents at the border and the penetration of militias to East Timor teiTitory in mid-
2000. For example, on 24 July, a group of militias managed to cross into East Timor, 
undetected by both the Indonesian military and the PKF, and led to the killing of a 
New Zealand peacekeeper, Pte. Manning. The incident was seen as a reminder that 
the situation at the border would continue to be a flashpoint for the foreseeable 
future. 

Based on such rationale, the UNT AET began to undertake preparatory 
measures towards the establishment of ETDF. In line with the reconm1endation put 
forward in the study by King's College, it planned that the force would consist of a 
light infantry force of 1,500 regular soldiers with a phased approach to reach that 
number over three years, and I ,500 reservists, with fom1er Falintil members 
represent the core of the force. In November 2000, UNTAET met in Dili with the 
representatives of a number of interested Governments to discuss how the new force 
might best be set up16 In the meeting, Portugal and Australia committed themselves 
to play a leading role in the provision of initial training of the future East Timor 
Defence Force. It was also planned that some 500 to 800 recruits were to be trained 
in January 2001, so that by the time of independence East Timor would have a 
battalion-strong force in place. 17 

A regulation On The Establishment of a Defence Force for East Timor was 
passed by UNTAET on 31 January 2001. Through the regulation, the ETDF sets 
itself to be a modest force with two main missions: to defend East Timor, its people 
and territories; and to provide assistance to the civilian community at the request of 
the civilian authorities during natural disasters and other emergencies. 18 In ca1rying 
out that mission, the ETDF is charged with the tasks of stopping militia incursions 
and deterring aggressors. 19 In this regards, the ETDF makes it clear that its military 
strategy would essentially be defensive, and that the ETDF should be capable of 
defeating small scale incursion by hostile groups and of delaying a larger force until 
external assistance a1Tives 20 

With the decision to establish the ETDF, the Falintil was officially dissolved 
on l Febmary 2001 and Brigadier-General Taur Matan Ruak is appointed as 
Commander-in-Chief. All activities related to the development of the Defence Force 
are coordinated by the Office of Defence Force Development (ODFD) within ETT A. 

"Asiaweek, 17 March 2000. 
u, Report of the Secreta1y-General on the United Nations Transitional Administration -in East Timor 
(for the period 27 July to 16 January 2001), 16 January 2001, p. 4. 
17 lbid. 
Is See, UNTEAT's regulation On The Establishment of a Defence Force for ·EaSt Timor. Sec. 2. 
Arlicle 2.2. 
'" UNTAET Fact Sheet. 
2° Force Development Plan for the East Timor Defence FOrce, Annex A, Office of Defence Force 
Development (ODFD), p. 14. 
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However, for the duration of UNTAET's mandate, the Transitional Administrator 
will have command and control of the defence force. Until the ETDF is in a position 
to safeguard the country's security, the UN-PKF remains responsible for the defence 
and security of East Timor until independence. The preparation process progressed 
according to the plan. For example, the recruitment and selection process for the first 
600-member battalion of the new ETDF, composed entirely of Falintil, was 
completed on 28 January, and 250 of these recruits completed their basic training at 
Aileu in June. 21 On 7 July, new permanent barracks for ETDF were opened at 
Metinaro. On 21 July, the first 247 cadets graduated from their basic training, and the 
advanced training is under way. By mid-2002, it is expected that the first battalion of 
408 soldiers would be ready for operational deployment.22 

The Question of Civil-Militmy Relations 

As East Timor intends to become a democratic country, the establishment of 
a military force clearly raises the question of how civilian control of the military is 
assured. It should be noted in this regard that for any country emerging from an 
am1ed stmggle for independence, those who were involved in the struggle would 
want to see their special !·ale be recognised. As mentioned earlier, many Falintil 
commanders and members argued that there should be a role for the armed forces in 
building East Timor. Therefore, given the fact that the ETDF is composed of former 
Falintil guerrilla fighters, who played instrumental role in resisting Indonesia's rule 
and paving the way for independence, the question of civil-military relations in East 
Timor becomes more relevance. 

Interestingly, this issue has not become a major concern for UNTAET, East 
Timorese leaders, and elements of East Timorese civil society. An UNTAET official, 
for example, maintained that "civil-military relations is not an issue here, but the real 
concerns should ·be on the civilian police role in ensuring internal stability."23 She 
believes that being a "very discipline" force, the ETDF would be very strict on its 
defence function and the need for the military to stay away from politics.24 Elements 
of civil society, while maintaining that there is a need to raise this issue, were also of 
the view that civil-military is not yet an issue for East Timor. 25 

Such optimism, however, is not unfounded. With UNTAET as the primary 
arbiter of state-building in East Timor, this issue was surely addressed. When 
UNTAET passed the amendments to UNTAET Regulation 2001/1 on The 
Establishment of A Defence Force for East Timor in June 2001, several changes 
were made regarding civil-military relations. First, the an1endments included new 
provisions prohibiting members of ETDF to become "members of a political party, 
organisation, or association or participate in any activities of a political party, 
organisation or association." It also prohibits ETDF members from publicly making 

" LINT AET Fact Sheet. 
2 ~ See, Progress- Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Transitional Administration in 
EastTimor, 24 July 2001. 
23 Nicola Dahrendorf, Security Adviser to SRSG UNTAET/ETIA, interview, 23 July 2001. 
., Ibid. 

'' Arsenio Beno, NGO-Forum, interview, 21 July 2001. 
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any opmron of a political nature.26 Such legal prov1s10n is also expected to be 
included in the future Constitution of East Timor. In that context; the prospect for 
democratic civil-military relations in East Timor is indeed very encouraging. 

The External Dimension: 
Threat Perceptions and Security Challenges 

The bi1ih of East Timor as a nation is closely related to hostile external 
environment. More than two decades of Indonesia's brutal rule, and the tremendous 
damage inflicted by pro-Indonesia militias after the Popular Consultation in 
September 1999, clearly serve as a reminder to many in East Timor of their 
vulnerable position. Within such circumstance, it is inevitable that the external 
dimension of state security would become a major concern. Like in many other 
states, East Timor's perceptions of sources of threat are also characterised by the 
concerns over traditional and non-traditional threats. More unique to East Timor 
situation, there is also a problem of ensuring the security of Oucusse enclave in 
Indonesia's tenitory of West Timor. 

Traditional and Non- Traditional 
Sources of External Threats 

The first major component of East Timor threat perceptions is certainly the 
pro-Indonesia militias. Even though there has been a marked decrease in militia 
activities since December 2000, the concern over the threat posed by militia remains 
strong. It is still strongly believed that the militia will continue to pose serious 
challenge to East Timor stability and security. Moreover, it has been maintained that 
"there is a concem that some militia elements have adopted a strategy of lying low 
until independence in the belief that the international military presence will be 
removed from East Timor"27 Such high level of suspicion towards the militia is 
based on three observations by the UN. First, the militia is believed to have the 
ability to operate and train unhindered in some areas. Second, illegal cross-border 
trade and movement by members of militia continue to take place, providing them 
with contacts and intelligence28 Third, it is believed that the militia still retains easy 
access to weaponry, including hand grenades, semi-automatic and fully automatic 
small am1s 29 

Even tough the possibility is small, there is also perception among East 
Timorese leaders that Indonesia, especially the military, would continue to be a 
potential source of threat. However, few envisage that such a threat "is in the fom1 of 
Indonesia's desire to re-occupy East Timor through invasion30 It has been 
mentioned, for example, that in the context of growing separatist movements in Aceh 

"'See, UNTAET Regulation 2001/9, Section 21, 29 June 2001. 
27 See, Progress Rep011 of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Transitional Administration in 
Easr Timor, 24 July 2001, p. 9. 
~~ See, Interim Rep011 of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Transitional Administration in 
East Timor. 2 May 2001, p. 4. 
2

') See, Progress Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Transitional Administration in 
East Timor. p. 9. 
"'"Ready to Fight," The Economist, 16 June 2001, p. 36. 
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and lrian .laya (Papua), Indonesia's military might be tempted to destabilise East 
Timor for intemal political purposes. In that context, "destablizing East Timor has 
and could still be a future strategy to demonstrate that breaking away from Indonesia 
involves great human and material cost."31 It has been suggested also that "local 
I nclonesian Army and militia leaders have a vested interest in continuing to control 
the border, particularly given the potential benefits from illicit trade between West 
and East Timor."32 

Despite the current concerns over the militia and Indonesia, the major 
challenge to East Timor security in the future is largely posed by a number of non
traditional security threats. The most difficult challenge, first of all, would stem from 
East Timor's tenitorial water. UNTAET's Sergio de Mello, for example, identifies 
refugees from conflict-tom areas in Indonesia such as Moluccas, the use of East 
Timor as transit for human trafficking, and organised crimes as possible security 
threats that might affect the stability of East Timor in the future. 33 In that context, it 
has been acknowledged that "East Timor's maritime approaches cannot be sealed. 
The length and diversity of the coastline allow for a variety of threats ranging from 
illegal activities, to coveti incursion, to over invasion. Incursion by sea whether overt 
or covert will be difficult to deter, to detect or to respond against."34 

The Problem of Oucusse Enclave 

In addition to traditional and non-traditional security challenges, East Timor 
faces a unique security challenge with regard to the Oucusse enclave within 
Indonesia's West Timor territory. The enclave opens onto the cost of the island of 
Timor and is encircled by border it shares with Indonesia. In addition to the reality 
that the enclave is difficult to defend, "being sunounded by Indonesian territory in 
West Timor makes Oe-cussi's transport and communication links with Dili and other 
regions of East Timor all the more difficult."35 Such isolation clearly raises security 
concern among the people in the enclave. Unfortunately, until today, no agreement 
has been reached between Indonesia and the UNTAET on this issue. In that context, 
this issue should receive a special attention from both Indonesia and the UNTAET. A 
special arrangement, acceptable and mutually beneficial to both parties, should be 
found for the enclave. 

Fo•·eign Relations and 
l~xtemal Security 

East Timor's extemal security and defense needs are at the moment 
guaranteed by the UNTAET and the PKF. In the long run, however, security 
challenges facing East Timor as discussed above are clearly beyond the capacity of 
ETDF to deal with. It clearly needs sustained international support. As de Mello put 
it, "arguably East Timor's greater security for the future, as well as its biggest asset, 

-'
1 Candio and Bleiker, "P.eacebuilding in East Timor,'' p. 81. 

,, !bid: 

.n Interview. 19 July 2001. 
-'~ J:orce Dcl'elopment Plan, p .. 12. 
~-'Arsenic Bano, :'A Peace Zone: An Option for the Future of the Timer Enclave," manuscript, p. 2. 
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is the support it receives in the international community at large"36 It is therefore 
imperative for East Timor to ensure that foreign policy and diplomacy would serve 
as the first line of defense. Indeed, "as a small country, East Timor's external 
security and development will always rely on effective diplomatic relations in the 
region and more broadly."37 In that context, many believe that the security of East 
Timor will depend on two requirements. First, the external security of East Timor 
can be assured through a special relationship with Australia on the one hand, and a 
good neighbourhood relations with Indonesia on the other. Second, East Timor's 
security will also be best served through its integration to the wider Southeast Asia 
region. 

Australia's Security Guarantee 
and Good Relations With Indonesia 

For years to come, East Timor will continue to depend on the international 
assistance and support for its survival. As Macintyre has argued, "without 
international support the new state will very probably fail at its two most 
fundamental and intertwined tasks: providing stability and security, and facilitating 
economic growth and development."38 Australia stands prominently in fulfilling East 
Timor's need for such support. The leading role of Australia in pushing for 
Indonesia's change of mind on East Timor issue, and later in responding to the East 
Timor crisis in September 1999, clearly demonstrated that East Timor occupies a 
special place in Australia's domestic and foreign policy. On its part, many East 
Timorese have looked towards Australia for help, a place of refuge, and protection. It 
has been acknowledged also that for East Timor "Australia matters greatly too, 
because in addition to aid, it is the country most likely to come quickly to East 
Timor's assistance in the event of a serious external threat."39 In that context, the 
Australia-East Timor relationship "is bound to remain a complex one, highly charged 
with emotion on both sides."40 

As East Timor is now moving toward independence, the question of external 
security guarantee will become a matter of national significance for the country. In 
this regard, the nature of relationship with Australia will clearly dominates foreign 
policy agenda. Several ideas and suggestions have already been made on this issue. 
For example, there might be a suggestion that East Timor should enter a security or 
defence an-angement of some form with Australia.' 1 It has been suggested also that a 
"free association" with Australia might be the best alternative.'2 Others, such as 
Maclntyre, argued that a fonnal security or defence an-angement with Australia is a 

J(> Sergio Viera de Mello, "Pr~sentation to the National Council, 28 June 2001, p. 19. 
" UNT AET and The World Bank, Background Paper for Donors' Meeting on East Timer, Canberra, 
.June 14-15,2001, p. 17 
:-~ Andrew Maclntyre, "An Intemational Strategy for the New East Timor;" in James J. Fox and 
Dionisio Babo Scares, eds., Out of the Ashes: Destruction and Reconstruction of East Timor 
(Adelaide: Crawford House Publishing, 2000), p. 240. 
"'Ibid., p. 236. 
40 Jamie Mackie. "Indonesia, Timor Loro Sae and Australia: The Future of a Triangular Relationship," 
Tlw Indonesian Quarterly, vol. 28, no. 2 (Second Quarter, 2000), p. 179. 
41 Maclntyre. "An lntemational Strategy," p. 240. 
"Smith, "East Timer: Status Quo AnteBellum," p. 24. 
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bad idea and potentially hannful prima1ily because East Timor already enjoys a de 
fitcto Australian security umbrella. More impmiantly, a formal defence arrangement 
. with Australia would increase the likelihood of difficult relations with Indonesia43 

Whatever the nature of that relationship might be, it is extremely important 
for East Timorese leadership to take into account Indonesia's view on this matter. It 
can be argued that Indonesia, for domestic political reasons, does not wish to see 
East Timor, having freed itself from Indonesia's control, to become an Australian 
dependency. Such a possibility would heighten the Indonesian suspicion that 
Australia, if the opportunity arises, might also want to encourage and support 
Papua's independence in order to expand its influence in West Pacific. Even though 
Australia might not have any intention to realise such agenda, the perception rernains 
in some qumiers in Jakarta that Canberra's role in helping the birth of independent 
East Timor was pm1 of its grand design to dominate Indonesia's eastern flank. 
Therefore, it is important for East Timor to evolve into a truly independent state in its 
own right. And, that would require a good and workable relationship with Indonesia. 

The importance of Indonesia for East Timor, both in politico-strategic and 
economic tem1s, is self-evident and beyond doubt. It has been acknowledged, for 
example, that "as a micro-state in the midst of Indonesia's massive and volatile 
archipelago, East Timor will have to establish a workable relationship with 
.lakm1a."44 More importantly, "a hostile, resentful Indonesia would make it extremely 
difficult for East Timor to prosper ... "45 In that context, while acknowledging the 
East Timorese bitter memory of Indonesia's brutal rule, the country leadership has 
begun to undertake measures that underline the strategic importance of having good 
relationship with Indonesia. For its pmi, Indonesia has also recognised the 
importance of fostering good relations with its former province. However, it is 
recognised also that "both must work hard at building a benign and mutually 
favourable long-term relationship."46 

The Imperative of Regional Cooperation 

Beyond Australia and Indonesia, East Timor's external security can also be 
best served through its integration into the existing networks of regional cooperation, 
both in Southeast Asia and in the wider Asia-Pacific, including the Southwest Pacific 
region. Within Southeast Asia region, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) could serve as a venue "to cement East Timor's credentials with the region 
as an entity independent from Indonesia"47 and, at the same time, to demonstrate its 
willingness to work with Indonesia within the larger regional framework. Within the 
wider Asia-Pacific region, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the 
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) would provide an opportunity for East Timor to 

.p Maclntyre, "An International Strategy," p. 241. 
H Candio and Bleiker, "Peacebuilding in East Timer," p. 81. 
"~ Alan Dupont, "The Sh·ategic Implications of an Independent East Timer," in Fox and Scares, e-ds., 
0111 (~(the Ashe?s, p. 199. 
~(, S. \Viryono. "Atistralia-Indonesia Bilateral Relations: Some Factors and Observation," paper 
delivered at Indonesia-Australia Bilateral Conference, Jakatta, 22-23 March 2001, p.ll. 
~~ 'Maclntyre. "'An International Strategy," p. 243. 
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engage in both multilateral economic and security cooperation respectively. 
Meanwhile, East Timor may also find itself welcome in the Sonth Pacific Forum 
(SPF). 

However, East Timor is yet _to resolve the question of regional affinity, 
especially in the context of fom1al membership. As a country located between 
Southeast Asia and South Pacific, East Timor -certainly sees the benefit of having 
relationship with both regions. There is indication that East Timor, if possible, would 
like to join both ASEAN and SPF. Xanana Gusmao, for example, has stated that an 
independent East Timor "will focus upon regional friendliness, with applications for 
membership with ASEAN .... and the Sonth Pacific Forum."48 However, as far as its 
membership in regional organisation is concemed, many doubts whether snch dual 
membership would be acceptable to ASEAN. On this issue, it is not clear yet 
whether East Timor leadership would finally opt for membership in ASEAN or the 
SPF. Indeed, for East Timor, this issue would become an area where careful 
consideration is clearly needed. 

Conclusion: Lesson Learned 

East Timor presents an interesting case study for the process of peace
building through state-building. This paper has addressed that process in tenus of the 
country's efforts to guarantee its extemal security, both through the establishment of 
a regular defence force (the ETDF) and through the management of foreign relations 
and diplomacy. It argues that while the establislnnent of the ETDF might provide the 
country with a minimum capability to ensure its extemalmilitary security, the nature 
of extemal tlu·eats facing East Timor compels the country to rely on foreign relations 
and diplomacy as the first line of defence. Within that context, the paper has also 
addressed issues related to !he creation of ETDF and the importance of good bilateral 
relations with Australia and Indonesia on the one hand, and its integration into 
regional cooperation on the other. 

On the question of the establishment ofETDF, it is clear that the reintegration 
of fonner guerrilla fighters into a regular defence force proved to be an effective 
solution to the problem of removing potential violence in East Timor. The 
smoothness by which the task is perfonned under the supervision of the UNTAET 
has been made possible by three factors. First, as the mandate to state-building is 
conferred to the UNT AET by the UN, it has a relatively free hand in -laying down all 
necessary legal basis and blue print for the establislm1ent and development of ETDF. 
Second, as the number of Falintil members was small, the questions of 
demobilisation and reintegration of former combatants did not present a difficult 
problem for UNTAET. These questions were effectively overcome by making the 
Falintil as the core ofETDF. Third, as the establishment ofETDF was based on clear 
.legal provisions, the prospect for East Timor to establish democratic civil-military 
relations is bright indeed. 

~s Quoted in Smith, "East Timor," p. 25. 
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As the birth of East Timor as an independent state was marked by severe 
security problems, security challenges the country would face in the future are indeed 
tremendous. In this regards, it is clear that the ability of East Timor to respond to 
such challenges, both in traditional and non-traditional ·senses, would be constrained 
by the limited capacity of the ETDF. Therefore, as a micro-state such as East Timor, 
the external security of the country will be best served through the utilisation of 
foreign relations and diplomacy. On this front, Australia's de facto security umbrella, 
good relations with Indonesia, and the country's integration into a web of regional 
cooperation, would provide a maximum guarantee for East Timor external and 
military security. 
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A STATE IN THE MAKING: 
Intervening Actors in East Timor 

Landry Haryo Subianto 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On 5 May 1999, Portugal and Indonesia came to a comprehensive agreement on the 
future of the territory of East Timor. According to James Cotton (1999), 'the 
agreement is in fact a culmination of an extended process, and one which for a long 
time seem destined not to succeed.' 1 Indeed, the agreement provided for a significant 
UN presence, requiring for them to supervise a direct, secret and universal ballot of the 
population of East Timor. Despite all efforts the UN had shown to tacitly respond to 
the rapid change of Indonesian government's position and the crucial role it played in 
managing the ballot (through United Nations Assistance Mission in East Timor
UNAMET), political upheaval were quickly followed by mass-organised violence and 
clashes between pro-J akarta militias versus pro-independent supporters and could not 
be prevented. 

The first signs of a major crisis in the Indonesian sub-region began on August 30, 1999, 
following the nationally held referendum. In the UN-organised vote, 98.6 percent of 
eligible voters cast their ballots on August 30'', with 78.5 percent of the people of East 
Timor voting in favour of eventual independence. The violence following the 
announcement of the vote resulted in more than 75 percent of the entire population
estimated at about 800,000--in being displaced. 

Furthermore, many of the most skilled East Timorese people fled the country, as did 
most of the senior and middle-level managerial, administrative, and professional 
personnel, who were mostly Indonesian. Hundreds, or possibly thousands, of people 
were either killed or missing and almost entire permanent buildings, both private and 
public, were burnt and flattened during Operation Earth Scorch (Operasi Sapu Bersih); 
allegedly committed by the TNI-supervised pro-integration militias. In short, 
following the destruction, there was no sign of physical civilisation by the state ·of 
infrastructure left standing, and the land was destroyed and abandoned. Those who 
were in East Timor after the series of devastating events would agree that there was no 
building--let alone doctors or judges--left in the land that was functioning or which 
could be used or hired. 

1 See James Cotton, 'Peacekeeping' in East Timor: An Australian Policy Departure in Australian Journal 
of!lllernalional Affairs. Vol. 53, no. 3, !999 pp. 237-246. 
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Although UNTAET was fully equipped with a broad mandate to rebuild East Timor, and 
was authorised to govern the territory (widely seen as unprecedented in the history of UN 
missions), it was nevertheless immediately faced with difficult challenges. More than just 
reconstructing the physical infrastructures of East Timor, the immediate and critical tasks 
the mission was to undertake included gaining back the confidence of the people as well as 
wrestling with numerous security problems, especially with militias who had fled to the 
western part of the island. It is in this context that the existence and importance of 
UNTAET should be understood. 

Therefore, departing from all the grievances and horrible events the East Timorese had to 
live with--as clearly observed by James Traub (2000), today this 'impoverished island is the 
laboratory for an experiment in what is known at the United Nations as "nation-building". 
However, what makes the issue more interesting is that UN (UNTAE1) is not a usual 
external player in the process of state building in East Timor. Indeed, as Traub believes, 
"UNTAET is not just helping the new country's government--it is that government." 2 

Accordingly, the discussion presented in this paper is three-fold. Firrt!y, it will describe and 
analyse the role of UNTAET in the process of state building in East Timor, including initial 
strategies and policy that was formulated towards the completion of its mission. Some 
major constraints and challenges that UNTAET faces are also discussed in tl1is section. This 
section also highlights the performance of the mission in the subsequent stage, especially on 
UNTAET's serious efforts to firmly bring peace to East Timor and to establish some 
embryonic governing institutions and mechanisms as major pre-requisites for the modern 
country East Timor is expected to be. Secondly, the paper looks at tl1e role of international 
institutions as well as that of various NGOs as an important element in the process of state 
building, including their relationship with UNTAET. Lastly, tl1e paper highlights some 
lessons that can be drawn from the mission's experience in East Timor, including tl1e 
comparison with a more or less similar case of United Nations Transitional Authority in 
Cambodia (UNTAC). .. 

IL UNTAET AS AN ORCHESTRATOR OF STATE BUILDING PROCESS: 
Missions and Strategies 

As has been commonly known, UNTAET is a UN mtssion in East Timor----operating 
under the Department of Peacekeeping Operations-led by i:VIr. Sergio Vieira de Mello, a 
Brazilian who serves as the Special-Representative of Secretary-General (SRSG) and who 
has also served as the Acting Special Representative prior to the establishment of the UN 
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK). Based on the Security Council 
Resolution no 1272 (1999), UNTAET is 'endowed with overall responsibility for the 
administration of East Timor, and 'empowered to exercise all legislative and executive 
authority, including the administration of justice'. Resolution 1272 also underlined that the 
mandate of UNTAET shall consist of the following elements: (a) To provide security and 
maintain law and order throughout the territory of East Timor: (b) To establish an effective 
administration: (c) To assist in the development of civil a;1d societal services; (d) To ensure 
the co-ordination and delivery of humanitarian assistmce, rehabilitation and development 

2 See James Traub, 'Inventing East Timor' in Foreign Affairs, Vol. 79, No. 4, July/ August 2000 pp. 74-89 
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assistanc-e; (e) To support capacity-building for self-government, and; (f) To assist in the 
establishment of conditions for sustainable development.' Indeed, the UNTAET mandate 
is broad, and based on the definition of peacekeeping at the UN, the various tasks that 
UNTAET has to perform can be categorised as a multi-dimensional peacekeeping. 4 

Contemplating on the wide spectrum of the mandate, and available resources to the UN at 
the time, it is not an exaggeration to assume that UNTAET was given a tremendously 
"ambitious and complex" operation, indeed, one of the largest and most costly missions 
that tl1e UN has had to undertake. 5 Recent data on the strength and budget of UNTAET 
in comparison to other peacekeeping and state building missions seems to confirm the 
above presumption. 

The size of the staff and budget allocated for the mission is in fact enormous. Personnel
wise, UNTAET was designed to incorporate three components, namely: the administrative 
component, personnel responsible for humanitarian assistance and relief work, and a 
military component. After 18 months in existence, the total strength of UNTAET (as of 
April 30, 20(J1) is 9,646 uniformed personnel (including 8,162 military, 1,360 civilian police 
and 124 military observers) who are supported by some 1,051 international civilian 
personnel and 1,928 local civilian staff. The appropriation for the period ofJuly 2000- June 
2001 reached US$ 563 million (gross). 6 

Moreover, contraty to the strong international supports and generous financial assistance 
UNTAET may enjoy, by the time the· mission finally came to East Timor, there was 
nothing on the land. There were barely any buildings that the mission could utilise--let 
alone able medical doctors, administration clerks, or judges. At the same time, UNTAET 

. was also cognizant that public expectation on their performance was excruciatingly high. 
Therefore, reflecting back to the initial condition when he started his· job, the SRSG 
maintains the argument that " ... we have to start from the scratch." 7 He also admitted that 

3 See Security Council Resolution 1272 (1999) adopted by the Security Council at its 4057"' meeting on 
25 October 1999 at UN site: hllp://www.un.org/peace/etimor/docs/9931277E.htm accessed on May 30 
2001 (11:12) 
4 See UN definition of Peacekeeping at http://www.un.org/Dcpls/dpkotricld/pkccp.hlln accessed on AU,b'llSt 

13 2001 (14:06). Furthermore, as identified in the Brahimi Report, such a mission can also be determined 
as a peace-building operation, which is defined as 'activities undertaken on the far side of conflict to 
reassemble the foundations of peace and provide the tools for building on those foundations something 
that is more than just the absence of war'. Thus, the Report concludes that peace-building includes but is 
not limited to reintegrating former combatants into civilian society, strengthening the rule of law (for 
example through training and restructuring of local police, and judicial and penal reform); improving 
respect for human rights through the monitoring, education and investigation of past existing abuses: 
providing technical assistance for democratic development (including electoral assistance and suppon for 
free media): and promoting conflict resolution and reconciliation techniquesSee Report on the Panel on 
United Nations Peace Operations: A Far-Reaching Report by An Independent Panel (Brahimi Report) at' 

http://www.un.org/pcacclrcports/pcacc opcrations/docslpart2.htm accessed on August 13 2001 (13:45) 
5 See UNTAET News Archive, "Secretary-Genera/ Pledges Quick Action to Set Up Transitional 
Administration for East Timor 11 25 October 1999 at http://www.un.org/pcacc/ctimor/ncws/251099.1Hm 
accessed on August 13, 2001 (13:41) 
6 See the East Timor-UNTAET Facts and Figures at http://www.un.org/pcacc/ctimor/UntactF.htm 
accessed on May 30, 20tll ( 11:08) 
7 Interview, 19 July 2otll in Dili, East Timor. 



the mandate given to UNTAET was "colossal", and stressed that given the circumstances 
" ... it is impossible to establish a new administration, democratic institutions, restore public 
services and revive an economy in just over two years." H 

Building a properly functioning state in the short 6meframe of just a couple of years might 
sound impossible, but laying the foundation for state building is not a new thing for UN nor 
for its personnel. In that regard, it was observed that UNTAET (especially in its initial first 
six months) adopted a mixed approach, from approaching local leaders to setting up 
ins6tu6ons coherent with the overall aims and objectives of the mission. Such a general 
approach had been previously applied, most notably in Cambodia and Kosovo. UNTAET 
could enjoy some modali6es that UNTAC (Cambodia) could not, however. Primarily, 
UNT AET was not burdened by the issue of legitimacy nor of internal conflicts. Although 
mili6as posed a serious threat to the mission, the magnitude and danger was not-at the level 
of that found in Cambodia, or Bosnia-Herzegovina or Kosovo. 

Based on UN's prior experience in Kosovo, a common strategy that is likely to be applied 
in East Timor is largely incorporated in at least four integrated phases': 
Phase 1: The mission would set administrative structures, deploy international civilian police, 

provide emergency assistance for returning refugees and displaced people, restore public 
services, train local police and the judiciary. In addition, in close cooperation with 
relevant institu6ons, it would also develop a phased economic recovery and 
reconstruction plan, thus seek to establish a self-sustaining economy. At this stage, 
UNTAET would also facilitate, the establishment of East Timorese provisional 
ins6tu6ons (albeit in a very limited manner), so that East Timorese would have more 
opportunity to be involved in the state-building process, and thus strengthening their 
sense of ownership to the process. 

Phase 2: UNT AET would finalise prepara6ons and conduct the elections, as well as the 
necessary poli6cal arrangements (such as conduc6ng a national-wide civic education 
program, and approaching numerous political par6es) to ensure the success of elections. 

Phase 3: Based on the outcome of the elec6ons, UNTAET would help to set up the 
ins6tutions necessary for democratic governance. In this regard, UNT AET would 
transfer its remaining administrative responsibilities while supporting the consolidation 
of East Timorese post-election institutions. 

Phase 4: As the new institutions (especially the legislative-like ones) decided on the date of 
independence, system in which to run the state, and its supportive arrangements, the 
UN mission would then be downsized to a minimum scale, both in terms of personnel 
and responsibilities. This would thus be their exit-strategy. However, realising that 
independence would not necessarily immediately lead to a workable state system, 
especially in the defence and economic sectors, the presence of the PKF and especially 
international institutions would be maintained after independence was announced. 

Harmonising international efforts in Humanitarian Relief and Reconstruction. One 
of the most challenging tasks that UNTAET is supposed to undertake is to co-ordinate and 

' As quoted from UNT AET and the World Bank Press Release, East Timor Moves from Emergen<y 
Reconstruction to Development Mode, 15 June 20(ll. 
9 As adapted from UNMIK Official Web Site at hl!p:l/www.un.org/pcacc/kosovo/pagcs/hosovo 12.htm 
accessed on 13/08/01 at 14:10 



to integrate various UN agencies, funds and programmes in the process of state building. 
There are around twelve UN-related institutions actively involved in the process of state 
building in East Timor, whose jobs mainly deal with the reconstruction, repatriation, 
humanitarian relief, and capacity-building of the region. Although these institutions may 
share a relatively similar general objective, they are nevertheless "independent" in action, 
albeit closely co-ordinated, and will sometimes opt for different strategies and framework. 
At this point, UNTAET was primarily tasked to "harmonise" the various efforts of 
international communities and institutions in order to achieve efficient and co-ordinated 
results, as mandated by Resolution 1272. 

UNTAET was fortunate because prior to, and just after its establishment, there were several 
studies undertaken by different institutions {most notably the World Bank), as well as 
academic communities, mostly on social and economic capacity assessment. One of these 
early studies was the Joint Assessment Missions OAM) administered by the World Bank. 
Information gathered by, and recommendations proposed through JAM have proven to be 
extremely useful. 

As it was among the first field-study/assessment.s carried out just after the concerted 
violence in East Timor, and because the team was comprised of analysts from both 
international and East Timorese specialists, JAM was able to identify the most urgent needs 
of the people and prioritise the reconstruction programs (including cost estimates) in order 
to look beyond the short term. The JAM team was able to go beyond immediate post
conflict humanitarian needs to fostering international commitment to the reconstruction 
processes in East Timor. JAM addressed eight core sectors, namely: (1) community 
empowerment; (2) macroeconomic management; (3) civil service; (4) the judiciary; (5) 
agriculture; (6) education; \1) health, and (8) infrastructure. 10 

As described by Sarah Cliffe, then Deputy Mission Leader of the JAM, the 
recommendations were presented at a donor meeting in Tokyo on 17 December 1999. The 
meeting (and the subsequent donor meetings held every following six-months) was highly 
praised, and was viewed as the 'model' donor meeting since, for the first time, such a 
meeting was jointly (and relatively successfully) chaired by both the World Bank and UN 
secretariat. Much credits during the initial stage of the UNTAET presence should be 
directed to this initiative. JAM and the series of donor meetings that followed functioned as 
a medium for consultation, the sharing of dialogue, and co-ordination among donors. They 
also served as a sort of "monitoring forum" for various institutions (both governmental 
and non-governmental) to the performance of the UN mission in completing its attempt of 
state building. 

Through this series of meetings, the Transitional Administration, international donors, and 
people of East Timor were able to sit together and formulate benchmarks, measures, and 
even a time-table that could help to ensure the progress and success of the mission. On top 
of that, however, the meetings helped to secure financial flow and assistance, both toward 

10 See Sarah Cliffe, The Joint Assessment Mission and the Reconstruction in East Timor in James J. Fox, 
and Dionisio Babo Soares (eds), Out of the Ashes: Destruction and Reconstruction of East Timor 
(Adelaide: Cra\\ford House Publishing, 2000) pp. 252-254. 
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general reconstruction and capacity building .in East Timor as well as for the mtsston's 
budget. 

Realising the sheer magnitude of responsibility and .daunting challenges posed by the scale 
of the work, difficulty in co-ordinating various agencies as well as balancing the speed and 
efficiency of delivery that the mission had to perform, the SRSG was forced to formulate 
priorities for the mission. Although many considered it as a little too late, Mr. de Mello 
presented these priorities at the donor's meeting in 1999, two-and-a-half months since he 
arrived in East Timor. The priorities were set as follows: (1) to establish a mechanism 
through which the most pressing political and technical decisions could be made jointly; (2) 
the settlement and (voluntary) return of all those who had fled East Timor; (3) re
establishment of law and order; ( 4) continuing to meet basic humanitarian needs and 
resuming agricultural production to provide a livelihood for the vast majority of the 
population; (5) establishment of the civil service; (6) providing people with an opportunity 
to work to avoid longer-term reliance on external assistance, and; \1) human rights, justice 
and reconciliation. 

Transitional (Governing and) Administrative Authority 
UNTAET also performs a pivotal role as the transitional acting government of East Timor. 
Thus UNTAET is tasked and authorised to govern the land and its population. What this 
implies is not just one branch of government, the executive, but also legislative and judicial 
authority. 
It must be admitted, however, that initially UNTAET and the SRSG himself seemed to lack 
vision as to what kind of structure, and mechanisms UNTAET should exercise in East 
Timor. As in its harmonising role, there is anotl1er major challenge that UNTAET had to 
grapple with, namely that performing an effective administrative role requires close co
operation with local political leadership. Mr. de Mello, upon arrival to Dili, was quick in 
forging a close personal relationship with the leaders of CNRT, especially with Xanana 
Gusmao. Ironically, prior to the establishment of UNTAET, Xanana Gusmao had 
submitted a proposal to the UN Secretary General for the future structure of transitional 
administration in East Timor, but his proposal received little support from the UN at that 
time.tt 

Ideally, the Transitional Administration should have devised an administrative body, 
proportionally composed of both capable international and local personnel. This is because, 
as promulgated in the mandate, the UN should "support tl1e capacity building for self
government". This policy was not, however, the case at the beginning of the administrative 
development. According to some UN officials, this was due to the complicated bureaucratic 
procedures within the UN pertaining to the recruiting of local people and difficulties in 
finding available (and qualified) personnel on the East Timorese side. Contrary to that view, 
many also believed that perhaps the UN was insensitive towards ti,e expectations and 
wishes of East Timorese to be included in the administration, which caused the initial 
structure to be almost exclusively composed of international staff. 

11 See Jarat Chopra, "The UN's Kingdom of East Timor". in Sun•iva/, Volume 42, Number 3, Autumn 
2000, pp. 27-39 
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As described by Chopra, however, the problem was rooted in the circumstances of 
UNTAET's inception. He maintains the argument that the planning phase in New York 
involved no genuine contact with, nor participation by, East Timorese representatives. 12 

After so many embarrassments and long debates, the UN's unilateral decision not to include 
the Timorese in the planning of the transitional administration structure quickly triggered 
public frustration in East Timor, especially among the leaders of CNRT. The Timorese 
leaders felt strongly the need to reorgmise themselves and began unilaterally to reconstitute 
tl1e structure at the sub-district, and even at the village levels. Soon, a virtual administrative 
gap quickly existed between the de jtm UN authority and de facto CNRT control over the 
land and people of East Timor. Although personal closeness between the SRSG and 
Xanana Gusmao had, to some extent, closed the gap, the lethargy of administrative and re
constructive developments reflected the inability of the transitional administration. This 
inevitably disillusioned the East Timor leadership, 13 and leaders of the CNRT began to 
publicly express their dissatisfactjon in greater frequency. 

Apart from the sluggishness UNTAET displayed in its early days, the misston was 
committed, albeit in a reactionary, belated and limited mode, toward the participation of as 
many East Timorese as possible. Having established basic guidance for the operation as 
promulgated through UNTAET Regulation 1999/1 (on 25 October 1999), De Mello also 
endorsed the establishment of a National Consultative Council (NCC) on 2 December 
1999. This Council consisted of 15 members representing CNRT (7), political groups 
outside CNRT (3), the Catholic church (1), and UNTAET (4) including the SRSG himself 
as the chairman. It is noteworthy that after extended discussions between pro-autonomy 
groups, the CNRT, and UNTAET, the inclusion of these groups into the NCC was finally 
agreed. This was an important step on the path towards reconciliation. 

The main duty of the Council was to establish mechanisms for consulting with East 
Timorese civil society, including religious groups, women, and youth. 14 In addition, ilie 
Council would make policy recommendations on significant executive and legislative 
matters. The Council was also tasked to create joint sectoral committees covering several 
core sectors vital to the advancement of the state-building process in East Timor. As this 
council is consultative in nature, thus, every decision and recommendation passed by was 
'accepted at de Mello's sufferance.' 15 

However, it was strongly felt that the Council suffered from poor communication and co
ordination problems. UDT (Uniao Democratica Timorense) leader Joao Carrascalao's 
complaint perhaps confirmed such an allegation. He publicly stated that tl1e workability of 
the Council was too dependent on the CNRT. Understandably, as an influential body, the 
CNRT played a very pivotal role in the decision-making process, but they suffered from 
chronic internal miscommunication problems, which affected the performance of the 
Council. Too many conflicting interests, coupled with the technical and legal unreadiness of 

12 Ibid 
13 !bid 
14 For details, see UNT AET Regulation No. 1999/2 On the Establishment of a National Consultative 
Council. 2 December 1999. lt can be accessed at http://www.un.org/peacetetimor/untactRtetreg2.htm 
accessed on 24 August 20tll (19:06). 
15 See Chopra, '"The UN's Kingdom of East 1/mor", p. 32. 
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the CNRT to discuss important matters, e.g. the Timor Gap issue, has weakened the 
Council." 

Pushed by growing discontent and public demands, UNTAET was forced to modify-if 
not rectify-its overall policy. UNTAET top officials, however, were right in identifying 
that one of the most crucial problems that needs to be solved immediately was the problem 
of incorporating East Timorese to the public administration structure. In April 2.000, de 
Mello reacted and announced his intention to accelerate the "Timorisation" process by 
appointing Timorese deputjes of central departments and district offices. However, his 
promise of doing so in a matter of weeks proved unrealistic. In subsequent days, he 
maintained an argument that it was so extremely difficult to find able and available East 
Timorese to be included in the transitional administration." Such a crisis-driven decision 
was received with mixed-feelings, especially by all 13 UN district administrators. One of the 
reasons was simply because these administrators saw such a strategy as 'outside any broader 
integration strategy' in which transparency and democratic selection should be the 
principle'. 1

' Indeed, all these tensions within the transitional administration proved nothing 
but the fact that the speed of delivery, and democratic principles need to be reconciled 
through a very delicate mechanism of which the UN mission did not posses. 

During the months of May and June, the transitional administration was constantly 
bombarded by demands of power-sharing. As a result, de Mello reacted again in June 
proposing the expansion of the NCC and a plan for eo-governance in which East Timorese 
would hold cabinet posts for all portfolios other than foreign affairs, defence, justice and 
finance. The proposed alternatives were technocratic or political models,19 and the CNRT 
welcomed the political model. This, however, does not include executjve power-sharing of 
transitional administrator as stipulated in resolution 12.72. 

A new National Council was established in July 2.000, and commenced its role as the first 
ever all-East Timorese legislative assembly on 2.3 October 2.000.20 According to its initial 
regulation, the Council shall consist of 33 distinguished persons representing political parties 
(inside and outside CNRT), religious groups, civic organisations, and districts (all 13). In its 
first session, Xanana Gusmao was elected Speaker of the Council. The Council has seven 
standing committees, which correspond to the Cabinet portfolios. The Council was planned 
to work just until the campaigning period Quly 2.001) of incoming election, which was to be 
held in August 2001." 

16 See BBC Monitoring Newsfile, 'Timor Politician Slams Poor Coordination in National Council', 6 
December 1999. 
17 See Chopra, "The UN's Kingdom of East Timor". p. 33 

" !bid 
19 !bid 
20 See UNT AET and the World Bank, Background Paper for Donors' Meeting on East Timor. Brussels, 5-
6 December 2000, p. 5. 
21 Although the Council was able to endorse or formulate some legislative initiatives. nevertheless, it 
could not be able to become a self-interlocutor for various different views and interests of its members. 
The resignation of its Speaker on 23 March 200 I was seen as the peak of intemal conflict within the 
Council. See ''lnten·iew with Xamina Gusmao" in Tempo weekly magazine, 29 April 2001. 
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Moreover, ETIA was then established on 7 August 2000. It was meant to 'integrate East 
Timorese into all major decision-making areas within the Administration'. Although initially 
it was planned that East Timor would hold all portfolios except foreign affairs, defence, 
justice, and finance, the final composition of the ETIA Cabinet (until before the August 
election) was as follows: (1) Five Timorese were appointed to hold five portfolios-Foreign 
Affairs, Internal Administration, Infrastructure, Economic Affairs, and Social Affairs; (2) 
International staffs from UNTAET hold four other departments-Police and Emergency 
Services, Justice, Po.litical and Constitutional Affairs, and Finance. In addition to those 
departments, ETI A also consists several Timorese to lead some key offices/ agency, 
including the Office of Inspector General, and the Na6onal Planning and Development 
Agency (NPDA), an agency that was considered important in formulating the development 

· strategy, including the capacity building of the future independent East Timor. Most of 
these ministers and high officials were chosen from the Diaspora of East Timor resistance 
(FRETILIN). 

Apart from the fact that ETIA had provided larger window of opportunity for the East 
Timorese to comprehend, formulate, co-ordinate, and partly determine the path, priority 
and strategy of development, nevertheless, it still merely func6oned as "the vehicle" for 
capacity building prior to the full-administrative hand-over. ETT A was then immediately 
challenged by several constraints, mostly related with the capacity building efforts. As 
identified in the Background Papers for Donors' Meeting in Brussels (December 2000) and 
Canberra (2001), there are three main hindrances facing the advancement of ETTA. These 
constraints are: (1) lack of an overarching plan to co-ordinate capacity building initiatjve; (2) 
slow recruitment, and hence inability to complete full training needs analysis or start 
capacity building for the management levels, and; (3) language constraints which mitigate 
against on-the-job.transfer of skills from international sr,~ff. 

Although the NPDA had been properly assigned to co-ordinate all capacity-building efforts, 
nevertheless, plans should also be demand-driven from the departments, who best 
understand their 0\Vn training needs. Unfortunately, many departments did not have 
sufficient Timorese managers to generate and verify job-descriptions. Most of them 
especially those who used to work for bureaucracy under Indonesia, could not fully 
comprehend the nature of shorter chain of command the UN tried to implement. They 
always urged for constant guidance of which the UNTAET/ETTA had no time to 
formulate. Solving that problem was not easy, as in the meantime, supply of qualified 
candidate for senior positions might not be sufficient in all sectors. Actually, there had been 
no major difficulty in attracting qualified candidates at the lower levels, but it has not been 
as easy at the senior levels Qevel 5-7), and ETTA is still formulating the best solution to 
those problems. However, it is worth to note that until January 20(J1, ETrA has hired 
nearly 7,000 of the 10,554 civil servants projected for the tlscal year 2000/01. 

Indeed, due to its limit,~tions, ETT A could not always deliver things that had been promised 
to the people. For instance, it could not yet provide a sea-transportation (ferry) from 
Oecussi enclave to Dili port, while negotiation with the Indonesian authority to have a 
"safe-land-corridor" through Indonesian territory also seemed to go nowhere22 

"Interview with NGO activist in DilL 20 July 2001. 
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Despite all shortcomings of ETIA, this transitional administration, however, had been 
relatively successful in at least addressing several key ·sectors through its sector program 
approach as outlined in the SRSG speech at the Donors Meeting in Brussels. It had been 
able so far to deal with the finance/budget issue, as well as managing foreign affairs 
concerning with East Timor relationships with Indonesia and Australia. In preparing East 
Timor for independence, ETIA had played a pivotal role in addressing as well as 
establishing and strengthening defence institution, justice system, repatriation mechanism, 
police, infrastructure, land issues settlement, border control, economic affairs including 
agriculture, and obviously health and education. 

The success of last election on August 30 to elect 88 members of the Constitutional 
Assembly, in which Fretilin party came out as the majority winner by winning 55 seats 
(57.3%), really paved the way for the next step towards independence. As a result, 
UNTAET will likely downsize its current strength-if not completely pull out in just several 
months after independence, except it.s PKF and Civpol. If thing goes as scheduled, then, we 

· can expect to see the Assembly accomplish their duties (crafting the constitution and other 
important arrangements e.g. date of independence, system of state etc) within the next 90 
days. And after the establishment of government, ETTA will transform itself into a fully 
functioning government of East Timor, and inherit all executive powers the UNTAET 
previously held. At this point, UNTAET will strictly serve as advisor or "gap-filler" to the 
incoming government on several sectors where the government is lack of able personnel. 

Overseeing Security and Public Order 
Maintaining security and public order was among the highest priorities of UNTAET It 
must be admitted, however, that security and order were relatively well managed under UN 
PKF. Indeed, the credits should also be given to the initial Australian-led security mission 
(INTERFE1). INTERFET was a peace-enforcement operation, mandated to restore peace 
and security, to protect UNAMET, and facilitate humanitarian assistance before the arrival 
of the UN peacekeeping force. 23 They completed the mission with a relatively satisfactorily 
=~ -

Despite some cnttctsms on the way INTERFET conducted its mission, which was 
considered as insensitive towards the sentiments of Indonesian public, and over-cautious in 
performing its duties (e.g. a rather harassing way in checking the civilian East Timorese on 
the streets), nevertheless INTERFET had been successful in restoring public order, and 
securing the land, by establishing a good and sound relationship especially with Indonesian 
military authority. They, in close co.-operation with the Indonesian army in particular, had 
been successful in preventing more bloodshed between the militia.' and those who opted 
for independence. 

In subsequent days, UN Peacekeeping Force (UNPKF) replaced INTERFET, and 
immediately resumed the security mission in East Timor. With current strength of over 
eight thousand troops from 31 countries and just over a thousand civilian police from 38 
countries, their mission was mainly focused on maintaining the security and order as well as 

23 See UNSC 1999 as quoted from Sue Downie, The United Nations in East 7/mor: Comparisons with 
Cambodia in Damien Kingsbury, Guns and Ballot Boxes: East Timor 's Vote far Independence (Clayton: 
Monash Asia Institute, 2000) p. 122. 
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disarming the former pro-integration militias. However, despite a relatively positive degree 
of calmness and order, violence and misunderstandings intermittently occurred, mostly 
between the militias and PKF. In late July and early August 2000, for instance, two PKF 
soldiers were killed in the exchange of shooting with militias in the villages near the border, 
and in late August representatives of UNHCR were deliberately attacked during a visit to 
West Timor. The latter incident had caused a rather strained relationship between the 
civilian UN mission with their military counterpart, partly because the former believed that 
the latter was not able to provide a full security protection for the civilian missions, and to 
disarm or arrest those responsible for the terror (militias)." Up until April 2001, the fatality 
of the mission was recorded to reach 16 personnel, most of them were the military (and 
others are civilian police and observers). 

A series of incidents have only showed that the militias were proven to be an immediate 
threat to the security of East Timor.25 They posed a serious implication not only on security 
per se, but also on the issue of reconciliation. At this point, the Transitional Administration's 
support for reconciliation, including its approach toward Indonesian elite to establish some 
co-operative mechanisms in disarming and arranging the repatriation of the former militias, 
and putting those who were responsible for the post-Election fiasco on trial, was seen as 
inconclusive and thus heavily criticised. Despite the fact that UNTAET have been active in 
making bilateral talks over the RI-East Timor borders, including the possible arrangement 
for the Oecussi enclave, many felt that the UN could have done a better job on 
reconciliation. Reconciliation is in fact a very delicate and time-consuming process, and it 
even became more difficult to be accelerated under UNTAET partly because the process 
itself have been very much exacerbated by either lack of UNTAET's persuasion to both 
Indonesia and the militias on this particular issue, or doubt over sincerity and political-will 
of both Jakarta and the militias towards reconciliation and tribunal initiatives. Nevertheless, 
despite a very slow progress, things are moving ahead on its track, although there is no clear 
indication as to how and when these issues are going to be reconciled in a peaceful and 
effective manner. 

Ill. MANAGING A WIDER AND DEEPER PARTICIPATION 

International Organisations in East Timor: 
Role, Strategies, and Constraints 
Security Council resolution 1272 of 25 October 1999, which established the UN 
Transitional Administration in East Timor, "recognizes that, in developing and performing 
its functions under its mandate, UNTAET will need to draw on the expertise and capacity 
of Member States, United Nations agencies and other international organizations, including 
the international financial institutions"." Indeed, the above statement retlects the 
importance of other international institutions, including donors, and NGOs. The UN 

24 See Katsumi Ishizuka,"UNTAET: Some Current Issues" in Peacekeeping and International Relations_ 
·Vol. 29, No. 5/6, Sep-Dec 2000, pp. 5-7, accessed from http://www.umi.com 
See Katsumi Ishizuka,"UNTAET: Some Current Issues" in Peacekeeping and International Relations. 
Vol. 29, No. 5/6, Sep-Dec 2000, pp. 5-7, accessed from http://www.umi.com 
25 Interview with SRSG Sergio Veira de Mello in Diii on I 9 July 200 I 
26 As quoted from a speech delivered by Mr. Finn Reske-Nielsen, UN Development Coordinator. on behalf 
of the UN Agency Country Team in East .Timor Informal Consultation between Donors and UN Agencies. 
Brussels, 5 December 2000. 
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agencies, funds and programmes have responded positively to this challenge by supporting 
the Transitional Administration in their respective areas of expertise and competence. There 
are more than a dozen of UN agencies involved in the state building process in East Timor. 
In general, these organisations provide substantial supports and assistance especially in 
humanitarian relief and economic reconstruction at the aftermath of crisis, and institutional 
building and thus paving the way to the independence of East Timor. 

Emergency and Humanitarian AJJiJtance. The broad objective of the humanitarian agencies is to 
provide emergency assistance to the Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and other 
vulnerable populations in East Timor, while creating conditions for more sustainable 
development. In this regard, during its first six-month, the initial objective of the UN was 
not to robustly institutionalise the humanitarian operation, but to move as quickly as 
possible to physical reconstruction and transitional activities. The rationale for such an 
action is that in the absence of physical facilities that can be used and a very low quality of 
life, a speedy emergency package was one of the most tangible responses the international 
institutions could deliver. Thus, providing shelters, re-building schools and public facilities 
(i.e. roads, sanitation, health facilities), and delivering foods and clothes, were examples of 
these activities at the early stage. 

Imtitutional and Capacity Building. Simultaneous to their responsive emergency and 
humanitarian assistance, another role (and challenge) the UN had to perform is to build 
firm and sound institutions and national and local capacity necessary to the development of 
independent East Timor. This particular task is definitely far more complex than delivering 
and providing basic human needs such as foods and clothes since it comprises many 
additional factors (such as the availability of resources, complex policy formulation, and 
cross-sectoral planning and programs). It also takes a much longer term before economic, 
social, political and cultural institutions of East Timor can work at its fullest speed, and can 
be fully accountable to the people. Therefore, some of these international institutions are 
determined to get involved in the state building process before and after the independence, 
and thus maintaining their long term commitments and presence in the territory. 

According to the Common Country Assessment (CCA) for East Timor (November 
2000), these agencies, funds, and programmes have been active in East Timor since late 
1999. Some even had started their activities during the Indonesian period, and thus, were 
able to maintain a close communication and co-ordination with local people. UNICEF, 
UNDP, UNV, \\IJ-IO, ILO, UNFPA, WFP, UNHCR, FAO, UNOPS and !OM maintain a 
presence in East Timor as part of the broader UN family in tl1e territory operating under 
the overall authority of the SRSG. Even some of these organisations operate not only in the 
East Timor per se, but also in the territory's immediate neigbour, West Timor. Co
ordination of agency programmes and activities is provided through the UN Development 
Co-ordinator System. 

On top of that, tl1e World Bank and other financial institutions including Asian 
Development Bank are central to the process of development in East Timor. As financial 
assistance is key aspect in the provision of emergency kits, and material for 
reconstruction/rehabilitation, especially at the early stage of re-development process, these 
financial bodies had performed a remarkable job in East Timor. They managed to secure 
the tlow of tlnancial assistance from international community, and forwarded the aid to the 
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people, especially through its Trust Fund for East Timor (TFE1). 27 The TFET portfolio 
concentrates on basic post-conflict reconstruction, including physical rehabilitation of key 
social and economic infrastructure and support to the recovery of private sector. 

Moreover, a survey collaboratively undertaken by the Bank and UN (such as the JAM), and 
a series of similar studies by other institutions before the popular ballot and in the aftermath 
of crisis have allowed many international missions identifying clearly the crucial and 
immediate needs of the East Timorese people. Despite its rather rhetoric tone in many of 
their documents, it must be admitted however that the interplay and close co-operation of 
these organisations had posed a major significant impact on the initial process of 
development (reconstruction and rehabilitation) in East Timor. It affected not only in terms 
of relieving the people from protracted disaster and anguish, but more importantly in 
bringing back their self-confidence and optimism about their future, and in maintaining the 
humanitarian concerns and sympathy of international communities to their agony. 

Following the report prepared by Joint Assessment Mission, these organisations closely 
work together, identifying common challenges and constraints, formulating as well as co
ordinating common strategies and policies while leaving some specific issues to certain 
concerned specialised institutions. It is almost impossible, however, to evaluate the activities 
and progress of each institution/ organisation. But, there are some generalities found with 
regards to the on-site constraints, causes of problems, measures, and strategies, as perceived 
and formulated by these institutions. 

Pertaining with constraints and challenges facing the international organisations, apart from 
security threats posed by the militias, it must also be admitted that aid co-ordination was, 
and is, the major issue, especially af the initial stage of recovery efforts. Co-ordination is 
considered as vital to ensure effectiveness. Lessons learned from post-conflicts situations as 
well as in other countries have highlighted the importance of aid co-ordination. Arguably, 
nations emerging from conflict are often characterised by weak institutional mechanisms for 
co-ordination, which coupled with the rapid flow of financial and material inputs, result in 
duplication and sub-optimal allocation of resources. Therefore, a central principle of 
international institutions' strategy (especially that of the World Bank) in East Timor is to 
maximise the effectiveness of the considerable donor resources available in the short term 
by focusing on co-ordination of aid flows. On aid co-ordination, there has been an 
understanding between major financial organisations like the World Bank and the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) on which sectors the money should go. The World Bank 
prepares projects in the sectors .of health, education, agriculture (including irrigation), 
support to small and medium enterprise and economic capacity building, whilst ADB takes 
the lead in micro-finance and infrastructure rehabilitation projects including roads, ports, 
power, \Vater sanitation and telecommunications?~ 

27 TFET was created as one component of overall assistance promised to East Timor in a meeting of 
donors on December 17, 1999 in Tokyo. TFET is gnided by three overarching principles: (I) maximise 
East Timorese leadership and participation; (2) encourage effective donor co-ordination, and; (3) get the 
right balance between timelines and quality. To date, 10 donor countries have pledged more than US$ 168 
million or which US$ 142 million have been deposited with TFET. 
" Interviews with representatives from World Bank and ADB, Dili, July 18, 20()]. 
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For other institutions or agencies, due to their specific experience, interests and concern, 
they adopted the so-called sectoral approach to ensure that there would be no overlapping 
in conducting the national reconstruction and rehabilitation in East Timor. As reported in 
CCA, setting a division of labour among these international institutions had -been very 
delicate. While the Bretton Woods institutions play a leadership role in ensuring the inflow 
of money, other UN agencies also play leading roles in humanitarian assistance, 
development and capacity building complementary to the TFET and in partnership with 
UNTAET/ETTA. These agencies have played important roles in reconstruction (UNDP, 
UNOPS, UNICEF) and in the delivery of humanitarian assistance (UNHCR, UNICEF, 
WFP, UNFPA, UNDP, WHO, FAO, WFP, UNV, and UNOPS. 

Moreover, as stated earlier, with limited resources the UN System agencies have made 
important contributions in areas where they have specialised expertise and comparative 
advantage. UNDP, for instance, is very supportive to ETTA in governance, civil society 
organisations, and mobilisation of resources and delivery of assistance on behalf of other 
donors. UNHCR is the leading institution in providing for the emergency needs of 
internally displaced persons, especially shelters and income generating activities. UNICEF 
orchestrates programs/projects on teacher training and recruitment, rural water supply and 
sanitation and school rehabilitation, establishing a routjne immunisation system and child 
rights promotion. In addition to those activities, WHO administers public health planning, 
communicable control and disease surveillance. 

Nevertheless, as admitted by the UN Development Co-ordinator, "East Timor is a 
"country" in special circumstances. In this complex post-cont1ict situation, the activities of 
the UN system do not fall neatly into categories. Many activities overlap the areas of 
rehabilitation, humanitarian assistance, reconstruction, reconciliation, and development. 
Activities in these areas are often inter-dependent and cannot be easily placed in a single 
category."" Although this statement sounds rather apologetic in substance, but contextually 
speaking, it reflects the situation on field, especially during the first montl1s of missions. 
Situations on the field looked so chaotjc, people and international organisations seemed to 
be so rushed to kick in, while knowledge on and trust from the people of East Timor was 
not sufficient. 

To improve a better communication and co-ordination with the Transitjonal Administration 
and local elements from within East Timor, some measures and initiatives were formulated 
and implemented. One of these initiatives was to establish regular bi-weekly co-ordinating 
meetings between the SRSG, UNDC, East Timor leadership especially from CNRT 0ater 
on followed by representatives from NC, ETTA, NGOs, and other invitees), and Heads of 
UN agencies operating in East Timor. 

At the top official level, such an attempt seemed to be positive towards the organisational 
strengthening of the missions. However, situation at the lower level more or less resembles 
that of the "Dog-In-the-Pond-Phenomenon", in which situation seems to be so calmed on 
the surface, but all four legs beneatl1 rumble altogether, and create chaotic currents. Basic 
miscommunications often took place, and personal amity among UN staffs could not be 
firmly built. Complaints, and negative sentiments often aired, although not publicly. As one 

" See The 2000 Annual Report of the Development Co-ordi1w•or, p.l 
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of the UN staffs revealed, "working environment within the missions is very competitive 
and unfriendly" -" not only at the policy-level, but also at individual leveL There is also a 
sense of pessimism among the UN staffs towards the ability of ETTA in administering the 
development process in East Timor because some of them believe that "timorisation" does 
not necessarily lead to a more effective governance. A staff from one UN agency observes 
that although East Timorese hold top positions at some departments within ETTA, yet 
"international advisors (still) run things in East Timor."31 

But to those who are familiar with the initial stage of UN missions would not be surprised 
by such a kind of situation. Difference in vision and approach among various UN agencies 
is one of the characteristics of the entire international missions in East Timor. Even from 
the very beginning, UNTAET and especially the World Bank, for example, did not share 
same vision and strategy to the state building in East Timor. The former tends to adopt a 
speedy, top-down directive, elitist-approach especially at its initial stage, whereas the former 
insisted more on the urgency to speedy deliverability with as much people's participation 
and initiatives as possible, as was reflected in the case of CEP. 

Down to a very micro/individual level, although both were equally criticised of being 
insensitive towards local culture and people, but staffs of UN agencies are relatively more 
specialised, well-equipped, and possess a reliable technical know-how in conducting relevant 
projects, while their counterparts from UNTAET/ETTA were seen as lack of skills due to a 
rather instant recruitment mechanism. The skill-gaps between the two, let alone with the 
East Timorese-according to general perception of the international staffs of both 
UNTAET and UN agencies, had posed a major problem in the field. 

Apart from higher specialised skills and experience the staffs of UN agencies posses, 
another crucial factor that determine the general behaviour and commitments of UN 
agencies is the fact that unlike UNTAET, these agencies, along with numerous NGOs and 
donor countries, will retain their existence in the "independent" East Timor. Thus, realising 
that they will be in the land for literally an indefinite period, thus, it is understandable if they 
focus on the issue of institutional-capacity building, and do not specify their "exit-strategy" 
as that of the case of UNTAET. Moreover, this situation should also be understood in a 
sense that UNTAET is now being at the spot of public attention and expectation, at least 
up until the independence, whereas the international organisations mostly act as supporting 
bodies to the humanitarian and development efforts led by UNTAET. Thus, because 
UNTAET is central in orchestrating immediate development in East Timor, and its timeline 
of existence is also relatively fixed and shorter compared to that of the other UN agencies, 
thus public's judgement on UNTAET is much detail and immediate. This was not the case 
for other UN agencies. Indeed, it takes much more time before we can fully assess the 
performance of some of these international institutions because of their specific 
characteristics (e.g. open-ended). It is also reckoned that tl1e real significance of these 
institutions will be considerably more prolific once East Timor becomes a fully independent 
state. Thus, independence will only mark the beginning of a more intensive involvement of 
these institutions in the state building process. 

30 Interview with a UN officer in Dili on 20 Jnly 20(ll 
31 Interview with a UN officer in Dili on 20 July 20lll 
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Relationship with the Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs): 
Competitive or Co-operative? 
From the very beginning, NGOs have been always considered as an integral part of state
building process in East Timor. During the Indonesian period, they were well known to be 
among the staunchest proponents of the East Timor independence. UNTAET also fully 
recognises the importance of NGOs as partner and stakeholders of the development in 
East Timor. An organisation called the NGO Forum has recorded that there are 110 
international and 150 national NGOs that have been officially incorporated with the Forum. 
It reflects not only the fact that NGOs on East Timor were great in number, but they also 
possess the ability to co-ordinate activities among themselves, and to create a workable and 
solid network. Their activities and advocacy posed significant impacts on the development 
programs. 

In general, like NGOs elsewhere, the roles and agenda the NGOs in East Timor exercise 
are as follows: (1) acting as a means of check and balance to the government, and 
monitoring the transparency, accountability and effectiveness of development programs; (2) 
promoting democracy and community empowerment through intensive public education 
and campaigns; (3) advocating some critical individual and communal problems, most 
notably the violation of human rights, and injustice; ( 4) building up a strong and workable 
networking, not only among the national and international NGOs, but also a network with 
the government, and business alike. In short, it can be concluded that NGOs help the 
strengthening, and capacity building of the country as a whole. 

With regards to the relationships of NGOs-UNTAET /ETTA-lnternational Institutions
Donors, it is observed that in general all actors are mutually interdependent as they are 
pursuing more or less similar interests and objectives. But understandably, they sometimes 
opt for different strategy and approach in accomplishing their own respective missions. For 
instance, with its prosaic bureaucratic culture, governments and UNTAET /ETTA tend to 
adopt a procedural approach, which can be very complicated and slow. On the contrary, 
NGOs are more flexible and informal in executing its policy, although it must be admitted 
that such flexibility and informality sometimes risk the accountability. This situation had 
created a common impression that governments and NGOs cannot work together, and 
their relationship is only marked by harsh and constant exchange of criticisms. 

Initially, according to the NGO Forum, some NGOs do work alongside the Government, 
as is the case with NGOs working in health, or water and sanitation, where the government 
does not have enough resource to finance these sections, or considered as less politicallY 
important. Other NGOs, however, work quite independently from the Government, 
especially in agriculture, environment, education, capacity-building, social welfare, human 
rights, and media sectors. These are sectors of which the government is bck of vision as to 
how the program should be administered and managed so that people will mm:imallv 
benefit from it. And it is in these sectors competitions--even conflicts frequently occurred 
between UNTAET/ETTA (and other UN and international institutions) and NGOs. 

Regardless their position tJis-iz-vtj· the Administration, NGOs are normally critical m 
evaluating and assessing the progress of development in tl1e territory. One of their criticisms 
towards the UN missions is that these missions, especially UNTAET, are too concerned 
about--even obsessed by-the formal independence of East Timor, and they seemed to be 
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so rush in leaving the country once the independent date is agreed. Actually, many expect 
the missions would be more rela.. ... ed and more people oriented rather than being too 
overwhelmed by their own legal and political agenda. 

Moreover, NGOs' critical evaluation, assessments, .rroposals, ini6atives, and 
recommendations on several sectors submitted to the Donors' Meetings had helped the 
interna6onal community and donors in identifying and understanding the shortcomings, as 
well as achievements of the Mission. In the end, such a critical attitude had posed a very 
positive impact on the state-building process in East Timor. 
Indeed, we just cannot always view NGOs and the Administration in a diametral, or black
and-white posi6on. There were in fact several cases in which the NGOs were a:ble to 
propose some very stimulating and sensible ini6atives, and received full support from the 
Administra6on. The success of Civic Education program was perhaps one example of how 
Government and NGOs could closely work together, and become successful at the end. 
With intensive communication and an open-minded attitude from both Transitional 
Administration and NGOs, some initial hurdles can be overcome, and differences can be 
reconciled. 

On the contrary, education is perhaps one of the most complex problems in which relations 
between the Administration and NGOs (and also the Church) are yet harmonious. 
According to some NGOs dealing with education sector, the rather authoritarian attitude of 
the Government prevented them from working closely, and co-operatively with the 
Government. Even in some extreme circumstances, UNTAET/ETTA could easily stop the 
NGOs ac6vity simply by cutting off their financial and technical supports. Thus, it is 
difficult to claim that NGOs and the Transitional Administration are either in absolute 
synergy or friction, because they are mutually interdependent towards each other. 

IV. SOME LESSONS LEARNED: Agenda for the Future 
From the description above, it is clear that given the unfortunate circumstances, the UN has 
been doing a formidable job in the making of East Timor as an independent state. 'Indeed, if 
we judge its performance by the standards of what people expect, thus, the UN mission 
does not perform as good as people had expected. There are shortcomings, and criticisms 
to,;ards the way the UN undertakes its duty and responsibility, especially on sluggish 
progress and mistakes UNTAET had committed during the first six months. But it must be 
admitted that with some on-site modifications of the original plan as formulated by New 
York, UNTAET had been able to improve its overall performance; deliverability, and 
relationships not only with the other international organisations and donors, but more 
importantly its relations with the people and leaders of East Timor. 

Furtl1ermore, there are some lessons that can be learned or compared from the experience 
of UNTAET. Basically, these lessons can be categorised into two broad themes, n<lmely: (1) 
lessons for the Peaceke,ping organisational development-as it had been formulated 
tl1rough the Brahimi Report, and; (2) lessons for the international co-operation on state
building process. 

On lessons for the next possible peacekeeping operation, UN'f AET's experience in East 
Timor, however, shares some similarities with that of the UNTAC in Cambodia. First, 
'intense efforts should be made to reduce the delay between a negotiated settlement and 
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deployment of subsequent mission, and its associated mechanisms and infrastructure. UN 
peacekeeping operations should 'hit the ground running' and be prepared to take control 
immediately. UNTAET's, as well as UNTAC's, sluggishness in taking control of the 
territory was one of the biggest flaws of the East Timor mission.' There was a period of 
discontinuity between UNAMET and UNTAET, and in subsequent stage, such a 
discontinuity was reinforced by frequent turnover of personnel. 

As also the case of UNTAC, 'the inadequacy of its advance planning affected UNTAET for 
the whole of its life cycle. Apart from the lack of capacity at UN Headquarters, advance 
planning was hindered by a disjunction between the negotiation at the Security Council and 
their implementation. All the senior leadership-designate of peacekeeping mission should be 
involved, where possible, in the negotiation and planning phases leading up to deployment'. 
The SRSG agreed that planning was a very critical issue that determines the success of 
certain mission, and he admitted that UN mission in East Timor did not have a good and 
comprehensive one. In security field, he noted that international intervention in East Timor 
began with a Multi-National Force and led from within the region (Australia). This was 
swiftly followed by its transition into a more orthodox PKF. Such transitions :<re indeed 
rarely easy, but in this case it was flawless, and the reason was simply because UNTAET was 
not equipped to deal with a transformation on this scale. Rather, the mission was almost 
entirely dependent on "blue-bereted" MNF officers seconded to the UN for its 
implementation. In the future, initial UNPKF should contain strong planning and logistics 
cells, and ·the Secretariat should begin advance planning of these operations with key 
potential partners to lay down blueprints and contingency plans for possible future 
transitions. 

In the civil and political transition, the UN mission was also challenged by the fact that 
resolution 1272 did not provide the mission an instruction manual, and comprehensive plan. 
The SRSG admitted that approach adopted from the outset would not work. He actually 
planned to Timorise only the civil service with the delay on political transition just until tl1e 
election or well before independence. Meanwhile, consultation ,/Ith a selected few would 
suffice. It became clear, however, that consultation was insufficient, and thus, the mission 
accelerated the Timorisation process. On the one hand, he was asked to Timorise and 
delegate authority to the local population. On the other, the mission was also told that the 
funds allocated to UNTAET for this purpose could not go to the administration 
established! Therefore, the future UN missions would be constantly challenged by the 
question of how far or fast can the UN accelerate the power-sharing with local people. 

The next critical lesson for the future UN mission is on the good mission governance, not 
only on the establishment of accountable, efficient and corruption-free ambience within the 
mission, but also on how the mission can be discipline and consistent in implementing its 
own rule of the game and law. In East Timor, corruption has been becoming a major issue. 
But equally critical is the issue of impunity. There were several unlawful acts committed by 
UN personnel i.e. sexual harassment, and traffic accidents, and no significant attention has 
been given on these matters. If the UN is about to retain people's trust and its credibility, 
thus, it must be able to find a firm and consistent solution to these types of problems. 

Finally, on a specific administrative matter, it must be admitted that UN rinancial and 
administrative procedures were complex and time-consuming. This had been one of the 
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obstacles the UNTAC faced in Cambodia, but then, it cepe;ctedly took place again in East 
Timor. Thus, greater delegation of financial authority and faster and more flexible 
procurement procedures would all have helped the functioning of UNTAET's 
administration. 

Personnel-wise, the UN missions must develop a transparent and accountable recruitment 
procedure, which allows them to select people with skill and commitment. The recruitment 
system should also accommodate a smoother transfer of skills from international staffs to 
the local people who will run things after the mission is ceased. In that regacd, the UN 
should consider the strategy to transfer the skills and knowledge of international staff to its 
local partners. In East Timor, it is found that the staffs who originally were not government 
employees often complained that their bureaucrats colleagues were very reluctant in 
"educating" their local partners, so the transfer of knowledge did not work well. On the 
contrary, these bureaucrats seconded to the mission often accused their non-bureaucrat 
colleagues as "not having sufficient experience and skills" in running public affairs". Thus, 
personnel backgrounds really matter at this point since backgrounds would determine 
personnel's way of thinking and action. 

In an emergency situation or at the initial stage where the time for co-ordination and 
adjustment is a luxury the mission does not possess, perhaps it is preferable if the UN 
recruits its personnel in a "team-package", that is a team of experts/personnel from certain 
country/ organisations that technically specialised on specific duties e.g. health, agriculture, 
budget and so forth. Several cases in East Timor confirmed the fact that Team-approach 
might yield a better result in a shorter period of time. 

Henceforth, new recruitment procedures should not necessarily contradict the general 
quota-basis principle of UN, because as many people reckon, the case of East Timor is quite 
unique, and it may not happen again in the future. Therefore, it does not pose an immediate 
impact on the overall mechanism of the UN. However, still the UN should establish 
alternative or ad hoc procedures and mechanisms that can be temporarily applied in special 
circumstances. In short, the UN must develop a more sophisticated conception of the 
operation of multifunctional missions. The improvisation tlut characterised much of 
UNTAET's performance, noble though it may have been, cannot fully be the basis for 
future UN exercise in nation-building, if any. 

\Vith regards to the lessons for the international co-operation on state-building process, it 
must be admitted that co-ordination is the most difficult problem. To avoid duplication of 
efforts, and lack of synergy among various missions in East Timor, a better strategic co
ordination is needed between the components of large multi-purpose UN missions. 
Continued and close communications between the co-ordinator of mission, and other UN 
missions, donor countries and NGOs should be maintained at all cost. In the case of 
UNTAET, the Donors' Meetings would be good examples of how numerous missions, 
countries, and groups can be harmonised, and can collectively discuss, monitor, and set the 
various programs, benchmarks and assessments neces>ary for the success of the whole 
objectives. This model should be implemented in the future missions. 

Lastly, international community should also bear in mind that the official independence of 
the country would not automatically end the process of state-building in East Timor. The 
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country will continually need supports from various countries, international organisations, 
both private and public. The East Timorese has energy and spirit to build their country, but 
only with strong supports and commitments of international society can the East Timorese 
build their nation in a democratic way. 
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